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Introduction 
 
OpenInsight for Web (O4W) is a flexible and powerful web development toolkit for 
OpenInsight. 
 
Don’t limit your application to the desktop! OpenInsight for Web (O4W) is a rapid application 
development tool that lets you generate responsive forms, reports, and dashboards. Use our GUI 
drag-and-drop to lay out your forms and then test in both desktop and mobile browser mode. Or 
use our full-function API to create the most sophisticated web pages. 
 
The O4W Development Toolkit makes it possible for multivalue developers with limited or no 
HTML/XML/JavaScript experience to develop feature rich web pages. O4W is designed to work 
the way multivalue developers think, taking advantage of the skills and knowledge they already 
have. While users with more web development experience can use O4W's advanced features, all 
developers can create modern web applications (using JavaScript, XHTML, and AJAX) through 
O4W's APIs and integrated wizards. 
 
This Reference Guide is designed to provide a detailed look into the properties of each of the 
O4W components: 
 

 O4W Menu 
 O4W Form 
 O4W WYSIWYG 
 O4W Reporter 
 O4W Procedures 
 O4W Dashboard 
 DB Management 

o OI Maintenance 
o O4W Maintenance 
o Deployment Tools 

 O4W Commuter Module 
 O4W Templates 
 O4W Application Program Interface (API) 

 

Browser compatibility 
 
O4W uses advanced web technologies to deliver an interactive and dynamic web experience.  
For the best results, users and developers should use the most current versions of their web 
browser.  As of early 2018, these versions are currently: 
 
Chrome 64+, Firefox 58+, Edge 41+, Opera 51+, Safari 5+ (Windows), Safari 11+ (mac) 
 
The minimal suggested versions for full functionality are: 
 
Chrome 63, Firefox 57, Edge 40, IE 11, Opera 51+, Safari 4 (Windows), Safari 10 (mac) 
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Developers and users may choose to use older versions of their web browser, at the risk of 
reduced functionality, by changing the version of jQuery that O4W uses.  Changing to jQuery 
1.12 (or earlier)  allows developers and users to support older browsers including: 
 
IE 6-8, Opera 12.1x, Safari 5.1+ 
 
Developers who choose to support these older browsers should carefully test any plugins and 
functionality that their web sites may rely upon. 
For Mobile development, the minimal recommended browsers are the stock browser on Android 
4.0+ and Safari on iOS7+. For a complete list of supported mobile browsers, please see: 
 
https://jquerymobile.com/browser-support/1.4/ 
 
Note: O4W displays a warning message on any browser that does not meet the suggested version 
and release requirements.  The javascript to create and display this message is stored in the O4W 
configuration record, and this functionality will be updatable via DB Management,O4W 
Maintenance, Configuration Records, Browsers Tab. 
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Creating O4W Users 
 
In OpenInsight 10, O4W users are defined within OpenInsight via the IDE.  These users are 
given O4W permissions.  Users in each application must be given permission in order to log in 
via O4W. 
 
From the OpenInsight 10 IDE within your specific application go to Settings, Users, User 
Setup… 
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Create O4W users for this application.  In the example below an O4W user has been created 
called: EXAMPLES_O4W.  Users can be both OpenInsight Users and O4W Users by choosing 
the User Type: Both OpenInsight and O4W User.  You must also set the O4W User Level and 
establish a policy compliant password. 
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The O4W user and password 
 
OpenInsight for Web (O4W) when used with the EXAMPLES application has a default User 
Name of EXAMPLES_O4W and Password of EXAMPLES123! to log into the O4W 
application development environment. 
 
Make sure your OEngineServer service is running and from your browser type the following 
URL:  http://localhost:18888/examples/start.htm 
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I. O4W Login 
 

1. From the O4W Main Menu choose O4W Login/Logout. 
 

 
 

2. From the O4W Login/Logout Menu choose Log In. 
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3. Enter your O4W User Name or Password. 
 

 
 
II. O4W Logout 
 

1. From the O4W Login/Logout Menu choose Logout. 
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III. O4W Start Page 
 

1. From the O4W Login/Logout Menu choose Start Page.  This will launch the static O4W 
Start Page (start.htm) located in the O4W folder. 
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O4W Menu 
 
I. Create/Modify 
 

1. From the O4W Main Menu choose O4W Menu. 
 

 
 
2. From the O4W menu choose Create/Modify. 

 

 
 

3. From the Menu Definition form you can either select a menu to modify from the drop 
down box or you can enter the name of a new menu to create.  Click the Go button to 
continue.  
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4. We will now explore each component of the Menu Definition form. 
 

 
 
5. All the O4W wizard routines (O4W Forms, O4W Reports, O4W Dashboards, etc.), as 

well as the O4W API’s, allow the developer to specify one of more “templates” on which 
their output can be displayed.  A template contains all the additional html elements 
needed to generate the full web page that a browser can display.  This includes images, 
colors, and style elements that both surround, and may be used by, the O4W routine’s 
output.  O4W includes several sample templates .  These templates are stored in the 
TEMPLATES directory located within OpenInsight at: 
\Revsoft\OInsight\O4W\TEMPLATES. 
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6. Enter a description of your menu in the textbox. 
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7. Enter your menu permissions from the drop down box.  You can create additional menu 

permissions in the O4W Maintenance section of O4W. 
 

 
 

8. The name of a stored procedure used for menu preprocessing can be entered in the 
textbox. 
 

 
 

9. There are four menu types: None, Menu, Sub Menu and Menu Item. 
 None – Used for a placeholder description that has no links 
 Menu – A general category that contains Submenus or Menu Items 
 Submenu – A general category that contains Menu Items 
 Menu Item – Specific items that launch O4W programs 
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10. Enter the text to appear for each TYPE in the textbox. 

 

 
 

11. There are eight Link Types: 
 None – Used as a place holder 
 Explicit URL – O4W will link to the URL specified 
 O4W Procedure – O4W will link to an O4W procedure 
 O4W Form – O4W will link to an O4W form 
 O4W Report – O4W will link to an O4W report 
 O4W AdHoc Report – O4W will link to an O4W AdHoc report 
 O4W Dashboard – O4W will link to an O4W Dashboard 
 Email – O4W will link to a mailto address 
 CLICK event – Control ID – Generates a click event into the current O4W stored 

procedure, passing in the value specified in the “Link To” textbox as the control 
ID for the event 
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12. Based upon the Link Type selected, the Link To drop down list will populate with the 

appropriate choices to select from. 
 

 
 

13. Item Permissions can be set for each individual item on a menu. 
 

 
 
 

14. Menu items may be inserted or deleted by clicking the appropriate button. 
 

 
 

15. Menu items may be added by clicking on the Add new row button.. 
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II. Copy/Delete 
 

1. From the O4W Menu choose Copy/Delete. 
 

 
 

2. Select the O4W menu you want to copy or delete.  To make a copy of the selected menu 
enter a new menu name in the textbox provided and click the Copy! Button.  To delete 
the selected menu item, click the DELETE! Button.  This will permanently delete your 
menu item. 
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III. Run 
 

1. From the O4W Menu choose Run. 
 

 
 

2. Select your O4W menu from the drop down box and click the Run button.  Checking the 
Run in another tab, will launch the menu in the next tab on your browser.  
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O4W Form 
 
I. Create/Modify 
 

1. From the O4W Main Menu choose O4W Menu. 
 

 
 
2. From the O4W Form menu choose Create/Modify. 
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3. From the Form Selection tab you can select an existing O4W Form to modify from the 
drop down box, an existing OpenInsight form to convert or you can enter the name of a 
new form to create.  Click the Next button to continue.  
 

 
 

4. We will now explore each component on the Layout tab. 
 

 
 

5. A textbox is provided to enter a description of the form. 
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6. Choose the table to be associated with this form from the drop down list.  This drop down 

list will contain all tables attached to the application that O4W is logged into. 
 

 
 

7. A textbox is provided to enter the title of this form. 
 

 
 

8. All the O4W wizard routines (O4W Forms, O4W Reports, O4W Dashboards, etc.), as 
well as the O4W API’s, allow the developer to specify one of more “templates” on which 
their output can be displayed.  A template contains all the additional html elements 
needed to generate the full web page that a browser can display.  This includes images, 
colors, and style elements that both surround, and may be used by, the O4W routine’s 
output.  O4W includes several sample templates .  These templates are stored in the 
TEMPLATES directory located within OpenInsight at 
\Revsoft\OInsight\O4W\TEMPLATES. 
 

 
 

9. A textbox is provided to enter the path of a background image to use as a watermark for 
each page of the form.  Textboxes are also provided to enter the form header and footer.  
You can also select the O4W Menu to display on this form.  Select None to not display 
any menu. 
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10. A color picker control is provided to select the background color, foreground color, link 
color and visited link color to be used on the form.  You can either choose one of the 
colors provided or enter a specific hex color value or color name. 
 

 
 

11. General form alignment can be chosen from the radio button set provided.  An option to 
show borders around each cell is also provided. 
 

 
 

12. Links can be provided at the bottom of every page on a form.  Enter the link text in the 
textbox provided and the specific URL in the associated textbox.  A description of Link 
To options can be found at the back of this reference guide. 
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13. We will now explore each component on the Behavior tab. 
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14. One of the behavioral characteristics of the form that must be defined is how records are 
to be retrieved.  The choices are: 
 

 OI Form Mode – The O4W form can behave like an OI form, allowing you to use 
“QBF” for searching and selection of records.  In this mode, there is no separate 
“collector” window created to enter the key and/or search values 

 Picklist – All records in the associated table for this form a displayed for key 
selection 

 Entering Key – The user must enter the record key 
 Search – The user will search for records based upon criteria provided 
 Key and Search – The use can either enter the record key or search for records 

based upon search criteria provided 
 None – Add Records only – An entry form is provided and the record key is 

programmatically or automatically assigned.  The user must press a button to 
launch the form 

 None – Add Records Only (Without Button) - An entry form is provided and the 
record key is programmatically or automatically assigned.   

 

 
 

15. A textbox is provided to enter the number of parts in the key field. 
 

 
 

16. Enter your form permissions from the drop down box.  You can create additional menu 
permissions in the O4W Maintenance section of O4W. 
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17. The Allow Editing drop down box has the following three choices: 
 

 
 

18. One of the behavioral characteristics of the form that must be defined is if this form will 
allow the entry of new records.  The choices are: 
 

 Yes, with internal DATE as key – The record ID will be the system internal date 
 Yes, with internal DATE*TIME as key – The record ID will be the system 

internal date and time separated by an asterisk 
 Yes, with user-entered key – The end user will enter the record ID 
 Yes, with counter as key – A sequential counter will be used to generate the 

record ID 
 Yes, with stored procedure generated key – The form will call the stored 

procedure provided to generate a new key.  The stored procedure should have 3 
parameters.  The first parameter should be set by the stored procedure to the new 
key.  The second parameter will be passed in by the O4W form runner and will be 
the name of the table used by the currently-executing form.  The third parameter 
will be the contents of the record that the O4W form runner is about to save. 

 No – The form will not allow the entry of new records 
 

 
 

19. Record deletion can be controlled by choosing the Yes/No radio button. 
 

20. You can choose the location of the Save/Delete/Next buttons. 
 

21. Since O4W uses a special type of “web-friendly” locking, known as “optimistic locking”, 
it is possible that the record will be changed or locked by another user when the O4W 
Form is ready to write the modified or new record.  The form can check if a record ID is 
locked, or has been modified by another user, and allow a retry in this case.  The user will 
be prompted to enter a new record ID under which their changes should be written. 
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22. Some of the behavioral characteristics of the form that must be defined is if this form will 
call a commuter module for events on the form, if the form will allow editing, if the form 
will allow record deletion and the location of the Save/DeleteNext buttons.  Specific form 
events to call the commuter module can be selected.  For event behaviour see the chapter 
O4W Form Commuter Module. 
 

 
 

23. If desired, select the previously defined O4W-controlled RSS feed(s) you wish to update 
when records are updated, created, or deleted by this form. 
 

 
 

24. Select the form-level events that will be passed into the commuter module (if any).  The 
form runner can call the commuter module when the form is first being processed and 
before any display has taken place (CREATE), before selecting results from any search 
criteria (SELECT), or after (READY) the form has been rendered, before (PRE-READ) 
or after (POST-READ) the individual record has been read, before (PRE-WRITE) or 
after (POST-WRITE) the individual record has been updated, before (PRE-DELETE) or 
after (POST-DELETE) the individual record has been deleted, when a tab has been 
clicked (TAB), after a popup has returned a value (POPUP), and after the individual 
record has been displayed (POST-DRAW) 
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25. We will now explore each component on the Groups tab. 

 

 
 

26. Associations are groupings of fields.  Multiple associations can live on a single tab.  A 
typical association would be a set of “associated” multivalue fields.  You can also group 
non-multivalue fields together in an association, because you want them to be logically 
grouped together.  The smallest “logical grouping” in an O4W Form is an association.  
When an O4W form is run, O4W tries to build its display tables (on each tab) based on 
each association you have defined.  However, if you ‘mix up’ the fields that are defined 
in an association – say, some are multivalued and some are not; or some are displayed 
over/under and some are displayed side-by-side – O4W will split them apart.  It will 
make your single association into a few ‘sub-groupings’, where each subgroup has the 
same properties – either all single valued, or all multivalued; and either all over/under, or 
all side-by-side.  The components of an association are as follows: 
 

 Association Name – A logical name you assign to an association 
 Title – An optional title applied to an association.  If applied the title will display 

above it’s association 
 Desc – An optional description which would be displayed if the users mouse 

“hovers over” the association title 
 Add Button? – The choices are: None, Top (Add button placed at the top of an 

associated multivalue set), Bottom (Add button placed at the bottom of an 
associated multivalue set), Both (Add button placed at the top and bottom of an 
associated multivalue set) 

 Del Button? – The choices are: None, Top (Delete button placed at the top of an 
associated multivalue set), Bottom (Delete button placed at the bottom of an 
associated multivalue set), Both (Delete button placed at the top and bottom of an 
associated multivalue set) 

 Ins/Del on Row? – The choices are: None, Ins (An Ins button will be placed to the 
left of an associated multivalue set to insert a row; the row will be inserted 
immediately before the row where the button is located), Del (A Del button will 
be placed to the left of an associated mutlivalue set to delete that row), Both (An 
Ins and Del button will be placed to the left of an associated multivalue set). 

 Allow Rearrange – Provides the ability to rearrange the rows in this association, 
both graphically on the screen and within the associated set of multivalue fields 

 Table Width – If desired, a fixed table width can be set by entering the pixel 
width, followed by a “px” to represent “pixels” (ie, 400px) 

 Table Height – If desired, a fixed table height can be set by entering the pixel 
height, followed by a “px” to represent “pixels” (ie, 400px) 

 Scroll If Too Big? -  If a fixed table width or height has been specified, and the 
table data exceeds that width or height, specifies that a scroll bar (or both a 
horizontal and vertical scroll bar) should be displayed 

 Table Border – Provides the ability to place borders around this association 
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 Zebra Stripe – Provides the ability to alternate shading between each row of this 
association 

 Delete Association – Clicking the Del button will delete this association 
 Add Association – Click this button will add a new association 
 Default width for automatically defined associations – Enter the pixel width, 

followed by a “px” to represent “pixels” (ie, 400px), for the group that contains 
all fields not specified in a named group 

 Default height for automatically defined associations – Enter the pixel height, 
followed by a “px” to represent “pixels” (ie, 400px), for the group that contains 
all fields not specified in a named group  

 

 
 

27. Tabs are physical ‘pages’ on the form.  Each tab is one ‘page’ of fields.  A form can be 
defined with no tabs (a single page) or multiple tabs.  A textbox is provided to enter the 
default tab name.  Additional tabs may be added to the form by clicking the Add Tab 
button.  A tab may be deleted by clicking on the Del button.  Additionally Back/Next 
buttons for tab movement can be displayed on the form by selecting the checkbox 
provided. 
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28. A form can contain fields that are not bound to the table associated with this form.  A 
textbox is provided to enter User Field Names.  New User Field Names can be added to 
the form by clicking the Add User Field button.  User Field Names may be deleted from 
the form by clicking the Del button. 
 

 
 

29. We will now explore each component on the Fields tab. 
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30. The Add Field To… multiline textbox contains all the dictionary names contained in the 

table associated with this form as well as all User Field Names. 
 

 
 

31. Fields must be selected for three categories: Search/Select, Display on Tab and Display in 
Association.  For Search/Select Fields: 
 

 Choose the items to search on from the Add Field To box and click the Search 
button to add fields to the Search Fields section.  Click the Remove button under 
the Search Fields section to remove search fields. 

 Choose the items to display search results from the Add Field To box and click 
the Results button to add fields to the Search Result Fields section.  Click the 
Remove button under the Search Result Fields section to remove search result 
fields. 
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32. For Display on Tab: 

 
 Choose the items to appear on All Pages from the Add Field To box and click the 

All Pages button to add fields to the All Pages section.  Click the Remove button 
under the All Pages section to remove fields from the All Pages section. 

 Choose the items to appear on a specific Tab from the Add Field To box and click 
the button with the Tab Name to add fields to that Tab.  Click the Remove button 
under the Tab Name section to remove fields from that Tab.  
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33. For Display in Association: 
 

 Choose the items to appear in a specific Association from the Add Field To box 
and click the button with the Association Name to add fields to that Association.  
Click the Remove button under the Association Name section to remove fields 
from that Association.  
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34. We will now explore each component on the Search tab. 

 

 
 

35. If this form has a multipart key each Key Part will be displayed.  You can select the 
appropriate dictionary item for each specific key part. 
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36. If you want the end user to enter the record key you can enter the Key entry prompt text.  
If you want an Explicit Value for the record key enter it in the textbox provided.  If you 
want to call a Stored Procedure to generate a record key enter the name of the stored 
procedure in the textbox provided.   
 
For the “key part” stored procedure, the parameters are: 

 
Subroutine MyRoutine(formName, KeyPartNumber, keyPart) 

 
Where “MyRoutine” is the name of the stored procedure you have created, formName is 
the name of the O4W Form (passed in), KeyPartNumber is the number of the key part 
that this should return (passed in), and keyPart is the key (or part of the key) (returned 
from your stored procedure).  
 

 
 

37. If you want to utilize your own routine to do a record search enter the stored procedure 
name in the textbox provided. The search stored procedure should have three parameters.  
The first parameter is a list (@FM-delimited) of the dictionary field names the user has 
been prompted for.  The second parameter is an associated list (@FM-delimited) of the 
values the user has entered in response to the prompts.  The third parameter is the @FM-
delimited list of keys that your stored procedure generates as the results of the search. 
 

 
 

38. Search fields are displayed in the order that they were selected.  You can change the 
display order by left clicking on a field and dragging that field to a new position. 
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39. The search types provided are: 
 

 UPPER-CASE -  All entered data is converted to upper-case. 
 lower-case – All entered data is converted to lower-case. 
 Unchanged – All entered data will be searched on as entered. 
 Case-Insensitive – Specific case will not be utilized for searching. 

 

 
 

40. The search comparison types are as follows: 
 

 <implicit> - user can enter a comparison operator and value 
 equals - = 
 greater or equal - >= 
 less or equal - <= 
 greater - > 
 less - < 
 starts with – ] xxxx 
 ends with – [ xxxx 
 contains – [] xxxx 
 is not equal to - # 
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41. Enter the prompt text for each item in the textbox provided. 
 

 
 

42. If Yes is selected and no data is entered for this selection criteria the selection option is 
skipped. 
 

 
 

43. If the user should be allowed to enter multiple values for the selection value, select Yes 
from the “Multiple Selection?” column.  If a list of possible values is displayed (either 
programmatically or because the current field is indexed), multiple selections can be 
made by holding down the shift or control key when clicking; if a textbox is displayed, 
multiple values can be entered by comma-delimiting them in the textbox. 
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44. If this is an indexed field you can set the maximum number of records to display in the 
dropdown list. 
 

 
 

45. You can set the index display order. 
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46. We will now explore each component on the Selection tab. 
 

 
 

47. You can specify the number of lines/page to display for the search results.  The default is 
10 lines per page. 
 

 
 

48. The fields to display after the search appear in the order that they were selected.  You can 
change the display order by left clicking on a field and dragging that field to a new 
position. 
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49. The field label will default to the dictionary label.  You may enter your own label in the 
text box provided. 
 

 
 

50. The Label Properties can be modified by clicking on the  button. 
 

 
 

51. Change ALL label properties to match this? – If this box is checked, all label properties 
for Search Fields will be duplicated.  You can set the column width by entering a pixel 
value, followed by “px” (for example, 400px).  A color picker control is provided to 
select the label background color and foreground color for the search display results.  
You can either choose one of the colors provided or enter a hex color value or name. 
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52. We will now explore each component on the Edit/Display tab. 

 

 
 

53. The fields to display on each tab appear in the order that they were selected.  You can 
change the display order by left clicking on a field and dragging that field to a new 
position. 
 

 
 

54. Each field label will use its dictionary description by default.  You can change the label 
description by entering the label text in the textbox provided. 
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55. You can set the Label Display Properties for each field by clicking the  button. 
 

 
 

56. We will now explore each component for setting Label Properties: 
 

 Change ALL label properties on the current tab to match this? – If this box is 
checked, all label properties for fields on this tab will be duplicated. 

 Font name: - You can specify a font name for this label (e.g. Tahoma) 
 Background Color: - A color picker control is provided to select the label 

background color.  You can either choose one of the colors provided or enter a 
specific hex color value. 

 Text Color: - A color picker control is provided to select the label text color.  You 
can either choose one of the colors provided or enter a specific hex color value. 

 Alignment: - Label text can be aligned within a cell with left, center or right 
justification. 

 Label/Value Position – You can position the label/values either side-by-side or 
over/under.  Over/Under is typically used for multivalue associations. 

 Label Width - You can set the label width by entering a pixel value, followed by 
“px” (for example, 400px).   
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57. You can set the Value Display Properties for each field by clicking the  button. 
 

 
 

58. We will now explore each component for setting Value Properties: 
 

 Change ALL value properties on the current tab to match this? – If this box is 
checked, all value properties for fields on this tab will be duplicated. 

 Font name: - You can specify a font name for this value (e.g. Tahoma) 
 Background Color: - A color picker control is provided to select the value 

background color.  You can either choose one of the colors provided or enter a 
specific hex color value. 

 Text Color: - A color picker control is provided to select the value text color.  
You can either choose one of the colors provided or enter a specific hex color 
value. 

 Text Alignment: – Values can be aligned within a cell with left, center or right 
justification. 

 Control Alignment: – Controls can be aligned within a cell with left, center or 
right justification. 

 Bold? – If checked the value will be displayed in a bold font. 
 Italic? – If checked the value will be displayed in an italic font. 
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59. You can set the Value Input Display Details Properties for each field by clicking the  
button. 
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60. We will now explore each component for setting Input/Display Properties for an Input 
type: Plain text (not editable). 
 

 
 

61. If the data associated with this value is multivalue, check this box. 
 

 
 

62. If this field is a record key, check this box.  If this field is part of a multi-part key, enter 
the key part in the textbox provided  For single part keys enter ‘0’. 
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63. Each field must be defined with an Input type.  The Input types are as follows: 

 

 
 

 Plain text (not editable – This field will be defined as non editable, no data entry 
allowed. 

 
 

 Textbox – This field will utilize a textbox control for data entry. 

 
 

 Password – This field will utilize a password textbox control for data entry.  The 
typed characters are not displayed. 

 
 

 Radio Buttons – This field will utilize a radio button control for data entry.  Only 
one radio button can be selected. 

 
 

 Checkboxes – This field will utilize a checkbox control for data entry.  Multiple 
choices may be selected. 

 
 

 Listbox – This field will utilize a listbox (dropdown) control for data entry.  Only 
one row can be selected. 
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 Combobox – This field will utilize a combobox (dropdown) control for data entry.  

Data can be entered in the textbox provided as well as selecting from the listbox. 

 
 

 Type-ahead Listbox – This field will utilize a type-ahead listbox control for data 
entry.  As data is entered the results in the listbox are refined. 

 
 

 Multiline Text – This field will utilize a multiline text control for data entry. 
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 Date picker – This field will utilize a date picker control for data entry. 

 
 

 Color picker – This field will utilize a color picker control for data entry. 

 
 

 Time picker – This field will utilize a time picker control for data entry. 

 
 

 File upload – This field will utilize a file upload control for data entry. 

 
 

 Hidden textbox – This field will not be displayed, but the original value of the 
field will be stored in the browser page and retrieved when the record is updated. 

 
64. You can specify a specific output conversion code by entering in the textbox provided or 

use the dictionary output conversion by checking Use Dictionary. 
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65. The default value on a new record entry can be specified.  The choices are: 
 None – No default value will be provided. 
 Current date – The default record key will be the current date. 
 Current time – The default record key will be the current time. 
 Result from stored procedure – A stored procedure name can be specified that 

generates and returns a default value. The stored procedure should have 4 
parameters.  The O4W form runner will pass in the name of the form, the current 
key (if known), and the name of the field, in parameters 1, 2, and 3 respectively.  
Your stored procedure should return the default value to use in parameter 4. 
 
For example, your stored procedure may have the following definition: 
 
SUBROUTINE MySubroutine(formName, currentKey, fieldname, defValue) 
 
The calculated value should be returned in the defValue parameter. 
 

 Explicit value – In the textbox provided you can specify the default value.  When 
specifying a default value for a field in the form wizard, please note that if a 
literal value is specified, it should be entered in “internal format”, as the form 
wizard will apply any specified output conversions on the data before it is 
displayed.  For example, when using a literal default value on a field that has a 
date conversion, the default value should be specified as an internal date (16488) 
rather than an external date (02/20/2013). 
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66. Below is the property panel for Input/Display Properties for an Input type: Textbox. 

 

 
 

67. Entered values can automatically be converted to UPPECASE or lowercase. 
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68. The following input validation types are supported. 
 

 
 

69. If desired, select the field-level events that will call the commuter module for this field.  
The commuter module can be called before the focus is set to the current field (“Entering 
field”, or “Pre-field”), when the focus is lost from the current field (“Leaving field”, or 
“Post-field”), and/or when the value in the current field has been changed (“Changed 
value”, or “Changed”) 

 

 
 

70. The Input Size is specified in characters. 
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71. Below is the property panel for Input/Display Properties for an Input type: Password. 
 

 
 

72. The default values for new records are as follows: 
 

 
 

 Result from stored procedure – A stored procedure name can be specified that 
generates and returns a default value. The stored procedure should have 4 
parameters.  The O4W form runner will pass in the name of the form, the current 
key (if known), and the name of the field, in parameters 1, 2, and 3 respectively.  
Your stored procedure should return the default value to use in parameter 4. 
 
For example, your stored procedure may have the following definition: 
 
SUBROUTINE MyRoutine(formName, currKey, fieldname, defValue) 
 
The calculated value that should be used as the default should be returned in the 
“defValue” parameter. 
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73. Below is the property panel for Input/Display Properties for an Input type: Radio 
Buttons. 
 

 
 

74. The source of values/codes choices are as follows. 
 

 
 
The values/codes can be selected from a table where the keys are the “code”, and a 
specific field contains the “value” to display; or from a single record that contains both 
the “codes” and the “values” in separate fields; or from one of the standard defined 
options; or from a user-defined stored procedure. 
If the values and codes are generated by a stored procedure, the stored procedure should 
have the following format: 
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SUBROUTINE MySubroutine(ignoredParam, valuesParam, codesParam) 
 
The codes should be passed in the 3rd parameter (codesParam), where each code is 
separated by a value mark (@VM); the display values should be passed in the 2nd 
parameter (valuesParam), where each display value is also separated by a value mark 
(@VM).  There should be a 1-to-1 correspondence between each code value and each 
display value. 
 
If the source is “Table with keys as code”, you can optionally specify a SELECT 
statement that the form runner will execute to generate the list of codes and values in the 
desired order.  You can use WITH, BY, etc. clauses to organize the list of codes as 
required.  If no SELECT statement is specified, all codes and values in the table will be 
retrieved and displayed in random order.
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75. Below is the property panel for Input/Display Properties for an Input type: Checkboxes. 
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76. Below is the property panel for Input/Display Properties for an Input type: Listbox. 
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77. Below is the property panel for Input/Display Properties for an Input type: Combobox. 
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78. Below is the property panel for Input/Display Properties for an Input type: Type-ahead 

Listbox. 
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79. Below is the property panel for Input/Display Properties for an Input type: Multiline 
Text. 
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80. Below is the property panel for Input/Display Properties for an Input type: Date picker. 
 

 
 

81. Below is the property panel for Input/Display Properties for an Input type: Color picker. 
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82. Below is the property panel for Input/Display Properties for an Input type: Time picker. 
 

 
 

83. Below is the property panel for Input/Display Properties for an Input type: File upload. 
 

 
 

84. The upload destination can be specified if the contents of the upload file should be placed 
in an OI table or Windows folder.  By default, if Upload Destination is left blank, the 
contents of the uploaded file will be placed directly into the field; if upload destination is 
specified as two pieces of information separated by a space, it will be interpreted as an OI 
table and record name; if upload destination is specified as a single string, it will be 
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interpreted as a Windows file.  You may use “wild card” characters to build the OI record 
name or Windows file name – “^” represents the uploaded file’s original file name, “$” 
represents the uploaded file’s original extension, and “#” represents the current internal 
date and time (concatenated together).  Examples of valid upload destinations would 
include: 
 

1. MYTABLE MYID places the uploaded information into the OI table 
“MYTABLE”, record “MYID”; 

2. MYTABLE #_MYID places the uploaded information into the OI table 
“MYTABLE”, record <internalDate><internalTime>_MYID (for example, 
1594210929_MYID); 

3. C:\uploadedloc\doc#.$ places the uploaded information in the Windows folder 
c:\uploadedloc\, with the file name 
“doc<internalDate><internalTime>.<originalExtension>” (for example, 
doc1594210929.txt) 
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85. Below is the property panel for Input/Display Properties for an Input type: Hidden 

textbox. 
 

 
 

86. You can set the Value Links/Popup Properties for each field by clicking the  button. 
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87. Below is the property panel for Link Properties: 

 

 
 

88. The Link type properties are as follows: 
 

 
 
If O4W Form (Key) is specified, the link value will be used as the key to an O4W form 
(which you will subsequently specify); if O4W Procedure is specified, the link value will 
be passed into the subsequently specified O4W procedure as “PARAM1”.  If “Explicit 
URL” is selected, you must enter the exact URL you wish to link to; the link value can be 
placed in this URL by using the “wildcard” character “^”.  If “Value is URL” or “Email 
link” is selected, then the link value is used as the explicit URL to link to or as the 
explicit email address.  An “Embedded URL” type will embed the specified URL in a 
“frame” on the current form; this is useful if you wish to embed, for example, a Google 
Docs document on the current form (note that you can again use the wildcard character 
“^” to substitute the link value in the embedded URL).  The “LinkedIn Profile” and 
“LinkedIn Share” links will display the appropriate LinkedIn links. 
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89. The Display Image properties are as follows: 
 

 
 
If “Value is URL” is selected, then the field’s value is taken as the URL to display.  If 
“Explicit Link” is selected, then an explicit URL must be entered. The field’s value will 
be substituted for the wildcard character “^” in the explicit URL. 
 

90. The Popup Type properties are as follows: 
 

 
 
A popup type of “O4W Report” will allow you to take a previously-defined O4W Report 
and use it as a popup.  A type of “OI Popup” will allow you to specify the name of an 
existing OI popup, and will automatically convert that OI popup for O4W.  A type of 
“Index Lookup” will prompt for the name of the table to search, and the fields to search 
and display (comma-delimited): 
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If the popup type is “Stored Procedure”, you must specify the name of a custom O4W 
stored procedure to run as a popup. 
 
This custom O4W stored procedure must be created using the O4W APIs, and 
“registered” as a valid O4W procedure. 
  

 
 
If popup type is “Dummy”, no popup will be displayed, but the commuter module 
associated with the O4W form will be triggered instead. 
 

91. We will now explore each component on the Completion tab.  You can choose to 
generate or re-build your commuter module shell for this form by checking the box 
provided.  Clicking the Save button will save your form. 
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92. If you choose not to re-build your commuter module you can Download Updated Code to 
notepad so that you can cut & paste any new code generated without destroying your 
original commuter module. 
 

 
 

93. You can Open or Save the newly generated commuter module code. 
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94. Below is a sample of the generated commuter module code for your form: 
 

 
 

95. For styling purposes:  
 

 The ‘collector’ window has a table with class “prompts” 
 The main form has tables with class “formbody” 
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II. O4W Form Commuter Module 
 

FUNCTION O4WCM_CUSTOMERS(CtlEntId, Event, Request) 
 
* Auto-generated by O4W_DEFINE_FORM at 16:35:26  26 FEB 2018 
 
* Standard equates 
$Insert O4WEquates 
$Insert O4WFormEquates 
$Insert O4W_COMMUTER_COMMON 
 
rtnValue = 1 
Begin Case 
   Case event _eqc 'CREATE' 
      * called when initially creating the form 
      * variable 'ctlentid' is a unique identifier for this instance of the form 
      * To abort form processing at this point, set rtnValue to 0 (rtnValue=0) and optionally set statMsg@ to 
desired error text 
   Case event _eqc 'READY' 
      * called when form initially drawn 
   Case event _eqc 'PRE_READ' 
      * called before reading record from table 
      * variable 'ctlentid' is ID of record (if available) 
      * variable '@record' is the record contents (if available) 
      * examine variable bIsNew@ to determine if this is being called for displaying the search result 
(bIsNew@=''), 
      * or - when retrieving the record for actual display/editing - if this is a new record (bIsNew@=1), or a 
record that is supposed to exist (bIsNew@=0) 
      * set variable 'rtnValue' to 0 (rtnValue=0)to disable further event processing 
      * set variable 'rtnValue' to -1 (rtnValue=-1) to skip READ but continue processing 
      *  (If performing the read in this code, and you intend to set the rtnValue=-1, you should: 
      *     - fill the @RECORD variable with the desired record contents 
      *  ) 
      * set variable 'statMsg@' to desired error/status text 
   Case event _eqc 'READ_CHECK' 
      * called before write or delete to verify record has not been changed by another user 
      * set variable 'rtnValue' to -1 (rtnValue=-1) to skip READ but continue processing 
      *  (If performing the read in this code, and you intend to set the rtnValue=-1, you should fill the @RECORD 
variable with the desired record contents) 
   Case event _eqc 'POST_READ' 
      * called after reading record from table 
      * variable 'ctlentid' is ID of record (if available) 
      * variable '@record' is the record contents (if available) 
   Case event _eqc 'PRE_WRITE' 
      * called before writing record to table 
      * variable 'ctlentid' is ID of record (if available) 
      * variable '@record' is the record contents (if available) 
      * if any fields failed input convertion, variable 'statMsg@' contains details about the failure 
      * set variable 'rtnValue' to 0 (rtnValue=0) to disable further event processing 
      * set variable 'rtnValue' to -1 (rtnValue=-1) to skip WRITE but continue processing 
      * set variable 'statMsg@' to desired error/status text 
   Case event _eqc 'POST_WRITE' 
      * called after writing record to table 
      * variable 'ctlentid' is ID of record (if available) 
      * variable '@record' is the record contents (if available) 
      * set variable 'statMsg@' to any desired 'success' message 
      * set variable 'redirectTo@' to url to transfer to after success 
   Case event _eqc 'PRE_DELETE' 
      * called before deleting record from table 
      * variable 'ctlentid' is ID of record (if available) 
      * variable '@record' is the record contents (if available) 
      * if any fields failed input convertion, variable 'statMsg@' contains details about the failure 
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      * set variable 'rtnValue' to 0 (rtnValue=0) to disable further event processing 
      * set variable 'rtnValue' to -1 (rtnValue=-1) to skip DELETE but continue processing 
      * set variable 'statMsg@' to desired error/status text 
   Case event _eqc 'POST_DELETE' 
      * called after deleting record from table 
      * variable 'ctlentid' is ID of record (if available) 
      * variable '@record' is the record contents (if available) 
      * set variable 'statMsg@' to any desired 'success' message 
      * set variable 'redirectTo@' to url to transfer to after success 
   Case event _eqc 'SELECT' 
      * called when building list of records to display in picklist or as result of search 
      * variable 'ctlentid' is name of list record (in SYSLISTS table) to be generated 
      * set variable 'rtnValue' to 0 (rtnValue=0) to skip selection 
      * set variable 'rtnValue' to -1 (rtnValue=-1) if generating list of matching ids in the commuter module 
      * (if generating list of matching ids in this code, and you intend to set rtnValue=-1, you should create a list 
record with the id passed in CtlEntId) 
   Case event _eqc 'TAB' 
      * called when 'tab' clicked, or back/next button clicked 
      * variable 'ctlentid' is number of current tab 
      tabname = formDef@<tabnames$, ctlentid> 
      * variable userFields@ is number of 'next' tab 
      * set variable 'rtnValue' to 0 (rtnValue=0) to abort tab change 
      * set variable 'statMsg@' to any desired error/status text 
      * to examine all the fields on the current tab:  
      num.fields = dcount(formDef@<attr$>, @VM) 
      for each.field = 1 to num.fields 
         if formDef@<ValueTab$, each.field> = tabname then 
            fieldName = formDef@<attr$, each.field> 
            thisValue = O4WGetValue('FIELD_':each.field) 
         end 
      next each.field 
   Case event _eqc 'POST_DRAW' 
      * called after fields in the form have been populated (after POST_READ) 
   Case Event _eqc 'POPUP' 
      * called after popup has returned a value 
      fieldName = O4WCommuterUtility(CtlEntId, O4WUTILITY_FIELDNAME$) 
      * set variable 'rtnValue' to 0 (rtnValue=0) to abort setting popup return value in form 
      * set variable 'statMsg@' to any desired error/status text 
      * examine/change variable 'userFields@' for the popup value 
      * ctlEntId is the field that should get the return value 
      Begin Case 
         Case fieldName _eqc 'WEBSITE' 
      End Case 
End Case 
 
Return rtnValue 
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III. Copy/Delete 
 

1. From the O4W Form menu choose Copy/Delete. 
 

 
 

2. Select the form name you want to copy.  Enter the name of the form you want to create in 
the textbox provided and click the Copy button.  To delete an existing O4W Form, select 
the form name you want to delete and press the DELETE button. 
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IV. Run 
 

1. From the O4W Form menu choose Run. 
 

 
 

2. Select the name of the O4W Form you want to run and press the Run button.  Checking 
Run in another tab will launch the form in the next tab on your browser.  
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O4W WYSIWYG 
 

I. Create/Modify 
 

1. From the O4W Start Menu cunder O4W WYSIWYG Form, choose Create / Modify to 
launch the O4W WYSIWYG Designer and Menu. 

 
 

2. From the O4W WYSISYG Menu choose File, New to launch the Quick Form Definition. 
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3. Below is the Quck From Definition screen.  The Form types are: 
1. Form layout only – the WYSIWYG will be used to lay out the controls, but the 

mechanics of using the form (key lookup, reading, writing, etc.) will be controlled 
by a user-defined stored procedure. 

2. OI Form Mode – A single screen solution whereby a record is read when the key 
field(s) are populated and focus is lost.  This also provides an OI-style QBF menu. 

3. Key and Search – A three-screen solution.  An initial screen with a prompt for the 
key field(s) and any search criteria, an optionally-displayed screen that displays 
all the matching records if more than one is found, and a details screen that allows 
for the entry, display, and/or editing of record-specific information. 

4. Enter key directly – A two-screen solution.  An initial screen with a prompt for 
the key field(s), and a details screen that allows for the entry, display, and/or 
editing of record-specific information. 

5. Search only – A three-screen solution, identical to the Key and Search but without 
the option to enter the key field(s) on the initial screen. 

6. Picklist – A two-screen solution.  An initial screen displaying all the records 
(possibly limited by selection criteria defined in the form layout) and a details 
screen that allows for the entry, display, and/or editing of record-specific 
information.  Note that this is usually appropriate for tables containing, or limited 
to, small numbers of records. 

7. Add records only – a single screen solution that allows for the creation of new 
records, but does not provide any mechanism for retrieving existing records from 
the table. 
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4. After selectiong your primary table you can choose the Fields to include on your form. 
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5. Below is the QuckForm details page on the Search Fields tab. 
 

 
 
Select any field(s) that you wish to display on the search screen, by changing the field type from 
Not Used to any of the available options.  You can also click and “drag” the fields to re-order 
them – doing so at this point will allow the QuickForm wizard to draw them in the desired order. 
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On the search screen, the field can either be displayed as a textbox or a listbox.  Additional 
details for the listbox (such as the source of the list) must be specified after the form is generated. 
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6. Below is the QuckForm details page on the Results Fields tab. 
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Select any field(s) that you wish to display on the results screen, by changing the field type from 
Not Used to Text.  Note that the Results screen will only be displayed if there is more than 
record that matches the search criteria; the results will be displayed as a table, and the first field 
displayed will be a link to the Form screen.  You can also click and “drag” the fields to re-order 
them – doing so at this point will allow the QuickForm wizard to draw them in the desired order. 
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7. Below is the QuckForm details page on the Form Fields tab. 
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Select any field(s) that you wish to display on the detailed form screen, by changing the field 
type from Not Used to one of the supported types.  You can also click and “drag” the fields to re-
order them – doing so at this point will allow the QuickForm wizard to draw them in the desired 
order, and will allow multivalued associated fields to be grouped together. 
 

 
 
The field type can be textbox; listbox, checkbox, or radio buttons (which will require you to 
specify the source for the values when the form is created); plain text; date picker; time picker; 
or toggle (which is functionally the same as a radio button). 
 

 
 
You may also choose to organize the detailed form page into multiple tabs.  If you choose to use 
tabs, then click and “drag” the fields for each tab so that they are grouped together, and then set 
the first field in the tab to “Next Tab”.  This tells the QuickForm wizard to generate a new tab at 
this point.  You can also put fields in the “General” area; this is displayed above the tab sections. 
 

 
 
If you don’t wish to organize the detailed form page into tabs, click the “Don’t use tabs” 
checkbox. 
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You can control the default layout by indicating that you want the labels to be placed next to the 
fields they are associated with; or that you want the labels to be placed above the fields; or that 
you want the labels to be put into the fields themselves (the labels are then minimized when the 
field has focus). 
 

 
 
The WYSIWYG will use the updated jQuery UI controls for checkboxes, radio buttons, and 
other elements; these look similar to the mobile controls.  If you wish to disable this enhanced 
UI, click “Use ‘classic’ user interface on desktop” to display these as traditional elements. 
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8. Below is the Overall Form output displayed by the QuickForm wizard after the form has 
been generated.  This is the key and search page, page 1. 

 

 
 
The bottom of the display shows the page number, the name of the form (if defined), and links to 
the other page(s), the current page properties, and the overall form properties. 
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9. You may also access the same information from the main menu in the upper left hand of 
the screen – these options allow you to go to specific pages, and edit the various overall 
properties. Below is the Menu Toolbar and we will explore the Overall Form Properties.  
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10. Below is the Overall Form Properties page. Here you can provide a form description, and 
modify the form title.  
 

 
 
On the Appearance tab, you can choose the templates to use when the form is drawn in 
either desktop or mobile mode, which jQuery mobile “theme” you wish to use when in 
mobile mode, and some default color specifications.  
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If you wish a menu to be displayed on this form when it’s run, choose the menu name 
from the dropdown here. 
 

 
 
The height of each “cell” in the form is defined in the WYSIWYG configuration file, but 
can be overridden here. 

 
 
You can also alter some of the values you specified in the QuickForm wizard – label 
behavior and new or ‘classic’ UI display. 
 

 
 

 
 
If there are additional stylesheets or javascript files you wish the WYSIWYG generator 
to load, these should be indicated here. 
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11. Below is the Overall Form Properties page on the Behavior tab.  
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If you wish to restrict access to this form to only O4W logged-in users, change the form 
permissions from “None” to one of the other defined values.  Only users with permissions 
“greater than” the permission specified here will be allowed to access this form. 
 

 
 
If this form is a ‘system’ form, and shouldn’t appear on the list of available forms in the 
WYSIWYG editor by default, click the “Yes” button here. 
 

 
 
You can override the default behavior of the form, and force all controls to be read-only, by 
selecting “Yes” from the dropdown here. 
 

 
 
If you wish to write custom O4W basic+ code to interact with the form, you must create a 
commuter module.  If you check the “Yes” box here, when the form is saved, the commuter 
module will be created if it’s not already on file. 
 

 
 
If the form has been named, checking the “Yes, create commuter module” checkbox will fill this 
textbox in with a default suggested name; if the form hasn’t been named yet, you can specify a 
name of your choosing, or wait until the form is saved and named. 
 

 
 
If “Yes, create commuter module” has been checked, you can select which form-level events 
should call the commuter module.  You should only check the events you wish to interact with.  
You can add or change the events that call the commuter module at any time. 
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The QuickForm Wizard will generate the page(s) appropriate to your desired type of form, and 
give them default names.  You can change the names, add additional pages, or even change the 
page types – each page type has its own “handler” that provides the specific behavior for that 
type of page. 
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12. Below is the Overall Form Properties page on the Data tab. 
 

 
 
When creating the form in the QuickForm wizard, the default table was specified.  If you created 
the form without the form wizard, or you wish to change the table that all the fields reference, 
you may modify it here. 

 
 
The WYSIWYG form designer is intended to support “linkages” between multiple tables, 
allowing for the simultaneous editing, display, and updating of multiple tables.  Note that this 
functionalty is not complete in the initial release. 
 

 
 
 

13. Below is the Enter Key or Search Properties page.  
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In a Key or Search screen, you must specify the field(s) that are part of the key, and how you 
wish the search fields to be handled, along with which button(s) on the form provide which 
function(s). 
 

 
 
For all fields, please indicate whether it is the key field, part of the key field (and which part), or 
whether it’s part of the search criteria (and how it should be used in generating the search 
results). 
 

 
 
If this is a non-key field, you can specify that a null value means “do not include in the search” 
rather than “search for a null value”.  If you wish to exclude this field’s value if it’s not specified, 
choose “Yes” in the “Skip in Search If Null” listbox. 
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The WYSIWYG form runner can perform the search with the values exactly as entered; or 
convert the values to upper case, convert the values to lower case, or perform a case-insensitive 
search. 
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If multiple fields are used in the search criteria, they can be joined by either an explicit AND or 
explicit OR.  By default, they will use implicit joins. 
 

 
 
Values to include in the search can be entered by the user (this is the default behavior), or 
generated by a stored procedure, or you may enter a literal value.  If the value is generated by a 
stored procedure or is a literal value, the user will not be prompted for this field’s value.  This is 
useful to “automatically include” certain selection criteria (to limit the records available based on 
a user’s permission level, for example). 
 

 
 
If the value is to be generated by a stored procedure, or is a literal value, enter the stored 
procedure name or the value in this textbox. 
 

 
 
You can select which field gets the focus when the form is initially drawn. 
 

 
 
The QuickForm wizard will automatically create buttons that perform standard behaviors for the 
type of page.  On the Key or Search page, for example, that includes a button to read the record 
if a key is entered; a button to start searching; and a button to create a new record.   You can 
change, remove, or add buttons to the page, in which case you might need to modify which 
buttons are used for which action.  You can select the proper button for each action here. 
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If you allow an “add new record” button, you must specify how the new record key should be 
generated.  If the new record key is generated by a counter value or a stored procedure value, you 
will be prompted for the location of the counter or the name of the stored procedure. 
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14. On the WYSIWYG display, you can click on any of the already created fields and you 
will see its properities displayed in the right-hand panel.  You can click on the “open 
folder” icon to expand the properties dialog.  Below is the Text Properties page, Required 
tab, for a plain text field.  The text that should be displayed can be entered here; use “^” 
to indicate the value from the data field, if this is a data-bound control.  You can indicate 
that the form should draw the text with a line break before, after, or both before and after 
the text. 
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15. Below is the Text Properties page, Data tab.  The QuickForm wizard will fill in the table 
and data field information if this field was selected during form generation; otherwise, if 
a table has been specified in the overall form properties, you can choose the table and 
appropriate data field.  If the field is multivalued, the WYSIWYG form designer will 
attempt to determine that from the dictionary information, but this can be manually 
overridden here.  The default value and output conversion can also be specified. 
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16. Below is the Text Properties page, Optional tab. You can choose to make a text field into 
a link; if you select “Yes” to the “Link?” question, you should also specify the type of 
link, the link URL, and the link “target”.  The link URL can include “^” to indicate “the 
current field’s value”. The link target can be left blank, which will open the link URL in 
the current page, or some other explicit name to open the link URL in a new browser tab 
or page. 
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17. Below is the Text Properties page, Formatting tab. The name of the font to use when 
drawing this text can be defined, as well as the foreground and background colors, 
whether the text should be displayed with bold and/or italic font, the font size, and the 
alignment of the text (left, center, or right). 
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18. Below is the Text Properties page, Mobile tab. Since there are no specific mobile 
properties, the below message is displayed. 
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19. Below is the Text Properties page, Events tab.  If no events are allowed – because “Use 
Commuter Module” wasn’t selected in the overall form properties, or because this type of 
element doesn’t support any events – you will see the message below. 
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20. Below is the Text Properties page, Advanced tab. This allows advanced users to specify 
explicit HTML before and after the element, and additional class and style names (and 
values). 
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21. Below is the Listbox Properties page, Required tab. Here you can define the label and its 
location (relative to the data value), the name to use for the data value, and the source of 
the list used by the listbox.  The source can be one of the standard code records provided 
with O4W, a stored procedure, a code table, or a code record inside a table. 
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22. Below is the Listbox Properties page, Data tab. Note that you can only choose the table 
name from the default table, or any additional tables specified in the overall form 
properties.  Here you can select the field from the table, and mark the field as read-only 
or multivalued.  You can also specify a default value, and the input and output 
conversions and input validation (if any).  You can also add “None of the above” as an 
option to the user’s choices for listboxes, checkboxes, and radio button sets. 
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23. Below is the Listbox Properties page, Optional tab. 
You can specify a non-null height to turn your listbox into a “listbox area” of <n> lines; 
this is usually done in conjunction with marking the listbox as “multi select”.  You can 
also override the default width of 20 characters. 
During design mode, the values for listboxes are not normally displayed, only a 
description of the listbox.  If you wish the values to be displayed even in design mode, 
you can select “Yes” for “Display values in Design Mode”.  
If these values and codes are unchanging (as they normally are), you can mark “Yes” to 
“Static values” to improve performance when the WYSIWYG form runner is run. 
Normally the codes assigned to each value are hidden; you can have the codes displayed 
along with the values by selecting “Yes” to “Show codes with values”. 
This field can optionally be marked as a required field. 
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24. Below is the Listbox Properties page, Formatting tab. You can provide a specific font 

name, choose the background and foreground color(s), indicate that you wish the value 
displayed in bold and/or italic, and specify the justification of the value and the overall 
control (if the value is smaller than the overall control area). 
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25. Below is the Listbox Properties page, Mobile tab. When the WYSIWYG form is 
rendered as mobile output, these additional properties will be used to create an icon, 
specify a theme, and indicate the types of buttons that should be displayed. 
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26. Below is the Listbox Properties page, Events tab. If no events are allowed – because “Use 
Commuter Module” wasn’t selected in the overall form properties, or because this type of 
element doesn’t support any events – you will see the message below. 

 

 
 
If a commuter module has been defined, you will see the following screen instead.  You can 
choose to have the commuter module invoked just before entering the field; when the value has 
changed; and/or when exiting the field. 
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27. Below is the Listbox Properties page, Advanced tab. This allows advanced users to 
specify explicit HTML before and after the element, and additional class and style names 
(and values). 
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28. Using the menu, below, or the links at the bottom of the WYSIWYG designer, you can 
choose to move to the other pages of the form.  For example, we can move to the 
“Results” screen (PAGE_2) to examine its fields and properties. 
 

 
 

29. Below is a page which contains a Table. The “Results” screen displays a list of records 
from which the user can select a single record to examine. 

 

 
 

30. Clicking on the table shows us the properties in the right-hand column; using the “open 
folder” icon presents the properties in the center of the screen. Below is the Table 
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Properties page, Required tab.  Here you can choose to provide a comment or description 
of the field, as well as specify the column header(s) for the table, table behavior (should 
the rows be allowed to be rearranged?  Should insert and delete, or add and delete, 
buttons be specified?), and table display (zebra stripe?) options.  You can also specify 
whether you want a paginated table, or a scrolling table.  If you select a paginated table, 
you can identify where the pagination controls should be placed; if you select a scrolling 
table, you can specify the size (in pixels) of the scrolling area. 
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31. Below is the Table Properties page, Data tab. A table control can be either multirecord or 
multivalued.  You can also programmatically override the record list for this section if the 
data to control the display should be coming from somewhere else. 
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32. Below is the Table Properties page, Optional tab. The table is normally displayed with 
columns of fields and rows of records; if desired, the table can be turned “sideways” so 
that each column is a record and each row is a field.  If you wish to suppress column 
headers, you may choose “Yes” to “Suppress column headers”.  
By default, the contents inside table cell elements ignore any specific column and row 
layouts; if however you have a complex table that displays complicated contents and you 
need to preserve the specific layout, you can choose “No” to “Suppress layout inside 
cells.” 
If the table is too big for its parent element, you can choose to scroll the table, or grow 
the parent, or “truncate” the table. 
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33. Below is the Table Properties page, Formatting tab. For each column header and each 
column’s data, you can choose the foreground and background color, the name of the 
font, and the alignment; you can also specify default values for these properties for the 
overall table. 
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34. Below is the Table Properties page, Mobile tab. When the WYSIWYG draws the form on 
a mobile device, the table is normally drawn in a “responsive” style (which means that 
the layout will change depending on the size of the screen).  You can choose to disable 
this behavior. 
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35. Below is the Table Properties page, Events tab. As there are no events associated with the 
table element, the following message is displayed. 
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36. Below is the Table Properties page, Advanced tab. As there are no advanced properties 
available for this element, the below message is displayed. 
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37. We can also examine, and modify, the overall properties for the current page.  Below is 
the Edit Page (Page 2), Key List Properties page.  You can specify a select statement to 
limit the selected records; a number above which the user will be warned about the 
number of rows selected; a number above which the results will be truncated; and 
whether or not the elements can be clicked on to be sorted. 
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38. We can use the main menu, or the links at the bottom of the WYSIWYG form designer, 
to change to the third page.  Below is the Edit Page (Page 3), Main Form page.  

 

 
 

39. If we select the page properties from the main menu, or from the links at the bottom of 
the WYSIWYG form designer, we will be shown the Display record contents page. Here 
we can specify what field should get the initial focus, and which button(s) will trigger 
which event(s).  Although the QuickForm Wizard will automatically create save, delete, 
and cancel buttons, you can choose to edit, create, or remove them; here you can assign 
the proper button(s) to the proper action(s).  You will also specify the behavior of the 
form wizard after a save or delete, and whether there should be an acknowledgement 
message after the save or delete. 
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40. Below is the full screen of the record content page, page 3.  The QuickForm Wizard has 

drawn this “detail” page with two tabs and information in the non-tab “general” area. 
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41. Below is the Tabs Properties page, Required tab. Here you can specify the name(s) of 
each tab. 
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42. Below is the Tabs Properties page, Data tab.  As the tabs are not data driven, there are no 
data properties available. 
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43. Below is the Tabs Properties page, Optional tab. If the tabs are too big for their parent 
elements, the overflow can be “clipped”, or the tab can be scrolled, or the tab element can 
“grow” to accommodate the content. 
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44. Below is the Tabs Properties page, Formatting tab.  There are no formatting properties 
applicable to the tab element. 
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45. Below is the Tabs Properties page, Mobile tab. There are no special mobile properties 
applicable to the tab element. 
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46. Below is the Tabs Properties page, Events tab. If no commuter module has been defined 
for this form, then the following message will be displayed. 
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47. If a commuter module has been defined, and “Use commuter module” has been selected 
in the overall form properties, you can choose to have the commuter module invoked 
when the tab is clicked. 
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48. Below is the Tabs Properties page, Advanced tab. This allows advanced users to specify 
explicit HTML before and after the element, and additional class and style names (and 
values). 
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49. You can use the main menu to select one or more controls to display or modify. Below is 
the Menu Toolbar and we will explore the Select Control(s) option. 
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50. Below is the Select Entity/Entities page. You can use this to select one or more controls 
to perform “bulk operations”.  You can change all the properties shown on all the 
selected controls at one time.  You can also use this page to change control alignment, 
and copy or cut multiple entities at once. 
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51. To add additional elements to your form after the QuickForm wizard has finished, or 
when drawing a form without using the QuickForm wizard, you will click and “drag” 
elements from the Form Elements Toolbar (left hand panel). Once an element is dropped 
on the form, you will be asked to fill in the properties for that element. 
The Form Elements Toolbar is divided into groups by function; click on the group that 
contains the element you want, and if closed, the group will expand. 
 
The Content Layout group contains elements that contain and organize other elements. 
These include a section, a collapsible section (which opens and closes to show or hide its 
contents), a tab control, a table control, and a non-visible control block (which allows its 
contents to repeat based on the data that defines it). 
 

 

 
 
The Groups group contains elements that are collections of similar “children” elements.  These 
include a radio group, a checkbox group, and a button group.  For the radio and checkbox 
groups, you can define the children elements in the overall group element (for example, you can 
select one of the O4W supplied control records, such as US states or world countries), as well as 
manually dropping in individual radio or checkbox elements. 
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The form elements group contains standard input and display elements.  The available elements 
include a header/footer, a single radio button, a single checkbox, a textbox, a multiline text area, 
a file upload box, plain text, an image, a slider, a listbox, and a button. 
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The Lists group contains the elements that compose a list in the browser.  These include an 
overall “unordered” list control (which uses bullets to mark each list item), an overall “ordered” 
list control (which uses numbers to mark each list item), and the individual list item itself.  To 
use, one would draw the overall list element (either ordered or unordered), and then drag and 
drop individual list elements into the overall list element.  Inside each individual list element, 
other elements (such as plain text, or images) would be dropped. 
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The Desktop Widgets group contains “enhanced” elements that currently are only available when 
run in desktop (rather than mobile) mode.  These include a date picker, a time picker, a color 
picker, and an autocomplete list.  If a WYSIWYG form includes these elements and is then run 
in mobile mode, the elements will be replaced with their non-enhanced standard elements 
(textboxes or listboxes). 
 

 
 
The Mobile Widgets group contains “enhanced” elements that currently are tailored for the 
mobile device, though they can be used in desktop mode on most browsers.  These include a 
mobile header, mobile navigation bar, and mobile footer; a grid control; a toggle switch; and a 
list divider. 
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The Graphical Widgets group contains complex elements that you can use to enhance your 
WYSIWYG form.  These include a Google map, Google map elements (such as markers) that 
can be placed in the google map element, a Google chart, Google chart data that can be placed in 
a google chart element, and an embedded web page.  Note that for use of the Google “widgets”, 
you may be required to obtain a Google maps API key (this is also needed for some charts, such 
as geochart).  Instructions on obtaining a key can be found here: 
 
https://developers.google.com/maps/documentation/javascript/get-api-key 
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52. To save your form, use the File/Save or File/Save As… options on the main menu.  If 

you haven’t previously specified a name for the form, you will be prompted to enter one 
at this time. 
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53. When saving the Form you will be prompted to create the Commuter Module if it is not 

found on file.  If it does exist, you will be prompted if you wish to overwrite the existing 
stored procedure, or if you wish to download the commuter module and any of its 
changes into a Windows editor (such as notepad) for manual integration of any changes. 

 

 
 

54. When the WYSIWYG form designer creates the commuter module, it populates it with a 
“skeleton” to handle all the events you selected.  Below is the default Stored Procedure 
Commuter Module created for this form. 
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II. O4W WYSIWYG Commuter Module 
 
FUNCTION O4WCM2_PRODUCT_ENTRY(CtlEntId, Event, Request) 
 
* Auto-generated by O4W_DESIGN_FORM at 14:09:07  27 FEB 2018 
 
* Standard equates 
$Insert O4WEquates 
$Insert O4W_Design_Form_Equates 
$Insert O4W_COMMUTER_COMMON 
 
rtnValue = 1 
Begin Case 
   Case event _eqc 'CREATE' 
      * called when initially creating the form 
      * variable 'ctlentid' is a unique identifier for this instance of the form 
      * To abort form processing at this point, set rtnValue to 0 (rtnValue=0) and optionally set statMsg@ to desired 
error text and redirectTo@ to desired new page 
   Case event _eqc 'READY' 
      * called when form initially drawn 
      * variable 'ctlentid' is a unique identifier for this instance of the form 
   Case event _eqc 'PRE_READ' 
      * called before reading record from table 
      * variable 'ctlentid' is ID of record (if available) 
      * examine variable bIsNew@ to determine if this is being called for displaying the search result (bIsNew@=''), 
      * or - when retrieving the record for actual display/editing - if this is a new record (bIsNew@=1), or a record 
that is supposed to exist (bIsNew@=0) 
      * set variable 'rtnValue' to 0 (rtnValue=0)to disable further event processing 
      * set variable 'rtnValue' to -1 (rtnValue=-1) to skip READ but continue processing 
      *  (If performing the read in this code, and you intend to set the rtnValue=-1, you should: 
      *     - fill the @RECORD variable with the desired record contents 
      *  ) 
      * set variable 'statMsg@' to desired error/status text 
   Case event _eqc 'READ_CHECK' 
      * called before write or delete to verify record has not been changed by another user 
      * set variable 'rtnValue' to -1 (rtnValue=-1) to skip READ but continue processing 
      *  (If performing the read in this code, and you intend to set the rtnValue=-1, you should fill the @RECORD 
variable with the desired record contents) 
   Case event _eqc 'POST_READ' 
      * called after reading record from table 
      * variable 'ctlentid' is ID of record (if available) 
   Case event _eqc 'PRE_WRITE' 
      * called before writing record to table 
      * variable 'ctlentid' is ID of record (if available) 
      * variable '@record' is the record contents (if available) 
      * if any fields failed input convertion, variable 'statMsg@' contains details about the failure 
      * set variable 'rtnValue' to 0 (rtnValue=0) to disable further event processing 
      * set variable 'rtnValue' to -1 (rtnValue=-1) to skip WRITE but continue processing 
      * set variable 'statMsg@' to desired error/status text 
   Case event _eqc 'POST_WRITE' 
      * called after writing record to table 
      * variable 'ctlentid' is ID of record (if available) 
      * variable '@record' is the record contents (if available) 
      * set variable 'statMsg@' to any desired 'success' message 
      * set variable 'redirectTo@' to url to transfer to after success 
   Case event _eqc 'PRE_DELETE' 
      * called before deleting record from table 
      * variable 'ctlentid' is ID of record (if available) 
      * variable '@record' is the record contents (if available) 
      * if any fields failed input convertion, variable 'statMsg@' contains details about the failure 
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      * set variable 'rtnValue' to 0 (rtnValue=0) to disable further event processing 
      * set variable 'rtnValue' to -1 (rtnValue=-1) to skip DELETE but continue processing 
      * set variable 'statMsg@' to desired error/status text 
   Case event _eqc 'POST_DELETE' 
      * called after deleting record from table 
      * variable 'ctlentid' is ID of record (if available) 
      * variable '@record' is the record contents (if available) 
      * set variable 'statMsg@' to any desired 'success' message 
      * set variable 'redirectTo@' to url to transfer to after success 
   Case event _eqc 'SELECT' 
      * called when building list of records to display in picklist or as result of search 
      * variable 'ctlentid' is name of list record (in SYSLISTS table) to be generated 
      * set variable 'rtnValue' to 0 (rtnValue=0) to skip selection 
      * set variable 'rtnValue' to -1 (rtnValue=-1) if generating list of matching ids in the commuter module 
      * (if generating list of matching ids in this code, and you intend to set rtnValue=-1, you should create a list 
record with the id passed in CtlEntId) 
   Case event _eqc 'POST_DRAW' 
      * called after fields in the form have been populated (after POST_READ) 
End Case 
 
Return rtnValue 
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III. Copy/Delete 
 

1. From the O4W WYSIWYG menu choose Copy/Delete. 
 

 
 

2. Select the form name you want to copy.  Enter the name of the form you want to create in 
the textbox provided and click the Copy button.  To delete an existing O4W WYSIWYG 
Form, select the form name you want to delete and press the DELETE button. 
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IV. Run 
 

1. From the O4W WYSIWYG menu choose Run. 
 

 
 

2. Select the name of the O4W WYSIWYG Form you want to run and press the Run button. 
Checking Run in mobile mode will launch the form utilizing mobile enabled controls.  
Checking Run in another tab will launch the form in the next tab on your browser.  
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V. Reset Defaults 
 
 

1. When using the WYSIWYG form designer, you are given the option to specify that any 
manual settings you provide for any of the element properties should become the default 
settings for that element type for that property going forward.  For example, you may set 
the text field background color to green, and then check the “Make this the default” 
checkbox; any subsequent plain text fields that are created will default to having the 
background color set to green.  You can reset the WYSIWYG form designer to its 
original defaults by choosing this option. 
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O4W Reporter 
 
I. Create/Modify 
 

1. From the O4W Main Menu choose O4W Reporter. 
 

 
 

2. From the O4W Reporter menu choose Create/Modify. 
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3. From the Report Selection tab you can either select an O4W Report to modify from the 
drop down box, select an OpenInsight ReportBuilder report to convert, enter the name of 
a new report to create or you can manually enter an R/List statement.  Click the Next 
button to continue. 
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4. We will now explore each component on the Layout tab. 
 

 
 

5. A textbox is provided to enter a description of this report.  Choose the table to be 
associated with this report from the drop down list.  This drop down list will contain all 
tables attached to the application that O4W is logged into. 
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6. HTML ‘template’ - All the O4W wizard routines (O4W Forms, O4W Reports, O4W 
Dashboards, etc.), as well as the O4W API’s, allow the developer to specify one of more 
“templates” on which their output can be displayed.  A template contains all the 
additional html elements needed to generate the full web page that a browser can display.  
This includes images, colors, and style elements that both surround, and may be used by, 
the O4W routine’s output.  O4W includes several sample templates.  These templates are 
stored in the TEMPLATES directory located within OpenInsight at 
\Revsoft\OInsight\O4W\TEMPLATES. 
 
Background image - If a template is not used you can specify the path of a background 
image to watermark each O4W page in the textbox provided. 
 
Header – Specify the report header in the textbox provided. 
 
Footer – Specify the report footer in the textbox provided. 
 
Procedure to run first – The “run first” process is designed to work in 2 different ways: 

 
1. Using an r/list statement, or 
2. Using a stored procedure 

 
So, you can specify as the runfirst command: 

 
SELECT 5 MYTABLE BY SOMEFIELD 

 
_or_ you can specify a stored procedure name PRECEDED BY “@”: 

 
@MYRUNFIRSTROUTINE 
 
If specified, this stored procedure should take three parameters. 

subroutine MY_RUNFIRST_PROCEDURE(STMT, selstmt, passed_selector) 
 
where "stmt" is the sort statement, "selstmt" is the selection statement (if any), and 
"passed_selector" is an @FM delimited list of values that correspond to any user-entered 
prompts.  The runfirst procedure should generate an active select list. 

Procedure for reading – If specified, your stored procedure should have 4 parameters: 
TableName (passed in), recorded (passed in), record (set by subroutine), and IsNewFlag 
(set by subroutine to “1”) if this is a new (not on file) record.  For each record that it is 
going to process, O4W Report will call your stored procedure, passing in the tablename 
and ID, and expecting to get back a fully populated record.  What you do to build that 
record – a direct read, or multiple reads to build a ‘psuedo-record’, or a read and then 
modification of that record, etc. – is up to you the developer. 
 
Number of lines/page – You can specify the number of lines per each O4W page 
generated.  The default is 20. 
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Number of lines/page if called as popup – Any O4W report can be called as a popup from 
an O4W Form.  You can specify the number of lines per popup page.  The default is 10. 
 
‘Zebra-stripe’ report – Selection of this option will cause each detail line of the O4W 
report to alternate color.  This option will not work if the report utilizes BREAK-ON. 
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7. A drop down list is provided to select a menu to appear on the report.  If no menu is 
desired choose None. 
 

 
 

8. Enter your report permissions from the drop down box.  You can create additional menu 
permissions in the O4W Maintenance section of O4W. 
 

 
 

9. You can display the number of records to be processed prior to running the report. 
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10. If desired, the report runner can invoke a customized commuter module when various 
report events occur.  The commuter module can be invoked when the report runner starts, 
before any other processes (CREATE), before the records are selected (SELECT), when 
any in-page search button is pressed (SEARCH), before each record is read for display 
(PRE-READ), and before (PRE-PAGE) or after (POST-PAGE) each page of output is 
generated 
 

 
 

 
11. Links can be provided at the bottom of every page on a report.  A description of Link To 

options can be found at the back of this reference guide. 
 

 
 

12. Template to use if called as a popup – If this report is to be used as a popup in an O4W 
Form, you can specify a template to use.  In most cases the report as a popup will not use 
a template. 
 
Background color – A color picker control is provided to select the report background 
color.  You can choose one of the colors provided or enter a specific hex color value. 
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Foreground (text) color - A color picker control is provided to select the report 
foreground text color.  You can choose one of the colors provided or enter a specific hex 
color value. 
 
Link color - A color picker control is provided to select the report link color.  You can 
choose one of the colors provided or enter a specific hex color value. 
 
Visited link color - A color picker control is provided to select the report visited link 
color.  You can choose one of the colors provided or enter a specific hex color value. 
 
Report alignment – General report alignment can be chosen from the radio set provided. 
 
Show border around cells – An option to show borders around each report cell is 
provided. 
 
Allow CSV download? – An option is provided to allow the user to download the report 
details as a CSV file. 
 
Allow XML download? – An option is provided to allow the user to download the report 
details as a XML file. 
 
Allow PDF download? – An option is provided to allow the user to download the report 
as a PDF document. 
 
Suppress Detail? – The choices are Yes for DETAIL-SUPPRESS (only summary lines 
are displayed), No (all detail lies are displayed), Yes, but link to detail (a summary report 
of report sub-totals is created with links to the report detail). 
 
Paginator Routine – O4W will use the pagination routine specified on the configuration 
screen by default.  If you wish to use a different pagination routine for this report, select 
the name of the pagination routine to use here.  Developers can create their own 
pagination routines; O4W provides six pagination routines: “jQuery TableSorter Plugin” 
does the pagination entirely on the browser, while “Local Pagination” uses the server to 
paginate the results. You may choose to have the jQuery plugin placed on the top or 
bottom of the page, and the local paginator may be displayed at either the top or bottom 
of the page, with or without page numbers. 
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13. We will now explore each component on the Field Selection tab. 
 

 
 

14. As changes are made to your report you can click the Refresh Statement button to 
redisplay the R/List statement being created. 
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15. The All Fields multiline textbox contains all the dictionary names contained in the table 
associated with this report. 
 

 
 

16. Fields must be selected for three categories: Sort, Select and Display. 
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17. For Sort choose the dictionary fields you want to sort by from the All Fields box and 
click the Sort button to add fields to the Sort Fields section.  Click the Remove button 
under the Sort Fields section to remove sort fields. 
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18. For Selection choose the dictionary fields you want to select on from the All Fields box 
and click the Select button to add fields to the Selection Fields section.  Click the 
Remove button under the Selection Fields section to remove selection fields. 
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19. For Display choose the dictionary fields you want display on your O4W Report from the 
All Fields box and click the Display button to add fields to the Display Fields section.  
Click the Remove button under the Display Fields section to remove display fields. 
 

 
 

20. We will now explore each component on the Sorting tab. 
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21. The sort order can be changed by left clicking on a field and dragging that field to a new 
position. 
 

 
 

22. You can also specify the sort type: ascending or descending for each sort field. 
 

 
 

23. We will now explore each component on the Selection tab. 
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24. The Join choices are as follows: 

 

 
 

25. The Modifier choices are as follows: 
 

 
 

26. Selection fields are displayed in the order that they were selected.  You can change the 
selection order by left clicking on a field and dragging that field to a new position. 
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27. The selection comparison types are as follows: 
 

 <implicit> - user can enter a comparison operator and value 
 equals - = 
 greater or equal - >= 
 less or equal - <= 
 greater - > 
 less - < 
 starts with - ] xxxx 
 ends with – [ xxxx 
 contains – [] xxxx 
 is not equal to - # 

 

 
 

28. The Prompt/Value types are as follows: 
 

 Prompt – The user will be prompted to enter a value for use with the selection 
criteria. 

 Stored Procedure – A stored procedure will be called to return a value for use 
with the selection criteria.  No visible prompt will be displayed; the value returned 
by the stored procedure will be used in that portion of the selection criteria.  Note 
that the stored procedure should take two parameters; the first parameter can be 
ignored, but the stored procedure must return the desired value to use in the 
second parameter. For example, you may define the following subroutine: 
 
SUBROUTINE MySubroutine(ignoredParam, rsltParam) 
 
The calculated value you wish to use in the selection should be returned in the 
rsltParam parameter. 

 Explicit – An explicit value will be used with the selection criteria.  When 
specifying a default value for a field in the form wizard, please note that if a 
literal value is specified, it should be entered in “internal format”, as the form 
wizard will apply any specified output conversions on the data before it is 
displayed.  For example, when using a literal default value on a field that has a 
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date conversion, the default value should be specified as an internal date (16488) 
rather than an external date (02/20/2013). 

 ComboBox – An OpenInsight subroutine will be called that will return the prompt 
text, codes and descriptions for use with a drop down list box.  A sample 
subroutine is provided at the back of this reference guide. 

 

 
 

29. Enter your prompt text, stored procedure name or subroutine name in the textbox 
provided. 
 

 
 

30. If Yes is selected and no data is entered for this selection criteria the selection option is 
skipped. 
 

 
 

31. The Convert Response types are as follows: 
 

 No change – All entered data will be used as entered. 
 UPPERCASE – All entered data is converted to upper-case. 
 lower-case – All entered data is converted to lower-case. 
 case-insensitive – Specific case will not be utilized for selection. 
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32. If the user should be allowed to enter multiple values for the selection value, select Yes 
from the “Multiple Select?” column.  If a list of possible values is displayed (either 
programmatically or because the current field is indexed), multiple selections can be 
made by holding down the shift or control key when clicking; if a textbox is displayed, 
multiple values can be entered by comma-delimiting them in the textbox. 

 

 
 

33. If this is an indexed field you can set the maximum number of records to display in the 
dropdown list. 
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34. You can select the display order of the index results 
 

 
 

35. The DUP button allows you to repeat selection criteria for the same field.  If for example 
you are selecting on ORDER_DATE you can repeat the selection criteria for this field to 
accomplish a select such as: SELECT ORDERS WITH ORDER_DATE >= 
“MM/DD/YY” AND WITH ORDER_DATE <= “MM/DD/YY”.  The Del button allows 
you to delete this section of the selection criteria. 
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36. We will now explore each component on the Display tab. 
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37. The fields to display on your O4W Report appear in the order that they were selected.  
You can change the display order by left clicking on a field and dragging that field to a 
new position. 
 

 
 

38. Each field label will use its dictionary description by default.  You can change the label 
description by entering the label text in the textbox provided. 
 

 
 

39. You can set the Label Properties for each field by clicking the  button. 
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40. We will now explore each component for setting Label Properties: 
 

 Change ALL label properties to match this? – If this box is checked, all label 
properties for fields on this report will be duplicated. 

 Font name: - You can specify a font name for this label (e.g. Tahoma) 
 Font Size: - You can specify the font size as a “pixel size” using the “px” suffix 

(ie, “15px”), “point size” using the “pt” suffix (ie, “12pt”), or as a percentage of 
the normal font size (ie, “180%”) 

 Background Color: - A color picker control is provided to select the label 
background color.  You can either choose one of the colors provided or enter a 
specific hex color value. 

 Text Color: - A color picker control is provided to select the label text color.  You 
can either choose one of the colors provided or enter a specific hex color value. 

 Alignment: – The text in the label can be aligned to the left, center or right. 
 Bold? – The label text can be set to bold by checking the Yes box. 
 Italic? – The label text can be set to italic by checking the Yes box. 
 Sortable? – The column for this label can be made sortable by checking the Yes 

box. 
 Column width - You can set the column width by entering a pixel value, followed 

by “px” (for example, 400px). 
 Display Permissions – You can customize the output so that certain fields are 

displayed only to users with appropriate permissions.  If the user running the 
report does not have sufficient permissions (according to their login), then this 
field will be suppressed in the output. 
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41. You can set the Value Properties for each field by clicking the  button. 
 

 
 

42. We will now explore each component for setting Value Properties. 
 

 Change ALL value properties to match this? – If this box is checked, all value 
properties for fields on this report will be duplicated. 

 Font name: - You can specify a font name for this value (e.g. Tahoma) 
 Font Size: - You can specify the font size as a “pixel size” using the “px” suffix 

(ie, “15px”), “point size” using the “pt” suffix (ie, “12pt”), or as a percentage of 
the normal font size (ie, “180%”) 

 Text Color: - A color picker control is provided to select the value text color. 
 Alignment: - Values can be aligned within a cell with left, center or right 

justification. 
 Output Conversion: - If checked, the output conversion from the dictionary will 

be applied to the data; otherwise, you can explicitly enter an output conversion 
code to customize the displayed output 

 Return the value of this field if called as a ‘popup’? – Checking this box sets this 
field as a return value when this O4W Report is utilized as a popup with an O4W 
Form. 

 Suppress splitting at spaces? – By default, the browser will attempt to make each 
output column fit the allotted display area; to do this, it may “break” the output 
column at space delimiters.  You may check this box if you wish to suppress this 
default behavior of splitting of this column at spaces. 
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43. The background color of a field can be set with the following criteria: 
 

 for all values – All values will have the background color selected. 
 for values = explicit value – You can enter the explicit value in the Comparison 

textbox 
 for values = user prompt – You can enter the user prompt in the Comparison 

textbox 
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44. A color picker control is provided to select the value background color.   You can either 

choose one of the colors provided or enter a specific hex color value. 
 

 
 

45. You can set the Value Modifier Properties for each field by clicking the  button. 
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46. We will now explore each component for setting the Value Modifiers. 

 

 
 

 Modifier type: – The modifier type can be set with the following criteria. 
 

 
 

 Modifier color: - The modifier color can be set with the following criteria. 
 

 
 

 Comparison value or prompt: - If the modifier color criteria is “for break values = 
explicit value”, enter the explicit value that will be compared with the break 
value.  If the modifier color criteria is “for break values = user prompt”, enter the 
prompt that will be displayed (whatever value is entered for this prompt will be 
used for the comparison). 

 Break text: - Enter the output text for the break-on line (e.g. Subtotal). 
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47. You can set the Value Links Properties for each field by clicking the  button. 
 

 
 

48. We will now explore each component for setting the Value Links. 
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49. The link types are as follows: 

 

 
 

 No Link – There is no link for this value. 
 O4W Form (Key) – The value of this field is a key link to an existing O4W Form.  

Select the O4W Form Name from the drop down listbox provided. 
 O4W Procedure –The value of this field will be passed into an O4W stored 

procedure via the PARAM1 parameter.  Select the O4W stored procedure from 
the drop down listbox provided.  Note that this does not directly call the specified 
procedure; rather, it places a link by which the specified procedure can be invoked 
through normal O4W means. 

 Explicit URL – Enter the explicit URL in the textbox provided (e.g. 
http://www.revelation.com).  You may use the wildcard character “^” to indicate 
that the current displayed value should be embedded in the URL. 

 Value is URL – The value of this field is a URL. 
 Email Link –The value of this field is used to place an email link (e.g. 

info@revelation.com) on the browser 
 Embedded URL – The value of this field is used to create an “embedded” browser 

window within the existing browser window; this embedded browser window can 
be used to display information from another site (for example, a Google Docs 
spreadsheet or text document) side by side your current form information. 

 LinkedIn Profile – The value of this field is used to display the LinkedIn profile 
 LinkedIn Share – The value of this field is used to display the LinkedIn “share” 

link 
 Call commuter for URL – The value of this field is used to envoke the commuter 

module. 
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50. The Open link in types are as follows: 
 

 
 

51. The Display Image properties are as follows:. 
 

 
 
Value is URL – The contents of the field are a full or relative URL to a picture; for 
example, the field contains “http://www.example.com/images/employee1234.jpg” for one 
record, “http://www.example.com/images/employee3456.jpg” for another record, etc. 
 
Explicit Link – The contents of the field contain some information that can be used in a 
URL to retrieve an image, but the full or partial URL must be specified separately.  For 
example, the records contain “1234”, “3456”, etc. in this field; you could enter as the 
explicit link “http://www.example.com/images/employee^.jpg” (note the use of the 
wildcard character “^” to represent the current field’s value).  O4W will in this case 
combine each field’s value with the explicit link to generate a full URL. 
 
Call commuter for URL – Calls the commuter module. 
 

52. An O4W Report column can be repeated by pressing the DUP button or deleted by 
pressing the DEL button. 
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53. A color picker control is provided to select the Grand-Total color.  You can either choose 

one of the colors provided or enter a specific hex color value. 
 

 
 

54. Enter the Grand-Total text in the textbox provided. 
 

 
 

55. We will now explore each component on the Completion tab.  The O4W Reporter will 
display the SELECT statement to be passed into OpenInsight for processing.  Clicking 
the Save button will save your report. 
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56. Once your report is saved you can run it by pressing the link shown below. 
 

 
 

57. For styling purposes:  
 

 The ‘collector’ window has a table with class “prompts” 
 The main results table has a class named “results” 
 The drill-down details have a class named “details” 
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II. O4W Reporter Commuter Module  
 
FUNCTION O4WCMR_ORDER_REPORT(CtlEntId, Event, Request) 
 
* Auto-generated by O4W_DEFINE_REPORT at 13:51:06  27 JUL 2018 
 
* Standard equates 
$Insert O4WEquates 
$Insert O4WReportEquates 
$Insert O4W_COMMUTER_COMMON 
 
rtnValue = 1 
Begin Case 
   Case event _eqc 'CREATE' 
      * called when the report is first created 
      * variable 'ctlentid' is a unique identifer for this report 
      * To abort report processing at this point, set rtnValue to 0 (rtnValue=0) and optionally set statMsg@ to desired 
error text 
   Case event _eqc 'READY' 
      * called when the report is first drawn 
   Case event _eqc 'SELECT' 
      * called when records are being selected 
      * variable 'ctlentid' is name of list record (in SYSLISTS table) to be generated 
      * userFields@<1> is the rlist statement that the report would normally run to sort the contents 
      * userFields@<2> is the rlist statement that the report would normally run to select the matching records 
      * userFields@<3> is the list of values for each selector specified in the report definition 
      * set variable 'rtnValue' to 0 (rtnValue=0) to abort selection 
      * set variable 'rtnValue' to 1 (rtnValue=1) if the commuter module is generating an active select list 
      * set variable 'rtnValue' to -1 (rtnValue=-1) if generating list of matching ids in the commuter module 
      * set variable 'rtnValue' to null (rtnValue = '') to continue normal selection processing 
      * (if generating list of matching ids in this code, and you intend to set rtnValue=-1, you should create a list 
record with the id passed in CtlEntId) 
      * set variable 'statMsg@' to desired error text (if no items are selected) 
   Case event _eqc 'PRE_SEARCH' 
      * called during page generation 
      * variable 'ctlentid' is name of the section where the search area is being created 
      * set variable statMsg@ to the prompt text to use in the search area 
      * set variable 'rtnValue' to 0 (rtnValue=0)to skip creation of search area prompt and controls 
      * set variable 'rtnValue' to -1 if commuter module creates its own search area prompt and/or controls 
      *  (If creating the search area in this code, and you intend to set the rtnValue=-1, you should: 
      *     - use a button with the ID 'BTN_SEARCH', qualified for the CLICK event 
      *  ) 
   Case event _eqc 'SEARCH' 
      * called whenever a button with the ID starting 'BTN_SEARCH' is pressed 
      * this routine should generate a new selection of records, based on user-entered text, from the prior list of 
selected records 
      * variable 'ctlentid' is the name of the button that was pressed 
      * userFields@<1> contains the name of the list record (in O4WTEMP table) to be created 
      * userFields@<2> contains the name of the list record (in O4WTEMP table) created during initial report selection 
      * userFields@<3> contains the user-entered text in the default search textbox 
      * userFields@<4> contains the name of the section where the search area was created 
      * set variable 'rtnValue' to 0 (rtnValue=0) to indicate no records found 
      *  (Set statMsg@ to any message you wish to display) 
      * set variable 'rtnValue' to -1 (rtnValue=-1) to indicate search processing is not complete 
      *  (Used if this routine generates a dialog that requires further processing; be sure all controls that generate an 
event to capture use 
      *   an ID starting 'BTN_SEARCH') 
   Case event _eqc 'PRE_READ' 
      * called whenever record is to be read 
      * variable 'ctlentid' is ID of record 
      * examine variable bIsNew@ to determine if this is a new record (bIsNew@=1), or a record that is supposed to 
exist (bIsNew@=0) 
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      * set variable 'rtnValue' to 0 (rtnValue=0)to disable further record processing 
      * set variable 'rtnValue' to -1 (rtnValue=-1) to skip READ but continue processing 
      *  (If performing the read in this code, and you intend to set the rtnValue=-1 or rtnValue=1, you should: 
      *     - fill the @RECORD variable with the desired record contents 
      *  ) 
   Case event _eqc 'PRE_DRAW' 
      * called before each page has been generated 
      * variable 'ctlentid' is either 'DETAILS' (for the drill-down details page) or 'RESULTS' (for the overall results) 
      * userFields@<1> is the row number to begin retrieval at 
      * userFields@<2> is the number of rows to retrieve 
      * userFields@<3> is the number of rows/page 
   Case event _eqc 'POST_DRAW' 
      * called after each page has been generated 
      * variable 'ctlentid' is either 'DETAILS' (for the drill-down details page) or 'RESULTS' (for the overall results) 
      * userFields@<1> is the row number to begin retrieval at 
      * userFields@<2> is the number of rows to retrieve 
      * userFields@<3> is the number of rows/page 
End Case 
 
Return rtnValue
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III. Create/Modify AdHoc 
 

1. From the O4W Reporter Menu choose Create/Modify AdHoc. 
 

 
 

2. Select a previously defined AdHoc Report or enter the name of a new AdHoc Report. 
 

 
 

3. We will now explore each component of the Definition tab. 
 

 
 
Description – An internal description of the Ad Hoc report for your own reference. 
Title – The “bookmark title” that appears at the top of the browser page, near the URL. 
Header – The title that appears at the top of the form. 
AdHoc Report permissions – Enter your Ad Hoc permissions from the drop down box.  
You can create additional permissions in the O4W Maintenance section of O4W. 
Display menu on page – A drop down list is provided to select a menu to appear when 
running this Ad Hoc report.  If no menu is desired choose None. 
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4. We will now explore each component of the Details tab. 
 

 
 
O4W Form – Choose the name of the O4W Form that will serve as the source of the 
prompts for this Ad Hoc report. 
Label for this tab – Enter the label you wish to use for the O4W Form tab of the Ad Hoc 
report. 
Support subroutine – If desired, enter the optional name of a stored procedure that 
contains O4W API calls to display additional prompts, questions, notes, etc. 
Label for this tab – If the optional stored procedure support routine has been specified, 
enter the label to use for the tab that will contain its prompts, questions, etc. 
O4W Report – Choose the name of the O4W Report that will serve as the “skeleton” for 
the output of the selected records. 
Stored procedure to use – If the chosen O4W Report has a commuter module defined, 
you may choose to run a different stored procedure as the commuter module when the 
O4W Report is invoked by the Ad Hoc reporter.  Alternatively, you can also check the 
“Disable” checkbox to disable the use of the commuter module entirely. 
 

5. You can save and run your AdHoc Report from the Completion tab. 
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6. We will now explore how to run your AdHoc Report. 
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When the Ad Hoc report definition is run, each tab of the selected O4W Form will 
become its own section of fields; within each section, users of the Ad Hoc report can 
select which fields they wish to display, and how they wish the data to be selected for 
output. 
 
If a field is defined in the O4W Form as having a list of choices, then users will be 
presented with the option to select from those choices if they wish to use this field as part 
of the selection criteria. 
 
Once all the fields that the user wishes to display have been selected, and all the selection 
criteria has been specified, the user will press the Run Report button to actually generate 
the output. 

 
7. Below is the result of your AdHoc Report. 
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III. Register BRW 
 

1. From the O4W Reporter Menu choose Register BRW. 
 

 
 

2. Select a previously registered Banded Report definition to modify or enter the name of a 
new Banded Report for use with O4W. 
 

 
 

3. We will now explore each component of the Definition tab. 
 

 
 
Description – An internal description of this BRW definition for your own reference. 
Report Group – Select the BRW report group that contains the individual report you 
wish to register for use through O4W.  Note that each individual report in the report 
group must be registered separately. 
Banded Report permissions – Select the minimum required permissions for running this 
BRW report from the drop down box.  You can create additional permissions in the O4W 
Maintenance section of O4W. 
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4. We will now explore each component of the Details tab. 
 

 
 
Specific Report – Select the individual report (contained within the previously specified 
Report Group) that you wish to register. 
Allow Override Saved List – If “No” is selected from the drop down list, then 
O4W_BRWREPORT will ignore any “override save list” names that might be passed 
into the BRW report; if “Yes” is selected, then the parameter OverrideList can be 
specified with the name of the saved list to use when generating the BRW output. 
Allow specific permissions on PDF – If checked, any generated PDFs will have the 
specified password protected restrictions. 
PDF Owner Password – Enter the optional owner’s password to apply to generated 
PDFs. 
PDF User Password – Enter the optional user’s password to apply to generated PDFs. 
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5. Click the Save button to register your BRW Report for use with O4W. 

 

 
 

6. You also have the option to run your registered BRW Report. 
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IV. Copy/Delete 
 

1. From the O4W Reporter Menu choose Copy/Delete. 
 

 
 

2. Select the report name you want to copy.  Enter the name of the report you want to create 
in the textbox provided and click the Copy button.  To delete an existing O4W Report, 
select the form name you want to delete and press the DELETE button. 
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V. Copy/Delete AdHoc 
 

1. From the O4W Reporter Menu choose Copy/Delete AdHoc. 
 

 
 

2. Select the AdHoc report name you want to copy.  Enter the name of the AdHoc report 
you want to create in the textbox provided and click the Copy button.  To delete an 
existing O4W AdHoc Report definition, select the Adhoc report you want to delete and 
press the DELETE button. 
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VI. Run 
 

1. From the O4W Reporter Menu choose Run. 
 

 
 

2. Select the name of the O4W Report you want to run and press the Run button.  You can 
also enter a R/List statement in the text box provided and press the Run button. 
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VII. Run AdHoc 
 

1. From the O4W Reporter Menu choose Run AdHoc. 
 

 
 

2. Select your AdHoc Report definition, set your criteria and then choose Run Report. 
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O4W Procedures 
 
I. Create/Modify 
 

1. From the O4W Procedures Menu choose Create/Modify. 
 

 
 

2. You can either select an existing O4W stored procedure to edit or enter the name of a 
new stored procedure in the textbox provided.  Stored procedure names must be in CAPS 
and must not contain spaces. 
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3. From this limited editor you can create and/or modify your O4W stored procedures.  One 
advantage to using this editor is that compilations will take effect without having to stop 
and re-start the OEngineServer. 
 

 
 

II. Register 
 

1. From the O4W Procedures Menu choose Register. 
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2. All O4W Stored Procedures must be registered in order to execute.  This is a security 
precaution built into O4W to prevent non registered stored procedures from being 
executed.  Select an existing stored procedure from the drop down listbox or enter the 
name of an O4W stored procedure that has not been registered and hit the Next button to 
continue.  Once an O4W stored procedure has been registered it need not be registered 
again.  To delete a registered procedure, you can use the Copy/Delete menu item. 
 

 
 

3. We will now explore each component of the Definition tab: 
 

 
 

 Description – Enter the description of this O4W stored procedure in the textbox 
provided. 

 HTML ‘template’ - All the O4W wizard routines (O4W Forms, O4W Reports, 
O4W Dashboards, etc.), as well as the O4W API’s, allow the developer to specify 
one of more “templates” on which their output can be displayed.  A template 
contains all the additional html elements needed to generate the full web page 
that a browser can display.  This includes images, colors, and style elements that 
both surround, and may be used by, the O4W routine’s output.  O4W includes 
several sample templates .  These templates are stored in the TEMPLATES 
directory located within OpenInsight at \Revsoft\OInsight\O4W\TEMPLATES 

 Display menu on page – A drop down list is provided to select a menu to appear 
when running this stored procedure.  If no menu is desired choose None. 

 Procedure permissions – Enter your stored procedure permissions from the drop 
down box.  You can create additional permissions in the O4W Maintenance 
section of O4W. 
. 
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4. The Procedure Types are as follows: 
 

 O4W Procedure – A stored procedure written according to the O4W standards, 
designed to handle the event-driven format of calls.  An O4W Procedure will 
have, as its top line, some statements similar to: 
 

o SUBROUTINE O4W_TEST_PROCEDURE(CTLENTID, EVENT, 
REQUEST) 
 

 CTO/AREV64 Command – A stored procedure written for the character-based 
environment of CTO or AREV64, or a CTO or AREV64 built-in statement (for 
example, LIST).  Any output generated by this type of routine should be 
“wrapped” in HTML to display properly on the browser. For example, a CTO 
stored procedure such as the following: 
 

* Display the current date and time 
PRINT OCONV(DATE(), “D4/”):” “:OCONV(TIME(), “MTHS”) 
 

(named “SHOW_DATETIME”) could be registered, and its output captured and 
displayed in the browser. 

 Stored Procedure – An OpenInsight stored procedure.  Any output generated by 
this type of routine should be “wrapped” in HTML to display properly in the 
browser.  You will define the parameters passed into, and out of, the stored 
procedure on the following O4W screen. For example, a stored procedure such as 
the following: 
 

SUBROUTINE OI_DATE_TIME(currDate, currTime, currDateTime) 
currDate = OCONV(DATE(), “D4/”) 
currTime = OCONV(TIME(), “MTHS”) 
currDateTime = currDate : “ “: currTime 
Return 0 
 

Could be registered, and its third parameter captured and displayed in the 
browser. 

 Function – An OpenInsight function.  The return value of the function, or one of 
the function parameters, should be ‘wrapped’ in ‘html’ for display on the browser 
page.  You will define the parameters passed into, and out of, the function on the 
following O4W screen. For example, a function such as the following: 
 

FUNCTION OI_DATE_TIME_FUNC(currDate, currTime) 
currDate = OCONV(DATE(), “D4/”) 
currTime = OCONV(TIME(), “MTHS”) 
Return currDate:” “:currTime 
 

  Could be registered, and its return value captured and displayed in the browser. 
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5. We will now explore each component of the Details tab: 
 

 Statement/Routine/Function To Invoke – For a non-O4W procedure, you must 
specify the name of the stored procedure, or CTO/AREV64 command, or function 
to invoke 

 Pass parameter by – For CTO/AREV64 commands, you may specify that 
parameters are passed in via “data” statements (to simulate user input), or via the 
actual parameters of the CTO/AREV64 stored procedure.  For OpenInsight stored 
procedures or functions, the only available option is to pass parameters via the 
stored procedure parameters which are defined on the following screen. 

 Get Results from – For CTO/AREV64 commands, you may specify that you wish 
the results to be ‘captured’ from screen output.  Alternatively, and for 
OpenInsight stored procedures and functions, you may specify that one of the 
stored procedure parameters contains the results.  If you have specified an 
OpenInsight function, you may also get the results from the function return value. 

  Wrap results in HTML – If selected, the results will be wrapped in HTML for 
proper display in the browser.  The output will be displayed inside the specified 
template as “preformatted text”.  Only select “No” if the stored procedure, 
function, or CTO/AREV64 statement results already contain HTML 

 Response Type 
 

 

 
 

6. If multiple parameters were found, or defined, for the OpenInsight stored procedure, 
function, AREV64/CTO stored procedure, or command, you can define the prompt text 
to display in the “collector window” that O4W will display. 
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By default, the response to the prompt text will be placed in a text box.  Alternatively, 
you can provide the name of a stored procedure to generate a list of options from which 
the user can choose, or the name of a stored procedure to “silently” fill in the parameter 
value.  To generate a list of options, your stored procedure must have 3 parameters.  The 
first parameter is the prompt text, and the second and third parameters are the list of 
values and codes (respectively) to display and return in the list box.  The values and 
codes are @VM-delimited.   To silently fill in the parameter, your stored procedure must 
have 2 parameters; the first parameter is currently unused (and can be ignored), and your 
stored procedure should return the value you wish to include in the parameter list as the 
2nd parameter. 
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7.  You can also specify which parameter should contain the “return value” to display (if the 

results are specified to be returned in the subroutine parameter). 
  

 
 

8. Press the Save button to save your changes and register your O4W Stored Procedure. 
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III. Copy/Delete 
 

1. From the O4W Procedures Menu choose Copy/Delete. 
 

 
 

2. Select the O4W procedure name you want to copy.  Enter the name of the O4W 
procedure you want to create in the textbox provided and click the Copy button.  To 
delete an existing O4W procedure, select the form name you want to delete and press the 
DELETE button. 
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IV. Run 
 

1. From the O4W Procedures Menu choose Run. 
 

 
 

2. Select the name of the O4W Procedure you want to run and press the Run button. 
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V. Help 
 

1. From the O4W Procedures Menu choose Help. 
 

 
 

2. A complete description of the O4W Basic+ API’s found in this reference guide is also 
available from the O4W development interface. 
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O4W Dashboard 
 
I. Create/Modify 
 

1. From the O4W Main Menu choose O4W Dashboard. 
 

 
 

2. From the O4W Dashboard Menu choose Create/Modify. 
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3. Dashboard widgets, like web pages, are capable of many different things, often to 
perform tasks that would be tedious or complicated for the user to access manually. One 
example is the Google Search widget, which simply opens up the user's browser and 
performs a Google search. Other widgets, like Wikipedia, grab the contents of web pages 
and display them within Dashboard.  
 
From the Dashboard Selection tab you can either select an O4W Dashboard to modify 
from the drop down box or you can enter the name of a new dashboard to create.  Click 
the Next button to continue. 
 

 
 

4. We will now explore each component on the Layout tab. 
 

 
 

 Description - A textbox is provided to enter a description for this dashboard. 
 Title – A textbox is provided to enter the title of this dashboard. 
 HTML ‘template’ - All the O4W wizard routines (O4W Forms, O4W Reports, 

O4W Dashboards, etc.), as well as the O4W API’s, allow the developer to specify 
one of more “templates” on which their output can be displayed.  A template 
contains all the additional html elements needed to generate the full web page that 
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a browser can display.  This includes images, colors, and style elements that both 
surround, and may be used by, the O4W routine’s output.  O4W includes several 
sample templates.  These templates are stored in the TEMPLATES directory 
located within OpenInsight at \Revsoft\OInsight\O4W\TEMPLATES 

 Background image – A textbox is provided to enter the path of a background 
image to use as a watermark for this dashboard. 

 Header – A textbox is provided to enter the dashboard header. 
 Footer – A textbox is provided to enter the dashboard footer. 
 Display menu on page – A drop down list is provided to select a menu to appear 

on the dashboard.  If no menu is desired choose None. 
 Dashboard permissions – Enter your dashboard permissions from the drop down 

box.  You can create additional menu permissions in the O4W Maintenance 
section of O4W. 

 Color – A color picker control is provided to select the background color, 
foreground (text) color, link color and visited link color to be used on the 
dashboard.  You can either choose one of the colors provided or enter a specific 
hex color value. 

 Dashboard alignment – Select whether the dashboard should be left, right, or 
center aligned. 

 Links – Links can be provided at the bottom of the dashboard.  Enter the link text 
in the textbox provided and the specific URL in the associated textbox. 

 Include in Module(s) - Select the module(s) to which this dashboard should be 
added.  You may individually specify module(s) for the dashboard definition.  
Note that the modules must already be defined (see the “Module Management” 
option in the Deployment menu). 

 
5. The components of the configuration tab are used to define the number of graphs to 

appear on the dashboard, the number of columns and number of rows this dashboard will 
contain.  You can also set the dashboard refresh rate in seconds. 
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6. The components of the Panel tab are used to set the characteristics of each graph on the 
dashboard.  A textbox is provided to enter the graph title, width and height in pixels, the 
number of charts per graph (e.g. Sales TY and Sales LY) and the graph source.  The 
graph source are as follows: 
 

 
 

 OpenInsight Table – An OpenInsight table, whose data will be accessed via 
R/List type commands 

 Stored Procedure – An OpenInsight stored procedure which will return the data 
sets needed to generate one or more graphs. The stored procedure should have 
four parameters; the first parameter will be passed into the stored procedure, and 
will contain the name of the dashboard; the second parameter will be passed into 
the stored procedure, and will be the series whose data is required (possibly @FM 
delimited if multiple series are specified for this graph); the third parameter 
should be returned from your stored procedure, and will contain the x values for 
the series (@VM delimited between values, and possibly @FM delimited 
between series); and the fourth parameter should be returned from your stored 
procedure, and will contain the y values for the series (@VM delimited between 
values, and possibly @FM delimited between series).  For example, you might 
have a stored procedure defined as follows: 
 

SUBROUTINE GETMYDATA(graphID, seriesList, xValues, yValues) 
NUM.SERIES = COUNT(seriesList, @FM) + (seriesList <> “”) 
FOR EACH.SERIES = 1 TO NUM.SERIES 
     FOR EACH.POINT = 1 TO 10 
          xValues<each.series, each.point> = each.point * 2 
          yValues<each.series, each.point> = XLATE(“SOMETABLE”, EACH.POINT, 1, “X”) 
     NEXT EACH.POINT 
NEXT EACH.SERIES 
RETURN 0 
 

 O4W Report – A previously-defined O4W Report, which will define which 
records should be selected and which fields should be used in the graph 
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7. The components of the Charts tab are used to define the X and Y axis options for each 

graph.  The chart options are as follows: 
 

 
 

 Table – From the drop down box provided select the OpenInsight table for the 
graph source. 

 Select statement – An optional select or list statement may be utilized in the 
textbox provided.  If your data is summarized you can use a select statement such 
as: SELECT SALES BY STORE_NAME, however if you need to utilize 
BREAK_ON data you can use a list statement such as: LIST SALES BY 
STORE_NAME BREAK-ON STORE_NAME “’VL’” TOTAL SALES DET-
SUPP ID-SUPP 
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 Dynamic selection – If checked, the O4W dashboard will provide the users of the 
dashboard with the ability to reselect and refine the data, to generate updated 
graphs. 

 X-axis options – The O4W chart will normally automatically determine the 
maximum and minimum values for the x-axis, or – if the axis is non-numeric – 
treat the values as strings.  You can choose to override the automatic detection 
and force the chart to treat the x-axis values as strings, or – if numeric – you can 
override the calculation and specify an explicit maximum and/or minimum value 
for the x-axis.  Also, numeric values on the x-axis are normally displayed with a 
single decimal place; you can override this behavior by specifying the number of 
decimal digits to display.  Finally, if you wish to prefix the axis values with some 
character (for example, “$”), you may specify that single prefix character 

 Y-axis options – Identical to the X-axis options, but for the Y-axis 
 Overall panel options – You may choose to either show or hide the “legend” 

identifying the different graphs, and (for non-pie charts) you may choose to 
enable or disable “zooming” into the data (if zooming is enabled, using the mouse 
to select an area on the graph will “zoom in” on that area; double click anywhere 
on the graph to “zoom out” to normal).  You may also choose to put a border 
around your chart.  Finally, for pie charts, you may specify a “minimum 
threshold”; any values that are less than the specified percentage of the chart will 
be combined into an “other” slice.  Note that the minimum threshold value is 
specified as a percentage, as a number between 0 (0%) and 1 (100%).  For 
example, to specify 10%, you would enter .10 

 Chart name – Enter the name of your chart in the textbox provided. 
 User-defined Options - allows the developer to enter any chart-specific options to 

customize or configure the chart output.  For example, when generating a Google 
Visualization GeoChart, options to display a particular region (such as the US) 
and display mode (region colorization) can be specified: 
 
'displayMode':'regions','region':'US',resolution:'provinces' 
 
The names of the options and their allowed values will depend on each chart 
(though they will usually be specified as quoted strings, with option names 
separated from their values by a colon “:”, and multiple options will be separated 
by commas “,”).  For more information, developers should search on-line for 
documentation on the specific chart type (for example, “google visualization 
GeoChart”). 
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8. The Graph Types are as follows: 
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The components of the Data tab are used to define the X and Y data source for each graph.  
Choose the appropriate dictionary name from the drop down box provided for the X and Y data 
source. 

 

 
 

9. Clicking the Save button will save your Dashboard definition. 
 

 
 

10. Clicking the link to run the dashboard. 
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II. Copy/Delete 
 

1. From the O4W Dashboard Menu choose Copy/Delete. 
 

 
 

2. Select the O4W dashboard name you want to copy.  Enter the name of the O4W 
dashboard you want to create in the textbox provided and click the Copy button.  To 
delete an existing O4W dashboard, select the form name you want to delete and press the 
DELETE button. 
 

 
 

 
III. Run 
 

1. From the O4W Dashboard Menu choose Run. 
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3. Select the name of the O4W Dashboard you want to run and press the Run button. 

 

 
 

IV. How to Create a GeoChart with OpenInsight for Web 
 

1. An effective way to create a graph using O4W is to start with a report.  In the following 
example we will create a GeoChart graph showing the numbers of customers by state.  
By creating a simple detail suppressed report of customers by state we can easily convert 
the report into a graph using the O4W Dashboard wizard.  In this step we have opened 
the Report Definition wizard a will create a new report called 
EXAMPLE_CUSTOMERS_BY_STATE. 
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2. In the Layout tab, make sure that this report is marked Yes for Suppress Detail. 
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3. In the Field Selection tab we will sort on the STATE dictionary and display the 
O4W_ST and CNT dictionaries. 
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4. Note that the dictionary O4W_ST is a calculated column.  It is essential that the formula 
for the dictionary is as follows: @ans = “US-“:{STATE} 
This field will be utilized for the X data source of our graph. 
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5. Note that the dictionary CNT is a calculated column with a formula: @ans = 1 
This field will be utilized for the Y data source of our graph. 
 

 
 

6. In the Sorting tab we will provide an Ascending sort type on STATE. 
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7. In the Display tab we will set the Value Modifier for each field. 
 

 
 

8. The Modifier type will be set to Break value on the O4W_ST field. 
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9. The Modifier type will be set to Total on the CNT field. 
 

 
 

10. If we run this report, the output created is a detailed suppressed report that breaks on 
O4W_ST with totals for each State.  The State column will be utilized for the X axis of 
our graph and the CNT column will be utilized for the Y axis of our graph. 
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11. Prior to creating our O4W Dashboard to output a GeoChart we must create a Google 
Maps API Key and add it to the O4W Configuration Records Maintenace Screen on the 
Scripts tab.  Instructions to create a Google Maps API Key can be found at: 
 
https://developers.google.com/maps/documentation/javascript/get-api-key 
 

 
 

12. In this step will utilize the Dashboard Definition Wizard to create and O4W Dashboard. 
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13. In the Panels tab we will define our graph.  Make sure that the Output Type is set to: 
Graph from O4W Report. 
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14. In the Charts tab we will select our O4W Report Name: 
EXAMPLE_CUSTOMERS_BY_STATE 
The X-axis options should be set to: Treat labels as strings 
The User-defined Options must contain the following: 
'displayMode':'regions','region':'US',resolution:'provinces' 
The Graph Type must be set to: GeoChart (Google Chart) 
In order to select a Google Chart you must have Google Visualization selected as the 
source for graphing library on the Scripts tab for O4W Configuration Records 
Maintenance. 
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15. In the Data tab make sure that X data source is set to: BREAK-ON O4W_ST and the Y 
data source is set to: TOTAL CNT 
 

 
 

 
 

16. Running the Dashboard will produce a GeoChart of the 
EXAMPLE_CUSTOMERS_BY_STATE report. 
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DB Management – OI Maintenance 
 
I. Applications 
 

1. From the O4W Main Menu select DB Management. 
 

 
 

2. From the DB Management Menu select OI Maintenance. 
 

 
 

3. From the OI Maintenance Menu select Applications. 
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4. In the textbox provided enter the name of the application you want to create.  

Application names must be in CAPS.  Select the application name you want your new 
application to inherit from.  Click the Create Application button create your new 
application. 
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II. Tables 
 

1. From the OI Maintenance Menu select Tables. 
 

 
 

2. The Currently Attached tab displays all tables attached to the application that O4W is 
logged into.  You can sort the columns by clicking on the column name. 
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3. From the Attach Tables tab you can attach tables to the application that O4W is logged 
into. 

 

 
 

4. Select a Volume from the drop down box provided. 
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5. Click on the checkbox of the tables that you want to attach and click the Attach Table(s) 
button. 

 

 
 

6. Clicking Attach Table(s) will attach and update the database. 
 

 
 

7. Please note that if you have multiple engines running, these engines will not see the 
newly attached tables.  It is highly recommended that the OEngineServer service be 
stopped and re-started to close any running engines. 
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8. From the Detach Tables tab you can detach tables from the application that O4W is 
logged into. 

 

 
 

9. Select a Volume from the drop down box provided. 
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10. Click on the checkbox of the tables that you want to detach and click the Detach 
Selected Table(s) button. 

 

 
 

11. Clicking Detach Selected Table(s) will detach and update the database. 
 

 
 

12. Please note that if you have multiple engines running, these engines will not see the 
recently detached tables.  It is highly recommended that the OEngineServer service be 
stopped and re-started to close any running engines. 
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13. From the Create Table tab you can create tables.  Enter the table name in the text box 

provided and click the Create Table button. 
 

 
 

14. Clicking Create Table will create the table and update the database. 
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15. Please note that if you have multiple engines running, these engines will not see the 

recently created tables.  It is highly recommended that the OEngineServer service be 
stopped and re-started to close any running engines. 

 
16. From the Dictionaries tab you can add, modify or delete dictionary items. 
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17. Select the table from the drop down box provided and click the Go button to continue. 
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18. Click the Add Data Column button to add a new dictionary to the selected table. 
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19. Below is the property form for editing or creating a dictionary data field. 

 

 
 

20. The Data Types are as follows: 
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21. The Output Conversion types are as follows: 
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22. The Input Conversion types are as follows: 
 

 
 

23. The Default Value types are as follows: 
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24. The Display types are as follows: 

 

 
 

25. Click the Add Calculated Column button to add a new calculated column to the selected 
table. 

 

 
 

26. Below is the property form for editing or creating a dictionary calculated field. 
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27. The Data Types are as follows: 
 

 
 

28. The Display types are as follows: 
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29. The Output Conversion types are as follows: 
 

 
 

30. To edit or delete an existing Data Column click on the  button in the Edit? Column 
for that dictionary item. 
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31. To delete and existing Data Column click on the Delete button. 

 

 
 

32. To edit or delete an existing Calculated Column click on the  button in the Edit? 
Column for that dictionary item. 
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33. To delete an existing Calculated Field click on the Delete button. 

 

 
 

34. From the Indices tab you can add, update or remove indexes. 
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III. Procedures 
 

1. From the OI Maintenance Menu select Procedures. 
 

 
 

2. From the drop down box select the stored procedure you want to edit or enter the name of 
a stored procedure you want to create in the textbox provided.  Stored procedure names 
must be in CAPS. 
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3. From this limited editor you can create, edit, compile or delete your OpenInsight stored 

procedures. 
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DB Management – O4W Maintenance 
 
I. Permissions 
 

1. From the O4W Maintenance Menu choose Permissions. 
 

 
 

2. From the O4W Permissions Management form you can delete an existing permissions 
record by clicking the Del button.  You can insert a new permissions record by clicking 
the Ins button.  Permissions name and level can be set. 
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II. Messages 
 

1. From the O4W Maintenance Menu choose Message File. 
 

 
 

2. To add a new message click the Add New Record button.  To edit an existing message 
click on the Message ID. 
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3. The Message Text can be entered in the textbox provided. 
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III. RSS Feeds 
 

1. From the O4W Maintenance Menu select RSS Feeds. 
 

 
 

2. Select an RSS Feed to modify or enter the name of a new RSS Feed. 
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Feed title – Enter or modify the title for this RSS feed. 
Feed Description – Enter or modify the overall description for this RSS feed. 
Site URL – Enter or modify the URL for the overall site (not the feed). 
Feed URL – Enter or modify the URL for the RSS feed itself. 
Feed Filter Subroutine – If desired, enter or modify the name of an optional stored 
procedure to filter which records are returned by the RSS feed. 
Maximum numbers of feed items to retain – Enter the maximum number of individual 
items to retain in the RSS feed record. Note that each user’s RSS client will also maintain 
its own maximum number of items, and so there is little benefit to making this a very 
large number. 
 
For more details on the various values that can be specified for these parameters, please 
see the API documentation for O4WRSSPublish. 
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IV. Configuration Records 
 

1. From the O4W Maintenance Menu select Configuration Records.  
 

 
 

2. Revelation Software, in the O4W product, provides some standard routines to perform 
common O4W tasks; however, these tasks may need to be modified for your individual 
circumstances.  O4W therefore includes “hooks” where you can replace the provided 
routines with your own, customized stored procedures. 
 

 
 

You may replace the following routines: 
 
- Security authorization procedure (which verifies that users are allowed to “log in” 

to the O4W system, and checks that their entered password matches the password on-
file).  The authorization routine is a function that takes 2 parameters, the username 
and password as entered by the user; it returns the “permissions level” of the user, or 
null (“”) if the username and password were not correct 

- Permissions authorization procedure (which verifies that users have permission to 
access a particular routine).  The permissions routine is a function that takes 2 
parameters, the required permissions level and the “session information” (a dynamic 
array containing the username in field 1); it returns 1 if the user should be allowed to 
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execute the desired procedure, 0 if the user needs to log in, and -1 if the user should 
not be allowed to execute the desired procedure 

- Table/Field filter procedure (which returns the list of tables, and fields within those 
tables, that the user can access).  The filter routine is a function that takes 3 
parameters, the name of the procedure that’s calling the filter, the “session 
information” (a dynamic array containing the username in field 1), and an optional 
“table name”; it returns an @VM list of tables this user should be able to select from 
in this procedure (if table name is null), or an @VM list of dictionary items this user 
should be able to select from in this procedure (if table name is not null) 

- Message suffix procedure (which returns the suffix to apply to the message codes 
used in O4W, so that (for example) different language sets of messages can be 
retrieved).  The message suffix procedure is a function that takes no parameters; it 
returns the suffix that should be appended to the message key to return the message 
text 

- Read/Write lock procedure (which performs the “optimistic locking” that O4W 
uses to ensure data integrity).  The read/write lock procedure is a function that takes 6 
parameters: the action to perform, the table handle, the record ID, the optional record 
data to write (or the record that was read), the handle to use to refer to this lock, and 
optional extra parameters; it returns a status result (null if the operation proceeded 
without error) 

- Default table pagination/sorting procedure (which handles pagination of table 
data).  The pagination routine is a subroutine that has 10 parameters, and is designed 
to manage both pagination of table results and optional sorting of data columns within 
the table.  Please refer to the provided source code for 
O4WI_TABLEPAGERLOCAL and O4WI_TABLEPAGERPLUGIN for details on 
how to create a pagination handler. 

- Login UI procedure – If desired, developers can create their own O4W routines to 
replace the provided O4W login page.  This option is provided so that developers can 
customize the user interface.  Note that the replacement UI procedure should be co-
ordinated with  replacement security authorization and permissions authorization 
routines 

- RSS default feed filter procedure – The O4W RSS feed provider includes the 
ability for each feed to be “filtered” by a stored procedure, as defined during the RSS 
creation process (see O4WRSSPUBLISH for details).  If desired, a default filter 
stored procedure can be specified; feeds that do not contain a specific filter would 
then use this default procedure.  The filter can be used to restrict which values are 
returned as part of the RSS feed, so that sensitive or out of date information can be 
removed (or alternatively so that new dynamic information can be added). 

 
Source code for the O4WI_AUTHORIZE, O4WI_FILTER, O4WI_LOCKHANDLER, 
O4WI_TABLEPAGERLOCAL and O4WI_TABLEPAGERPLUGIN routines has been 
provided; please be sure to COPY and RENAME your modified routines if you make any 
custom modifications. 
 

3. The Scripts tab defines the essential scripts needed for O4W to run, and the initial scripts 
that all O4W routines should include.  The essential scripts can be obtained “on line” via 
Google’s hosted repository (Google Content Delivery Network, or CDN), or you can use 
copies of the scripts loaded on your system.  Specify the source for the jQuery scripts, 
and if necessary override the URL or path for the files.  You must also select which 
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version of jQuery and the jQuery User Interface (“UI”) you wish to run.  Finally, you 
must select the theme you wish to run on your pages. 

 
If your workstation has an external internet connection, themes can be changed by 
selecting the jQuery Theme dropdown list; if this is an offline connection, you must 
select the theme from the non-graphical list of available options. 
 

 
 

4. If desired, you can add or modify the list of “standard scripts” that O4W includes in all its 
routines by modifying the code in the “Standard Scripts” box.  This might be applicable if 
you wished to have another “plugin” or javascript library available to all your O4W 
pages. 
 
This should be modified by advanced users ONLY. 
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O4W allows you to choose which graphing library should be included on your site; 
different graphing libraries provide different sets of graphs, and render the data in 
different ways.  You can select the jQuery plugin “jqPlot”, the Google Visualizations 
library, both, or neither.  Note that the jqPlot library is self-contained on your O4W 
system, and can be used even if no connection to the internet is available; the Google 
Visualizations library requires an active internet connection to function. 
 

 
 

5. O4W developers can now specifically target mobile devices (cellphones and tablets); the 
Mobile tab allows for the specification of mobile-specific defaults.  Select whether the 
required jQuery Mobile library should be loaded from files contained on your O4W site, 
or from the jQuery developers website; which version of the library should be loaded; 
which version of the associated “base” jQuery should be loaded; and what standard 
script(s) should be loaded.  You may choose to configure the required scripts to minimize 
what is loaded, since typically mobile devices have less memory and longer loading times 
than desktop browsers. 
 

6. Information on generating a Google Maps API Key can be found at: 
 
https://developers.google.com/maps/documentation/javascript/get-api-key 
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7. On the Template/Menu Management tab, you can define which template should be used 
as the “default” for this application.  You can also specify where the templates are 
located, and whether this is a Windows directory or an OpenInsight table.  Note that the 
template directory is used in the “Wizards” to allow for the selection of the templates; 
however, the template directory is not prefixed to the default template name, and should 
be specified as part of the default template if applicable. 

 
The default mobile template may be different than the default template; the mobile 
template will be used when O4W is used to generate output for a mobile device (such as 
a cellphone or tablet).  Since these devices typically have much smaller screens than the 
desktop browser, you should create or select a template that is more suitable to the 
reduced screen size. 
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You will also specify here what type of menu should be used by default, if the template 
does not specify explicitly.  The “Horizontal” menu is similar to the top-line menu of an 
OpenInsight form or MDI frame.  The “Vertical Scrolling” menu is similar to an iPod 
menu.  The “Vertical Tree” menu is an expanding and collapsing tree menu. 
 
If a “vertical scrolling” menu is to be displayed on your form, you may allow it to 
dynamically resize itself.  If you select “Dynamically size vertical scrolling menu”, the 
vertical scrolling menu will be drawn at the most appropriate size between the minimum 
(if specified) and maximum (if specified) values.  Note that these values, which represent 
the number of pixels high the vertical scrolling menu may be, should be entered as 
straight numbers (with no “px” indicator)  
 

 
 

8. The O4W Form wizard allows you to specify some “standard code records” as the source 
of listboxes, checkboxes, and radio buttons.  The Standard Codes tab allows you to add 
to, remove from, or alter the list of standard code records that the O4W Form wizard 
displays.  Specify a “user friendly” name for the code record in the first column, and the 
name of the code record (located in the O4WCODES table) in the second column.  Note 
that the records in the O4WCODES table must contain, in field 1, an @VM delimited list 
of the text to display, while field 2 contains an associated @VM delimited list of the 
codes associated with each display value 
 

 
 

9. The Forms/Reports tab allows you to specify some O4W Form and Report-specific 
choices.  If selected, “dynamic” reports can be automatically generated from R/List 
statements; specify as the URL 
http://<yoursite>/oecgi4.exe/O4W_RUN_REPORT?OIREPORT=<reportstatement>, 
where <yoursite> is the full path to your O4W directory, and <reportstatement> is the full 
R/List-type statement you wish to turn into an O4W Report.  For example, you may 
specify: 
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http://<yoursite>/oecgi4.exe/O4W_RUN_REPORT?OIREPORT=LIST MYTABLE 
WITH SOMEFIELD=”1” AND WITH OTHERFIELD=”2” SOMEFIELD1 
SOMEFIELD2 TOTAL SOMEFIELD3 
 
“Dynamic” forms can be automatically generated by specifying the name of an existing 
OpenInsight form; specify as the URL 
 
http://<yoursite>/oecgi4.exe/O4W_RUN_FORM?OIFORM=<formname>, where 
<yoursite> is the full path to your O4W directory, and <formname> is the name of an 
existing OpenInsight form. 
 
If dynamic forms and reports are allowed, you may specify the permissions level needed 
to execute the dynamic form and report, and an O4W Form and O4W Report to use as the 
“template” for the dynamic form and report – the specific content of the O4W Form and 
O4W Report will be removed, while the menu, color, html template, etc. will be extracted 
for use in the dynamic output. 
 
In order to provide the most responsive performance possible, O4W allows you to use 
multiple engines to generate the O4W Form or O4W Report.  Each tab of the form, and 
each page of the report, can be “rendered” by a separate engine, allowing even very 
complex forms and reports to display quickly.  You can specify the number of engines 
O4W should use for form and report generation; specify “0” for a single engine (which 
will generate all the tabs and pages before returning the result to the browser), or 1 or 
more for asynchronous rendering. 
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10. The Browsers Options tab allows you to specify minimum requirements for your O4W 
site.  For each of the browsers, specify the minimum allowed version.  You can also 
specify the message to be displayed, and how the message should be displayed (as a 
banner, a popup, or both). 
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V. About 
 

1. From the O4W Maintenance Menu select About. 
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DB Management – Deployment Tools 
 
I. Deployment Management 
 

1. From the DB Management Menu select O4W Maintenance. 
 

 
 

2. From the Deployment Tools Menu select Deployment Management. 
 

 
 

3. Deployment definitions (the contents of an RDK) can be created or edited using this 
function.  You can choose an existing deployment definition, or enter the name of a new 
one to create.  You will then be allowed to select which entities you would like to include 
or exclude from the deployment definition.  When you have finished selecting the entities 
for this deployment definition, you can use this information to build an RDK. 
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4. From the Deployment Tools Menu select Load Deployment. 
 

 
 

5. This function will allow you to load a Repository Deployment Kit (RDK) into your 
OpenInsight system.  RDKs are used to transfer new or updated procedures, data, etc. 
from one system to another.  Using this function, you can upload a zip file containing the 
RDK files (and, if the zip file does not contain only the RDK files, you can specify the 
“path” in the zip file to the RDK files); after the upload has succeeded, you will be 
prompted to verify you want to install the files, and if you choose to proceed, the files in 
the RDK will be loaded into your system. 
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O4W Form Commuter Module 
 

I. The O4W Form Commuter Module 
 
In order to provide additional, and advanced, functionality to your O4W Form, you may choose 
to create and modify a "commuter module" that the form will invoke. 
 
If you wish to use a commuter module, during the form definition process (on the "Behavior" 
tab) you _must_ check the "Call commuter module for events on this form?" radio button.  You 
can then select which events you wish to be sent to the commuter module; choose which "form-
level" events you would like to process from the "Events to call commuter module" section of 
the "Behavior" tab, and choose which "field-level" events you would like to process from the 
"Value Input/Display" popup of the "Edit/Display" tab.  The form level events include "Pre-
Read", "Post-Read", "Pre-Write", "Post-Write", "Pre-Delete", "Post-Delete", "Select", and "Tab".  
The field level events include "Entering field" and "Leaving field". 
 
[Note that, while the temptation to add in EVERY event for EVERY control is great, this should 
be avoided if at all possible.  While the underlying web technology behind O4W allows for much 
greater interactivity than the "web 1.0" straight-html forms of a few years ago, the web browser 
is NOT yet a replacement for the desktop, and attempting to have an O4W Form behave exactly 
the same as an OpenInsight (desktop-based) form - in terms of handling every event - will 
probably leave developers and end users alike frustrated.  If for no other reason than Internet 
delays and slowdowns, interacting with the commuter module (which requires a "round trip" 
from the web browser to the web server, and additional processing time inside of OpenInsight, 
O4W, and the commuter module itself) can take a noticable time.  For more performant forms 
(and therefore happier users), it is important to only 'capture' those events that need to be 
handled.] 
 
At the end of the form definition process, you will be prompted to name the commuter module; 
you will also be prompted to have O4W automatically create and compile the form "skeleton".  If 
this is the first time through the form definition process for this form with the "Call commuter 
module for events on this form?" button selected, this will be your only option; if, however, the 
commuter module may have been created (and manually modified) previously, you are also 
presented the option of downloading (into Windows notepad) the updated auto-generated 
commuter module code.  You can then manually copy and paste any relevant changes from 
Windows notepad into your OpenInsight stored procedure. 
 
The automatically generated 'skeleton' of the commuter module will include code for each of the 
events you have specified (PRE-READ, PRE-WRITE, etc.) in the form definition process.  You 
should then add additional code to perform the desired actions during those events. 
 

II. The O4W Form Event Model 
 
The O4W Form, when run, may raise several different "events"; if you have created a commuter 
module, and choose to have those events passed to your commuter module, you may 
programmatically alter how O4W behaves. 
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When the event is raised, and the commuter module is called, it will be passed the name of the 
control (if applicable) that is generating the event, and the type of event.  There are also several 
"named common" elements that you may access in your commuter module for additional 
flexibility.  These elements include formDef@ (the definition of this O4W form), @ID (if 
applicable), @RECORD (if applicable), FormName@ (the name of this O4W Form), bIsNew@ 
(set to "1" during READ processing if this is a new record), and UserFields@ (set to the value(s) 
of any user defined field(s) during WRITE processing, and also set during processing of the 
"POPUP" event). 
 
The commuter module 'skeleton' will also contain code to extract the name of the field that is 
generating the event (if applicable), and its current value (again, if applicable). 
 
When returning from the commuter module to the O4W Form, the variable "rtnValue" must be 
set properly to allow, or prevent, the standard form operation for that event from occurring.  Set 
the rtnValue to "1" to allow the event to continue processing (the default behavior), or "0" to halt 
that event (note that in certain circumstances described below, rtnValue may also be set to "-1" 
for special operations).  There are also additional "named common" elements that may be set to 
effect the O4W Form.  These elements include statMsg@ (set to have the O4W Form display a 
message), redirectTo@ (set after WRITE or DELETE processing to redirect the browser page), 
and UserFields@ (set to the value(s) of any user defined field(s) during READ processing, and 
also set during processing of the "POPUP" event). 
 

III. The O4W Form Events 
 
The events that are raised, and that may be handled through the commuter module, include: 
 
Form level events: 
- PRE_READ 
- POST_READ 
- READ_CHECK 
- PRE_WRITE 
- POST_WRITE 
- PRE_DELETE 
- POST_DELETE 
- SELECT 
- TAB 
 
Field level events: 
- PRE_FIELD 
- POST_FIELD 
- CLICK 
- POPUP (O4W 1.1+) 
 
The PRE_READ Event 
 
The PRE_READ event is raised before the O4W Form reads a data record.  It is called during 
two different processes - if there is a 'picklist', or list of possibly matching records returned as the 
result of a search, the PRE_READ event is raised for EACH record that is displayed in the list of 
records.  In addition, it is called to read the actual data record that is to be displayed or edited in 
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the main body of the form.  If the "Add New" button has been pressed, then bIsNew@ is set to 
"1". 
 
The commuter module code may examine either @ID, or the passed "CtlEntId" parameter, for 
the name of the record.  The code may also set the UserFields@ variable to define 'default 
values' for any user-defined fields. 
 
To continue normal processing, set rtnValue to "1".  To abort the read event, set rtnValue to "0" 
(and optionally set statMsg@ to indicate the reason for the abort).  If you wish to perform the 
same function as the READ event in the commuter module, set the @RECORD variable as 
desired, and then set rtnValue to "-1" (this instructs the O4W Form that you wish to skip the 
actual READ, but wish to continue normal processing beyond that). 
 
If for example you want to read records for a specific user your code in the PRE_READ event 
could be as follows: 
 
  USERNO = "X_UNKOWN_X" 
  @RECORD = "" 
  OPEN 'WEB_USERS' TO USER.FL Else 
   statMsg@ = "Unable to access WEB_USERS table" 
   rtnValue=0 
   Return rtnValue 
  End 
  OPEN 'REVCONT' TO REVCONT.FL Else 
   statMsg@ = "Unable to access REVCONT table" 
   rtnValue=0 
   Return rtnValue 
  End 
  TEMPID = O4WCookie("USERID") 
  READ TEMP.INFO FROM O4WTEMPFILE%, TEMPID Then 
   READ USER.ITEM FROM USER.FL, TEMP.INFO<1> Then 
    READ MOEREC FROM REVCONT.FL,USER.ITEM<5> THEN 
     USERNO=MOEREC<1> 
     sno_user = Xlate("SERIALNO_HISTORY", CTLENTID, 2, "X") 
     If USERNO # SNO_USER Then 
      statMsg@="Serial number requested is not for your user ID, 
please call Revelation Software at (800) 262-4747." 
      rtnValue=0 
      Return rtnValue 
     End 
    End 
   End 
  End 
 
The POST_READ Event 
 
The POST_READ event is raised after the O4W Form reads a data record.  It is called after the 
actual data record that is to be displayed or edited in the main body of the form has been read. 
 
The commuter module code may examine either @ID, or the passed "CtlEntId" parameter, for 
the name of the record, and @RECORD for the contents of the data record.  The code may also 
set the UserFields@ variable to define 'default values' for any user-defined fields. 
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The READ_CHECK Event 
 
The READ_CHECK event is raised before a DELETE or WRITE of the record.  It is done as 
part of the "optimistic locking" algorithm, which seeks to verify that the record has not been 
changed by another user during web-based processing.  Before writing or deleting the record, the 
original record is re-read, and - if it has not been changed - the record is locked and then updated 
or deleted.  The READ_CHECK event is raised so that the commuter module can recreate any 
operations performed during the original PRE_READ event (note that this event is automatically 
added if the PRE_READ event has been selected). 
 
The commuter module code may examine either @ID, or the passed "CtlEntId" parameter, for 
the name of the record. 
 
To continue normal processing, set rtnValue to "1".  If you wish to perform the same function as 
the READ event in the commuter module, set the @RECORD variable as desired, and then set 
rtnValue to "-1" (this instructs the O4W Form that you wish to skip the actual READ, but wish 
to continue normal processing beyond that).  Note there is no option to "abort" the 
READ_CHECK operation by setting rtnValue to "0" - if you wish to abort WRITE or DELETE 
processing, you must handle that in the PRE_WRITE or PRE_DELETE event, as appropriate. 
 
 
 
The PRE_WRITE and PRE_DELETE Events 
 
The PRE_WRITE and PRE_DELETE events are raised before the O4W Form writes or deletes 
the data record, respectively. 
 
The commuter module code may examine either @ID, or the passed "CtlEntId" parameter, for 
the name of the record.  The @RECORD variable will contain the updated values that are to be 
written or deleted. If defined, any user-defined field values will be set in the UserFields@ 
variable. 
 
To continue normal processing, set rtnValue to "1".  To abort the write or delete event, set 
rtnValue to "0" or "-1"(and optionally set statMsg@ to indicate the reason for the abort).  If set to 
"-1", the O4W Form will return to the main entry/selection page; if set to "0", the current page 
remains unchanged. 
 
 
The POST_WRITE and POST_DELETE Events 
 
The POST_WRITE and POST_DELETE events are raised after the O4W Form successfully 
writes or deletes the data record, respectively. 
 
The commuter module code may examine either @ID, or the passed "CtlEntId" parameter, for 
the name of the record.  The @RECORD variable will contain the updated values that have been 
written or deleted. If defined, any user-defined field values will be set in the UserFields@ 
variable. 
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Optionally set statMsg@ to any message you wish to display.  Optionally set redirectTo@ to the 
URL of any page you wish to transfer to; if not specified, the O4W Form will return to the main 
entry/selection page.  Note that the value of the rtnValue variable is not applicable here. 
 
 
The SELECT Event 
 
The SELECT event is raised when generating the list of keys to choose from in a "picklist" type 
O4W Form, or when generating the search results in a "search" O4W Form. 
 
The commuter module code may examine the passed "CtlEntId" parameter for the name of the 
list record that is to be created.  The list record is an entry in the SYSLISTS table that contains a 
list of all the IDs that the user can select from. 
 
If rtnValue is set to "1", normal processing continues.  If rtnValue is set to "0", NO records are 
selected.  If rtnValue is set to "-1", the O4W Form will proceed with whatever keys have been 
placed into the list record without using its own algorithm to select the keys.  In this way, the 
commuter module can use its own logic, overriding the built-in O4W Form search/selection 
logic. 
 
For example if you wanted to change the sort order of your “picklist” you can insert the 
following code on the SELECT event: 
 
   cmd = "SELECT ROYSCHED BY TITLE_ID BY LORANGE" 
   Call Rlist(cmd, 4, CtlEntId) 
   rtnValue = -1 
 
The TAB Event 
 
The TAB event is raised when the user clicks on any tab of the O4W Form, or uses the optional 
Back or Next buttons to navigate through the tabs. 
 
The commuter module code may examine the passed "CtlEntId" parameter for the number of the 
current tab, and the UserFields@ variable for the number of the tab the user wishes to move to.  
Note that the commuter module 'skeleton' code will translate the current tab number into a tab 
name, available in the variable "tabname". 
 
If rtnValue is set to "1", normal processing continues.  If rtnValue is set to "0", the request to 
switch tabs is aborted; any message stored in statMsg@ will be displayed. 
 
 
The PRE_FIELD Event 
 
The PRE_FIELD event is raised when the specified field is about to get the "focus" on the web 
page. 
 
The commuter module code may examine the passed "CtlEntId" parameter for the name of the 
web page input control that is about to get the focus.  Note that the commuter module 'skeleton' 
code will translate the web page input control name into the name of the field as specified in the 
O4W form definition, available in the variable "fieldName". 
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If statMsg@ is set, its contents are displayed.  Note that the value of the rtnValue variable is not 
applicable here. 
 
 
The POST_FIELD Event 
 
The POST_FIELD event is raised when the specified field is about to lose the "focus" on the 
web page. 
 
The commuter module code may examine the passed "CtlEntId" parameter for the name of the 
web page input control that is about to lose the focus.  Note that the commuter module 'skeleton' 
code will translate the web page input control name into the name of the field as specified in the 
O4W form definition, available in the variable "fieldName".  In addition, the current value of the 
field is available in the variable "currValue". 
 
If statMsg@ is set, its contents are displayed. If rtnValue is set to "0", focus is re-set back to this 
field (so the user is unable to exit this input control).  Note that MANY users find this action 
extremely annoying, and it should thus be used only when absolutely required. 
 
Never set the statMsg@ and rtnValue = -1.  This generates an infinite loop (since the post_field 
is triggered by the ‘lost focus’ event, and you get into a loop where the form loses focus, you go 
into the commuter module, you set rtnValue = -1 (which sets us back to that same field), then 
you set statMsg@ (which puts up a message box)…which maes us lose focus on the field – and 
son on). 
 
 
The CLICK Event 
 
The CLICK event is raised when either the specified user-defined button is clicked, or the 
specified "dummy" popup button is clicked. 
 
The commuter module code may examine the passed "CtlEntId" parameter for the name of the 
web page button that has been pressed.  Note that the commuter module 'skeleton' code will 
translate the web page input control name into the name of the field as specified in the O4W 
form definition, available in the variable "fieldName".  The variable "clickType" will also be set, 
either to "CLICK" (for a user-defined button) or "POPUP" (for a "dummy" popup button). 
 
Note that the values of the rtnValue and statMsg@ variables are not applicable here. 
 
 
The POPUP Event 
 
The POPUP event (available in O4W 1.1 and above) is raised when specified "popup" field has 
returned a value. 
 
The commuter module code may examine the passed "CtlEntId" parameter for the name of the 
web page button that is associated with this popup.  Note that the commuter module 'skeleton' 
code will translate the web page input control name into the name of the field as specified in the 
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O4W form definition, available in the variable "fieldName".  The userFields@ variable will 
contain the return value from the popup. 
 
The commuter module can change what value is placed into the associated field by changing the 
value of the userFields@ variable.  The field where the popup value is to be placed can also be 
changed by changing the value of the "CtlEntId" variable. 
 
If statMsg@ is not null, any text specified in statMsg@ is displayed.  If rtnValue is set to "1", 
normal processing continues.  If rtnValue is set to "0", the returned value from the popup is NOT 
placed in the associated field. 
 

IV. OpenInsight Field Names and Web Form Input Controls 
 
Once the commuter module has been invoked for a particular event, it most likely will need to 
access, and potentially update, elements of the browser page. 
 
When the O4W Form was defined, fields from the specific table's dictionary, and any user-
defined fields, were selected for use as "input" controls (textboxes, password boxes, etc.).  When 
the form is actually created for the web browser, each input control is given a unique name.  
These names are NOT based on the "real" OpenInsight field name; rather they are based on the 
_location_ of the given field in the O4W Form definition. 
 
For example, if there are 5 fields (FIRST_NAME, LAST_NAME, CITY, STATE, and ZIP) that 
are defined in an O4W Form named "SAMPLE", there may be 5 textboxes on the web form that 
is generated from SAMPLE.  These 5 textboxes are named FIELD_1, FIELD_2, FIELD_3, 
FIELD_4, and FIELD_5.  The contents of FIELD_1 are associated with the FIRST_NAME 
field; the contents of FIELD_2, with the LAST_NAME field; and so on. 
 
The commuter module utility function O4WCommuterUtility has been developed to provide the 
"conversions" from field names to web form elements.  To find which field name is associated 
with the current input control, we might have code like the following: 
 
    MyControlName = O4WCommuterUtility(CtlEntId, O4WUTILITY_FIELDNAME$) 
 
To find what input control name is used for a particular field name, we need to determine the 
location of that field name in the list of all field names used by the form.  To find the input 
control name for the field named "STATE", for example, we could use the following code: 
 
    stateElement = O4WCommuterUtility(CtlEntId, O4WUTILITY_FORMELEMENT_CONTROL$, "STATE") 
 
An additional complication is multivalue fields, and associated multivalue sets that may increase 
or decrease in number.  The O4WCommuterUtility will use the information passed in with the 
current control (via the parameter CtlEntId) to determine the proper value to extract from the 
current field: 
 
    currValue = O4WCommuterUtility(CtlEntId, O4WUTILITY_VALUE$) 
 
If you wish to extract information from another field, simply specify that field name: 
 
    otherValue = O4WCommuterUtility(CtlEntId, O4WUTILITY_VALUE$, "STATE") 
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If the additional field (in this case, "STATE") is part of a multivalue association with the current 
field, or neither the current field nor the additional field are multivalued, you should pass in the 
CtlEntId variable as the first parameter; however, if the current field is multivalued and the 
additional field is not multivalued, or the two fields are part of different associations, you should 
pass in a null string ("") for the first parameter to prevent the incorrect value from being 
retrieved. 
 
You can also use O4WCommuterUtility to return the names of other web page elements that you 
might wish to manipulate.  The O4W Form is laid out as a set of 'grids', or tables of elements; 
each element of the table is called a "cell", and can have specific properties defined (like 
background color, alignment, etc.).  Each field on the O4W Form consists of a label and one (or 
more, for multivalued data) "input controls", each in their own cells; within the cells, the 
contents are defined within a "section" that contains the actual text or control.  Depending on 
what you wish to change, you can access: 
 
- The "cell" of the grid that contains the label, with the 
O4WUTILITY_FORMELEMENT_LABEL_CELL$ parameter; 
- The "cell" of the grid that contains the input control, with the 
O4WUTILITY_FORMELEMENT_CONTROL_CELL$ parameter; 
- The "section" within the label's cell where the actual label text is defined, with the 
O4WUTILITY_FORMELEMENT_LABEL_SECTION$ parameter; 
- The "section" within the input control's cell where the actual input control is defined, with the 
O4WUTILITY_FORMELEMENT_CONTROL_SECTION$ parameter; 
- The input control itself, with the O4WUTILITY_FORMELEMENT_CONTROL$ parameter 
 

V. Example Code 
 
The following code was generated as the "skeleton" commuter module for an O4W Form named 
"CUSTOMER".  The Pre-read, Post-write, and Tab form-level events have been selected, and 
there are a number of field-level events (including Pre-field and Post-field on a number of fields, 
a "dummy" popup button, and a user-defined button). 
 
FUNCTION CUSTOMER_O4W_COMMUTER_MODULE(CtlEntId, Event, Request) 
 
* Auto-generated by O4W_DEFINE_FORM at 10:51:51  06 JAN 2010 
 
* Standard equates 
$Insert O4WEquates 
$Insert O4WFormEquates 
$Insert O4W_COMMUTER_COMMON 
 
rtnValue = 1 
Begin Case 
   Case event _eqc 'PRE_READ' 
      * called before reading record from table 
      * variable 'ctlentid' is ID of record 
      * variable '@record' is the record contents (if available) 
      * variable 'userFields@' contains the values of the user-defined fields (if available) 
      * examine variable bIsNew@ to determine if this is a new record, or a record that is supposed to exist 
      * set variable 'rtnValue' to 0 (rtnValue=0)to disable further event processing 
      * set variable 'rtnValue' to -1 (rtnValue=-1) to skip READ but continue processing 
      *  (If performing the read in this code, and you intend to set the rtnValue=-1, you should: 
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      *     - fill the @RECORD variable with the desired record contents 
      *     - fill the userFields@ variable with the desired values for the user-defined fields 
      *  ) 
      * set variable 'statMsg@' to desired error/status text 
   Case event _eqc 'READ_CHECK' 
      * called before write or delete to verify record has not been changed by another user 
      * set variable 'rtnValue' to -1 (rtnValue=-1) to skip READ but continue processing 
      *  (If performing the read in this code, and you intend to set the rtnValue=-1, you should fill the 
      *   @RECORD variable with the desired record contents) 
   Case event _eqc 'POST_WRITE' 
      * called after writing record to table 
      * variable 'ctlentid' is ID of record 
      * variable '@record' is the record contents (if available) 
      * variable 'userFields@' contains the values of the user-defined fields (if available) 
      * set variable 'statMsg@' to any desired 'success' message 
      * set variable 'redirectTo@' to url to transfer to after success 
   Case event _eqc 'TAB' 
      * called when 'tab' clicked, or back/next button clicked 
      * variable 'ctlentid' is number of current tab 
      tabname = formDef@<tabnames$, ctlentid> 
      * variable userFields@ is number of 'next' tab 
      * set variable 'rtnValue' to 0 (rtnValue=0) to abort tab change 
      * set variable 'statMsg@' to any desired error/status text 
      * to examine all the fields on the current tab:  
      num.fields = dcount(formDef@<attr$>, @VM) 
      for each.field = 1 to num.fields 
         if formDef@<ValueTab$, each.field> = tabname then 
            fieldName = formDef@<attr$, each.field> 
            thisValue = O4WGetValue('FIELD_':each.field) 
         end 
      next each.field 
   Case Event _eqc 'PRE_FIELD' 
      * called when specified field has gotten 'focus' 
      fieldName = O4WCommuterUtility(CtlEntId, O4WUTILITY_FIELDNAME$) 
      Begin Case 
         Case fieldName _eqc 'WEBSITE' 
      End Case 
   Case Event _eqc 'POST_FIELD' 
      * called when specified field has 'lost focus' 
      fieldName = O4WCommuterUtility(CtlEntId, O4WUTILITY_FIELDNAME$) 
      currValue = O4WCommuterUtility(CtlEntId, O4WUTILITY_VALUE$) 
      Begin Case 
         Case fieldName _eqc 'WEBSITE' 
         Case fieldName _eqc 'ADDRESS1' 
         Case fieldName _eqc 'CITY' 
      End Case 
   Case Event _eqc 'CLICK' 
      * called when user-defined or 'dummy' popup button clicked 
      fieldName = O4WCommuterUtility(CtlEntId, O4WUTILITY_FIELDNAME$) 
      clickType = O4WCommuterUtility(CtlEntId, O4WUTILITY_CONTROLTYPE$) 
      Begin Case 
         Case fieldName _eqc 'GROUP' 
            * called from clicking 'popup' button 
         Case fieldName _eqc 'SampleBtn' 
            * called from clicking user-defined button 
      End Case 
End Case 
 
Return rtnValue 
 
This is the code that is built by O4W without any modification.  At this point, the code can be 
modified (using both "regular" BASIC+ programming code, and/or O4W APIs). 
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Example 1: Setting A Field's Value Based On Another Field 
 
Let us suppose, for example, that we have an OpenInsight stored procedure that, when given the 
name of the city, can tell us the state that city is in.  Let us set our STATE field's value based on 
the value of CITY.  When the CITY field has lost "focus", we can populate the STATE field 
with our calculated result. 
 
Therefore, in the "POST_FIELD" section of the skeleton code, we look for the 'CITY' case.  We 
can add the following code: 
------------- 
Call FindStateFromCity(currValue, ourState) 
* Determine the web form's "input element" name for the STATE field 
stField = O4WCommuterUtility(CtlEntId, O4WUTILITY_FORMELEMENT_CONTROL$, "STATE") 
* and update that element 
O4WUpdate(stField, ourState, O4WResponseStyle('','1')) 
------------- 
Assuming the FindStateFromCity stored procedure returns (in the second parameter) the name of 
the state based on the city (in the first parameter), we just take the returned value and put it into 
the web form where the "STATE" field is. 
 
As described above, we need to translate from the field name ("STATE") to the input control 
name; to do this, we use O4WCommuterUtility to find STATE's location in the list of fields. 
 
Once we have determined the input control name, we use the O4W API call O4WUpdate to set 
that control's text to the value in the "ourState" variable.  We use the O4WResponseStyle call to 
indicate that we only wish to update the text (and not the style) of the input control. 
 
 
Example 2: Generating a POST-WRITE Redirect 
 
Let us suppose that, after writing the record, we wish to display a specific message, and then 
transfer control to the Revelation home page (rather than back the start of the O4W Form).  To 
achieve this, we must modify the code in the POST_WRITE case as follows: 
---------------- 
redirectTo@ = "http://www.revelation.com" 
statMsg@ = "Thank you for updating this record! You will now be redirected to the Revelation Home Page..." 
---------------- 
 
Example 3: Aborting Form Read 
 
As an example, perhaps we wish to forbid reading of records on the same day they were created.  
In the Pre-read event, we can check if the requested record is 'forbidden', and if it is, abort the 
read (with an appropriate error message).  To achieve this, in the PRE_READ case, we can add 
the following code: 
---------------- 
if bIsNew@ <> "1" then 
   * Not a new record - find out its creation date 
   createDate = xlate("CUSTOMER", @ID, 27, "X") 
   If createDate = DATE() Then 
      rtnValue = 0 
      statMsg@ = "Invalid record requested; not yet posted" 
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   End 
End 
---------------- 
 
Example 4: Acting On A User-Defined Button 
 
To display a static message (using the O4WError API call) when a user-defined button is 
clicked, we can add the following code to the "SampleBtn" case: 
---------------- 
O4WError("This button intentionally left blank") 
---------------- 
 
Example 5: Updating A ListBox 
 
To update a more complex control, like a listbox, defined as the "input control" for another field, 
we must first derive the "descriptions" and their associated "code values" that will be placed in 
the list box.  We must then replace the list box control contents entirely; we do that by actually 
replacing the "section" where that control is located. For example, if we wished to populate a list 
box in the "ADDRESS2" field when we exit the "ADDRESS1" field, we can add the following 
code to the "ADDRESS1" case in the "POST_FIELD" section: 
---------------- 
* Change the 'address2' list box 
Call findSubAddress(currValue, DESCS, CODES) 
add2Control = O4WCommuterUtility(CtlEntId, O4WUTILITY_FORMELEMENT_CONTROL$, "ADDRESS2") 
add2Section = O4WCommuterUtility(CtlEntId, O4WUTILITY_FORMELEMENT_CONTROL_SECTION$, "ADDRESS2") 
o4wSectionStart(add2Section, O4WResponseStyle()) 
O4WListbox(DESCS, CODES, add2Control) 
O4WSectionEnd(add2Section) 
---------------- 
Assuming the findSubAddress stored procedure returns (in the second and third parameters) a 
list of descriptions (@VM delimited), and their associated code values, for the secondary address 
based on the primary address (in the first parameter), we can take the returned values and put 
them into the web form where the "ADDRESS2" field is. 
 
As described above, we need to translate from the field name ("ADDRESS2") to the input 
control name; to do this, we use O4WCommuterUtility to find ADDRESS2's location in the list 
of fields.  We also use O4WCommuterUtility to retrieve the name of the "section" where 
ADDRESS2's input control is located. 
 
Once we have determined the input control name, and the section where it is defined, we use the 
O4W API calls O4WSectionStart, O4WListBox, and O4WSectionEnd to effectively recreate that 
very small section of the browser's page.  The O4WResponseStyle modifier, invoked with no 
parameters, indicates that we will be replacing the entire element (text, style, attributes, etc.).  
Once we have recreated the section, we create the new list box, and our new descriptions are 
now available. 
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Completed, Modified Commuter Module 
 
 
FUNCTION CUSTOMER_O4W_COMMUTER_MODULE(CtlEntId, Event, Request) 
 
* Auto-generated by O4W_DEFINE_FORM at 10:51:51  06 JAN 2010 
 
* Standard equates 
$Insert O4WEquates 
$Insert O4WFormEquates 
$Insert O4W_COMMUTER_COMMON 
 
rtnValue = 1 
Begin Case 
   Case event _eqc 'PRE_READ' 
      * called before reading record from table 
      * variable 'ctlentid' is ID of record 
      * variable '@record' is the record contents (if available) 
      * variable 'userFields@' contains the values of the user-defined fields (if available) 
      * examine variable bIsNew@ to determine if this is a new record, or a record that is supposed to exist 
      * set variable 'rtnValue' to 0 (rtnValue=0)to disable further event processing 
      * set variable 'rtnValue' to -1 (rtnValue=-1) to skip READ but continue processing 
      *  (If performing the read in this code, and you intend to set the rtnValue=-1, you should: 
      *     - fill the @RECORD variable with the desired record contents 
      *     - fill the userFields@ variable with the desired values for the user-defined fields 
      *  ) 
      * set variable 'statMsg@' to desired error/status text 
 
      if bIsNew@ <> "1" then 
         * Not a new record - find out its creation date 
         createDate = xlate("CUSTOMER", @ID, 27, "X") 
         If createDate = DATE() Then 
            rtnValue = 0 
            statMsg@ = "Invalid record requested; not yet posted" 
         End 
      End 
 
   Case event _eqc 'READ_CHECK' 
      * called before write or delete to verify record has not been changed by another user 
      * set variable 'rtnValue' to -1 (rtnValue=-1) to skip READ but continue processing 
      *  (If performing the read in this code, and you intend to set the rtnValue=-1, you should fill the 
      *  @RECORD variable with the desired record contents) 
   Case event _eqc 'POST_WRITE' 
      * called after writing record to table 
      * variable 'ctlentid' is ID of record 
      * variable '@record' is the record contents (if available) 
      * variable 'userFields@' contains the values of the user-defined fields (if available) 
      * set variable 'statMsg@' to any desired 'success' message 
      * set variable 'redirectTo@' to url to transfer to after success 
 
      redirectTo@ = "http://www.revelation.com" 
      statMsg@ = "Thank you for updating this record! You will now be redirected to the Revelation Home Page..." 
 
   Case event _eqc 'TAB' 
      * called when 'tab' clicked, or back/next button clicked 
      * variable 'ctlentid' is number of current tab 
      tabname = formDef@<tabnames$, ctlentid> 
      * variable userFields@ is number of 'next' tab 
      * set variable 'rtnValue' to 0 (rtnValue=0) to abort tab change 
      * set variable 'statMsg@' to any desired error/status text 
      * to examine all the fields on the current tab:  
      num.fields = dcount(formDef@<attr$>, @VM) 
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      for each.field = 1 to num.fields 
         if formDef@<ValueTab$, each.field> = tabname then 
            fieldName = formDef@<attr$, each.field> 
            thisValue = O4WGetValue('FIELD_':each.field) 
         end 
      next each.field 
   Case Event _eqc 'PRE_FIELD' 
      * called when specified field has gotten 'focus' 
      fieldName = O4WCommuterUtility(CtlEntId, O4WUTILITY_FIELDNAME$) 
      Begin Case 
         Case fieldName _eqc 'WEBSITE' 
      End Case 
   Case Event _eqc 'POST_FIELD' 
      * called when specified field has 'lost focus' 
      fieldName = O4WCommuterUtility(CtlEntId, O4WUTILITY_FIELDNAME$) 
      currValue = O4WCommuterUtility(CtlEntId, O4WUTILITY_VALUE$) 
      Begin Case 
         Case fieldName _eqc 'WEBSITE' 
         Case fieldName _eqc 'ADDRESS1' 
 
            * Change the 'address2' list box 
            Call findSubAddress(currValue, DESCS, CODES) 
            add2Control = O4WCommuterUtility(CtlEntId, O4WUTILITY_FORMELEMENT_CONTROL$, "ADDRESS2") 
            add2Section = O4WCommuterUtility(CtlEntId, O4WUTILITY_FORMELEMENT_CONTROL_SECTION$, 
"ADDRESS2") 
            o4wSectionStart(add2Section, O4WResponseStyle()) 
            O4WListbox(DESCS, CODES, add2Control) 
            O4WSectionEnd(add2Section) 
 
         Case fieldName _eqc 'CITY' 
 
            Call FindStateFromCity(currValue, ourState) 
            * Determine the web form's "input element" name for the STATE field 
            stField = O4WCommuterUtility(CtlEntId, O4WUTILITY_FORMELEMENT_CONTROL$, "STATE") 
            O4WUpdate(stField, ourState, O4WResponseStyle('','1')) 
 
      End Case 
   Case Event _eqc 'CLICK' 
      * called when user-defined or 'dummy' popup button clicked 
      fieldName = O4WCommuterUtility(CtlEntId, O4WUTILITY_FIELDNAME$) 
      clickType = O4WCommuterUtility(CtlEntId, O4WUTILITY_CONTROLTYPE$) 
      Begin Case 
         Case fieldName _eqc 'GROUP' 
            * called from clicking 'popup' button 
         Case fieldName _eqc 'SampleBtn' 
            * called from clicking user-defined button 
 
            O4WError("This button intentionally left blank") 
 
      End Case 
End Case 
 
Return rtnValue 
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VI. O4W Form: Commuter Module Events 
 
Form-level events (in order of occurrence): 

 
CREATE: called when the form is first invoked (via link, bookmark, etc.) 

 
SELECT: called with information needed to select one or more records 
PRE_READ: called before reading specific record 

 
POST_DRAW: called after all fields have been drawn 
POST_READ: called after all fields have been populated 
[Field-level events occur while the user navigates around the page; see below for details] 
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READ_CHECK: called to validate the underlying record has not changed 

PRE_WRITE/PRE_DELETE: called before saving or deleting the record 
POST_WRITE/POST_DELETE: called after saving or deleting the record 
 
Field-level events (each may occur multiple times/form): 

- TAB: called when the user clicks on a tab 
 

- (in order of occurrence) 
PRE_FIELD: called when a field has just received the focus 
CHANGE: called when the field’s value has changed 
POST_FIELD: called when a field has lost focus 
 

- CLICK: called for a button or popup 
 

- POPUP: called when a popup has returned 
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Event Available/Passed-in Parameters Special Return 

Information 
CREATE CTLENTID=unique form ID  
SELECT CTLENTID=list name to create  
PRE_READ CTLENTID=@ID 

bIsNew@ 
statMsg@ 

POST_DRAW bIsNew@ statMsg@ 
POST_READ CTLENTID=@ID 

@RECORD 
userFields@ 

 

READ_CHECK CTLENTID=@ID 
bIsNew@ 

statMsg@ 

PRE_WRITE CTLENTID=@ID 
@RECORD 
userFields@ 

statMsg@ 

PRE_DELETE CTLENTID=@ID 
@RECORD 
userFields@ 

statMsg@ 

POST_WRITE CTLENTID=@ID 
@RECORD 
userFields@ 

statMsg@ 
redirectTo@ 

POST_DELETE CTLENTID=@ID 
@RECORD 
userFields@ 

statMsg@ 
redirectTo@ 

TAB CTLENTID=current tab # 
userFields@=new tab # 

 

PRE_FIELD CTLENTID=control causing event 
FIELDNAME=name of field 

 

CHANGE CTLENTID=control causing event 
FIELDNAME=name of field 
CURRVALUE=current field value 

 

POST_FIELD CTLENTID=control causing event 
FIELDNAME=name of field 
CURRVALUE=current field value 

 

CLICK CTLENTID=control causing event 
FIELDNAME=name of field 
CLICKTYPE=type of field 

 

POPUP CTLENTID=control to receive result 
FIELDNAME=name of destination field 
userFields@=popup results 

statMsg@ 
userFields@=popup 
results 
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VII. O4WCommuterUtility Section Identification 

 

 

 
Label Action Parameter Generates Value Of Type: 
1 O4WUTILITY_FORMELEMENT_LABEL_CELL$  id=”LABEL_xx” 
2 O4WUTILITY_FORMELEMENT_CONTROL_CELL$  id=”VALUE_xx” 
3 O4WUTILITY_FORMELEMENT_LABEL_SECTION$  id=”LABELCELL_xx” 
4 O4WUTILITY_FORMELEMENT_CONTROL_SECTION$  id=”VALUECELL_xx” 
5 O4WUTILITY_FORMELEMENT_CONTROL$  id=”FIELD_xx” 
6 O4WUTILITY_FORMELEMENT_TEXT$  id=”LINK_xx” 
   
A O4WUTILITY_FORMELEMENT_CLASS_CONTROL_CELL$  class=”classCellxx” 
B O4WUTILITY_FORMELEMENT_CLASS_CONTROL_SECTION$  class=”valueCellxx” 
C O4WUTILITY_FORMELEMENT_CLASS_CONTROL$  class=”classInputxx” 
D O4WUTILITY_FORMELEMENT_CALSS_TEXT$  class=”classLinkxx” 
E (must create manually if needed) class=”labelCellxx” 
 
Other O4WCommuterUtility Values: 
Action Parameter Returns 
O4WUTILITY_ControlType$  type of control (FIELD, LINK, etc.) 
O4WUTILITY_FieldName$  name of field given control 
O4WUTILITY_Value$  value in field (if available) 
O4WUTILITY_TableName$  name of table containing given control 
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VIII. Disabling one or more tabs on a multi-tab O4W Form-wizard 
designed form 

 
On a multi-tab O4W Form-wizard designed form, you might occasionally wish to 
programmatically disable one or more tabs (for example, certain tabs might contain information 
that's not appropriate or relevant for the current record).  You can use the commuter module and 
the "tabs" plugin to achieve this. 
 
Unfortunately, there's no call in the commuterutility to tell us "real time" what all the tabs are, so 
we have to hard-code which tabs you'll want to disable or enable - so this means that if you go in 
and add a new tab, you'll need to remember to update your commuter module logic. 
  
So, let's say that you want to programmatically disable the second and fourth tabs.  Each tab has 
a tab number, starting from 0, so the second and fourth tabs are really tab #1 and #3.  We can put 
the following code into the  'post-write' event: 
  
If bDoDisableTabs = "1" then 
action = "disabled" 
End Else 
                action = "enabled" 
End 
Command = '"option","':action:'",[1,3]' 
 
* The following line invokes the 'tabs' plugin on our O4WDATATABLE section, which is the 
name the O4W Form Wizard uses for the section that contains the tabs 
* It passes in the command line that we've just built, which is something like 
"option","disabled",[1,3]  or "option","enabled",[1,3] 
 
O4WPlugin("O4WDATATABLE", 'tabs', command) 
  
The only complex bit is the line that builds the "command" string that we pass into the plugin.  It 
reads 
  
Singlequote doublequote option doublequote comma doublequote singlequote colon action colon 
singlequote doublequote comma bracket 1 comma 3 bracket singlequote 
  
 If we only need to enable or disable a single tab, then instead of putting the tab numbers inside 
braces, we can just pass in that single tab number, so if we just wanted to disable or enable the 
fourth tab (instead of both the second and fourth tabs), the Command code would look like this: 
 
Command = '"option","':action:'",3' 
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IX. Show or hide one or more “groups” on a O4W Form-wizard 
designed form 
 

On an O4W Form-wizard designed form, you might occasionally wish to programmatically 
show or hide one or more "groups" that you've defined in form definition process (for example, 
certain groups might contain information that's not appropriate or relevant for the current record).  
You can use the commuter module and O4WQualifyEvent to achieve this. 
 
In order to implement this functionality, you must know the name of at least one field that's 
defined in the group.  Then, using the commuterutility and that field name, we can find the 
section that contains the group that this field belongs in, and then show or hide the entire section, 
as appropriate. 
 
* put this in the "post draw" event in the commuter module 
* get a "handle" to the group that this element is part of – for example, let's pretend that the field is named 
REPORTS_TO, and we want to hide the entire group that contains REPORTS_TO 
sectionExample = O4WCommuterUtility("", O4WUTILITY_SECTIONNAME$, "REPORTS_TO") 
if sectionExample <> "" then 
                if bHideSection = "1" then 
                                O4WQualifyEvent("", "hide", sectionExample) ;* we use "" in the first parameter to tell the 
qualify event we want the hide to take effect immediately 
                End else 
                                O4WQualifyEvent("", "show", sectionExample) ;* we use "" in the first parameter to tell the 
qualify event we want the show to take effect immediately 
                End 
End 
 

X. O4W Report: Commuter Module Events 
 
Report-level events (in order of occurrence): 

 
CREATE: called when the report is first invoked (via link, bookmark, etc.) 

 
SELECT: called with information needed to select the records to display (NOTE: if this event is 
marked, but you don’t actually code anything in the commuter module, you MUST remember to 
set the return value to “0” or all searches will fail) 
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PRE_SEARCH: called during report page generation to allow for enhancements to the ‘search’ 
field 
PRE_READ: called before reading each record to display (may be called multiple times) 
PRE_DRAW: called before each page is displayed 

 
POST_DRAW: called after page has been displayed 

 
SEARCH: called when “Search” button pressed on the report page 

Event Available/Passed-in Parameters Special Return 
Information 

CREATE CTLENTID=unique report ID  
SELECT CTLENTID=list name to create 

userFields@=rlist info 
statMsg@ 

PRE_SEARCH CTLENTID=name of search section statMsg@ 
PRE_READ CTLENTID=@ID 

bIsNew@ 
 

PRE_DRAW CTLENTID=”DETAILS”/”RESULTS” 
userFields@=page info 

 

POST_DRAW CTLENTID=”DETAILS”/”RESULTS” 
userFields@=page info 

 

SEARCH CTLENTID=search button ID 
userFields@=list info 

statMsg@ 
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O4W WYSIWYG Commuter Module 
 

XI. The O4W WYSIWYG Commuter Module 
 
In order to provide additional, and advanced, functionality to your O4W WYSIWYG form, you 
may choose to create and modify a "commuter module" that the form will invoke.  The 
commuter module generated by the O4W WYSIWYG designer is similar to, but slightly 
different from, the commuter module generated by the O4W Form Designer. 
 
If you wish to use a commuter module, you must click on the “Edit Form Properties” button on 
the bottom status bar, or “Overall Form Properties” on the “Edit” menu.  On the “Behavior” tab, 
you _must_ check the "Use Commuter module for form?" checkbox, and enter (or accept) the 
name of the commuter module.  You can then select which events you wish to be sent to the 
commuter module; choose which "form-level" events you would like to process from the 
"Behavior" tab, and choose which "field-level" events you would like to process on the “Events” 
tab of the individual form elements.  The form level events include "Pre-Read", "Post-Read", 
"Pre-Write", "Post-Write", "Pre-Delete", "Post-Delete", "Select", and "Tab".  The field level 
events typically include "Before Entering field", “When Value Changes”, and "When Exiting 
field", but may be different depending on the element. 
 
[Note that, while the temptation to add in EVERY event for EVERY control is great, this should 
be avoided if at all possible.  While the underlying web technology behind O4W allows for much 
greater interactivity than the "web 1.0" straight-html forms of a few years ago, the web browser 
is NOT yet a replacement for the desktop, and attempting to have an O4W WYSIWYG form 
behave exactly the same as an OpenInsight (desktop-based) form - in terms of handling every 
event - will probably leave developers and end users alike frustrated.  If for no other reason than 
Internet delays and slowdowns, interacting with the commuter module (which requires a "round 
trip" from the web browser to the web server, and additional processing time inside of 
OpenInsight, O4W, and the commuter module itself) can take a noticable time.  For more 
performant forms (and therefore happier users), it is important to only 'capture' those events that 
need to be handled.] 
 
Whenever the WYSIWYG form is saved (from the File/Save menu), you will be prompted to 
have O4W automatically create and compile the commuter module "skeleton".  If this is the first 
time through the form definition process for this form with the "Use commuter module for 
form?" checkbox checked, this will be your only option; if, however, the commuter module may 
have been created (and manually modified) previously, you are also presented the option of 
downloading (into Windows notepad) the updated auto-generated commuter module code.  You 
can then manually copy and paste any relevant changes from Windows notepad into your 
OpenInsight stored procedure. 
 
The automatically generated 'skeleton' of the commuter module will include code for each of the 
events you have specified (PRE-READ, PRE-WRITE, etc.) in the form definition process.  You 
should then add additional code to perform the desired actions during those events. 
 

XII. The O4W WYSIWYG Event Model 
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The O4W WYSIWYG form, when run, may raise several different "events"; if you have created 
a commuter module, and choose to have those events passed to your commuter module, you may 
programmatically alter how O4W behaves. 
 
When the event is raised, and the commuter module is called, it will be passed the name of the 
control (if applicable) that is generating the event, and the type of event.  There are also several 
"named common" elements that you may access in your commuter module for additional 
flexibility.  These elements include formDef@ (the definition of this O4W WYSIWYG form), 
headerDef@ (the form “header” information), @ID (if applicable), @RECORD (if applicable), 
FormName@ (the name of the O4W WYSIWYG form), bIsNew@ (set to "1" during READ 
processing if this is a new record), and UserFields@ (set to the new and current tab information 
during TAB processing, and also set during processing of the "POPUP" event). 
 
The commuter module 'skeleton' will also contain code to extract the name of the field that is 
generating the event (if applicable), and its current value (again, if applicable). 
 
When returning from the commuter module to the O4W WYSIWYG form, the variable 
"rtnValue" must be set properly to allow, or prevent, the standard form operation for that event 
from occurring.  Set the rtnValue to "1" to allow the event to continue processing (the default 
behavior), or "0" to halt that event (note that in certain circumstances described below, rtnValue 
may also be set to "-1" for special operations).  There are also additional "named common" 
elements that may be set to effect the O4W Form.  These elements include statMsg@ (set to 
have the O4W WYSIWYG form display a message), redirectTo@ (set after WRITE or DELETE 
processing to redirect the browser page), and UserFields@ (set during processing of the 
"POPUP" event). 
 

XIII. The O4W WYSIWYG Events 
 
The events that are raised, and that may be handled through the commuter module, include: 
 
Form level events: 
- CREATE 
- READY 
- PRE_READ 
- POST_READ 
- READ_CHECK 
- PRE_WRITE 
- POST_WRITE 
- PRE_DELETE 
- POST_DELETE 
- SELECT 
- POST_DRAW 
 
Field level events vary by control, but may include: 
- PRE_FIELD 
- POST_FIELD 
- CLICK 
- TAB 
- POPUP 
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The PRE_READ Event 
 
The PRE_READ event is raised before the O4W WYSIWYG form reads a data record.  It is 
called during two different processes - if there is a 'picklist', or list of possibly matching records 
returned as the result of a search, the PRE_READ event is raised for EACH record that is 
displayed in the list of records.  In addition, it is called to read the actual data record that is to be 
displayed or edited in the main body of the form.  If the "Add New" button has been pressed, 
then bIsNew@ is set to "1". 
 
The commuter module code may examine either @ID, or the passed "CtlEntId" parameter, for 
the name of the record. 
 
To continue normal processing, set rtnValue to "1".  To abort the read event, set rtnValue to "0" 
(and optionally set statMsg@ to indicate the reason for the abort).  If you wish to perform the 
same function as the READ event in the commuter module, set the @RECORD variable as 
desired, and then set rtnValue to "-1" (this instructs the O4W WYSIWYG Form that you wish to 
skip the actual READ, but wish to continue normal processing beyond that). 
 
If for example you want to read records for a specific user your code in the PRE_READ event 
could be as follows: 
 
  USERNO = "X_UNKOWN_X" 
  @RECORD = "" 
  OPEN 'WEB_USERS' TO USER.FL Else 
   statMsg@ = "Unable to access WEB_USERS table" 
   rtnValue=0 
   Return rtnValue 
  End 
  OPEN 'REVCONT' TO REVCONT.FL Else 
   statMsg@ = "Unable to access REVCONT table" 
   rtnValue=0 
   Return rtnValue 
  End 
  TEMPID = O4WCookie("USERID") 
  READ TEMP.INFO FROM O4WTEMPFILE%, TEMPID Then 
   READ USER.ITEM FROM USER.FL, TEMP.INFO<1> Then 
    READ MOEREC FROM REVCONT.FL,USER.ITEM<5> THEN 
     USERNO=MOEREC<1> 
     sno_user = Xlate("SERIALNO_HISTORY", CTLENTID, 2, "X") 
     If USERNO # SNO_USER Then 
      statMsg@="Serial number requested is not for your user ID, 
please call Revelation Software at (800) 262-4747." 
      rtnValue=0 
      Return rtnValue 
     End 
    End 
   End 
  End 
 
The POST_READ Event 
 
The POST_READ event is raised after the O4W WYSIWYG Form reads a data record.  It is 
called after the actual data record that is to be displayed or edited in the main body of the form 
has been read. 
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The commuter module code may examine either @ID, or the passed "CtlEntId" parameter, for 
the name of the record, and @RECORD for the contents of the data record.  
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The READ_CHECK Event 
 
The READ_CHECK event is raised before a DELETE or WRITE of the record.  It is done as 
part of the "optimistic locking" algorithm, which seeks to verify that the record has not been 
changed by another user during web-based processing.  Before writing or deleting the record, the 
original record is re-read, and - if it has not been changed - the record is locked and then updated 
or deleted.  The READ_CHECK event is raised so that the commuter module can recreate any 
operations performed during the original PRE_READ event (note that this event is automatically 
added if the PRE_READ event has been selected). 
 
The commuter module code may examine either @ID, or the passed "CtlEntId" parameter, for 
the name of the record. 
 
To continue normal processing, set rtnValue to "1".  If you wish to perform the same function as 
the READ event in the commuter module, set the @RECORD variable as desired, and then set 
rtnValue to "-1" (this instructs the O4W WYSIWYG Form that you wish to skip the actual 
READ, but wish to continue normal processing beyond that).  Note there is no option to "abort" 
the READ_CHECK operation by setting rtnValue to "0" - if you wish to abort WRITE or 
DELETE processing, you must handle that in the PRE_WRITE or PRE_DELETE event, as 
appropriate. 
 
 
 
The PRE_WRITE and PRE_DELETE Events 
 
The PRE_WRITE and PRE_DELETE events are raised before the O4W WYSIWYG Form 
writes or deletes the data record, respectively. 
 
The commuter module code may examine either @ID, or the passed "CtlEntId" parameter, for 
the name of the record.  The @RECORD variable will contain the updated values that are to be 
written or deleted. 
  
To continue normal processing, set rtnValue to "1".  To abort the write or delete event, set 
rtnValue to "0" or "-1"(and optionally set statMsg@ to indicate the reason for the abort).  If set to 
"-1", the O4W WYSIWYG Form will return to the main entry/selection page; if set to "0", the 
current page remains unchanged. 
 
 
The POST_WRITE and POST_DELETE Events 
 
The POST_WRITE and POST_DELETE events are raised after the O4W WYSIWYG Form 
successfully writes or deletes the data record, respectively. 
 
The commuter module code may examine either @ID, or the passed "CtlEntId" parameter, for 
the name of the record.  The @RECORD variable will contain the updated values that have been 
written or deleted. 
  
Optionally set statMsg@ to any message you wish to display.  Optionally set redirectTo@ to the 
URL of any page you wish to transfer to; if not specified, the O4W WYSIWYG Form will return 
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to the main entry/selection page.  Note that the value of the rtnValue variable is not applicable 
here. 
 
 
The SELECT Event 
 
The SELECT event is raised when generating the list of keys to choose from in a "picklist" type 
O4W WYSIWYG Form, or when generating the search results in a "search" O4W WYSIWYG 
Form. 
 
The commuter module code may examine the passed "CtlEntId" parameter for the name of the 
list record that is to be created.  The list record is an entry in the SYSLISTS table that contains a 
list of all the IDs that the user can select from. 
 
If rtnValue is set to "1", normal processing continues.  If rtnValue is set to "0", NO records are 
selected.  If rtnValue is set to "-1", the O4W WYSIWYG Form will proceed with whatever keys 
have been placed into the list record without using its own algorithm to select the keys.  In this 
way, the commuter module can use its own logic, overriding the built-in O4W WYSIWYG Form 
search/selection logic. 
 
For example if you wanted to change the sort order of your “picklist” you can insert the 
following code on the SELECT event: 
 
   cmd = "SELECT ROYSCHED BY TITLE_ID BY LORANGE" 
   Call Rlist(cmd, 4, CtlEntId) 
   rtnValue = -1 
 
The TAB Event 
 
The TAB event is raised when the user clicks on any tab of the O4W WYSIWYG Form, or uses 
the optional Back or Next buttons to navigate through the tabs. 
 
The commuter module code may examine the passed "CtlEntId" parameter for the element ID of 
the current tab, and the UserFields@ variable for the number of the tab the user wishes to move 
to (found in field 1) and the tab number they are moving from (found in field 2).  Note that the 
commuter module 'skeleton' code will translate the current tab number into a tab name and the 
element ID of that tab, available in the variables "currenttabname" and “currenttabID” 
respectively. 
 
If rtnValue is set to "1", normal processing continues.  If rtnValue is set to "0", the request to 
switch tabs is aborted; any message stored in statMsg@ will be displayed. 
 
 
The PRE_FIELD Event 
 
The PRE_FIELD event is raised when the specified field is about to get the "focus" on the web 
page. 
 
The commuter module code may examine the passed "CtlEntId" parameter for the name of the 
web page input control that is about to get the focus.  Note that the commuter module 'skeleton' 
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code will translate the web page input control name into the name of the field as specified in the 
O4W WYSIWYG form definition, available in the variable "fieldName". 
 
If statMsg@ is set, its contents are displayed.  Note that the value of the rtnValue variable is not 
applicable here. 
 
 
The POST_FIELD Event 
 
The POST_FIELD event is raised when the specified field is about to lose the "focus" on the 
web page. 
 
The commuter module code may examine the passed "CtlEntId" parameter for the name of the 
web page input control that is about to lose the focus.  Note that the commuter module 'skeleton' 
code will translate the web page input control name into the name of the field as specified in the 
O4W WYSIWYG form definition, available in the variable "fieldName".  In addition, the current 
value of the field is available in the variable "currValue". 
 
If statMsg@ is set, its contents are displayed. If rtnValue is set to "0", focus is re-set back to this 
field (so the user is unable to exit this input control).  Note that MANY users find this action 
extremely annoying, and it should thus be used only when absolutely required. 
 
Never set the statMsg@ and rtnValue = -1 at the same time.  This generates an infinite loop 
(since the post_field is triggered by the ‘lost focus’ event, and you get into a loop where the form 
loses focus, you go into the commuter module, you set rtnValue = -1 (which sets us back to that 
same field), then you set statMsg@ (which puts up a message box)…which maes us lose focus 
on the field – and son on). 
 
 
The CLICK Event 
 
The CLICK event is raised when the specified element is clicked. 
 
The commuter module code may examine the passed "CtlEntId" parameter for the name of the 
web page element that has been pressed.  Note that the commuter module 'skeleton' code will 
translate the web page input control name into the name of the field as specified in the O4W 
WYSIWYG form definition, available in the variable "fieldName".   
 
Note that the values of the rtnValue and statMsg@ variables are not applicable here. 
 
 
The POPUP Event 
 
The POPUP event is raised when specified "popup" field has returned a value. 
 
The commuter module code may examine the passed "CtlEntId" parameter for the element ID of 
the web page that is the target for this popup.  Note that the commuter module 'skeleton' code 
will translate the web page input control name into the name of the field as specified in the O4W 
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WYSIWYG form definition, available in the variable "fieldName".  The userFields@ variable 
will contain the return value from the popup. 
 
The commuter module can change what value is placed into the associated field by changing the 
value of the userFields@ variable.  The field where the popup value is to be placed can also be 
changed by changing the value of the "CtlEntId" variable. 
 
If statMsg@ is not null, any text specified in statMsg@ is displayed.  If rtnValue is set to "1", 
normal processing continues.  If rtnValue is set to "0", the returned value from the popup is NOT 
placed in the associated field. 
 

XIV. OpenInsight Field Names and Web Form Input Controls 
 
Once the commuter module has been invoked for a particular event, it most likely will need to 
access, and potentially update, elements of the browser page. 
 
When the O4W WYSIWYG Form was defined, fields from the specific table's dictionary, and 
any user-defined fields, were selected for use as "input" controls (textboxes, password boxes, 
etc.), and each input element has a “name” value associated with it.  When the form is actually 
created for the web browser, each input control is given a unique name, based on the name that 
was specified for the element. 
 
The commuter module utility function O4WCommuterUtility has been developed to provide the 
"conversions" from field names to web form elements.  To find which field name is associated 
with the current input control, we might have code like the following: 
 
    MyControlName = O4WCommuterUtility(CtlEntId, O4WUTILITY_FIELDNAME$) 
 
To find what input control name is used for a particular field name, we need to determine the 
location of that field name in the list of all field names used by the form.  To find the input 
control name for field "ELEMENT_27”, for example, we could use the following code: 
 
    stateElement = O4WCommuterUtility(CtlEntId, O4WUTILITY_FORMELEMENT_CONTROL$, "ELEMENT_27") 
 
An additional complication is multivalue fields, and associated multivalue sets that may increase 
or decrease in number.  The O4WCommuterUtility will use the information passed in with the 
current control (via the parameter CtlEntId) to determine the proper value to extract from the 
current field: 
 
    currValue = O4WCommuterUtility(CtlEntId, O4WUTILITY_VALUE$) 
 
If you wish to extract information from another field, simply specify that field name: 
 
    otherValue = O4WCommuterUtility(CtlEntId, O4WUTILITY_VALUE$, "ELEMENT_27”) 
 
If the additional field (in this case, "ELEMENT_27") is part of a multivalue association with the 
current field, or neither the current field nor the additional field are multivalued, you should pass 
in the CtlEntId variable as the first parameter; however, if the current field is multivalued and the 
additional field is not multivalued, or the two fields are part of different associations, you should 
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pass in a null string ("") for the first parameter to prevent the incorrect value from being 
retrieved. 
 
You can also use O4WCommuterUtility to return the names of other web page elements that you 
might wish to manipulate.  The O4W WYSIWYG Form is laid out as a set of 'sections'; each 
element of the form is called a "section" (or, for backwards compatibility, a “cell”), and can have 
specific properties defined (like background color, alignment, etc.).  Each field on the O4W 
WYSIWYG Form may contain one (or more, for multivalued data) "input controls", plain text, 
images, or other elements.  Depending on what you wish to change, you can access: 
 
- The "section” or “cell" of the grid that contains the input control, with the 
O4WUTILITY_FORMELEMENT_CONTROL_SECTION$ or 
O4WUTILITY_FORMELEMENT_CONTROL_CELL$ parameter; 
- The “section” or "cell" of the grid that contains the label associated with this element (if any), 
with the O4WUTILITY_FORMELEMENT_LABEL_SECTION$ or 
O4WUTILITY_FORMELEMENT_LABEL_CELL$ parameter; 
- The input control itself, with the O4WUTILITY_FORMELEMENT_CONTROL$ parameter; 
- The label element associated with this element (if any) with the 
O4WUTILITY_FORMELEMENT_LABEL$ parameter; 
- The label element(s) that are to be updated when the current field’s value changed with the 
O4WUTILITY_FORMELEMENT_TEXT$ parameter 
 

XV. Example Code 
 
The following code was generated as the "skeleton" commuter module for an O4W WYSIWYG 
Form named "CUSTOMER".  The Pre-read, Post-write, and Tab form-level events have been 
selected, and there are a number of field-level events (including Pre-field and Post-field on a 
number of fields, a "dummy" popup button, and a button). 
 
FUNCTION O4WCM2_CUSTOMER (CtlEntId, Event, Request) 
 
* Auto-generated by O4W_DESIGN_FORM at 10:51:51  06 NOV 2016 
 
* Standard equates 
$Insert O4WEquates 
$Insert O4WFormEquates 
$Insert O4W_COMMUTER_COMMON 
 
rtnValue = 1 
Begin Case 
   Case event _eqc 'PRE_READ' 
      * called before reading record from table 
      * variable 'ctlentid' is ID of record 
      * variable '@record' is the record contents (if available) 
      * variable 'userFields@' contains the values of the user-defined fields (if available) 
      * examine variable bIsNew@ to determine if this is a new record, or a record that is supposed to exist 
      * set variable 'rtnValue' to 0 (rtnValue=0)to disable further event processing 
      * set variable 'rtnValue' to -1 (rtnValue=-1) to skip READ but continue processing 
      *  (If performing the read in this code, and you intend to set the rtnValue=-1, you should: 
      *     - fill the @RECORD variable with the desired record contents 
      *     - fill the userFields@ variable with the desired values for the user-defined fields 
      *  ) 
      * set variable 'statMsg@' to desired error/status text 
   Case event _eqc 'READ_CHECK' 
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      * called before write or delete to verify record has not been changed by another user 
      * set variable 'rtnValue' to -1 (rtnValue=-1) to skip READ but continue processing 
      *  (If performing the read in this code, and you intend to set the rtnValue=-1, you should fill the 
      *   @RECORD variable with the desired record contents) 
   Case event _eqc 'POST_WRITE' 
      * called after writing record to table 
      * variable 'ctlentid' is ID of record 
      * variable '@record' is the record contents (if available) 
      * variable 'userFields@' contains the values of the user-defined fields (if available) 
      * set variable 'statMsg@' to any desired 'success' message 
      * set variable 'redirectTo@' to url to transfer to after success 
   Case event _eqc 'TAB' 
      * called when 'tab' clicked, or back/next button clicked 
      * variable 'ctlentid' is number of current tab 
      tabname = formDef@<tabnames$, ctlentid> 
      * variable userFields@ is number of 'next' tab 
      * set variable 'rtnValue' to 0 (rtnValue=0) to abort tab change 
      * set variable 'statMsg@' to any desired error/status text 
      * to examine all the fields on the current tab:  
      num.fields = dcount(formDef@<attr$>, @VM) 
      for each.field = 1 to num.fields 
         if formDef@<ValueTab$, each.field> = tabname then 
            fieldName = formDef@<attr$, each.field> 
            thisValue = O4WGetValue('FIELD_':each.field) 
         end 
      next each.field 
   Case Event _eqc 'PRE_FIELD' 
      * called when specified field has gotten 'focus' 
      fieldName = O4WCommuterUtility(CtlEntId, O4WUTILITY_FIELDNAME$) 
      Begin Case 
         Case fieldName _eqc 'WEBSITE' 
      End Case 
   Case Event _eqc 'POST_FIELD' 
      * called when specified field has 'lost focus' 
      fieldName = O4WCommuterUtility(CtlEntId, O4WUTILITY_FIELDNAME$) 
      currValue = O4WCommuterUtility(CtlEntId, O4WUTILITY_VALUE$) 
      Begin Case 
         Case fieldName _eqc 'WEBSITE' 
         Case fieldName _eqc 'ADDRESS1' 
         Case fieldName _eqc 'CITY' 
      End Case 
   Case Event _eqc 'CLICK' 
      * called when user-defined or 'dummy' popup button clicked 
      fieldName = O4WCommuterUtility(CtlEntId, O4WUTILITY_FIELDNAME$) 
      clickType = O4WCommuterUtility(CtlEntId, O4WUTILITY_CONTROLTYPE$) 
      Begin Case 
         Case fieldName _eqc 'GROUP' 
            * called from clicking 'popup' button 
         Case fieldName _eqc 'SampleBtn' 
            * called from clicking user-defined button 
      End Case 
End Case 
 
Return rtnValue 
 
This is the code that is built by O4W without any modification.  At this point, the code can be 
modified (using both "regular" BASIC+ programming code, and/or O4W APIs). 
 
Example 1: Setting A Field's Value Based On Another Field 
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Let us suppose, for example, that we have an OpenInsight stored procedure that, when given the 
name of the city, can tell us the state that city is in.  Let us set our STATE field's value based on 
the value of CITY.  When the CITY field has lost "focus", we can populate the STATE field 
with our calculated result. 
 
Therefore, in the "POST_FIELD" section of the skeleton code, we look for the 'CITY' case.  We 
can add the following code: 
------------- 
Call FindStateFromCity(currValue, ourState) 
* Determine the web form's "input element" name for the STATE field 
stField = O4WCommuterUtility(CtlEntId, O4WUTILITY_FORMELEMENT_CONTROL$, "STATE") 
* and update that element 
O4WUpdate(stField, ourState, O4WResponseStyle('','1')) 
------------- 
Assuming the FindStateFromCity stored procedure returns (in the second parameter) the name of 
the state based on the city (in the first parameter), we just take the returned value and put it into 
the web form where the "STATE" field is. 
 
As described above, we need to translate from the field name ("STATE") to the input control 
name; to do this, we use O4WCommuterUtility to find STATE's location in the list of fields (or, 
when designing the O4W WYSIWYG form, you can directly note the element ID of the desired 
controls). 
 
Once we have determined the input control name, we use the O4W API call O4WUpdate to set 
that control's text to the value in the "ourState" variable.  We use the O4WResponseStyle call to 
indicate that we only wish to update the text (and not the style) of the input control. 
 
Note: The O4W WYSIWYG Form Designer also allows you to specify “related controls” that are 
updated when a particular control’s value has changed.  In the example above, if the value for 
the state is derived in a calculated field, you can specify that changes to the city element should 
automatically trigger an update to the displayed state’s value.  This can be done without any 
programming in the commuter module. 
 
 
Example 2: Generating a POST-WRITE Redirect 
 
Let us suppose that, after writing the record, we wish to display a specific message, and then 
transfer control to the Revelation home page (rather than back the start of the O4W WYSIWYG 
Form).  To achieve this, we must modify the code in the POST_WRITE case as follows: 
---------------- 
redirectTo@ = "http://www.revelation.com" 
statMsg@ = "Thank you for updating this record! You will now be redirected to the Revelation Home Page..." 
---------------- 
 
Example 3: Aborting Form Read 
 
As an example, perhaps we wish to forbid reading of records on the same day they were created.  
In the Pre-read event, we can check if the requested record is 'forbidden', and if it is, abort the 
read (with an appropriate error message).  To achieve this, in the PRE_READ case, we can add 
the following code: 
---------------- 
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if bIsNew@ <> "1" then 
   * Not a new record - find out its creation date 
   createDate = xlate("CUSTOMER", @ID, 27, "X") 
   If createDate = DATE() Then 
      rtnValue = 0 
      statMsg@ = "Invalid record requested; not yet posted" 
   End 
End 
---------------- 
 
Example 4: Acting On A Button 
 
To display a static message (using the O4WError API call) when a button is clicked, we can add 
the following code to the "SampleBtn" case: 
---------------- 
O4WError("This button intentionally left blank") 
---------------- 
 
Example 5: Updating A ListBox 
 
To update a more complex control, like a listbox, defined as the "input control" for another field, 
we must first derive the "descriptions" and their associated "code values" that will be placed in 
the list box.  We must then replace the list box control contents entirely; we do that by actually 
replacing the "section" where that control is located. For example, if we wished to populate a list 
box in the “ADDRESS2" field (for example, ELEMENT_12) when we exit the "ADDRESS1" 
field, we can add the following code to the "ADDRESS1" case in the "POST_FIELD" section: 
---------------- 
* Change the 'address2' list box 
Call findSubAddress(currValue, DESCS, CODES) 
add2Control = O4WCommuterUtility(CtlEntId, O4WUTILITY_FORMELEMENT_CONTROL$, "ELEMENT_12") 
add2Section = O4WCommuterUtility(CtlEntId, O4WUTILITY_FORMELEMENT_CONTROL_SECTION$, "ELEMENT_12") 
o4wSectionStart(add2Section, O4WResponseStyle()) 
O4WListbox(DESCS, CODES, add2Control) 
O4WSectionEnd(add2Section) 
---------------- 
Assuming the findSubAddress stored procedure returns (in the second and third parameters) a 
list of descriptions (@VM delimited), and their associated code values, for the secondary address 
based on the primary address (in the first parameter), we can take the returned values and put 
them into the web form where the "ADDRESS2" field is. 
 
As described above, we need to translate from the field name ("ELEMENT_12”) to the input 
control name; to do this, we use O4WCommuterUtility to find ELEMENT_12's location in the 
list of fields.  We also use O4WCommuterUtility to retrieve the name of the "section" where 
ELEMENT_12's input control is located. 
 
Once we have determined the input control name, and the section where it is defined, we use the 
O4W API calls O4WSectionStart, O4WListBox, and O4WSectionEnd to effectively recreate that 
very small section of the browser's page.  The O4WResponseStyle modifier, invoked with no 
parameters, indicates that we will be replacing the entire element (text, style, attributes, etc.).  
Once we have recreated the section, we create the new list box, and our new descriptions are 
now available. 
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Completed, Modified Commuter Module 
 
 
FUNCTION O4WCM2_CUSTOMER(CtlEntId, Event, Request) 
 
* Auto-generated by O4W_DESIGN_FORM at 10:51:51  06 NOV 2016 
 
* Standard equates 
$Insert O4WEquates 
$Insert O4WFormEquates 
$Insert O4W_COMMUTER_COMMON 
 
rtnValue = 1 
Begin Case 
   Case event _eqc 'PRE_READ' 
      * called before reading record from table 
      * variable 'ctlentid' is ID of record 
      * variable '@record' is the record contents (if available) 
      * variable 'userFields@' contains the values of the user-defined fields (if available) 
      * examine variable bIsNew@ to determine if this is a new record, or a record that is supposed to exist 
      * set variable 'rtnValue' to 0 (rtnValue=0)to disable further event processing 
      * set variable 'rtnValue' to -1 (rtnValue=-1) to skip READ but continue processing 
      *  (If performing the read in this code, and you intend to set the rtnValue=-1, you should: 
      *     - fill the @RECORD variable with the desired record contents 
      *     - fill the userFields@ variable with the desired values for the user-defined fields 
      *  ) 
      * set variable 'statMsg@' to desired error/status text 
 
      if bIsNew@ <> "1" then 
         * Not a new record - find out its creation date 
         createDate = xlate("CUSTOMER", @ID, 27, "X") 
         If createDate = DATE() Then 
            rtnValue = 0 
            statMsg@ = "Invalid record requested; not yet posted" 
         End 
      End 
 
   Case event _eqc 'READ_CHECK' 
      * called before write or delete to verify record has not been changed by another user 
      * set variable 'rtnValue' to -1 (rtnValue=-1) to skip READ but continue processing 
      *  (If performing the read in this code, and you intend to set the rtnValue=-1, you should fill the 
      *  @RECORD variable with the desired record contents) 
   Case event _eqc 'POST_WRITE' 
      * called after writing record to table 
      * variable 'ctlentid' is ID of record 
      * variable '@record' is the record contents (if available) 
      * variable 'userFields@' contains the values of the user-defined fields (if available) 
      * set variable 'statMsg@' to any desired 'success' message 
      * set variable 'redirectTo@' to url to transfer to after success 
 
      redirectTo@ = "http://www.revelation.com" 
      statMsg@ = "Thank you for updating this record! You will now be redirected to the Revelation Home Page..." 
 
   Case event _eqc 'TAB' 
      * called when 'tab' clicked, or back/next button clicked 
      * variable 'ctlentid' is number of current tab 
      tabname = formDef@<tabnames$, ctlentid> 
      * variable userFields@ is number of 'next' tab 
      * set variable 'rtnValue' to 0 (rtnValue=0) to abort tab change 
      * set variable 'statMsg@' to any desired error/status text 
      * to examine all the fields on the current tab:  
      num.fields = dcount(formDef@<attr$>, @VM) 
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      for each.field = 1 to num.fields 
         if formDef@<ValueTab$, each.field> = tabname then 
            fieldName = formDef@<attr$, each.field> 
            thisValue = O4WGetValue('FIELD_':each.field) 
         end 
      next each.field 
   Case Event _eqc 'PRE_FIELD' 
      * called when specified field has gotten 'focus' 
      fieldName = O4WCommuterUtility(CtlEntId, O4WUTILITY_FIELDNAME$) 
      Begin Case 
         Case fieldName _eqc 'WEBSITE' 
      End Case 
   Case Event _eqc 'POST_FIELD' 
      * called when specified field has 'lost focus' 
      fieldName = O4WCommuterUtility(CtlEntId, O4WUTILITY_FIELDNAME$) 
      currValue = O4WCommuterUtility(CtlEntId, O4WUTILITY_VALUE$) 
      Begin Case 
         Case fieldName _eqc 'WEBSITE' 
         Case fieldName _eqc 'ADDRESS1' 
 
            * Change the 'address2' list box 
            Call findSubAddress(currValue, DESCS, CODES) 
            add2Control = O4WCommuterUtility(CtlEntId, O4WUTILITY_FORMELEMENT_CONTROL$, "ADDRESS2") 
            add2Section = O4WCommuterUtility(CtlEntId, O4WUTILITY_FORMELEMENT_CONTROL_SECTION$, 
"ADDRESS2") 
            o4wSectionStart(add2Section, O4WResponseStyle()) 
            O4WListbox(DESCS, CODES, add2Control) 
            O4WSectionEnd(add2Section) 
 
         Case fieldName _eqc 'CITY' 
 
            Call FindStateFromCity(currValue, ourState) 
            * Determine the web form's "input element" name for the STATE field 
            stField = O4WCommuterUtility(CtlEntId, O4WUTILITY_FORMELEMENT_CONTROL$, "STATE") 
            O4WUpdate(stField, ourState, O4WResponseStyle('','1')) 
 
      End Case 
   Case Event _eqc 'CLICK' 
      * called when user-defined or 'dummy' popup button clicked 
      fieldName = O4WCommuterUtility(CtlEntId, O4WUTILITY_FIELDNAME$) 
      clickType = O4WCommuterUtility(CtlEntId, O4WUTILITY_CONTROLTYPE$) 
      Begin Case 
         Case fieldName _eqc 'GROUP' 
            * called from clicking 'popup' button 
         Case fieldName _eqc 'SampleBtn' 
            * called from clicking user-defined button 
 
            O4WError("This button intentionally left blank") 
 
      End Case 
End Case 
 
Return rtnValue 
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XVI. O4W WYSIWYG: Commuter Module Events 
 
Form-level events (in order of occurrence): 

 
 

CREATE: called when the form is first invoked (via link, bookmark, etc.) 

 
 
SELECT: called with information needed to select one or more records 
PRE_READ: called before reading specific record 
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POST_DRAW: called after all fields have been drawn 
POST_READ: called after all fields have been populated 
[Field-level events occur while the user navigates around the page; see below for details] 

 
READ_CHECK: called to validate the underlying record has not changed 

PRE_WRITE/PRE_DELETE: called before saving or deleting the record 
POST_WRITE/POST_DELETE: called after saving or deleting the record 
 
Field-level events (each may occur multiple times/form): 

- TAB: called when the user clicks on a tab 
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- (in order of occurrence) 
PRE_FIELD: called when a field has just received the focus 
CHANGE: called when the field’s value has changed 
POST_FIELD: called when a field has lost focus 
 

- CLICK: called for a button or popup 
 

- POPUP: called when a popup has returned 
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Event Available/Passed-in Parameters Special Return 

Information 
CREATE CTLENTID=unique form ID  
SELECT CTLENTID=list name to create  
PRE_READ CTLENTID=@ID 

bIsNew@ 
statMsg@ 

POST_DRAW bIsNew@ statMsg@ 
POST_READ CTLENTID=@ID 

@RECORD 
 

READ_CHECK CTLENTID=@ID 
bIsNew@ 

statMsg@ 

PRE_WRITE CTLENTID=@ID 
@RECORD 

statMsg@ 

PRE_DELETE CTLENTID=@ID 
@RECORD 

statMsg@ 

POST_WRITE CTLENTID=@ID 
@RECORD 

statMsg@ 
redirectTo@ 

POST_DELETE CTLENTID=@ID 
@RECORD 

statMsg@ 
redirectTo@ 

TAB CTLENTID=current tab element ID 
userFields@=new tab # ^ old tab # 

 

PRE_FIELD CTLENTID=control causing event 
FIELDNAME=name of field 

 

CHANGE CTLENTID=control causing event 
FIELDNAME=name of field 
CURRVALUE=current field value 

 

POST_FIELD CTLENTID=control causing event 
FIELDNAME=name of field 
CURRVALUE=current field value 

 

CLICK CTLENTID=control causing event 
FIELDNAME=name of field 
CLICKTYPE=type of field 

 

POPUP CTLENTID=control to receive result 
FIELDNAME=name of destination field 
userFields@=popup results 

statMsg@ 
userFields@=popup 
results 
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XVII. O4WCommuterUtility Section Identification 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
Label Action Parameter Generates Value Of Type: 
1 O4WUTILITY_FORMELEMENT_LABEL_CELL$  id=”ELEMENT_38_content” 
2 O4WUTILITY_FORMELEMENT_CONTROL_CELL$  id=”ELEMENT_37_content” 
3 O4WUTILITY_FORMELEMENT_LABEL$  id=”ELEMENT_38” 
4 O4WUTILITY_FORMELEMENT_CONTROL$  id=”ELEMENT_37” 
5 O4WUTILITY_FORMELEMENT_TEXT$ Id=”ELEMENT_39” (not shown) 
 
Other O4WCommuterUtility Values: 
Action Parameter Returns 
O4WUTILITY_FieldName$  name of field given control 
O4WUTILITY_Value$  value in field (if available) 
O4WUTILITY_TableName$  name of table containing given control 
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XVIII. Disabling one or more tabs on a multi-tab O4W WYSIWYG form 
 
On a multi-tab O4W WYSIWYG Form-wizard designed form, you might occasionally wish to 
programmatically disable one or more tabs (for example, certain tabs might contain information 
that's not appropriate or relevant for the current record).  You can use the commuter module and 
the "tabs" plugin to achieve this. 
 
Unfortunately, there's no call in the commuterutility to tell us "real time" what all the tabs are, so 
we have to hard-code which tabs you'll want to disable or enable - so this means that if you go in 
and add a new tab, you'll need to remember to update your commuter module logic. 
  
So, let's say that you want to programmatically disable the second and fourth tabs.  Each tab has 
a tab number, starting from 0, so the second and fourth tabs are really tab #1 and #3.  We can put 
the following code into the 'post-write' event: 
  
If bDoDisableTabs = "1" then 
action = "disabled" 
End Else 
                action = "enabled" 
End 
Command = '"option","':action:'",[1,3]' 
 
* The following line invokes the 'tabs' plugin on our tab element, for example ELEMENT_5 
* It passes in the command line that we've just built, which is something like 
"option","disabled",[1,3]  or "option","enabled",[1,3] 
 
O4WPlugin("ELEMENT_5", 'tabs', command) 
  
The only complex bit is the line that builds the "command" string that we pass into the plugin.  It 
reads 
  
Singlequote doublequote option doublequote comma doublequote singlequote colon action colon 
singlequote doublequote comma bracket 1 comma 3 bracket singlequote 
  
 If we only need to enable or disable a single tab, then instead of putting the tab numbers inside 
braces, we can just pass in that single tab number, so if we just wanted to disable or enable the 
fourth tab (instead of both the second and fourth tabs), the Command code would look like this: 
 
Command = '"option","':action:'",3' 
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XIX. Show or hide one or more “groups” on a O4W WYSIWYG form 
 

On an O4W WYSIWYG form, you might occasionally wish to programmatically show or hide 
one or more "groups" that you've defined in form definition process (for example, certain groups 
might contain information that's not appropriate or relevant for the current record).  You can use 
the commuter module and O4WQualifyEvent to achieve this. 
 
In order to implement this functionality, you must know the element ID of the “container 
element” (for example, a section) that contains the group.  Then, we can show or hide the entire 
section, as appropriate. 
 
* put this in the "post draw" event in the commuter module 
* use the element ID of the section that contains the desired fields 
                if bHideSection = "1" then 
                                O4WQualifyEvent("", "hide", “ELEMENT_10”) ;* we use "" in the first parameter to tell the 
qualify event we want the hide to take effect immediately 
                End else 
                                O4WQualifyEvent("", "show", “ELEMENT_10”) ;* we use "" in the first parameter to tell the 
qualify event we want the show to take effect immediately 
                End 
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O4W Templates 
 

I. O4W Templates 
 
All the O4W wizard routines(O4W Forms, O4W Reports, O4W Dashboards, etc.), as well as the 
O4W APIs, allow the developer to specify one or more "templates" on which their output can be 
displayed.  A template contains all the additional html elements needed to generate the full web 
page that a browser can display.  This includes images, colors, and style elements that both 
surround, and may be used by, the O4W routine's output. 
 
By using a template that provides a professional and consistent look to the O4W web pages, 
developers can tie their O4W output into the rest of their web site. 
 
A template is a text document, stored either in an operating system directory or an OpenInsight 
table, that contains all the html needed to display web output.  It can be created through any 
number of tools, by any member of the organization, though often companies will have on staff 
(or contract with) web developers whose job it is to create these pages using commercial 
products like Adobe Dreamweaver. 
 
To create a template, it is usually best to start with a full web page, complete with all the images, 
links, and styles that you wish to see on your O4W output.  This document can then be edited 
(using for example Windows notepad) to add the particular elements that O4w requires. 
 
If the html is taken from a full web page, you may find that some content and some dynamic 
elements and scripts will not be applicable to the O4W output, so they may be removed. _What_, 
exactly, is removed, and how much, and what remains, is a design decision that will vary with 
each template. 
 

II. O4W Tags 
 
O4W uses special tags that are added to the "plain" html document.  These tags indicate where 
the main dynamic content, the headers, the menus, etc. should be inserted.  The tags that O4W 
supports include: 
 
%HEAD% - the location for the html title (in the <header> section) 
%BODY% - the location for the main dynamic content 
%FOOTER% - the location for any footer 
%MENU%, %MENU-H%, %MENU-V%, %MENU-T% - the location for the menu.  When 
specified as %MENU%, the type of menu to use is derived from the O4W Configuration setting 
for "default menu direction".  If specified as %MENU-H%, a horizontal menu is used; if 
%MENU-V% is specified, a vertical menu is used.  %MENU-T% forces the use of a 'tree' menu 
%MENU-NONE% - prevents the use of any menu (useful for mobile templates) 
 
The %HEAD% tag is placed in the <head> of the html document; it replaces (at least) the <title> 
tag and its contents. 
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Determining the proper location for the %BODY% tag (the most important O4W tag) may take 
some trial and error; in general, it should be centrally located to the page, and be able to 
dynamically shrink and grow (and have the other elements of the web page shrink and grow 
around it).  The %MENU% tag (or its variants) may go in a different section of the html, or 
directly before the %BODY%.  The %FOOTER% tag can be placed directly after the 
%BODY%, or in another html section as well. 
 
Note that O4W will generate its own html "form" tags, so no O4W tags should be located within 
an html "form". However, the %BODY% and %FOOTER% (and any %MENU% tags) _should_ 
be located within an existing html "body" tag. 
 

III. O4W Template Settings 
 
Once the html document has been modified to include the O4W tags, it must be placed in the 
appropriate location for O4W use.  When using the O4W APIs, the template document can be 
located in any operating system folder by specifying the full path to the document; the template 
can also be placed in any OpenInsight table, by specifying the template name as "<tablename> 
<templateID>" (for example, "SYSLISTS THISTEMPLATE").  When using the O4W wizard 
tools, the template should be placed in the "template directory" location defined in the O4W 
Configuration table. The O4W Configuration record defines not only the location itself, but also 
the type of template location (either operating system folder or OpenInsight table).  By default, 
the template directory is the folder named "templates" under the O4W directory, located in the 
OpenInsight folder (and the type of template location is "operating system folder"). 
 
By placing your template in the correct directory, it will be available to select during the O4W 
wizard definition processes. 
 
During the O4W wizard definition processes, it is also possible to select the "default" template.  
The specification of which template should be used as the default is also done via an O4W 
Configuration record. 
 

IV. Additional Templates 
 
If O4W determines that a request is coming from a mobile browser, it will search for a "mobile-
ready" version of the previously specified template.  This mobile-ready version may use fewer 
images, have smaller borders, etc.  For O4W to find this template automatically, it needs to be 
named "m_<templatename>" in the same location as the regular template (for example, if a 
template named "abc_co.html" is located in the O4W\templates directory, the mobile version 
should be named "m_abc_co.html" in the same directory). 
 
During the O4W Report definition process, you are able to define an additional template to use if 
the specified report is invoked as a "popup".  Since an on-screen popup has less available screen 
space, and is not truly designed as a 'stand-alone' web page, you may wish to define a template 
with fewer (or no) images, etc., in this case.  Note that a template named "blank", containing no 
formatting and only the minimal O4W tags, is available for these (or other) situations. 
 

V. Example 
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Any web page can be used as the "source" for a template.  In this case, we will use the html that 
generates the Revelation web page: 
 
---------- 
 
<!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD HTML 4.01 Transitional//EN"> 
<html> 
<head> 
<title>Revelation Software: Home</title><script type="text/javascript" src="/include.js"></script><link 
rel="stylesheet" type="text/css" href="/include.css" /> 
<script language="JavaScript" type="text/javascript"> 
<!--  
document._domino_target = "_self"; 
function _doClick(v, o, t) { 
  var url="/revelation.nsf?OpenDatabase&Click=" + v; 
  if (o.href != null) 
    o.href = url; 
  else { 
    if (t == null) 
      t = document._domino_target; 
    window.open(url, t); 
  } 
 
} 
// --> 
</script> 
</head> 
<body text="#000000" bgcolor="#FFFFFF" bgcolor="#FFFFFF" leftmargin="0" topmargin="0" marginwidth="0" 
marginheight="0" 
onLoad="CC_startTip();MM_preloadImages('http://www.revelation.com/images/who_uses_o.gif','http://www.revelati
on.com/images/offer_o.gif','http://www.revelation.com/images/works_best_o.gif','http://www.revelation.com/images
/why_use_o.gif','http://www.revelation.com/images/cost_o.gif','http://www.revelation.com/images/forwindows_o.gif'
,'http://www.revelation.com/images/forweboi_o.gif','http://www.revelation.com/images/arev32_o.gif','http://www.re
velation.com/images/cto_o.gif','http://www.revelation.com/images/foru2_o.gif')"> 
 
<form action=""> 
<table width="100%" border="0" cellspacing="0" cellpadding="0"> 
<tr valign="top"><td width="100%"> 
<table id="outertable" width="100%" border="0" cellspacing="0" cellpadding="0"> 
<tr valign="top"><td width="100%" bgcolor="#FFFFFF"><!-- xdsw:error lookup: --> 
<!-- 1 --> 
 
<table width="100%" border="0" cellspacing="0" cellpadding="0" bgcolor="#00FFFF"> 
<tr><!-- 2 --> 
<td height="65" width="100%" bgcolor="#FF0000"> 
 
<table width="100%" border="0" cellspacing="0" cellpadding="0" style="table-layout:fixed"> 
<tr valign="justify"> 
<td height="65" width="394" bgcolor="#00FF00"> 
<img border="0" width="394" height="65" src="/images/logo.jpg" style="border-style: none;"> 
</td> 
<td height="65" align="center" valign="top" bgcolor="#CFD5AD" style="background-
image:url(/85256DA9006A454E/repeatingback.jpg?OpenImageResource); background-repeat: repeat; "> 
<!--J Show the Gif --> 
</td> 
</tr> 
</table> 
 
</td></tr> 
 
<tr valign="top"><td width="100%" bgcolor="#000000"></td></tr> 
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<tr valign="top"><td width="100%" bgcolor="#000000"><div align=center><table border=0 cellspacing=0 
cellpadding=0><tr valign="center"  bgcolor="#000000"> 
<td><img src="/icons/ecblank.gif" border="0" height="25" width="1" alt=""></td> 
 <!-- Computed text below build the header navigation bar. --> 
<td><a href="/revelation.nsf" target=""><img name="Home" border="0" 
src="/revelation.nsf/home.gif?OpenImageResource" onMouseOut="MM_swapImgRestore()" 
onMouseOver="MM_swapImage('Home','','/revelation.nsf/home_over.gif?OpenImageResource',1)"></a></td> 
<td><a href="/revelation.nsf/byTitle/Contacting+Revelation?OpenDocument" target=""><img name="ContactUs" 
border="0" src="/revelation.nsf/contactus.gif?OpenImageResource" onMouseOut="MM_swapImgRestore()" 
onMouseOver="MM_swapImage('ContactUs','','/revelation.nsf/contactus_over.gif?OpenImageResource',1)"></a></t
d> 
<td><a href="/revelation.nsf/byTitle/Registration+Entry?OpenDocument" target=""><img name="Login" 
border="0" src="/revelation.nsf/loginregister.gif?OpenImageResource" onMouseOut="MM_swapImgRestore()" 
onMouseOver="MM_swapImage('Login','','/revelation.nsf/loginregister_over.gif?OpenImageResource',1)"></a></td
> 
<td><a href="#" 
onclick="document.forms[0].action='http://www.revelation.com/revelation.nsf/Search?OpenAgent';document.forms[
0].id='qs';document.forms[0].method='post';document.forms[0].submit();return false;" target=""><img 
name="Search" border="0" src="/Revelation.nsf/search.gif?OpenImageResource" 
onMouseOut="MM_swapImgRestore()" 
onMouseOver="MM_swapImage('Search','','/Revelation.nsf/search_over.gif?OpenImageResource',1)"></a></td> 
<!-- Text below adds .search field, and closes the navigation table and layer. --> 
<td><input name="Query" value="" class="iform" onKeyPress="checkEnter(event);"></td> 
</tr></table></div></td></tr> 
</table> 
 
<table width="100%" border="0" cellspacing="0" cellpadding="0"> 
<tr valign="top"><td style="background-
image:url(/revelation.nsf/LeftNavigationBackground.gif?OpenImageResource); background-repeat: no-repeat; " 
width="1%"><img width="211" height="1" src="/icons/ecblank.gif" border="0" alt=""><br> 
 
<table><tr><td> 
<img src="/icons/ecblank.gif" border="0" height="510" width="1" alt=""> 
</td> 
<td valign="top"><br><table> 
<tr><td><a href="/revelation.nsf/byTitle/News+And+Information?OpenDocument" target=""><img 
name="NewsAndInformation" border="0" src="/revelation.nsf/newsinfo.png?OpenImageResource" 
onMouseOut="MM_swapImgRestore()" 
onMouseOver="MM_swapImage('NewsAndInformation','','/revelation.nsf/newsinfo_over.png?OpenImageResource',1)
"></a><br><br></td></tr> 
<tr><td><a href="/revelation.nsf/byTitle/Product+Information?OpenDocument" target=""><img name="Products" 
border="0" src="/revelation.nsf/products.png?OpenImageResource" onMouseOut="MM_swapImgRestore()" 
onMouseOver="MM_swapImage('Products','','/revelation.nsf/products_over.png?OpenImageResource',1)"></a><br
><br></td></tr> 
<tr><td><a href="/revelation.nsf/byTitle/Support?OpenDocument" target=""><img name="Support" border="0" 
src="/revelation.nsf/support.png?OpenImageResource" onMouseOut="MM_swapImgRestore()" 
onMouseOver="MM_swapImage('Support','','/revelation.nsf/support_over.png?OpenImageResource',1)"></a><br>
<br></td></tr> 
<tr><td><a href="/revelation.nsf/byTitle/Tutorial+Home+Page?OpenDocument" target=""><img name="Tutorials" 
border="0" src="/revelation.nsf/tutorials.png?OpenImageResource" onMouseOut="MM_swapImgRestore()" 
onMouseOver="MM_swapImage('Tutorials','','/revelation.nsf/tutorials_over.png?OpenImageResource',1)"></a><br>
<br></td></tr> 
<tr><td><a href="/revelation.nsf/byTitle/SPP+Overview?OpenDocument" target=""><img 
name="SolutionPartners" border="0" src="/revelation.nsf/solpart.png?OpenImageResource" 
onMouseOut="MM_swapImgRestore()" 
onMouseOver="MM_swapImage('SolutionPartners','','/revelation.nsf/solpart_over.png?OpenImageResource',1)"></a
><br><br></td></tr> 
<tr><td><a href="/devnet.nsf/Main+View/E2552236FE02EE0985256620004A095F?OpenDocument" 
target=""><img name="DevelopersNetwork" border="0" src="/revelation.nsf/devnet.png?OpenImageResource" 
onMouseOut="MM_swapImgRestore()" 
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onMouseOver="MM_swapImage('DevelopersNetwork','','/revelation.nsf/devnet_over.png?OpenImageResource',1)">
</a><br><br></td></tr> 
<tr><td><a href="/revelation.nsf/byTitle/User+Group+Homepage?OpenDocument" target=""><img 
name="UserGroups" border="0" src="/revelation.nsf/usergroups.png?OpenImageResource" 
onMouseOut="MM_swapImgRestore()" 
onMouseOver="MM_swapImage('UserGroups','','/revelation.nsf/usergroups_over.png?OpenImageResource',1)"></a
><br><br></td></tr> 
<tr><td><a href="/productregistry.nsf/$$Web?OpenForm" target=""><img name="ProductRegistration" 
border="0" src="/revelation.nsf/prodreg.png?OpenImageResource" onMouseOut="MM_swapImgRestore()" 
onMouseOver="MM_swapImage('ProductRegistration','','/revelation.nsf/prodreg_over.png?OpenImageResource',1)">
</a><br><br></td></tr> 
<tr><td><a href="/revelation.nsf/byTitle/International+Sites?OpenDocument" target=""><img 
name="InternationalSites" border="0" src="/revelation.nsf/international.png?OpenImageResource" 
onMouseOut="MM_swapImgRestore()" 
onMouseOver="MM_swapImage('InternationalSites','','/revelation.nsf/international_over.png?OpenImageResource',1)
"></a><br><br></td></tr> 
<tr><td><a href="/revelation.nsf/byTitle/On-line+Press+Room?OpenDocument" target=""><img 
name="PressRoom" border="0" src="/revelation.nsf/pressroom.png?OpenImageResource" 
onMouseOut="MM_swapImgRestore()" 
onMouseOver="MM_swapImage('PressRoom','','/revelation.nsf/pressroom_over.png?OpenImageResource',1)"></a>
<br><br></td></tr> 
<tr><td><a href="https://www.revsecure.com/o4w/oecgi2.exe/O4W_WRAPPER?ID=O4W_WEB.LOGIN" 
target=""><img name="eStore" border="0" src="/revelation.nsf/eStorebut.gif"></a><br><br></td></tr> 
<tr><td><a href="http://www.revelation.com/rss.nsf/availablefeeds" target=""><img name="RSS+Feeds" 
border="0" src="/revelation.nsf/feed-icon-24x24.gif"></a><br><br></td></tr> 
<tr><td><a href="http://www.revelation.com/rss.nsf/availablefeeds" target="">RSS feeds available 
now!</a><br><br></td></tr> 
 
<tr><td><a 
href="http://www.revelation.com/Revelation.nsf/1f484fef89cd63e1852569c900787d0e/21f45cb13835c4f885256dc10
07638a1?OpenDocument" target="">Winter/Spring 2010 schedule now available.  Register 
now!!</a><br><br></td></tr> 
</table></td></tr></table></td><td width="100%"><img width="1" height="1" src="/icons/ecblank.gif" 
border="0" alt=""><br> 
<h1>Home</h1>  
<div class=content> <!-- ImageReady Slices (oi9web.psd) --> 
<!-- End ImageReady Slices --> 
<map name="rollovers"> 
  <area shape="rect" coords="55,49,250,85" href="#" onMouseOver="CC_displayTip('100','A Universal Network 
Driver included with the purchase of an OI Network User 
License.','progid:DXImageTransform.Microsoft.Fade()','300','15','-450','-
450','#FFCC00','#666666','0.3','solid','#FF9900','2','left','1')" onMouseOut="CC_hideTip()"> 
  <area shape="rect" coords="12,101,122,137" href="#" onMouseOver="CC_displayTip('100','Create business 
applications that will run entirely through a browser.','progid:DXImageTransform.Microsoft.Fade()','300','15','-450','-
450','#FFCC00','#666666','0.3','solid','#FF9900','2','left','1')" onMouseOut="CC_hideTip()"> 
  <area shape="rect" coords="183,110,285,148" href="#" onMouseOver="CC_displayTip('100','Enhanced print 
preview and new export options.','progid:DXImageTransform.Microsoft.Fade()','300','10','-450','-
450','#FFCC00','#666666','0.3','solid','#FF9900','2','left','1')" onMouseOut="CC_hideTip()"> 
  <area shape="rect" coords="8,324,83,358" href="#" onMouseOver="CC_displayTip('100','The XML Wizard steps 
users through the import of XML data to OpenInsight-based 
tables.','progid:DXImageTransform.Microsoft.Fade()','300','15','-450','-
450','#FFCC00','#666666','0.3','solid','#FF9900','2','left','1')" onMouseOut="CC_hideTip()"> 
 
  <area shape="rect" coords="159,324,298,360" href="#" onMouseOver="CC_displayTip('100','A MultiValue CGI 
application that delivers the output of business metrics to a web 
page.','progid:DXImageTransform.Microsoft.Fade()','300','15','-450','-
450','#FFCC00','#666666','0.3','solid','#FF9900','2','left','1')" onMouseOut="CC_hideTip()"> 
  <area shape="rect" coords="62,377,235,415" href="#" onMouseOver="CC_displayTip('100','Allows easy import 
and export of data to SQL datasources.','progid:DXImageTransform.Microsoft.Fade()','300','15','-450','-
450','#FFCC00','#666666','0.3','solid','#FF9900','2','left','1')" onMouseOut="CC_hideTip()"> 
</map> 
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<div id="ccToolTip" style="position:absolute; width:300px; height:25px; z-index:102; left: 0px; top: -50px; border: 
1px solid #ffffff; visibility: hidden;" class="tool"></div> 
<span id="ccSpan" style="display:none"><a href="#"></a></span> 
<div id="apDiv3"> 
  <table id="Table_01" width="570" height="520" border="0" cellpadding="0" cellspacing="0"> 
    <tr> 
      <td rowspan="9"><img src="http://www.revelation.com/images/oi9web_01.gif" width="26" height="520" 
alt=""></td> 
      <td><img src="http://www.revelation.com/images/founded_text.gif" width="200" height="323" alt=""></td> 
      <td rowspan="9"><img src="http://www.revelation.com/images/oi9web_03.gif" width="15" height="520" 
alt=""></td> 
 
      <td colspan="5" rowspan="7"><img src="http://www.revelation.com/images/oi9web_04.gif" alt="" 
width="303" height="442" border="0" usemap="#rolloversMap"></td> 
      <td rowspan="8"><img src="http://www.revelation.com/images/oi9web_05.gif" width="26" height="502" 
alt=""></td> 
    </tr> 
    <tr> 
      <td><a href="#"><img src="http://www.revelation.com/images/who_uses.gif" alt="" name="uses" 
width="200" height="22" border="0" id="uses" 
onClick="MM_showHideLayers('whouses','','show','whatoffer','','hide','whereworksbest','','hide','whytouse','','hide','wha
toicost','','hide')" onMouseOver="MM_swapImage('uses','','http://www.revelation.com/images/who_uses_o.gif',1)" 
onMouseOut="MM_swapImgRestore()"></a></td> 
    </tr> 
    <tr> 
      <td><a href="#"><img src="http://www.revelation.com/images/offer.gif" alt="" name="offer" width="200" 
height="21" border="0" id="offer" 
onClick="MM_showHideLayers('whouses','','hide','whatoffer','','show','whereworksbest','','hide','whytouse','','hide','wha
toicost','','hide')" onMouseOver="MM_swapImage('offer','','http://www.revelation.com/images/offer_o.gif',1)" 
onMouseOut="MM_swapImgRestore()"></a></td> 
    </tr> 
 
    <tr> 
      <td><a href="#"><img src="http://www.revelation.com/images/works_best.gif" alt="" name="worksbest" 
width="200" height="22" border="0" id="worksbest" 
onClick="MM_showHideLayers('whouses','','hide','whatoffer','','hide','whereworksbest','','show','whytouse','','hide','wha
toicost','','hide')" 
onMouseOver="MM_swapImage('worksbest','','http://www.revelation.com/images/works_best_o.gif',1)" 
onMouseOut="MM_swapImgRestore()"></a></td> 
    </tr> 
    <tr> 
      <td><a href="#"><img src="http://www.revelation.com/images/why_use.gif" alt="" name="whyuse" 
width="200" height="22" border="0" id="whyuse" 
onClick="MM_showHideLayers('whouses','','hide','whatoffer','','hide','whereworksbest','','hide','whytouse','','show','wha
toicost','','hide')" onMouseOver="MM_swapImage('whyuse','','http://www.revelation.com/images/why_use_o.gif',1)" 
onMouseOut="MM_swapImgRestore()"></a></td> 
    </tr> 
    <tr> 
      <td><a href="#"><img src="http://www.revelation.com/images/cost.gif" alt="" name="cost" width="200" 
height="22" border="0" id="cost" 
onClick="MM_showHideLayers('whouses','','hide','whatoffer','','hide','whereworksbest','','hide','whytouse','','hide','what
oicost','','show')" onMouseOver="MM_swapImage('cost','','http://www.revelation.com/images/cost_o.gif',1)" 
onMouseOut="MM_swapImgRestore()"></a></td> 
    </tr> 
 
    <tr> 
      <td><img src="http://www.revelation.com/images/oi9web_11.gif" width="200" height="10" alt=""></td> 
    </tr> 
    <tr> 
      <td><a 
href="http://www.revelation.com/Revelation.nsf/byTitle/C198A4A11A0FDC7D85256DB80022DD9F?OpenDocument">
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<img src="http://www.revelation.com/images/download_o.gif" alt="" width="200" height="60" 
border="0"></a></td> 
      <td><a 
href="http://www.revelation.com/Revelation.nsf/1f484fef89cd63e1852569c900787d0e/5da001116eb098c085256dc5
00658ff4?OpenDocument"><img src="http://www.revelation.com/images/forwindows.gif" alt="" name="oiwindows" 
width="61" height="60" border="0" id="oiwindows" 
onMouseOver="MM_swapImage('oiwindows','','http://www.revelation.com/images/forwindows_o.gif',1)" 
onMouseOut="MM_swapImgRestore()"></a></td> 
      <td><a 
href="http://www.revelation.com/Revelation.nsf/1f484fef89cd63e1852569c900787d0e/ed6124579225e16585257258
006355b7?OpenDocument"><img src="http://www.revelation.com/images/forweboi.gif" alt="" name="weboi" 
width="61" height="60" border="0" id="weboi" 
onMouseOver="MM_swapImage('weboi','','http://www.revelation.com/images/forweboi_o.gif',1)" 
onMouseOut="MM_swapImgRestore()"></a></td> 
      <td><a 
href="http://www.revelation.com/Revelation.nsf/byTitle/7E173A7686E5B129852573CA0074E21E?OpenDocument">
<img src="http://www.revelation.com/images/arev32.gif" alt="" name="arev" width="61" height="60" border="0" 
id="arev" onMouseOver="MM_swapImage('arev','','http://www.revelation.com/images/arev32_o.gif',1)" 
onMouseOut="MM_swapImgRestore()"></a></td> 
      <td><a 
href="http://www.revelation.com/Revelation.nsf/1f484fef89cd63e1852569c900787d0e/49402e912b551a8f85257130
004b520d?OpenDocument"><img src="http://www.revelation.com/images/cto.gif" alt="" name="cto" width="60" 
height="60" border="0" id="cto" 
onMouseOver="MM_swapImage('cto','','http://www.revelation.com/images/cto_o.gif',1)" 
onMouseOut="MM_swapImgRestore()"></a></td> 
 
      <td><a 
href="http://www.revelation.com/Revelation.nsf/byTitle/7A9255479FDFC504852572590055DA17?OpenDocument">
<img src="http://www.revelation.com/images/foru2.gif" alt="" name="u2" width="60" height="60" border="0" 
id="u2" onMouseOver="MM_swapImage('u2','','http://www.revelation.com/images/foru2_o.gif',1)" 
onMouseOut="MM_swapImgRestore()"></a></td> 
    </tr> 
    <tr> 
      <td><img src="http://www.revelation.com/images/oi9web_18.gif" width="200" height="18" alt=""></td> 
      <td colspan="6"><img src="http://www.revelation.com/images/oi9web_19.gif" width="329" height="18" 
alt=""></td> 
    </tr> 
  </table> 
  <map name="rolloversMap"> 
    <area shape="rect" coords="55,49,250,85" href="#" onMouseOver="CC_displayTip('100','A Universal Network 
Driver included with the purchase of an OI Network User 
License.','progid:DXImageTransform.Microsoft.Fade()','300','15','-450','-
450','#FFCC00','#666666','0.3','solid','#FF9900','2','left','1')" onMouseOut="CC_hideTip()"> 
 
    <area shape="rect" coords="12,101,122,137" href="#" onMouseOver="CC_displayTip('100','Create business 
applications that will run entirely through a browser.','progid:DXImageTransform.Microsoft.Fade()','300','15','-450','-
450','#FFCC00','#666666','0.3','solid','#FF9900','2','left','1')" onMouseOut="CC_hideTip()"> 
    <area shape="rect" coords="183,110,285,148" href="#" onMouseOver="CC_displayTip('100','Enhanced print 
preview and new export options.','progid:DXImageTransform.Microsoft.Fade()','300','10','-450','-
450','#FFCC00','#666666','0.3','solid','#FF9900','2','left','1')" onMouseOut="CC_hideTip()"> 
    <area shape="rect" coords="8,324,83,358" href="#" onMouseOver="CC_displayTip('100','The XML Wizard steps 
users through the import of XML data to OpenInsight-based 
tables.','progid:DXImageTransform.Microsoft.Fade()','300','15','-450','-
450','#FFCC00','#666666','0.3','solid','#FF9900','2','left','1')" onMouseOut="CC_hideTip()"> 
    <area shape="rect" coords="159,324,298,360" href="#" onMouseOver="CC_displayTip('100','A MultiValue CGI 
application that delivers the output of business metrics to a web 
page.','progid:DXImageTransform.Microsoft.Fade()','300','15','-450','-
450','#FFCC00','#666666','0.3','solid','#FF9900','2','left','1')" onMouseOut="CC_hideTip()"> 
    <area shape="rect" coords="62,377,235,415" href="#" onMouseOver="CC_displayTip('100','Allows easy import 
and export of data to SQL datasources.','progid:DXImageTransform.Microsoft.Fade()','300','15','-450','-
450','#FFCC00','#666666','0.3','solid','#FF9900','2','left','1')" onMouseOut="CC_hideTip()"> 
  </map> 
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</div> 
<div id="whouses"> 
  <table id="Table_" width="321" height="426" border="0" cellpadding="0" cellspacing="0"> 
    <tr> 
 
      <td colspan="3"><img src="http://www.revelation.com/images/images/top.png" alt="" name="top" 
width="321" height="44" border="0" usemap="#Map" id="top"></td> 
    </tr> 
    <tr> 
      <td><img src="http://www.revelation.com/images/images/left.png" width="29" height="322" alt=""></td> 
      <td width="261" valign="top" background="http://www.revelation.com/images/images/middle.png"><span 
class="style1boldcaps">Who Uses OpenInsight</span><span class="style1"><br /> 
OpenInsight is used by developers and end users around the world. In the US, OpenInsight is used by Federal, state, 
county and local governments. It is used by manufacturing concerns, by healthcare organizations and retail stores. 
Many organizations are using OpenInsight and the end users do not even know it. As an embedded database, it is 
one of the best kept secrets around, even though there are millions of seats in use around the world. </span></td> 
      <td><img src="http://www.revelation.com/images/images/right.png" width="31" height="322" alt=""></td> 
    </tr> 
 
    <tr> 
      <td colspan="3"><img src="http://www.revelation.com/images/images/bottom.png" alt="" width="321" 
height="60" border="0" usemap="#Map2"></td> 
    </tr> 
  </table> 
</div> 
<map name="continue"> 
  <area shape="rect" coords="87,-2,212,35" 
href="http://www.revelation.com/Revelation.nsf/byTitle/70CA57BD18C5D77F85256DC0006D078F?OpenDocument" 
onClick="MM_showHideLayers('whouses','','hide')"> 
</map> 
<map name="close"> 
  <area shape="rect" coords="249,14,276,35" href="#" onClick="MM_showHideLayers('whouses','','hide')"> 
</map> 
 
<map name="continue"> 
  <area shape="rect" coords="87,-2,212,35" 
href="http://www.revelation.com/Revelation.nsf/byTitle/70CA57BD18C5D77F85256DC0006D078F?OpenDocument" 
onClick="MM_showHideLayers('whouses','','hide')"> 
</map> 
<map name="close"> 
  <area shape="rect" coords="249,14,276,35" href="#" onClick="MM_showHideLayers('whouses','','hide')"> 
</map> 
<div id="whatoffer"> 
  <table id="Table_2" width="321" height="426" border="0" cellpadding="0" cellspacing="0"> 
    <tr> 
      <td colspan="3"><img src="http://www.revelation.com/images/images/top.png" alt="" width="321" 
height="44" border="0" usemap="#MapMap"></td> 
    </tr> 
 
    <tr> 
      <td><img src="http://www.revelation.com/images/images/left.png" width="29" height="322" alt=""></td> 
      <td width="261" valign="top" background="http://www.revelation.com/images/images/middle.png"><span 
class="style1"><span class="style1boldcaps">What Does OpenInsight Offer</span><br /> 
OpenInsight is a database application development toolkit. If you need to make an application that runs on a PC, 
across a network or across the web, OpenInsight lets you do it. It allows you to design and create data tables, data 
entry forms, editors for programming, search tools and reports using its own set of tools. It includes web, thin client, 
and XML interfaces. In short, OpenInsight offers a complete turnkey solution for the database application 
developer.</span></td> 
      <td><img src="http://www.revelation.com/images/images/right.png" width="31" height="322" alt=""></td> 
    </tr> 
    <tr> 
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      <td colspan="3"><img src="http://www.revelation.com/images/images/bottom.png" alt="" width="321" 
height="60" border="0" usemap="#Map2Map"></td> 
 
    </tr> 
  </table> 
  <map name="MapMap"> 
    <area shape="rect" coords="276,12,308,34" href="#" onClick="MM_showHideLayers('whatoffer','','hide')"> 
  </map> 
  <map name="Map2Map"> 
    <area shape="rect" coords="99,7,222,41" 
href="http://www.revelation.com/Revelation.nsf/1f484fef89cd63e1852569c900787d0e/be0c2876a6f1056b85256dc50
0587dd5?OpenDocument"> 
  </map> 
</div> 
 
<map name="continueMap"> 
  <area shape="rect" coords="87,-2,212,35" 
href="http://www.revelation.com/Revelation.nsf/1f484fef89cd63e1852569c900787d0e/be0c2876a6f1056b85256dc50
0587dd5?OpenDocument" onClick="MM_showHideLayers('whouses','','hide','whatoffer','','hide')"> 
</map> 
<map name="closeMap"> 
  <area shape="rect" coords="249,14,276,35" href="#" 
onClick="MM_showHideLayers('whouses','','hide','whatoffer','','hide')"> 
</map> 
<map name="continueMap"> 
  <area shape="rect" coords="87,-2,212,35" 
href="http://www.revelation.com/Revelation.nsf/byTitle/70CA57BD18C5D77F85256DC0006D078F?OpenDocument" 
onClick="MM_showHideLayers('whouses','','hide')"> 
</map> 
<map name="closeMap"> 
  <area shape="rect" coords="249,14,276,35" href="#" onClick="MM_showHideLayers('whouses','','hide')"> 
</map> 
<div id="whereworksbest"> 
 
  <table id="Table_3" width="321" height="426" border="0" cellpadding="0" cellspacing="0"> 
    <tr> 
      <td colspan="3"><img src="http://www.revelation.com/images/images/top.png" alt="" width="321" 
height="44" border="0" usemap="#MapMapMap"></td> 
    </tr> 
    <tr> 
      <td><img src="http://www.revelation.com/images/images/left.png" width="29" height="322" alt=""></td> 
      <td width="261" valign="top" background="http://www.revelation.com/images/images/middle.png"><span 
class="style1"><span class="style1boldcaps">Where OpenInsight Works Best</span><br /> 
OpenInsight works best in those places where the rules for an application are complicated, and where the rules and 
needs change often. OpenInsight works especially well in Healthcare, Payroll, Human Resources, Government, and 
Financial Sector industries. </span></td> 
 
      <td><img src="http://www.revelation.com/images/images/right.png" width="31" height="322" alt=""></td> 
    </tr> 
    <tr> 
      <td colspan="3"><img src="http://www.revelation.com/images/images/bottom.png" alt="" width="321" 
height="60" border="0" usemap="#Map2MapMap"></td> 
    </tr> 
  </table> 
  <map name="MapMapMap"> 
    <area shape="rect" coords="276,12,308,34" href="#" 
onClick="MM_showHideLayers('whereworksbest','','hide')"> 
  </map> 
 
  <map name="Map2MapMap"> 
    <area shape="rect" coords="99,7,222,41" 
href="http://www.revelation.com/Revelation.nsf/byTitle/41FBC372C25CFA2E85257028005334AF?OpenDocument"> 
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  </map> 
</div> 
<map name="continueMapMap"> 
  <area shape="rect" coords="87,-2,212,35" 
href="http://www.revelation.com/Revelation.nsf/byTitle/41FBC372C25CFA2E85257028005334AF?OpenDocument" 
onClick="MM_showHideLayers('whouses','','hide','whatoffer','','hide','whereworksbest','','hide')"> 
</map> 
<map name="closeMapMap"> 
  <area shape="rect" coords="249,14,276,35" href="#" 
onClick="MM_showHideLayers('whouses','','hide','whatoffer','','hide','whereworksbest','','hide')"> 
</map> 
<map name="continueMapMap"> 
  <area shape="rect" coords="87,-2,212,35" 
href="http://www.revelation.com/Revelation.nsf/byTitle/70CA57BD18C5D77F85256DC0006D078F?OpenDocument" 
onClick="MM_showHideLayers('whouses','','hide')"> 
 
</map> 
<map name="closeMapMap"> 
  <area shape="rect" coords="249,14,276,35" href="#" onClick="MM_showHideLayers('whouses','','hide')"> 
</map> 
<div id="whytouse"> 
  <table id="Table_4" width="321" height="426" border="0" cellpadding="0" cellspacing="0"> 
    <tr> 
      <td colspan="3"><img src="http://www.revelation.com/images/images/top.png" alt="" width="321" 
height="44" border="0" usemap="#Map3"></td> 
    </tr> 
    <tr> 
      <td><img src="http://www.revelation.com/images/images/left.png" width="29" height="322" alt=""></td> 
 
      <td width="261" valign="top" background="http://www.revelation.com/images/images/middle.png" 
class="style1"><span class="style1boldcaps">Why Use OpenInsight</span><span class="style1bold"><br /> 
Scalability:</span> Create an application that runs on a standalone PC, and scale it up for thousands of users with 
no change to the application. <span class="style1bold">Flexibility:</span> Support both stored data - client's date 
of birth, and derived data, such as the client's age (subtract the date of birth from today, and display the result). 
<span class="style1bold">Rapid prototyping</span>, development, and deployment. OpenInsight's deployment 
tools let you create an installable package, and updates, as needed.</td> 
      <td><img src="http://www.revelation.com/images/images/right.png" width="31" height="322" alt=""></td> 
    </tr> 
    <tr> 
 
      <td colspan="3"><img src="http://www.revelation.com/images/images/bottom.png" alt="" width="321" 
height="60" border="0" usemap="#Map7"></td> 
    </tr> 
  </table> 
</div> 
<map name="continueMapMapMap"> 
  <area shape="rect" coords="87,-2,212,35" 
href="http://www.revelation.com/Revelation.nsf/1f484fef89cd63e1852569c900787d0e/e099f1541881a1c185256dcc0
0580b17?OpenDocument" 
onClick="MM_showHideLayers('whouses','','hide','whatoffer','','hide','whereworksbest','','hide','whytouse','','hide')"> 
</map> 
<map name="closeMapMapMap"> 
  <area shape="rect" coords="249,14,276,35" href="#" 
onClick="MM_showHideLayers('whouses','','hide','whatoffer','','hide','whereworksbest','','hide','whytouse','','hide')"> 
</map> 
<map name="continueMapMapMap"> 
  <area shape="rect" coords="87,-2,212,35" 
href="http://www.revelation.com/Revelation.nsf/byTitle/70CA57BD18C5D77F85256DC0006D078F?OpenDocument" 
onClick="MM_showHideLayers('whouses','','hide')"> 
 
</map> 
<map name="closeMapMapMap"> 
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  <area shape="rect" coords="249,14,276,35" href="#" onClick="MM_showHideLayers('whouses','','hide')"> 
</map> 
<div id="whatoicost"> 
  <table id="Table_5" width="321" height="426" border="0" cellpadding="0" cellspacing="0"> 
    <tr> 
      <td colspan="3"><img src="http://www.revelation.com/images/images/top.png" alt="" width="321" 
height="44" border="0" usemap="#Map4"></td> 
    </tr> 
    <tr> 
      <td><img src="http://www.revelation.com/images/images/left.png" width="29" height="322" alt=""></td> 
 
      <td width="261" valign="top" background="http://www.revelation.com/images/images/middle.png" 
class="style1"><span class="style1boldcaps">What Does OpenInsight Cost</span><br /> 
OpenInsight is one of the most affordable database application products in existence. With a low entry cost per seat 
and low annual license renewal fees, OpenInsight beats many of our competitors. And OpenInsight grows with you. 
Single-user runtime applications can be created for free, allowing you to succeed before you need to pay us.</td> 
      <td><img src="http://www.revelation.com/images/images/right.png" width="31" height="322" alt=""></td> 
    </tr> 
    <tr> 
      <td colspan="3"><img src="http://www.revelation.com/images/images/bottom.png" alt="" width="321" 
height="60" border="0" usemap="#Map8"></td> 
    </tr> 
  </table> 
 
</div> 
<map name="continueMapMapMapMap"> 
  <area shape="rect" coords="87,-2,212,35" 
href="http://www.revelation.com/Revelation.nsf/1f484fef89cd63e1852569c900787d0e/f8702db97778b3a485256dc5
007b2d36?OpenDocument" 
onClick="MM_showHideLayers('whouses','','hide','whatoffer','','hide','whereworksbest','','hide','whytouse','','hide','what
oicost','','hide')"> 
</map> 
<map name="closeMapMapMapMap"> 
  <area shape="rect" coords="249,14,276,35" href="#" 
onClick="MM_showHideLayers('whouses','','hide','whatoffer','','hide','whereworksbest','','hide','whytouse','','hide','what
oicost','','hide')"> 
</map> 
<map name="continueMapMapMapMap"> 
  <area shape="rect" coords="87,-2,212,35" 
href="http://www.revelation.com/Revelation.nsf/byTitle/70CA57BD18C5D77F85256DC0006D078F?OpenDocument" 
onClick="MM_showHideLayers('whouses','','hide')"> 
</map> 
<map name="closeMapMapMapMap"> 
  <area shape="rect" coords="249,14,276,35" href="#" onClick="MM_showHideLayers('whouses','','hide')"> 
</map> 
 
<map name="continueMapMapMap"> 
  <area shape="rect" coords="87,-2,212,35" href="Link from this page to: 
http://www.revelation.com/Revelation.nsf/byTitle/41FBC372C25CFA2E85257028005334AF?OpenDocument" 
onClick="MM_showHideLayers('whouses','','hide','whatoffer','','hide','whereworksbest','','hide','whytouse','','hide')"> 
</map> 
<map name="closeMapMapMap"> 
  <area shape="rect" coords="249,14,276,35" href="#" 
onClick="MM_showHideLayers('whouses','','hide','whatoffer','','hide','whereworksbest','','hide','whytouse','','hide')"> 
</map> 
<map name="continueMapMapMap"> 
  <area shape="rect" coords="87,-2,212,35" 
href="http://www.revelation.com/Revelation.nsf/byTitle/70CA57BD18C5D77F85256DC0006D078F?OpenDocument" 
onClick="MM_showHideLayers('whouses','','hide')"> 
</map> 
<map name="closeMapMapMap"> 
  <area shape="rect" coords="249,14,276,35" href="#" onClick="MM_showHideLayers('whouses','','hide')"> 
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</map> 
<map name="continueMapMap"> 
 
  <area shape="rect" coords="87,-2,212,35" href="Link from this page to: 
http://www.revelation.com/Revelation.nsf/byTitle/41FBC372C25CFA2E85257028005334AF?OpenDocument" 
onClick="MM_showHideLayers('whouses','','hide','whatoffer','','hide','whereworksbest','','hide')"> 
</map> 
<map name="closeMapMap"> 
  <area shape="rect" coords="249,14,276,35" href="#" 
onClick="MM_showHideLayers('whouses','','hide','whatoffer','','hide','whereworksbest','','hide')"> 
</map> 
<map name="continueMapMap"> 
  <area shape="rect" coords="87,-2,212,35" 
href="http://www.revelation.com/Revelation.nsf/byTitle/70CA57BD18C5D77F85256DC0006D078F?OpenDocument" 
onClick="MM_showHideLayers('whouses','','hide')"> 
</map> 
<map name="closeMapMap"> 
  <area shape="rect" coords="249,14,276,35" href="#" onClick="MM_showHideLayers('whouses','','hide')"> 
</map> 
<map name="continueMap"> 
  <area shape="rect" coords="87,-2,212,35" 
href="http://www.revelation.com/Revelation.nsf/byTitle/70CA57BD18C5D77F85256DC0006D078F?OpenDocument" 
onClick="MM_showHideLayers('whouses','','hide','whatoffer','','hide')"> 
 
</map> 
<map name="closeMap"> 
  <area shape="rect" coords="249,14,276,35" href="#" 
onClick="MM_showHideLayers('whouses','','hide','whatoffer','','hide')"> 
</map> 
<map name="continueMap"> 
  <area shape="rect" coords="87,-2,212,35" 
href="http://www.revelation.com/Revelation.nsf/byTitle/70CA57BD18C5D77F85256DC0006D078F?OpenDocument" 
onClick="MM_showHideLayers('whouses','','hide')"> 
</map> 
<map name="closeMap"> 
  <area shape="rect" coords="249,14,276,35" href="#" onClick="MM_showHideLayers('whouses','','hide')"> 
</map> 
<div align="center"> 
  <map name="continue"> 
    <area shape="rect" coords="87,-2,212,35" 
href="http://www.revelation.com/Revelation.nsf/byTitle/70CA57BD18C5D77F85256DC0006D078F?OpenDocument" 
onClick="MM_showHideLayers('whouses','','hide')"> 
 
  </map> 
  <map name="close"> 
    <area shape="rect" coords="249,14,276,35" href="#" onClick="MM_showHideLayers('whouses','','hide')"> 
  </map> 
  <map name="continue"> 
    <area shape="rect" coords="87,-2,212,35" 
href="http://www.revelation.com/Revelation.nsf/byTitle/70CA57BD18C5D77F85256DC0006D078F?OpenDocument" 
onClick="MM_showHideLayers('whouses','','hide')"> 
  </map> 
  <map name="close"> 
    <area shape="rect" coords="249,14,276,35" href="#" onClick="MM_showHideLayers('whouses','','hide')"> 
 
  </map> 
  <map name="Map"> 
  <area shape="rect" coords="277,13,306,34" href="#" onClick="MM_showHideLayers('whouses','','hide')"> 
  </map> 
  <map name="Map3"> 
  <area shape="rect" coords="275,12,309,35" href="#" onClick="MM_showHideLayers('whytouse','','hide')"> 
  </map> 
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  <map name="Map4"> 
  <area shape="rect" coords="278,12,307,34" href="#" onClick="MM_showHideLayers('whatoicost','','hide')"> 
 
  </map> 
  <map name="Map6"> 
  </map> 
  <map name="Map8"> 
    <area shape="rect" coords="99,6,220,41" 
href="http://www.revelation.com/Revelation.nsf/1f484fef89cd63e1852569c900787d0e/f8702db97778b3a485256dc5
007b2d36?OpenDocument"> 
  </map> 
</div> 
<map name="Map2"><area shape="rect" coords="99,8,219,40" 
href="http://www.revelation.com/Revelation.nsf/byTitle/70CA57BD18C5D77F85256DC0006D078F?OpenDocument"> 
</map> 
<map name="Map7"><area shape="rect" coords="100,8,220,40" 
href="http://www.revelation.com/Revelation.nsf/1f484fef89cd63e1852569c900787d0e/e099f1541881a1c185256dcc0
0580b17?OpenDocument"> 
</map><img src="/icons/ecblank.gif" border="0" height="530" width="1" alt=""> 
 
<table width="100%" border="0" cellspacing="0" cellpadding="0"> 
<tr valign="top"><td width="100%"><img src="/revelation.nsf/H_Announce.gif?OpenImageResource" width="234" 
height="19"><BR><iframe 
src="/Revelation.nsf/28eaa3bb5371386d85256dd6001f2c87?OpenView&amp;Count=5&amp;BaseTarget=_top&amp;
EmbedFlags=64" frameborder="0" scrolling="no" width="90%" height="96"> 
</iframe> 
<br> 
<p><img src="/revelation.nsf/H_KBaseArt.gif?OpenImageResource" width="286" height="18"><BR><iframe 
src="/knowledge.nsf/d397fbbab8ac707185256dd600218f18?OpenView&amp;Count=5&amp;BaseTarget=_top&amp;
EmbedFlags=64" frameborder="0" scrolling="no" width="90%" height="96"> 
</iframe> 
<br> 
<p><img src="/revelation.nsf/H_USERST.GIF?OpenImageResource" width="194" height="18"><BR><iframe 
src="/Revelation.nsf/ee9f91c8362bcfa185256dd60020e8ae?OpenView&amp;Count=5&amp;BaseTarget=_top&amp;E
mbedFlags=64" frameborder="0" scrolling="no" width="90%" height="96"> 
</iframe> 
<br> 
<p><img src="/revelation.nsf/H_Downloads.gif?OpenImageResource" width="196" height="19"><BR><iframe 
src="/SOFTWARE.NSF/5c173a30c17e7ba385256dd600222046?OpenView&amp;Count=2&amp;BaseTarget=_top&am
p;EmbedFlags=64" frameborder="0" scrolling="no" width="90%" height="96"> 
</iframe> 
<p><br> 
<br> 
<div align="center"></div> 
<table width="100%" border="0" cellspacing="0" cellpadding="0"> 
<tr valign="top"><td width="33%"><div align="center"><b><font face="Times New Roman">In North and South 
America:</font></b><br> 
 
<br> 
<b><font face="Times New Roman">Revelation Software, Inc</font></b><br> 
<font face="Times New Roman">99 Kinderkamack Road, Floor 1</font><br> 
<font face="Times New Roman">Westwood, NJ 07675</font><br> 
<font face="Times New Roman">U.S.A</font><br> 
<font face="Times New Roman">Toll Free: 800-262-4747</font><br> 
<font face="Times New Roman">Phone: 201-594-1422</font><br> 
<font face="Times New Roman">Fax: 201-722-9815</font><br> 
<a href="http://www.revelation.com"><font face="Times New Roman">www.revelation.com</font></a><br> 
 
<a href="mailto:info@revelation.com"><font face="Times New 
Roman">info@revelation.com</font></a></div></td><td width="33%"><div align="center"><b><font 
face="Times New Roman">In Europe, The Middle East or Africa:</font></b><br> 
<br> 
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<b><font face="Times New Roman">Revelation Software Ltd.</font></b><br> 
<font face="Times New Roman">45 St Mary's Road</font><br> 
<font face="Times New Roman">Ealing, London, W5 5RG</font><br> 
<font face="Times New Roman">U.K.</font><br> 
<font face="Times New Roman">Phone: +44 020 8912 1000</font><br> 
<font face="Times New Roman">Fax: +44 020 8912 1001</font><br> 
<a href="http://www.revsoft.co.uk"><font face="Times New Roman">www.revsoft.co.uk</font></a><br> 
 
<a href="mailto:info@revsoft.co.uk"><font face="Times New 
Roman">info@revsoft.co.uk</font></a></div></td><td width="33%"><div align="center"><b><font 
face="Times New Roman">In the Asia Pacific Region:</font></b><br> 
<br> 
<b><font face="Times New Roman">Revelation Software Australia Pty Ltd.</font></b><br> 
<font face="Times New Roman">PO Box 300</font><br> 
<font face="Times New Roman">Brookvale, NSW 2100</font><br> 
<font face="Times New Roman">Australia</font><br> 
<font face="Times New Roman">Phone: +</font><font face="Times New Roman">61 2 8003 4199</font><br> 
<font face="Times New Roman">Fax: +</font><font face="Times New Roman">61 2 9332 6099</font><br> 
 
<a href="http://www.revelationsoftware.com.au"><font face="Times New 
Roman">www.revelationsoftware.com.au</font></a><br> 
<a href="mailto:info@revelationsoftware.com.au"><font face="Times New 
Roman">info@revelationsoftware.com.au</font></a></div></td></tr> 
 
<tr valign="top"><td width="33%"><img width="1" height="1" src="/icons/ecblank.gif" border="0" 
alt=""></td><td width="33%"><img width="1" height="1" src="/icons/ecblank.gif" border="0" alt=""></td><td 
width="33%"><img width="1" height="1" src="/icons/ecblank.gif" border="0" alt=""></td></tr> 
</table> 
</td></tr> 
 
<tr valign="top"><td width="100%"><img width="1" height="1" src="/icons/ecblank.gif" border="0" 
alt=""></td></tr> 
</table> 
 
<ul><b><font size="4">  </font></b> 
<ul> 
<ul><font size="2">Looking for the easiest way to navigate the site? Here is the </font><a 
href="/revelation.nsf/1f484fef89cd63e1852569c900787d0e/4c7b904b795a8d4b85256dc9006d7e8d?OpenDocument"
><font size="2">Site Map</font></a><font size="2">!</font></ul> 
 
 
</ul> 
</ul> 
 
<ul></ul> 
<br> 
 </div> 
 
<ul></ul> 
</td></tr> 
</table> 
</td></tr> 
</table> 
        <script type="text/javascript"> 
var gaJsHost = (("https:" == document.location.protocol) ? "https://ssl." : "http://www."); 
document.write(unescape("%3Cscript src='" + gaJsHost + "google-analytics.com/ga.js' 
type='text/javascript'%3E%3C/script%3E")); 
</script> 
<script type="text/javascript"> 
try { 
var pageTracker = _gat._getTracker("UA-6532922-1"); 
pageTracker._trackPageview(); 
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} catch(err) {}</script> 
 
      </form> 
</body> 
</html> 
 
---------- 
 
After removing unnecessary text, images, and scripts, and adding the required O4W tags, 
the html now looks like this: 
 
---------- 
 
<!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD HTML 4.01 Transitional//EN"> 
<html> 
<head> 
%HEAD% 
<script language=JavaScript> 
 <!-- 
 function MM_swapImgRestore() { //v3.0 
   var i,x,a=document.MM_sr; for(i=0;a&&i<a.length&&(x=a[i])&&x.oSrc;i++) x.src=x.oSrc; 
 } 
  
 function MM_preloadImages() { //v3.0 
   var d=document; if(d.images){ if(!d.MM_p) d.MM_p=new Array(); 
     var i,j=d.MM_p.length,a=MM_preloadImages.arguments; for(i=0; i<a.length; i++) 
     if (a[i].indexOf("#")!=0){ d.MM_p[j]=new Image; d.MM_p[j++].src=a[i];}} 
 } 
  
 function MM_findObj(n, d) { //v4.0 
   var p,i,x;  if(!d) d=document; if((p=n.indexOf("?"))>0&&parent.frames.length) { 
     d=parent.frames[n.substring(p+1)].document; n=n.substring(0,p);} 
   if(!(x=d[n])&&d.all) x=d.all[n]; for (i=0;!x&&i<d.forms.length;i++) x=d.forms[i][n]; 
   for(i=0;!x&&d.layers&&i<d.layers.length;i++) x=MM_findObj(n,d.layers[i].document); 
   if(!x && document.getElementById) x=document.getElementById(n); return x; 
 } 
  
 function MM_swapImage() { //v3.0 
   var i,j=0,x,a=MM_swapImage.arguments; document.MM_sr=new Array; for(i=0;i<(a.length-2);i+=3) 
    if ((x=MM_findObj(a[i]))!=null){document.MM_sr[j++]=x; if(!x.oSrc) x.oSrc=x.src; x.src=a[i+2];} 
 } 
 //--> 
 </script> 
<STYLE> 
 .iform 
 { 
     FONT-WEIGHT: normal; 
     FONT-SIZE: 11px; 
     BACKGROUND: #C2CCDE; 
     COLOR: #1B2F47 
 } 
</STYLE> 
<link rel="stylesheet" type="text/css" href="../stylesheet/blueskinstyle.css"> 
 
<script language="JavaScript" type="text/javascript"> 
<!--  
document._domino_target = "_self"; 
function _doClick(v, o, t) { 
  var url="http://www.revelation.com/Revelation.nsf/byTitle/International+Sites?OpenDocument&Click=" + v; 
  if (o.href != null) 
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    o.href = url; 
  else { 
    if (t == null) 
      t = document._domino_target; 
    window.open(url, t); 
  } 
 
} 
// --> 
</script> 
 
</head> 
<body text="#000000" bgcolor="#FFFFFF" marginheight=0 marginwidth=0 topmargin=0 leftmargin=0 
onLoad="if(typeof countdown=='function')countdown();"> 
 
<form action=""> 
<table width="100%" border="0" cellspacing="0" cellpadding="0"> 
<tr valign="top"><td width="90%"> 
<table width="100%" border="0" cellspacing="0" cellpadding="0"> 
<tr valign="top"><td style="background-
image:url(https://www.revsecure.com/oiwebwiz/images/repeatingback.jpg); background-repeat: repeat; " 
width="1%"><img src="https://www.revsecure.com/icons/ecblank.gif" border="0" height="1" width="394" 
alt=""><br> 
<img src="https://www.revsecure.com/oiwebwiz/images/Logo.jpg" width="394" alt=""></td><td valign="middle" 
bgcolor="#CFD5AD" style="background-image:url(https://www.revsecure.com/oiwebwiz/images/repeatingback.jpg); 
background-repeat: repeat; " width="100%"><br> 
</td></tr> 
</table> 
</td></tr> 
 
<tr valign="top"><td width="100%" bgcolor="#000000"></form><div align=center><table border=0 
cellspacing=0 cellpadding=0><tr valign="center"  bgcolor="#000000"><form method="post" 
action="http://www.revelation.com/Revelation.nsf/Search?OpenAgent"> 
<td><img src="https://www.revsecure.com/icons/ecblank.gif" border="0" height="25" width="1" alt=""></td> 
<td><a href="http://www.revelation.com/Revelation.nsf" target=""><img name="Home" border="0" 
src="https://www.revsecure.com/oiwebwiz/images/Home.gif" onMouseOut="MM_swapImgRestore()" 
onMouseOver="MM_swapImage('Home','','https://www.revsecure.com/oiwebwiz/images/Home.gif',1)"></a></td> 
<td><a href="http://www.revelation.com/Revelation.nsf/byTitle/Contacting+Revelation?OpenDocument" 
target=""><img name="ContactUs" border="0" src="https://www.revsecure.com/oiwebwiz/images/ContactUs.gif" 
onMouseOut="MM_swapImgRestore()" 
onMouseOver="MM_swapImage('ContactUs','','https://www.revsecure.com/oiwebwiz/images/ContactUs.gif',1)"></a
></td> 
<td><a href="http://www.revelation.com/Revelation.nsf/byTitle/Registration+Entry?OpenDocument" 
target=""><img name="Login" border="0" src="https://www.revsecure.com/oiwebwiz/images/LoginRegister.gif" 
onMouseOut="MM_swapImgRestore()" 
onMouseOver="MM_swapImage('Login','','https://www.revsecure.com/oiwebwiz/images/LoginRegister.gif',1)"></a>
</td> 
<td><a href="#" onclick="submit();return false;" target=""><img name="Search" border="0" 
src="https://www.revsecure.com/oiwebwiz/images/Search.gif" onMouseOut="MM_swapImgRestore()" 
onMouseOver="MM_swapImage('Search','','https://www.revsecure.com/oiwebwiz/images/Search.gif',1)"></a></td> 
<td><input name="Query" value="" class="iform"></td></form></tr></table></div></td></tr> 
 
<tr valign="top"><td width="100%"> 
<table width="100%" border="0" cellspacing="0" cellpadding="0"> 
<tr valign="top"><td style="background-
image:url(https://www.revsecure.com/oiwebwiz/images/LeftNavigationBackground.jpg); background-repeat: no-
repeat; " width="1%"><img src="https://www.revsecure.com/icons/ecblank.gif" border="0" height="1" 
width="211" alt=""><br> 
<table><tr><td> 
<img src="https://www.revsecure.com/icons/ecblank.gif" border="0" height="510" width="1" alt=""> 
</td> 
<td valign="top"><br><table> 
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<tr><td><a href="http://www.revelation.com/Revelation.nsf/byTitle/News+And+Information?OpenDocument" 
target=""><img name="NewsAndInformation" border="0" 
src="https://www.revsecure.com/oiwebwiz/images/newsinfo.png" onMouseOut="MM_swapImgRestore()" 
onMouseOver="MM_swapImage('NewsAndInformation','','https://www.revsecure.com/oiwebwiz/images/newsinfo_ov
er.png',1)"></a><br><br></td></tr> 
<tr><td><a href="http://www.revelation.com/Revelation.nsf/byTitle/Product+Information?OpenDocument" 
target=""><img name="Products" border="0" src="https://www.revsecure.com/oiwebwiz/images/products.png" 
onMouseOut="MM_swapImgRestore()" 
onMouseOver="MM_swapImage('Products','','https://www.revsecure.com/oiwebwiz/images/products_over.png',1)">
</a><br><br></td></tr> 
<tr><td><a href="http://www.revelation.com/Revelation.nsf/byTitle/Support?OpenDocument" target=""><img 
name="Support" border="0" src="https://www.revsecure.com/oiwebwiz/images/support.png" 
onMouseOut="MM_swapImgRestore()" 
onMouseOver="MM_swapImage('Support','','https://www.revsecure.com/oiwebwiz/images/support_over.png',1)"></
a><br><br></td></tr> 
<tr><td><a href="http://www.revelation.com/Revelation.nsf/byTitle/SPP+Overview?OpenDocument" 
target=""><img name="SolutionPartners" border="0" 
src="https://www.revsecure.com/oiwebwiz/images/solpart.png" onMouseOut="MM_swapImgRestore()" 
onMouseOver="MM_swapImage('SolutionPartners','','https://www.revsecure.com/oiwebwiz/images/solpart_over.png'
,1)"></a><br><br></td></tr> 
<tr><td><a href="/devnet.nsf/Main+View/E2552236FE02EE0985256620004A095F?OpenDocument" 
target=""><img name="DevelopersNetwork" border="0" 
src="https://www.revsecure.com/oiwebwiz/images/devnet.png" onMouseOut="MM_swapImgRestore()" 
onMouseOver="MM_swapImage('DevelopersNetwork','','https://www.revsecure.com/oiwebwiz/images/devnet_over.p
ng',1)"></a><br><br></td></tr> 
<tr><td><a href="http://www.revelation.com/Revelation.nsf/byTitle/User+Group+Homepage?OpenDocument" 
target=""><img name="UserGroups" border="0" 
src="https://www.revsecure.com/oiwebwiz/images/usergroups.png" onMouseOut="MM_swapImgRestore()" 
onMouseOver="MM_swapImage('UserGroups','','https://www.revsecure.com/oiwebwiz/images/usergroups_over.png',
1)"></a><br><br></td></tr> 
<tr><td><a href="/productregistry.nsf/$$Web?OpenForm" target=""><img name="ProductRegistration" 
border="0" src="https://www.revsecure.com/oiwebwiz/images/prodreg.png" onMouseOut="MM_swapImgRestore()" 
onMouseOver="MM_swapImage('ProductRegistration','','https://www.revsecure.com/oiwebwiz/images/prodreg_over.
png',1)"></a><br><br></td></tr> 
<tr><td><a href="http://www.revelation.com/Revelation.nsf/byTitle/International+Sites?OpenDocument" 
target=""><img name="InternationalSites" border="0" 
src="https://www.revsecure.com/oiwebwiz/images/international.png" onMouseOut="MM_swapImgRestore()" 
onMouseOver="MM_swapImage('InternationalSites','','https://www.revsecure.com/oiwebwiz/images/international_ov
er.png',1)"></a><br><br></td></tr> 
<tr><td><a href="http://www.revelation.com/Revelation.nsf/byTitle/On-line+Press+Room?OpenDocument" 
target=""><img name="PressRoom" border="0" src="https://www.revsecure.com/oiwebwiz/images/pressroom.png" 
onMouseOut="MM_swapImgRestore()" 
onMouseOver="MM_swapImage('PressRoom','','https://www.revsecure.com/oiwebwiz/images/pressroom_over.png',1
)"></a><br><br></td></tr> 
<tr><td><img name="eStore" border="0" src="https://www.revsecure.com/oiwebwiz/images/eStorebut.gif" 
onMouseOut="MM_swapImgRestore()" 
onMouseOver="MM_swapImage('eStore','','https://www.revsecure.com/oiwebwiz/images/eStorebut.gif',1)"></a><b
r><br></td></tr> 
 
</table></td></tr></table></td><td width="100%"><img src="https://www.revsecure.com/icons/ecblank.gif" 
border="0" height="1" width="1" alt=""><br> 
<div class=content> <br> 
%MENU-H% <br /> 
%BODY% 
%FOOTER% 
</div> 
<ul></ul> 
</td></tr> 
</table> 
</td></tr> 
</table> 
</form> 
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</body> 
</html> 
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O4W Application Program Interface (API) 
 

I. Design Flow 
 
Developers who wish to create their own O4W applications create a routine whose name begins 
O4W_ and register it through the O4W Security module. This routine is similar in design to an 
OpenInsight "commuter module"; it will be called by different "events" involved in the web 
development cycle.  The subroutine must take 3 parameters: 
 
   SUBROUTINE O4W_MYROUTINE(CtlID, Event, Request) 
 
All web applications will receive the "CREATE" event when they are first invoked.  Unlike a 
traditional OpenInsight form, the layout of your O4W web page will be created dynamically in 
this stored procedure. The stored procedure should build the web application during the 
CREATE event, optionally specifying other "events" that it wishes to be notified of; it will then 
be invoked by these other events (for example, button clicks), at which time it can dynamically 
generate new content or take any other action that is appropriate. 
 
When building the web page with O4W, there are several functions that must be performed.  
These include: 
 
  - creating "styles" to control the look of the page; 
  - creating the display elements of the page; 
  - creating any "input controls" on the page; 
  - specifying the actions that the page may generate 
 
Styles are the heart of modern web development.  Styles control the look of the different pieces 
of the web page, including fonts, colors, alignment, and more.  Groups of styles can be bundled 
together into "style sheets", which may be added to your O4W application.  O4W toolkit 
functions also allow you to create style information "on the fly", and either use it for a single 
display element (for example, a particular block of text) or for groups of elements (for example, 
for all text). 
 
When first creating your web page, you will normally specify a 'template' containing HTML 
code that defines the general layout of your web page.  This template can contain other scripts, 
style sheets, etc., which will all be included in your final output.  Any web design tool (or even 
notepad) can be used to create this template.  O4W requires the placement of 3 special "tags" 
within the template, along with one optional "tag", so that it can accurately place your 
programmatically-generated output.  The required tags include %HEAD% (located in the header 
section), %BODY% (located in the main body), and %FOOTER% (where you wish any footer 
banners to appear).  You can optionally also specify a location, and type, for any menu you wish 
to create - specify %MENU-H% for a horizontal menu, %MENU-V% for a vertical menu, or 
%MENU% (for a menu with the default orientation, controlled by the O4WCONFIG 
"MENUDIR" record), wherever you wish such a menu to appear (generated by a call to 
O4WMenu). 
 
Display elements are the actual items to show on the web page.  This includes plain text, headers, 
tables, links, images, and anything else that the user will see on the page.  For each of these, it is 
possible to associate a style. 
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A particular type of display element is the "input control."  An input control (for example, a 
textbox) allows the user to enter information on the web page.  Input controls can have actions 
associated with them so that your program (or special functions built into the web page itself) 
can react to the users input. 

Sample Code 
 
Below is annotated sample code illustrating the use of the O4W toolkit.  Specific information for 
each O4W API call is later in the document; however, this sample code illustrates the "flow" of 
the O4W design. 
 
Define the name of the stored procedure (with the O4W_ prefix), and include the insert item that 
defines the O4W toolkit routines 
 
   Subroutine O4W_MYROUTINE(CtlEntId, Event, Request) 
   $Insert O4WEquates 
 
Check for the 'create' event, and verify that we have all the information needed to run this 
routine; if not, return an error 
 
   Begin Case 
 Case Event _eqc "CREATE" 
  * Initial form creation 
  ReportName = O4WGetValue("REPORTID") 
  If ReportName = "" Then 
   O4WError("No report specified") 
   Return 
  End 
  Read ReportDef From O4WReportFile%, ReportName else 
   O4WError("Report '":ReportName:"' not on file") 
   Return 
  End 
 
Load the HTML "template" that will serve as the basis for our form, and set some default style 
information for the form (colors, images, and alignment) and for any "links" on the page 
 
  O4WForm(ReportDef<TEMPLATE_NAME$>, O4WColorStyle("", ReportDef<BGCOLOR$>, 
ReportDef<TEXTCOLOR$>, ReportDef<BGIMAGE$>):@FM:O4WTextStyle("","","","",ReportDef<Align$>+0)) 
  O4WLinkStyle(ReportDef<LINKCOLOR$>, ReportDef<VISITEDCOLOR$> ) 
 
Set the "title" of the web page (which is displayed in the browser window) 
 
  O4WTitle(ReportDef<TITLE$>) 
 
Define a style, called "RPTALIGN", that we will re-use with various other elements (including 
the "headline" of the web page) 
 
  O4WTextStyle("RPTALIGN", "", "", "", ReportDef<Align$>+0) 
  O4WHeader(ReportDef<BANNER$>, 1, "BANNER", "RPTALIGN") 
 
Define a section that will contain our results (presented as a table).  Note that the section uses the 
"RPTALIGN" style defined earlier 
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  O4WSectionStart("DATATABLE", "RPTALIGN") 
  bBorder = 0 
  bWidth = ReportDef<TableBorder$> + 0 
  If ReportDef<TableBorder$> <> "0" And ReportDef<TableBorder$> <> "" Then bBorder = 1 
 
Start the table, named RESULTS, and set its style 
 
  O4WTableStart("RESULTS", O4WTableStyle("", bBorder, bWidth, ReportDef<Align$>+0)) 
 
For each column in the table, define a "column header" with the desired color and text style 
 
  NUM.FIELDS = DCOUNT(ReportDef<DisplayField$>, @VM) 
  For each.field = 1 To num.fields 
   colColor = ReportDef<ColumnColor$, each.field> 
   colBGColor = ReportDef<ColumnBGColor$, each.field> 
   colBold = ReportDef<ColumnBold$, each.field> 
   colAlign = ReportDef<columnalign$, each.field> 
   colItalic = ReportDef<columnItalic$, each.field> 
   O4WTableHeader(ReportDef<ColumnName$, each.field>, each.field, "", 
    O4WColorStyle("",colBGColor, colColor):@FM: 
    O4WTextStyle("", "", colBold, colItalic, colAlign)) 
 
Define the styles for the columns themselves, saving them as the style named 
"RESULTS_<colnumber>" 
 
   valColor = ReportDef<ValueColor$, each.field> 
   valBGColor = ReportDef<ValueBGColor$, each.field> 
   valAlign = ReportDef<ValueAlign$, each.field> 
   O4WColorStyle("RESULTS_":each.field, valBGColor, valColor) 
   O4WAlignStyle("RESULTS_":each.field, valAlign) 
   O4WTableStyle("RESULTS_":each.field, bBorder, bWidth) 
  Next each.field 
 
Build some results (omitted from the sample code) and populate the table with the data. Note the 
use of the style "RESULTS_<colno>" defined for each column (above) 
 
  for Cntr = 1 to Num.ROWS 
   For EACH.FIELD = 1 To NUM.FIELDS 
    O4WSetCell(CNTR, Each.field, '', 'RESULTS_':EACH.FIELD) 
    RSLT = ResultData<CNTR, Each.Field> 
    O4WText(RSLT) 
   Next each.field 
  Next Cntr 
 
The RESULTS table is now complete 
 
  O4WTableEnd("RESULTS") 
 
  As an illustration of advanced functionality, convert the table using a "tablesorter" 
plugin.  This requires some scripts and stylesheets to be added, before the plugin is "attached" to 
the RESULTS table 
 
  O4WScript("/weboi/O4W/jquery.tablesorter.min.js") 
  O4WScript("/weboi/O4W/jquery.tablesorter.pager.js") 
  O4WStyleSheet("/weboi/O4W/style.css") 
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  O4WPlugIn("RESULTS", "tablesorter", "{widthFixed: true, widgets: ['zebra']}" ) 
 
Put a "break" between the table, and add two buttons.  Add events for these buttons when they 
are "clicked" 
 
  O4WBreak() 
  O4WButton("Download As CSV", "BTNCSV") 
  O4WButton("Download As PDF", "BTNPDF") 
  O4WQualifyEvent("BTNCSV", "CLICK") 
  O4WQualifyEvent("BTNPDF", "CLICK") 
 
The DATATABLE section is now complete 
 
  O4WSectionEnd("DATATABLE") 
 
Add a "link" at the bottom of the page, another break, and a "footer" 
 
  O4WLink("Home Page", "", "http://www.revelation.com") 
  O4WBreak() 
  O4WFooter(ReportDef<FOOTER$>, 3, "FOOTER") 
 
The CREATE event is now complete.  The following section will be called when one of the 
buttons is clicked, and the "CLICK" event is passed back to the O4W commuter module 
   
 Case event _eqc "CLICK" 
  Gosub GenerateTable 
   
Finish up the commuter code logic 
   
   End case 
   Return 
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II. O4W Toolkit Style and Option functions 
 

O4WSTYLESHEET(<urltostylesheet>) 
   Allows you to define an external "style sheet" that you wish to put on the current web page. 
 

O4WALIGNSTYLE(<stylename>, <horizAlign>, <vertAlign>) 
   Creates a "style" for element alignment. If <horizAlign> specified, the element is horizontally 
aligned according to its value (this can be any valid CSS "text-align" value, and O4W recognizes 
0, 1, and 2 as "shortcuts" for left, center, and right).  If <vertAlign> specified, the element is 
vertically aligned according to its value (this can be any valid CSS "vertical-align" value, and 
O4W recognizes 0, 1, and 2 as "shortcuts" for top, middle, and bottom). Returns the style 
information (to use immediately with a display element or input control), and (if <stylename> is 
not null) defines the style by the stylename for use with one or more elements and input controls. 

O4WCOLORSTYLE(<stylename>, <bgcolor>, <fgcolor>, <bgimage>) 

O4WCOLORS(<stylename>, <bgcolor>, <fgcolor>, <bgimage>) Deprecated – Use 
O4WColorStyle 
   Creates a "style" based on the specified background color, foreground color, and background 
image.  Returns the style information (to use immediately with a display element or input 
control), and (if <stylename> is not null) defines the style by the stylename for use with one or 
more elements and input controls. 
 

O4WLINKSTYLE(<stylename>, <normalcolor>, <visitedcolor>) 
   Defines the colors to use for links when they are first displayed, and after they have been 
visited.  If <stylename> is null, this applies to all links on the page. 
 

O4WTABLESTYLE(<stylename>, <border>, <borderwidth>, <align>) 
   Creates a "style" based on the specified border flag (0=no border,1=solid border), border width 
(with no units specified; pixels will be used), and alignment (0=left;1=center;2=right).  Returns 
the style information (to use immediately with a display element or input control), and (if 
<stylename> is not null) defines the style by the stylename for use with one or more elements 
and input controls. 
 

O4WCELLSTYLE(<stylename>, <#cols>, <#rows>, <align>, 
<vertalign>,<headerFlag>) Deprecated – See O4WTableCellOptions and 
O4WAlignStyle 
   Creates a "style" for table contents.  If <#cols> specified, the current table 'cell' will expand 
across that number of columns; if <#rows> specified, the current table 'cell' will expand across 
that number of rows. If <align> specified, the text in the cell is horizontally aligned according to 
its value (this can be any valid CSS "text-align" value, and O4W recognizes 0,1, and 2 as 
"shortcuts" for left, center, and right).  If <vertalign> specified, the text in the cell is vertically 
aligned according to its value (this can be any valid CSS "vertical-align" value, and O4W 
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recognizes 0,1, and 2 as "shortcuts" for top, middle, and bottom).  If <headerFlag> is set to "1", 
the cell is styled as a table header ("th") instead of the default table detail ("td"). Returns the style 
information (to use immediately with a display element or input control), and (if <stylename> is 
not null) defines the style by the stylename for use with one or more elements and input controls. 
 

O4WTABLEADVANCEDOPTIONS(<DNDFlag>, <cornersFlag>, <zebraFlag>) 
   Specifies additional options for table display.  If <DNDFlag> is set to “1”, the table will 
automatically include the O4W plugin to allow “drag and drop” between the table rows. If 
<cornersFlag> is set to “1”, the table will automatically include the O4W plugin for rounded 
corners.  If <zebraFlag> is set to “1”, the contents of the table will be “zebra-striped”.  Returns 
the option information to use immediately with a display element or input control. 
 

O4WTABLEPAGEROPTIONS(<pagerLocn>, <rowsPerPage>, <sortCols>, 
<maxRows>,<currPage>,<addlOptions>,<overridePager>) 
   Specifies pagination and sorting options for table contents.  When specified, the default 
pagination subroutine will be applied to the current table (unless <overridePager> is set to the 
name of a different pagination subroutine to use).  The <pagerLocn> parameter should be set to 
“0” to have the pagination display appear above the table, and “1” to appear below the table.  Set 
<rowsPerPage> to the number of rows/page that should initially be displayed.  <SortCols> 
contains a @VM-delimited list of the column numbers where sorting should be allowed (the first 
column of the table is “1”, the second column is “2”, etc.).  If known, <maxRows> should be set 
to the total number of rows to be displayed in the table.  The <currPage> parameter should be set 
to the current page number (“1” initially, and then as appropriate after any callbacks for 
pagination/sorting have been handled).  Any additional options needed by the pagination routine 
should be passed with the <addlOptions> parameter.  Returns the option information to use 
immediately with a display element or input control. 

O4WTABLECELLOPTIONS(<#cols>, <#rows>, <headerFlag>) 
   Specifies additional options for table contents.  If <#cols> specified, the current table 'cell' will 
expand across that number of columns; if <#rows> specified, the current table 'cell' will expand 
across that number of rows.  If <headerFlag> is set to "1", the cell is styled as a table header 
("th") instead of the default table detail ("td"). Returns the option information to use immediately 
with a display element or input control. 
 

O4WTEXTSTYLE(<stylename>, <fontname>, <bold>, <italic>, <align>, <size>)  
   Creates a "style" based on the specified font, bold flag (0=normal,1=bold), italic flag 
(0=normal, 1=italic), alignment (0=left;1=center;2=right;-1=justify), and font size.  Returns the 
style information (to use immediately with a display element or input control), and (if 
<stylename> is not null) defines the style by the stylename for use with one or more elements 
and input controls. 
 

O4WLISTBOXSTYLE(<stylename>,<multipleflag>,<size>,<width>,<selectAllFlag>) 
Deprecated – See O4WListBoxOptions 
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   Creates a 'style' based on the specified multiple flag (1=multiple selections allowed) and the 
specified <size> (number of rows to display) and <width> (width of rows).  If <selectAllFlag> is 
specified with <multipleFlag>, then the entire contents of the select box (instead of only 
'selected' items) will be returned. Returns the style information (to use immediately with a 
display element or input control), and (if <stylename> is not null) defines the style by the 
stylename for use with one or more elements and input controls. 
 

O4WLISTBOXOPTIONS(<multipleflag>,<size>,<width>,<selectAllFlag>,<listID>,<c
omboFlag>) 
   Specifies additional options for a listbox control, including whether multiple selections are 
allowed (set <multipleFlag> parameter to “1”), and the specified <size> (number of rows to 
display) and <width> (width of rows).  If <selectAllFlag> is specified with <multipleFlag>, then 
the entire contents of the select box (instead of only 'selected' items) will be returned. If <listID> 
is specified, then the overall listbox (the HTML “select” element) will be assigned this ID; if not 
specified, the “select” element will automatically be given the ID “list<NAME>”, where 
<NAME> is the name of the select element. If <comboFlag> is specified then the control will be 
displayed as a combobox (including a modifiable textbox), rather than a listbox. Set 
<comboFlag> to “1” for a case-sensitive combobox, or “-1” for a case-insensitive combobox.  
Returns the option information to use immediately with a display element or input control. 
 

O4WSIZESTYLE(<stylename>, <width>, <height>) 
   For those elements that allow for width and/or height (tables and images), specify a value 
followed by "px" (or nothing) for pixels, or "%" for percent.  Returns the style information (to 
use immediately with a display element or input control), and (if <stylename> is not null) defines 
the style by the stylename for use with one or more elements and input controls. 
 

O4WPOSITIONSTYLE(<stylename>, <left>, <top>, <posnType>, <floattype>, 
<cleartype>) 
   For those elements that allow for positioning, you may specify a value for the left and top 
locations of the element.  If <posnType> is "absolute", this is an absolute position on the page; if 
this is "relative" (or null), the position is relative to the element's parent. You cam also specify a 
<floattype> in addition to, or instead of, other positioning parameters; specify 'left' or 'right' (or 
any valid 'float' style).  Since 'floating' the element will remove it from the normal layout, to 
preserve the sizing of any containing section, you may create a dummy element with <cleartype> 
specified (for example, 'both') to retain the proper element flow.  Returns the style information 
(to use immediately with a display element or input control), and (if <stylename> is not null) 
defines the style by the stylename for use with one or more elements and input controls. 
 

O4WINPUTSTYLE(<stylename>, <enabled>, <readonly>, <align>, <selected>) 
Deprecated – See O4WInputOptions 
   Creates a "style" based on the specified enabled flag (0=disabled,1=enabled) and alignment 
(0=left;1=center;2=right;-1=justify).  If <selected> is set to '1', then the specified element will be 
"selected" (radio buttons and checkbox items will be checked, listbox items will be selected, and 
buttons will be marked as the 'default' button).  Returns the style information (to use immediately 
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with a display element or input control), and (if <stylename> is not null) defines the style by the 
stylename for use with one or more elements and input controls. 
 
 

O4WINPUTOPTIONS(<enabled>, <readonly>, <autocomplete>) 
   Defines additional input options based on the specified enabled flag (0=disabled,1=enabled) 
and <readOnly> flag (0=read/write, 1=read only).  If <autocomplete> is set to “0”, then the input 
control will not allow the browser to “auto fill in” the value.  Returns the option information to 
use immediately with a display element or input control. 
 

O4WRAWSTYLE(<stylename>, <style>, <value>) 
   For advanced users.  Creates a "style" based on the CSS style name and associated value (both 
<style> and <value> can be @FM delimited).  Returns the style information (to use immediately 
with a display element or input control), and (if <stylename> is not null) defines the style by the 
stylename for use with one or more elements and input controls. 
 
 
O4WATTRIBUTESTYLE(<stylename>, <style>, <value>) 
   For advanced users.  Creates a "style" based on the attribute name and associated value (both 
<style> and <value> can be @FM delimited).  Returns the style information (to use immediately 
with a display element or input control), and (if <stylename> is not null) defines the style by the 
stylename for use with one or more elements and input controls. 
  
 
O4WHTMLOPTIONS(<returnHTML>, <acceptHTML>) 
   For advanced users.  When used with certain functions, indicates that the 'text' parameter is 
HTML (acceptHTML=1), and/or that the O4W API being called should return HTML rather 
than just build the generated HTML into the O4W output (returnHTML = 1).  At this time, the 
following O4W routines recognize O4WHTMLOptions: O4WLink (both returnHTML and 
acceptHTML), O4WImage (returnHTML), O4WSectionStart (returnHTML), O4WHeader 
(acceptHTML), O4WFooter (acceptHTML), O4WCheckbox (acceptHTML), O4WRadioButton 
(acceptHTML), O4WTabs (acceptHTML).  Note that, although it is O4WSectionStart that has 
the O4WHtmlOption, the returned HTML is not generated or returned until the O4WSectionEnd 
call. Returns the option information to use immediately with a display element or input control. 
 
 
O4WRESPONSESTYLE(<stylename>, <textOnly>, <styleOnly>, <triggerChange>) 
Deprecated – See O4WResponseOptions  
Marks the control or element for change when in ‘response’ event mode.  If the <textOnly> flag 
is set to “1”, only the control or element’s “text” property is changed; if <styleOnly> is set to 
“1”,  only the style information passed to the control or element is changed.  If neither is set, the 
entire element or control is updated with the modified element or control information. [NOTE: 
the <triggerChange> parameter is only applicable when this style is applied to O4WUpdate; if 
<triggerChange> is set to ‘1’, then the ‘change’ event for the control will be triggered when the 
element is updated; if set to ‘-1’, the change event will be triggered ONLY if the current and new 
values are different.]   
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O4WRESPONSEOPTIONS(<textOnly>, <styleOnly>, <triggerChange>) 
Marks the control or element for change when in ‘response’ event mode.  If the <textOnly> flag 
is set to “1”, only the control or element’s “text” property is changed; if <styleOnly> is set to 
“1”,  only the style information passed to the control or element is changed.  If neither is set, the 
entire element or control is updated with the modified element or control information. [NOTE: 
the <triggerChange> parameter is only applicable when this style is applied to O4WUpdate; if 
<triggerChange> is set to ‘1’, then the ‘change’ event for the control will be triggered when the 
element is updated; if set to ‘-1’, the change event will be triggered ONLY if the current and new 
values are different.]  Returns the option information to use immediately with a display element 
or input control. 

 

O4WMARKEDSTYLE(<stylename>, <bIsMarked>) Deprecated – See 
O4WMarkedOptions 
   Sets the "marked" flag for various controls.  When used for a button, if set to "1", the button is 
marked as a 'submit' button; if set to "0", the button is explicitly marked as a "non-submit" 
button.  When used for a section, if set to "1", the section is marked as containing a form for 
submission to the host; if set to "0", the section is explicitly marked as _not_ containing a form.  
When used with a checkbox, select list, or radio button, if set to "1", the specified control is 
checked or selected. 
 

O4WMARKEDOPTIONS(<bIsMarked>, <currentValues>) 
   Sets the "marked" flag for various controls.  When used for a button, if set to "1", the button is 
marked as a 'submit' button; if set to "0", the button is explicitly marked as a "non-submit" 
button.  When used for a section, if set to "1", the section is marked as containing a form for 
submission to the host; if set to "0", the section is explicitly marked as _not_ containing a form.  
When used with a checkbox, select list, or radio button, if set to "1", the specified control is 
checked or selected. Alternatively, <currentValues> can be set to the value (or @VM-delimited 
values) that the checkbox, listbox, and radio button set should use as the currently selected value 
(note that the <currentValues> values should be the “code” values, rather than the display text, 
for the element).  Returns the option information to use immediately with a display element or 
input control. 
 

O4WVALIDATESTYLE(<stylename>, <validationtype>, <bRequired>, <errmsg>, 
<optParam1>, <optParam2>, <bServerOnly>) Deprecated – See O4WValidateOptions 
   Marks the control or element as requiring validation.  <Validationtype> is one of "date", 
"time", "ss", "cc", "zip", "phone", "num", "alpha", "alphanum", "state", "range", "length", 
"email" or  "daterange".  If set to "1", <bRequired> marks the field as required (no null allowed).  
<Errmsg> indicates the (optional) message to display if validation fails.  <optParam1> and 
<optParam2> contain the minimum and maximum values, respectively, for the range, length, and 
daterange validations (note that <optParam1> and <optParam2> should be in internal format for 
daterange validation).  By default, validations will occur on both the client, and then again on the 
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host (client-side validation should NEVER be used alone); if <bServerOnly> is set to "1", then 
the validation will occur only on the host. 
 

O4WVALIDATEOPTIONS(<validationtype>, <bRequired>, <errmsg>, <optParam1>, 
<optParam2>, <bServerOnly> 
   Marks the control or element as requiring validation.  <Validationtype> is one of "date", 
"time", "ss", "cc", "zip", "phone", "num", "alpha", "alphanum", "state", "range", "length", 
"email" or  "daterange".  If set to "1", <bRequired> marks the field as required (no null allowed).  
<Errmsg> indicates the (optional) message to display if validation fails.  <optParam1> and 
<optParam2> contain the minimum and maximum values, respectively, for the range, length, and 
daterange validations (note that <optParam1> and <optParam2> should be in internal format for 
daterange validation).  By default, validations will occur on both the client, and then again on the 
host (client-side validation should NEVER be used alone); if <bServerOnly> is set to "1", then 
the validation will occur only on the host. Returns the option information to use immediately 
with a display element or input control. 
 
 
III. O4W Toolkit Display Element functions 
 

O4WFORM(<templateID>, <style>) 
For example, to select a template located in the templates folder you can state 
O4WForm(“O4W\templates\o4wtreetmpl.htm”) 

O4WRESPONSE(<contentType>) 
 Either the O4WForm or O4WResponse call MUST be called before specifying any other 
controls or style information in your O4W project.  O4WForm is used to generate a full web 
page of information; <templateID> specifies the location of the HTML record that all the other 
O4W controls will be placed into.  If <templateID> contains a space, it is considered to be an OI 
table and record name (<table> <record>); if there are no spaces, it is considered to be an OS 
file.  If <style> is specified, the style is applied to the main body of the web page that is 
generated.  Note that <style> can be either the name of a style (as created by one of the O4W 
style functions, or as defined in an included style sheet), or it can be the returned value from one 
of the O4W style functions. O4WResponse is used to generate a partial response (of the desired 
type), typically in response to an event on a form originally generated with O4WForm.  Note that 
O4WForm also generates a value (accessible via O4WGetValue(“O4WUniqueID”)) that can 
uniquely identify the form during subsequent processing. 

O4WMetaTag(<tagName>,<tagContent>) 
   The O4WMetaTag API call is used to set a “meta” tag in the header of the generated form.  
Note that it must be applied in the CREATE event, after the O4WForm() call.  Specify the name 
of the meta tag to set in the tagName parameter, and the contents of the meta tag in the 
tagContent parameter. Example: 
* make sure jQuery Mobile tag is applied to maximize our screen usage 
O4WMetaTag(“viewport”, “width=device-width, initial-scale=1”) 

O4WTITLE(<text>) 
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   Makes the specified <text> the "title" of the web page (as seen in the browser). 

O4WSectionStart/O4WSectionEnd 
   You may group areas of your web page into different "sections."  These sections can perform 
different behaviours (for example, they can be individually refreshed). 
   O4WSectionStart(<sectionname>, <style>): creates a new section named <sectionname>. If 
<style> is specified, the style is applied to the section of the web page that is generated.  Note 
that <style> can be either the name of a style (as created by one of the O4W style functions, or as 
defined in an included style sheet), or it can be the returned value from one of the O4W style 
functions. 
   O4WSectionEnd(<sectionName>) : ends the current section.  If the O4WHtmlOptions option 
to return HTML was specified for the O4WSectionStart call, then O4WSectionEnd returns the 
generated HTML. 

O4WTEXT(<text>, <id>, <style>) 

O4WFIXEDTEXT(<text>,<id>,<style>) 
   Displays the specified text at the current location on the browser page.  Multiple lines of text 
can be displayed (each @VM delimited value is a new line of text). If <ID> is specified, this text 
can be addressed through style sheets individually; if <style> is specified, the style is applied to 
the text that is generated.  Note that <style> may be either the name of a style (as created by one 
of the O4W style functions, or as defined in an included style sheet), or it can be the returned 
value from one of the O4W style functions.  If the <style> parameter includes the 
O4WHtmlOptions option to return HTML, then O4WText will return the generated HTML 
rather than display it on the current form. 

O4WLINK(<text>, <linktype>, <linkto>, <target>, <id>, <style>) 
   Displays a "link" to the location specified in <linkto>. <text> is displayed for the user to click. 
If <target> is specified, that is used as the 'target name' of the link. If <ID> is specified, this link 
can be addressed through style sheets individually; if <style> is specified, the style is applied to 
the link that is generated.  Note that <style> may be either the name of a style (as created by one 
of the O4W style functions, or as defined in an included style sheet), or it can be the returned 
value from one of the O4W style functions. <linktype> choices currently include: 
 
- "normal" (O4W_LINKTYPE_NORMAL$, or 0); 
- "webOI form" (O4W_LINKTYPE_WEBOI$, or 1); 
- "o4w procedure" (O4W_LINKTYPE_PROGRAM$, or 2); 
- "o4w inquiry screen"  (passing in, optionally, the record key) (O4W_LINKTYPE_FORM$, or 
3), "email" (O4W_LINKTYPE_EMAIL$, or 4); 
- "o4w inquiry screen" (passing in, optionally, search parameters) 
(O4W_LINKTYPE_FORM_SEARCH$, or 5); 
- embedded" url (O4W_LINKTYPE_EMBED$, or 6); 
- "O4W report" (O4W_LINKTYPE_REPORT$, or 7); 
- "local" (O4W_LINKTYPE_LOCAL$, or 8); 
- "OI" (O4W_LINKTYPE_OI$, or 9) (useful only when O4W screen is invoked in 
O4W_STANDALONE_FORM or O4W_CHILD_FORM); 
- “O4W Popup” (O4W_LINKTYPE_POPUP$, or 10); 
- “O4W Index Lookup” (O4W_LINKTYPE_INDEXLOOKUP$, or 11); 
- “O4W Dashboard” (O4W_LINKTYPE_GRAPH$, or 12); 
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If the O4WHTMLOptions option is passed into O4WLink, this call may return HTML rather 
than actually creating a link on the form, and it can accept HTML as the <text> parameter value. 

O4WIMAGE(<text>,<url>,<linktype>,<linkto>,<target>,<id>,<style>) 
   Displays the image specified in <url> at the current location, using <text> as the 'alternate text'.  
If <linkTo> is non-null, the image is also a link the specified location, with <linktype> 
specifying the type of link and <target> specifying the 'target' browser window (see O4WLINK 
for a list of valid <linktype> values).  If <ID> is specified, this image can be addressed through 
style sheets individually; if <style> is specified, the style is applied to the image that is 
generated.  Note that <style> can be either the name of a style (as created by one of the O4W 
style functions, or as defined in an included style sheet), or it can be the returned value from one 
of the O4W style functions.  If O4WHTMLOptions is specified as one of the style options, this 
call may return HTML rather than actually embedding the image on the form. 

O4WBREAK(<id>,<style>) 
   Generates a "break" (new line/new paragraph) in the output on the web page.  If <ID> is 
specified, this break can be addressed through style sheets individually; if <style> is specified, 
the style is applied to the break that is generated.  Note that <style> can be either the name of a 
style (as created by one of the O4W style functions, or as defined in an included style sheet), or it 
can be the returned value from one of the O4W style functions. 

O4WHEADER(<text>, <size>, <id>, <style>) 

O4WFOOTER(<text>, <size>, <id>, <style>) 
   Generates a "headline" of the specified size with the specified text.  If <ID> is specified, this 
line can be addressed through style sheets individually; if <style> is specified, the style is applied 
to the headline that is generated.  Note that <style> can be either the name of a style (as created 
by one of the O4W style functions, or as defined in an included style sheet), or it can be the 
returned value from one of the O4W style functions. If the O4WHTMLOptions style is applied, 
then the <text> parameter may contain HTML instead of plain text. NOTE: if you wish to center 
align the headline, you must pass in the appropriate style information; this does not center by 
default.  For example: 
 
   O4WFooter("(c) 2010 Revelation Software", 3) 
 
will appear left-flush.  To center: 
 
   O4WFooter("(c) 2010 Revelation Software", 3, "", O4WAlignStyle("","1")) 
 
or (if centering will be used more than once) 
 
   O4WAlignStyle("CENTERSTYLE","1") 
   O4WFooter("(c) 2010 Revelation Software", 3, "", "CENTERSTYLE") 
 

O4WTableStart/O4WTableEnd/O4WTableHeader/O4WSetCell/O4WTableModify/ 
O4WTableAddRow/O4WTableAddCol/O4WTableDelRow/O4WTableDelCol 
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   Tables are used to graphically organize both data and input controls.  Note that, with style 
sheets, it is not necessary to use tables (as you can now explicitly locate display and control 
elements via their IDs), but tables are still a simple and convenient way to generate columnar 
layouts. 
 
   O4WTABLESTART(<id>, <style>)  
Starts a table named <ID>, applying style <style> to the table. This table can be addressed by 
<id> through style sheets individually; if <style> is specified, the style is applied to the table that 
is generated.  Note that <style> can be either the name of a style (as created by one of the O4W 
style functions, or as defined in an included style sheet), or it can be the returned value from one 
of the O4W style functions. 
 
   O4WTABLEHEADER(<Text>, <colno>, <ID>, <Style>) 
 Creates a "column header" in the current table with the label <text> at column <colno>.  If 
<colno> is not specified, the next column number in sequence will be automatically used 
(NOTE: if any of the headers in the table are styled with "column spanning" via the 
O4WTableCellOptions call, you should NOT use the 'implicit' colno functionality, as the cell 
position will not be correct).  If <ID> is specified, this column header can be addressed through 
style sheets individually; if <style> is specified, the style is applied to the column header that is 
generated.  Note that <style> can be either the name of a style (as created by one of the O4W 
style functions, or as defined in an included style sheet), or it can be the returned value from one 
of the O4W style functions. 
 
   O4WSETCELL(<rownum>, <colno>, <ID>, <Style>) 
 Sets the "active cell" in the table to row <rownum>, column <colno> (data rows start at 1; row 0 
can be used to refer to the column headers).  If <colnum> and <rownum> are not specified, the 
next column in the current row will automatically be selected; if only <rownum> is specified, the 
first column in that row will be selected (NOTE: if any of the cells in the table are styled with 
"column spanning" or "row spanning" via the O4WTableCellOptions call, you should NOT use 
the 'implicit' rownum/colno functionality, as the cell position will not be correct). Any other 
O4W display or input controls can now be specified, and will be placed in the table at the 
specified location.  If <ID> is specified, this cell can be addressed through style sheets 
individually; if <style> is specified, the style is applied to the table cell that is generated.  Note 
that <style> can be either the name of a style (as created by one of the O4W style functions, or as 
defined in an included style sheet), or it can be the returned value from one of the O4W style 
functions.  Row and column number parameters also allow the use  of relative changes; that is 
“+<x>” or “-<x>” (ie, “+1” or “-1”) to increment or decrement the current row or column.  For 
example, O4WSetCell(“+1”) will move to the next row. 
 
   O4WTABLEMODIFY(<row>,<id>,<style>) 
Allows for the identification and styling of individual rows in a table.  Specify the row number in 
<row>, and you can specify an <id> and style info. 
 
  O4WTableAddRow(<tableName>, <rowNumber>, <uniqueID>) 
  O4WTableAddCol(<tableName>, <colNumber>, <uniqueID>) 
These routines programmatically add a new row (O4WTableAddRow) or column 
(O4WTableAddCol) to an existing O4W table.  You must specify the name of the table you are 
modifying in the “tableName” parameter.  The rowNumber or colNumber is the row or column 
number you wish to insert; use “0” to add a new first row or column, and “-1” to add a new last 
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row or column.  All controls, sections, styles, etc. will be copied into the new row or column.  
Any named controls, sections, etc. will be renamed using the value provided in “uniqueID”; the 
new IDs will be formed from the ID of the copied control, with “_o4wid_”:uniqueID 
concatenated to the end. 
 
Example: 
Assume there is a previously created table named “testTable" which contains 3 columns and 2 
rows.  The columns each contain textboxes, and in row 2 the IDs for these textboxes are 
“tbrow2col1”, “tbrow2col2”, and “tbrow2col3”.  After the call: 
 
O4WTableAddRow(“testTable", “-1”, “extraRow”) 
The table “testTable" will contain 3 columns and 3 rows.  In the 3rd row, there will be 3 
textboxes, and the IDs for these textboxes will be “tbrow2col1_o4wid_extraRow”, 
“tbrow2col2_o4wid_extraRow”, and “tbrow2col3_o4wid_extraRow”. 
 
  O4WTableDelRow(<tableName>, <rowNumber>) 
  O4WTableDelCol(<tableName>, <colNumber>) 
These routines programmatically remove a row (O4WTableDelRow) or column 
(O4WTableDelCol) from an existing O4W table.  You must specify the name of the table you 
are modifying in the “tableName” parameter.  The rowNumber or colNumber is the row or 
column number you wish to remove; use “-1” to remove the last row or column.   Note that if 
there is only 1 row remaining in the table, O4WTableDelRow will not delete it; if there is only 1 
column remaining in the table, O4WTableDelCol will not delete it.  Under certain circumstances, 
if O4W cannot determine whether the first column in a table is a “header” column, neither first 
nor second columns can be deleted. 
 
   O4WTABLEEND(<id>) 
Wraps up the current table.  If this table was contained within another table ("nested" in another 
table's cell), the prior table is re-activated.  If no prior table was being built, normal (non-table) 
output is resumed. 

O4WSPACE(<numspaces>) 
   Generates the specified number of "non-breakable" spaces (to force the browser to respect, and 
not trim, these spaces) 

O4WDIVIDER(ID,<styleInfo>) 
  Generates a line at the current location in the html output.  If the optional ID is specified, this 
ID can be used to directly reference this element through other O4W calls.  If any optional 
styleInfo settings are supplied, the named classes or dynamically generated styles are applied to 
the line. 

O4WTABS(<tabSectionID>, <tabDetailIDS>, <tabTitles>, <tabRequiresData?>, 
<tabOptions>, <styleInfo>) 
   Creates a tabbed pane, named <tabSectionID>, containing tabs with titles (@VM delimited) 
from <tabTitles>.  The content of the tabs must be contained in O4W sections, as named in the 
associated @VM-delimited <tabDetailIDS> parameter.  If the associated field in 
<tabRequiresData?> is set to "1", an ajax-style request is sent to the commuter module (event = 
'TAB', ctlentid = the specific <tabDetailID>).  The <styleInfo> parameter contains, in field 1, the 
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associated @VM-delimited list of style information for each tab, and in field 2, any style 
information that is specific to the overall tabbed pane.  If the O4WHTMLOptions style is passed 
in the <styleInfo> parameter, the associated <tabTitles> parameter may contain HTML instead 
of plain text. Since the O4WTabs call creates an overall tab section using the <tabSectionID> 
(via an internal call to O4WSectionStart(<tabSectionID>)), be sure to use 
O4WSectionEnd(<tabSectionID>) to close the overall tab section. 

O4WLISTSTART(<type>, <ID>, <style>) 

O4WLISTEND(<ID>) 

O4WLISTITEM(<ID>, <style>) 
   Builds a sorted or unsorted list.  The first parameter to the list item is an optional ID.  Call 
O4WListStart to create a sorted (<type>=1) or unsorted (<type>=0) list.  Call O4WListItem for 
each new item.  Call O4WListEnd to finish the list. 
 

O4WGraphStart(<ID>,<title>,<type>,<seriesName>,<xOptions>,<yOptions>,<graphO
ptions>,<styleInfo>) 

O4WGraphData(<ID>,<seriesName>,<xValue>,<yValue>) 

O4WGraphEnd(<ID>) 
   Generates a graph. Call O4WGraphStart to begin the graph definition process; <ID> is the 
name of a previously-defined section (created using O4WSectionStart/O4WSectionEnd, or 
defined in the style sheet). Note that the section should be specified with an actual pixel size 
using the O4WSizeStyle (ie, O4WSizeStyle('','600px','400px')) or through a stylesheet; failure to 
define the section with a pixel size will cause the graph to fail (Note that, if the graph is to be 
displayed on a multi-tab form, and the graph is not on the first tab, the size _cannot_ be 
determined from the section; therefore, the tab where the graph is to be drawn should be 
'activated', otherwise the sizing of the graph will not be correct). <Title>, if specified, is 
displayed as the graph title.  <Type> is one or more of the following graph types: 
O4W_GRAPH_LINE$, O4W_GRAPH_POINT$, O4W_GRAPH_BAR$, O4W_GRAPH_PIE$, 
O4W_GRAPH_HORIZONTAL_BAR$, O4W_STACKED_LINE$, O4W_STACKED_BAR$, 
or O4W_STACKED_HORIZONTAL_BAR$. If you have included the Google Visualizations 
graphing library in your configuration file, you can also specify O4W_GRAPH_PIE_3D$, 
O4W_GRAPH_GAUGE$, O4W_GRAPH_MAP$, O4W_GRAPH_INTENSITY_MAP$, 
O4W_GRAPH_TABLE$, O4W_GRAPH_AREA$, O4W_GV_GRAPH_STACKED_AREA$, 
or O4W_GV_GRAPH_COMBO$ If more than one "series" of data points is to be used for this 
graph, you may specify a graph type for each series (@FM delimited).  <SeriesName> identifies, 
on this graph, the 'series' that the data points belong to; if multiple series are to be used on the 
graph, multiple series names should be specified (@FM delimited), and the series names will be 
used to identify each series in a 'legend' on the graph.  <XOptions> and <YOptions> control 
additional options (@FM-delimited) for the x and y axis, respectively.  These options may 
include: 

- D, to specify that this is a date series on the axis (JQPLOT ONLY); 
- F, to format the axis.  For graphs generated by the jqPlot library, the F must be optionally 

followed by a prefix character, and then the number of decimal values to display (for 
example, "F3" to show 3 decimals; "F0" to show no decimals; "F$2" to show a dollar-
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sign prefix and 2 decimals).  For graphs generated by the Google Visualizations library, 
the F must be followed by one of the following: none, decimal, scientific, currency, 
percent, short, or long; 

- L to indicate that the values for this axis should be treated as literals (strings).  Only 
applicable to x options; 

- M, followed by a number, to specify the minimum value to show on that axis; 
- T, followed by text, to specify the text for that specific axis (GOOGLE 

VISUALIZATIONS ONLY); 
- X, followed by a number, to specify the maximum value to show on that axis; 
- !, followed by any axis options; 
- #, followed by any axis “renderer” options 

The <graphOptions>, if specified, may include: 
- A, followed by the ID of the graph, to indicate that this graph should trigger a “GRAPH” 

event when clicked; 
- B, followed by 0 to suppress the border ("B0") or a number to change the border width 

(for example, "B3") around the graph; 
- C followed by a number to 'combine' smaller slices in a pie chart - the number (from 0-1) 

specifies the minimum percentage value to show as an individual slice (JQPLOT ONLY); 
- K to indicate that the previous contents of the section where the graph is being drawn 

should be kept (normally, the graphing library will clear the section where the graph is 
being rendered); 

- L, followed by 1 to explicitly enable ("L1") or 0 to disable ("L0") the display of legends; 
- N1, to specify that empty string values should be replaced with nulls (GOOGLE 

VISUALIZATIONS ONLY); 
- S, followed by any series options (GOOGLE VISUALIZATION ONLY); 
- U followed by any specific “user options” text you need to supply to the graphics library; 
- W0 to instruct O4W to suppress the warning message if no data is available for the graph; 
- Z, to disable "zooming" on the graph data (JQPLOT ONLY); 
- !, followed by any series-specific user options; 
- #, followed by any series-specific “renderer” options 

 
To add data to the graph, call O4WGraphData one or more times.  Specify the <ID> of the graph 
this data belongs to, and the <Series> that the specific data points belong to.  <xValue> is an 
@VM-delimited list of the x-values, and <yValue> is an associated @VM-delimited list of y-
values, to add to this series of the graph.  On some graphs, where xValues would just be an 
incremental counter (1,2,3,...), you may leave the <xValue> null and O4WGraph will 
automatically generate the sequential values.  You can send data for more than one series in a 
single O4WGraphData call; specify multiple <seriesName> values, @FM delimited, and 
multiple <xValue> and <yValue> sets, associated @FM delimited. 
   When all the data has been specified for the graph, calling O4WGraphEnd will generate the 
actual graph. 
 
O4WHelpStyle(<stylename>, <helptext>) 
   Creates a 'style' that, when applied to any input control or link, generates "bubble help" when 
the user hovers their mouse on that control.  The text of the "bubble help" is specified in the 
<helptext> parameter.  Returns the style information (to use immediately with a display element 
or input control), and (if <stylename> is not null) defines the style by the stylename for use with 
one or more elements and input controls. 
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IV. O4W Toolkit Input Control functions 
 

O4WSTORE(<text>, <name>, <id>) 
  Creates a "hidden" textbox on the web page, useful for storing information that you may wish 
to retrieve later, or use programmatically in scripting. 

O4WBUTTON(<text>, <id>, <style>) 

O4WIMAGEBUTTON(<text>, <url>, <id>, <style>) 
  Generates a pushbutton on the form at the current location, with the label <text>.  If this is an 
O4WImageButton, then the image located at <url> is used as the button image.  <ID> specifies 
the name of the button, which is used when setting or querying it.  This button can also be 
addressed through style sheets individually by <ID>; if <style> is specified, the style is applied 
to the button that is generated.  Note that <style> can be either the name of a style (as created by 
one of the O4W style functions, or as defined in an included style sheet), or it can be the returned 
value from one of the O4W style functions.  If the O4WMarkedOptions "checked" flag is set to 
"1" and passed into the O4WBUTTON or O4WIMAGEBUTTON, the button is turned into a 
"submit" button; if the "checked" flag is set to "0", then the button will not automatically 
generate a "form" for any input controls in the current section (as it otherwise would). 

O4WTIMER(<#seconds>,<bIsRepeating>,<extraParams>,<ID>,<updateFlag>) 
   Creates a timer that fires after the specified # of seconds (which may be fractional).  If 
<bIsRepeating> is set to '1', the timer will fire repeatedly at the specified interval.  When the 
timer fires, a "TIMER" event is sent back to the O4W commuter module (and, similar to an 
O4WBUTTON 'click' event, the values of input controls associated with the current section will 
be submitted to the O4W commuter module).  If <extraParams> are specified, they will be 
passed back to the O4W commuter module when the timer fires as well.  Specifying <ID> allows 
the programmer to give the timer a unique name; this name can also be used to cancel the timer 
(by passing <#seconds> set to "0").  To reset an existing timer (either to cancel the timer, or to 
change the timer interval), set the <updateFlag> parameter to “1”. 

O4WTEXTBOX(<text>, <size>, <maxlen>, <name>, <id>, <style>) 

O4WPWDBOX(<text>, <size>, <maxlen>, <name>, <id>, <style>) 
   Both the O4WTextBox and O4WPwdBox create an input "textbox" on the web page at the 
current location, using <text> as the default text.  When the user types into the O4WPwdBox, 
however, the characters are hidden.  If <size> is specified, it defines the size (in characters) of 
the textbox on the web page; if <maxlen> is specified, it defines the maximum number of 
characters the textbox will accept.  <Name> specifies the name of the textbox, which is used 
when setting or querying it.  This textbox can also be addressed through style sheets individually 
by <ID>; if <style> is specified, the style is applied to the textbox that is generated.  Note that 
<style> can be either the name of a style (as created by one of the O4W style functions, or as 
defined in an included style sheet), or it can be the returned value from one of the O4W style 
functions. 

O4WDATEPICKER(<text>, <size>, <euroFlag>, <delimChar>, <name>, <id>, 
<style>) 
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   Creates an input "date picker" control on the web page at the current location, using <text> as 
the default date (in external format).  If <size> is specified, it defines the size (in characters) of 
the associated textbox on the web page.  If <euroFlag> is set to “1”, then dates are interpreted 
and displayed in European format.  If <euroFlag> is seto to “-1”, then dates are interpreted and 
displayed in YYYY-MM-DD format.  If <delimChar> is specified, it is the delimiter character to 
use between the month, day, and year segments of the date.  <Name> specifies the name of the 
date picker control, which is used when setting or querying it.  This control can also be addressed 
through style sheets individually by <ID>; if <style> is specified, the style is applied to the 
control that is generated.  Note that <style> can be either the name of a style (as created by one 
of the O4W style functions, or as defined in an included style sheet), or it can be the returned 
value from one of the O4W style functions. 

O4WTIMEPICKER(<text>, <size>, <24Flag>, <secondsFlag>, <name>, <id>, <style>) 
   Creates an input "time picker" control on the web page at the current location, using <text> as 
the default time (in external format).  If <size> is specified, it defines the size (in characters) of 
the associated textbox on the web page.  If <24Flag> is set to “1”, then times are interpreted and 
displayed in 24-hour (“military”) format.  If <secondsFlag> is set to “1”, then seconds are also 
displayed.  <Name> specifies the name of the time picker control, which is used when setting or 
querying it.  This control can also be addressed through style sheets individually by <ID>; if 
<style> is specified, the style is applied to the control that is generated.  Note that <style> can be 
either the name of a style (as created by one of the O4W style functions, or as defined in an 
included style sheet), or it can be the returned value from one of the O4W style functions. 

O4WCOLORPICKER(<text>, <size>, <name>, <id>, <style>) 
   Creates an input "color picker" control on the web page at the current location, using <text> as 
the default color value (as either a named color, or in HTML “hex format” with a leading “#” 
character).  If <size> is specified, it defines the size (in characters) of the associated textbox on 
the web page. <Name> specifies the name of the color picker control, which is used when setting 
or querying it.  This control can also be addressed through style sheets individually by <ID>; if 
<style> is specified, the style is applied to the control that is generated.  Note that <style> can be 
either the name of a style (as created by one of the O4W style functions, or as defined in an 
included style sheet), or it can be the returned value from one of the O4W style functions. 

O4WTEXTAREA(<text>, <cols>, <rows>, <wrap>, <name>, <id>, <style>) 
   Creates an input "text area" on the web page at the current location, using <text> as the default 
text.  If <cols> is not specified, it defaults to 20 characters; if <rows> is not specified, it defaults 
to 5 rows.  <Wrap> may be specified as "0" (no wrap) (the default), "1" (soft wrap), or "2" (hard 
wrap). <ID> specifies the name of the text area, which is used when setting or querying it.  This 
text area can also be addressed through style sheets individually by <ID>; if <style> is specified, 
the style is applied to the text area that is generated.  Note that <style> can be either the name of 
a style (as created by one of the O4W style functions, or as defined in an included style sheet), or 
it can be the returned value from one of the O4W style functions. 

O4WLISTBOXSTART(<name>,<ID>,<style>) 
Call the O4WListBoxStart API when you with to begin building output into an O4W list box.  
Using the O4WListBoxStart call, it is possible to provide the overall listbox with a unique 
identifier.  Specify the name of the listbox in the “Name” parameter, a unique identifier in the 
“ID” parameter, and any style information in the “StyleInfo” parameter.  
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Example: 
O4WListBoxStart(“state”, “thisState”) 
O4WListBox(“Arizona”:@VM:”California”:@VM:”New Jersey”:@VM:”New York”, 
“AZ”:@VM:”CA”:@VM:”NJ”:@VM:”NY”, “state”) 
O4WListBoxend() 

O4WLISTBOX(<text>, <value>, <name>, <group>, <ID>, <style>) 
   Creates an entry in the listbox named <name> which will return <value> when selected.  If 
<group> is specified, then <text> and <value> is grouped within <group>.  If the 
O4WMarkedOptions "checked" flag is set, then that specific <text> will be selected, or 
alternatively use the O4WMarkedOptions “currValue” parameter to specify one or more selected 
entries. 

O4WLISTBOXEND() 
   Completes the construction of the current list box.  Note that you must call O4WListBoxEnd() 
for each O4WListBoxStart(). 

O4WCHECKBOX(<text>,<value>,<name>,<ID>,<style>) 

O4WRADIOBUTTON(<text>,<value>,<name>,<ID>,<style>) 
   Creates a radio button or check box which will return <value> when the button or box is 
selected.  <Text> is displayed as the label for this button.  <ID> is the unique ID for the radio 
button or checkbox, and <style> is the name of the style to apply.  Multiple radio buttons and 
check boxes can be created at one time by having multiple <text>, <value>, and <ID> fields 
(@VM delimited).  <Name> identifies the radio button or checkbox "group"; all buttons that 
should work together should have the same <name>.  Use the O4WMarkedOptions "checked" 
flag to check (when set to "1") or uncheck (when set to "0") the checkbox and radiobutton as 
desired, or the O4WMarkedOptions “currValue” parameter to explicitly enumerate which 
elements should be checked.  You may also use the O4WHTMLOptions style to specify that the 
<text> parameter contains HTML instead of plain text.   

O4WUPLOADBOX(<default>, <destination>, <length>, <name>, <id>, <style>) 
   Creates a "file upload" textbox with a size <length>.  The uploaded file will be placed at the 
specified <destination>; if this is in the form <tablename><space><record>, it will be copied 
into OI.  If <destination> is empty, the contents of the file will be available through 
O4WGetValue.  If <destination> is not null, it can contain the "^" character (which will be 
replaced by the original file name) and the "$" character (which will be replaced by the original 
file extension). You can also retrieve additional file information by getting the values for 
<ID>.length (the file length), <ID>.contenttype, and <ID>.filename (the original uploaded file 
name and extension). If no file is uploaded, <default> will be returned as the value of the control. 
<ID> is the unique ID of the uploadbox, and <name> identifies the upload when the form is 
returned from the browser.  If <style> is specified, the style is applied to the textbox that is 
generated.  Note that <style> can be either the name of a style (as created by one of the O4W 
style functions, or as defined in an included style sheet), or it can be the returned value from one 
of the O4W style functions. 

O4WTABOX(<default>, <size>, <name>, <SourceType>, <Param1>, <Param2>, 
<Param3>, <Param4>, <param5>, <ID>, <STYLE>) 
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   Creates a "type ahead list box", with the default value set to <default>.  The data for the list 
box can either be provided as explicit text (with <sourceType> "0"), via a "code file" 
(<sourceType> "1"), via a "code record" (<sourceType> "2"), via a subroutine (<sourceType> 
"3"), or via a standard codes record (<sourceType> "4").  If <sourceType> is "0" , <Param1> 
should contain an @VM delimited list of "display text", and <Param2> should contain an 
associated @VM delimited list of "codes".  For <sourceType> "1", <Param1> should contain the 
name of the table,  <Param2> should contain the field number in each record that contains the 
value to display, <Param3> contains an (optional) sort statement (if not specified, "SELECT 
<PARAM1> BY @ID" is used), <Param4> contains an (optional) select criteria (which will be 
AND'ed to any characters typed in), and <Param5> contains the specification of how to match 
the input string (see below).  If <SourceType> is "2", <Param1> contains the name of the table, 
<Param2> contains the name of the "code record", <param3> contains the field number where 
the "display text" can be found, <param4> contains the field number where the "codes" can be 
found, and <Param5> contains the specification of how to match the input string (see below).  
For <sourceType> "3", <Param1> contains the name of the stored procedure.  For <sourceType> 
"4", <param1> contains the name of the standard code record to use, and <Param5> contains the 
specification of how to match the input string.  If <sourceType> is "1", "2", or "4", <param5> 
can be set to "" (to use a case-insensitive match, returning any codes and text that contain the 
input string), "0" (to use a case-sensitive match, returning any codes and text that contain the 
input string), "1" (to use a case-insensitive match, returning any codes and text that begin with 
the input string), or "-1" (to use a case-sensitive match, returning any codes and text that begin 
with the input string). 
 
O4WIconButton(buttonText, iconName, iconLocation, ID, styleInfo) 
Creates a new button with the specified buttonText (if any), using the icon specified in 
iconName.  If IconLocation is the literal "right" or the value "2", then the icon is placed to the 
right of the text (otherwise, the icon is placed to the left of the text).  The ID specifies the ID of 
the button that is created.  Any additional style information can be passed in the StyleInfo 
parameter. 
 
O4WLinkedIn(action, param1, param2, param3, param4, styleInfo) 
 Provides various linkedIn functionality, including alternative access to the new linkedIn link 
types. Action can be "INIT" (the default), "COMPANY", "SHARE", and "PROFILE".  "INIT" 
loads the required linkedIn scripts.  "SHARE" generates a "share" icon for linkedIn; param1 
contains the URL to share, param2, contains the optional title, param3 contains the optional 
linkedIn name of the person who is sharing the reference, and param4 contains the optional 
summary.  "PROFILE" shows the linkedIn profile; param1 contains the linkedIn username to 
show, param2 contains the optional text to display, and param3 controls the type of display ("0" 
or "" for popup (the default), "1" for inline).  "COMPANY" displays the linkedIn "Company 
Profiler"; param1 is the company name, param2 is the optional name of the O4W section where 
this information should be displayed (if not specified, a new section will be created at the current 
location), and param3 controls the type of display ("" (the default) for popup, "0" for a borderless 
in-line display, and "1" for a bordered in-line display) 
 
O4WFacebook(action, param1, param2, param3, param4, styleInfo) 
 Provides various Facebook functionality.  Action can be "INIT" (the default), "ACTIVITY", 
"LOGIN", "LIKE", "LIKEBOX", "LIVE_STREAM", "FACEPILE", "COMMENTS", and 
"RECOMMEND". "INIT" loads the required FaceBook scripts; param1 must contain the "appid" 
your application has received from FaceBook, and param2 contains the optional url to use for 
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initialization (normally this would only be overridden if you wished to use a non-English 
interface).  "LOGIN" generates a Facebook login button on the page; param1 is a flag to indicate 
whether you wish to show the users face when they have logged in (pass "1" to set this flag), 
param2 optinally indicates the maximum number of rows the login should consume, and an 
optional width can be passed via the styleInfo parameter.  "LIKE" generates a Facebook "like" 
button; param1 is the optional URL to "like" (if not specified, the current page URL is used), 
param2 optionally controls the display of the like button ("0" for the standard display without 
faces; "1" (the default) for the standard display with faces; "2" to display as a button with a 
count; and "3" to display as a box with a count), param3 optionally controls the color scheme (set 
to "1" to use the alternative "dark" color scheme), and param4 is the optional keyword to use (set 
to "1" to use the alternative "recommend" instead of the default "like" keyword), and an optional 
width and font can be passed via StyleInfo.  "LIKEBOX" generates a Facebook "like box"; 
param1 is the URL to like, param2 optionally controls the display of the like box ("" (the default) 
to specify a normal like box; "0" to display without either a header or a stream; "1" to display 
with a header but no stream; and "2" to display with a stream but no header), param3 optionally 
contains the connections information, and an optional width can be specified via the StyleInfo.  
"FACEPILE" generates a Facebook facepile; param1 optionally specifies the maximum number 
of rows to display, and an optional width can be passed via StyleInfo.  "LIVE_STREAM" 
displays the Facebook stream; param1 must contain the appid of the application whose stream 
you wish to display, param2 optionally contains a unique ID to associate with the stream, and an 
optional width and height can be specified via StyleInfo.  "COMMENTS" creates a Facebook 
comment box; param1 contains an optional unique ID, param2 contains an optional maximum 
number of posts to show, and an optional width can be specified via StyleInfo.  "ACTIVITY" 
displays Facebook activity information; param1 contains the optional domain to display 
information about, param2 otionally controls display of the information ("" (the default) for a 
normal display; "0" for a display without headers or recommendations; "1" for headers but no 
recommendations; "2" for recommendations but no headers), param3 optionally controls the 
color scheme (specify "1" to use the "dark" color scheme instead of the default light color 
scheme), param4 optionally specifies the border color, and optional width, height and font can be 
specified via StyleInfo.    "RECOMMEND" displays a Facebook recommend box; param1 
contains the optional domain to recommend, param2 otionally controls display of the 
information ("" (the default) for a normal display; "0" for a display without headers), param3 
optionally controls the color scheme (specify "1" to use the "dark" color scheme instead of the 
default light color scheme), param4 optionally specifies the border color, and optional width, 
height and font can be specified via StyleInfo. 
 
O4WAddThis(ID, userID, displayText, styleInfo) 
 Creates an "Add This" (www.addthis.com) link on the browser page allowing the user to share 
on Twitter, via email, print, FaceBook, etc.  ID contains the unique ID to use for the addthis link; 
userID is the optional sharethis user ID (used if tracking analytics information); displayText is 
the text to show (defaults to "Bookmark and Share"); styleInfo contains any O4W style 
information (specifically height and width) that might be applied to the addthis graphic.  Note 
that if the addthis link is not going to be displayed during the create event, users should still call 
O4WAddThis() with no parameters to initialize the control during the create event. 
 
V. O4W Toolkit Action functions 

O4WSCRIPT(<scriptname>, <scriptsource>) 
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   Attaches either a link to an external script file (if <scriptname> is specified), or adds in the 
explicit javascript (if <scriptsource> is specified) 

O4WQUALIFYEVENT(<id>, <event>, <param1>, <param2>,<param3>) 
   The O4WQualifyEvent API is a very powerful, multi-purpose call.  In general, it tells O4W to 
trigger, or watch for, the specified <event> on the named <id>.  O4WQualifyEvent can also be 
called as a function; it will return 0 if the requested event was invalid and not processed. 
Depending on the value of the <event> parameter, an event may be triggered in the O4W 
commuter module, or an action may be executed on the client (browser), or both.  Below are 
more details describing the various parameters and actions for each supported event. Currently 
supported <event> values include: 
 
- "CLICK"; 
- "VALIDATE"; 
- "SUBMIT"; 
- "RESET"; 
- "LOSTFOCUS" (also known as “BLUR”, “ONBLUR”, and “POST_FIELD”); 
- “GOTFOCUS” (also known as “FOCUS”, “ONFOCUS”  and “PRE_FIELD”); 
- “CHANGED” 
- "TOGGLE"; 
- "SHOW"; 
- "HIDE"; 
- "CHANGE"; 
- “TAB”; 
- "TABNEXT"; 
- "TABBACK"; 
- "DELETEROW"; 
- "INSERTROW"; 
- “DELETECOL”; 
- “INSERTCOL”; 
- "COPYROW"; 
- “COPYCOL”; 
- "ADDTOTABLE"; 
- "DELETEFROMTABLE"; 
- “ADDTOTABLECOL”; 
- “DELETEFROMTABLECOL”; 
- "MOVE"; 
- "COPY"; 
- "REMOVE"; 
- "SELECT"; 
- "SHOWWHENSELECTED"; 
- "SHOWWHENNOTSELECTED"; 
- “REDIRECT”; 
- “CUSTOM_xxx” (for user-definable events) 
 
 Click/Change Events 
Event: CLICK (synonym: TAB) 
Description: Tells O4W to notify the commuter module when the specified control is pressed 
Generates event in O4W commuter module: CLICK event 
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ID: ID of button (or other control) to watch for click 
Param1: N/A 
Param2: N/A 
Param3: N/A 
Example:  
 
O4WButton(“Press me!”, “BTN_GO”) 
O4WQualifyEvent(“BTN_GO”,”CLICK”) 
 
Event: MENUCLICK 
Description: Activates a click event when a menu item is selected, where the click event 
“pretends” it comes from a button 
Generates event in O4W commuter module: CLICK event 
ID: ID of menu item 
Param1: ID to pass in (normally, the ID of a button this menu item is pretending to be) 
Param2: N/A 
Param3: N/A 
 
Event: TABNEXT 
Description: Move to the next tab in the tab set 
Generates event in O4W commuter module:  TAB event, with additional values O4WTab 
(new tab number) and O4WPrevTab (previous tab number) which can be retrieved with 
O4WGetValue 
ID: ID of button (or other control) to watch for click event 
Param1: (Optional) Any additional name/value pairs to pass down to the commuter module with 
the TAB notification (for example, “COMPANY=REVELATION&PRODUCT=OI”); these 
values can be retrieved using O4WGetValue 
Param2: The ID of the tab section 
Param3: (Optional) 1 = disable the previous tab after moving to the next tab 
Example: 
  
O4WTabs(“ourTabs”, “sectOne”:@VM:”sectTwo”,”First Tab”:@VM:”Second Tab”) 
… 
O4WButton("< Back", "BTNBACK") 
O4WButton("Next >", "BTNNEXT") 
O4WQualifyEvent("BTNBACK", "TABBACK",'',”ourTabs”) 
O4WQualifyEvent("BTNNEXT", "TABNEXT",'',”ourTabs”) 
 
Event: TABBACK 
Description: Move to the previous tab in the tab set 
Generates event in O4W commuter module:  TAB event, with additional values O4WTab 
(new tab number) and O4WPrevTab (previous tab number) which can be retrieved with 
O4WGetValue 
ID: ID of button (or other control) to watch for click event 
Param1: (Optional) Any additional name/value pairs to pass down to the commuter module with 
the TAB notification (for example, “COMPANY=REVELATION&PRODUCT=OI”); these 
values can be retrieved using O4WGetValue 
Param2: The ID of the tab section 
Param3: (Optional) 1 = disable the previous tab after moving to the previous tab 
Example: 
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O4WTabs(“ourTabs”, “sectOne”:@VM:”sectTwo”,”First Tab”:@VM:”Second Tab”) 
… 
O4WButton("< Back", "BTNBACK") 
O4WButton("Next >", "BTNNEXT") 
O4WQualifyEvent("BTNBACK", "TABBACK",'',”ourTabs”) 
O4WQualifyEvent("BTNNEXT", "TABNEXT",'',”ourTabs”) 
 
Event: CHANGE 
Description: Generate CHANGE event when the value of the specified element changes 
Generates event in O4W commuter module: CHANGE event, with additional values 
O4WChangeID (ID of element that changed) and O4WChangeValue (new value of element that 
changed) which can be retrieved with O4WGetValue 
ID: ID of element to watch, or NAME of element to watch 
Param1: Type of control specified in ID parameter (values are “listbox”, “radio”, “checkbox”, 
or “textbox”) 
Param2: (Optional) Any additional name/value pairs to pass down to the commuter module with 
the CHANGE notification (for example, “COMPANY=REVELATION&PRODUCT=OI”); 
these values can be retrieved using O4WGetValue 
Param3: N/A 
Example: 
  
O4WTextbox(“”, “”, “”, “CONTACT”) 
O4WQualifyEvent(“CONTACT”, “CHANGE”, “TEXTBOX”) 
 
Client-side UI/Animation Events 
Event: TOGGLE 
Description: Alternately hides and shows the specified element 
Generates event in O4W commuter module: No – client side only 
ID: ID of button (or other control) to watch for a click, or “” to have the toggle event happen as 
soon as the form is loaded, or “.<classname>” to watch for any element of the specified class 
Param1: ID of element (normally section) to alternately hide and show 
Param2: (Optional) speed of animation 
Param3: N/A 
Example: 
  
O4WSectionStart(“helpSection”) 
O4WText(“Here is some help text”) 
O4WSectionEnd(“helpSection”) 
O4WButton(“Toggle help section”, “BTN_TOGGLE”) 
O4WQualifyEvent(“BTN_TOGGLE”, “TOGGLE”) 
 
Event: HIDE 
Description: Hides the specified element 
Generates event in O4W commuter module: No – client side only 
ID: ID of button (or other control) to watch for a click, or “” to have the hide event happen as 
soon as the form is loaded, or “.<classname>” to watch for any element of the specified class 
Param1: ID of element (normally section) to hide 
Param2: (Optional) speed of animation 
Param3: N/A 
Example: 
  
O4WSectionStart(“helpSection”) 
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O4WText(“Here is some help text”) 
O4WSectionEnd(“helpSection”) 
O4WButton(“Hide help section”, “BTN_HIDE”) 
O4WButton(“Show help section”, “BTN_SHOW”) 
O4WQualifyEvent(“BTN_HIDE”, “HIDE”) 
O4WQualifyEvent(“BTN_SHOW”, “SHOW”) 
 
Event: SHOW 
Description: Shows (un-hides) the specified element 
Generates event in O4W commuter module: No – client side only 
ID: ID of button (or other control) to watch for a click, or “” to have the show event happen as 
soon as the form is loaded, or “.<classname>” to watch for any element of the specified class 
Param1: ID of element (normally section) to show 
Param2: (Optional) speed of animation 
Param3: N/A 
Example: 
  
O4WSectionStart(“helpSection”) 
O4WText(“Here is some help text”) 
O4WSectionEnd(“helpSection”) 
O4WButton(“Hide help section”, “BTN_HIDE”) 
O4WButton(“Show help section”, “BTN_SHOW”) 
O4WQualifyEvent(“BTN_HIDE”, “HIDE”) 
O4WQualifyEvent(“BTN_SHOW”, “SHOW”) 
 
Event: SHOWWHENSELECTED 
Description: Display (unhide) the specified element(s) when the specified watched elements are 
selected, and hides the specified element(s) when the specified watched elements are NOT 
selected 
Generates event in O4W commuter module:  No – client side only 
ID: ID(s) of elements to watch for selection (multiple IDs are separated by @VM) 
Param1: Name of element to watch for selection (all IDs must share this name) 
Param2: ID(s) of elements to show or hide (multiple IDs are separated by @VM) 
Param3: N/A 
Example: 
  
O4WCheckBox("Change ALL selection label properties to match this?", "1", "dlgDOALL", "dlgDOALL_ID") 
O4WSetCell(2,3, "DOALLCONFIRM1") 
O4WText("This will change ALL selection label properties (colors and width)") 
O4WQualifyEvent("", "hide", "DOALLCONFIRM1") 
O4WQualifyEvent("dlgDOALL_ID", "showwhenselected", "dlgDOALL", "DOALLCONFIRM1") 
 
Event: SHOWWHENNOTSELECTED 
Description: Display (unhide) the specified element(s) when the specified watched elements are 
NOT selected, and hides the specified element(s) when the specified watched elements are 
selected 
Generates event in O4W commuter module:  No – client side only 
ID: ID(s) of elements to watch for selection (multiple IDs are separated by @VM) 
Param1: Name of element to watch for selection (all IDs must share this name) 
Param2: ID(s) of elements to show or hide (multiple IDs are separated by @VM) 
Param3: N/A 
Example: 
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O4WListBox("Plain text (not editable)", "<none>", 'dlgMOD', '', 'dlgMODNONE') 
If isUserDef Then 
   O4WListBox('Button', 'B', 'dlgMOD', '', 'dlgMODB') 
end 
O4WListBox('Textbox', 'T', 'dlgMOD', '', 'dlgMODT') 
O4WListBox('Password', 'P', 'dlgMOD', '', 'dlgMODP') 
… 
O4WSectionStart("dlgProp1", O4WMarkedStyle('','0')) 
O4WTableStart("dlgProp1Table", 'pct100') 
O4WText("Default value (on new record entry): ") 
O4WSetCell(1,2) 
O4WListBox('Current date', '1', 'dlgDefault', '', 'dlgDefault1') 
O4WListBox('Current time', '2', 'dlgDefault', '', 'dlgDefault2') 
O4WTableEnd("dlgProp1Table") 
O4WSectionEnd(“dlgProp1”) 
… 
O4WQualifyEvent("dlgMODB", "showwhennotselected", "dlgMOD", "dlgProp1Table") 
 
Other Client-Side Control Events 
Event: MOVE 
Description: Move the selected element(s) from the source control to the destination control 
Generates event in O4W commuter module: No – client side only 
ID: ID of button (or other control) to watch for click event, or “.<classname>” to watch for any 
element of the specified class, or “” to trigger event as soon as the page is loaded 
Param1: ID of the source element (normally listbox or textbox) 
Param2: ID of the destination element (normally listbox or textbox) 
Param3: N/A 
Example: 
  
O4WListbox(“”, “”, “MYDEST”, “”, “MYDEST”) 
O4WListbox(“A”:@VM:”B”:@VM:”C”,”A”:@VM:”B”:@VM:”C”,”MYSOURCE”, “”, “MYSOURCE”) 
O4WButton(“Move…”, “BTN_MOVE”) 
O4WQualifyEvent(“BTN_MOVE”, “MOVE”, “MYSOURCE”, “MYDEST”) 
 
Event: COPY 
Description: Duplicate the selected element(s) from the source control to the destination control 
Generates event in O4W commuter module: No – client side only 
ID: ID of button (or other control) to watch for click event, or “.<classname>” to watch for any 
element of the specified class, or “” to trigger event as soon as the page is loaded 
Param1: ID of the source element (normally listbox or textbox) 
Param2: ID of the destination element (normally listbox or textbox) 
Param3: N/A 
Example: 
  
O4WListbox(“”, “”, “MYDEST”, “”, “MYDEST”) 
O4WListbox(“A”:@VM:”B”:@VM:”C”,”A”:@VM:”B”:@VM:”C”,”MYSOURCE”, “”, “MYSOURCE”) 
O4WButton(“Copy…”, “BTN_COPY”) 
O4WQualifyEvent(“BTN_COPY”, “COPY”, “MYSOURCE”, “MYDEST”) 
 
Event: REMOVE 
Description: Delete the selected element(s) from the source control 
Generates event in O4W commuter module: No – client side only 
ID: ID of button (or other control) to watch for click event, or “.<classname>” to watch for any 
element of the specified class, or “” to trigger event as soon as the page is loaded 
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Param1: ID of the source element (normally listbox or textbox) 
Param2: N/A 
Param3: N/A 
Example: 
  
O4WListbox(“A”:@VM:”B”:@VM:”C”,”A”:@VM:”B”:@VM:”C”,”MYSOURCE”, “”, “MYSOURCE”) 
O4WButton(“Delete…”, “BTN_DEL”) 
O4WQualifyEvent(“BTN_DEL”, “REMOVE”, “MYSOURCE”) 
 
Event: SELECT 
Description: Select or deselect all elements in the source control 
Generates event in O4W commuter module: No – client side only 
ID: ID of button (or other control) to watch for click event, or “.<classname>” to watch for any 
element of the specified class, or “” to trigger event as soon as the page is loaded 
Param1: ID of the source element (a multi-select listbox) 
Param2: 1 (select) or 0 (deselect) 
Param3: N/A 
Example: 
  
O4WListbox(“A”:@VM:”B”:@VM:”C”,”A”:@VM:”B”:@VM:”C”,”MYSOURCE”, “”, “MYSOURCE”, O4WListboxOptions(‘1’)) 
O4WButton(“Select All…”, “BTN_SEL”) 
O4WQualifyEvent(“BTN_SEL”, “SELECT”, “1”) 
 
Focus Events 
Event: LOSTFOCUS (synonyms: BLUR, ONBLUR, and POST_FIELD) 
Description: Generates an event when the specified control “loses focus” 
Generates event in O4W commuter module: LOSTFOCUS event, or POST_FIELD event if 
POST_FIELD specified as event name 
ID: ID of element to watch for lost focus event 
Param1: (Optional) Any additional name/value pairs to pass down to the commuter module with 
the event notification (for example, “COMPANY=REVELATION&PRODUCT=OI”); these 
values can be retrieved using O4WGetValue 
Param2: N/A 
Param3: N/A 
Example: 
  
O4WTextbox(“”, “”, “”, “CONTACTNO”, “CONTACTNO”) 
O4WQualifyEvent(“CONTACTNO”, “LOSTFOCUS”) 
 
Event: GOTFOCUS (synonyms: FOCUS, ONFOCUS, and PRE_FIELD) 
Description: Generates an event when the specified control “gets focus” 
Generates event in O4W commuter module: GOTFOCUS event, or PRE_FIELD event if 
PRE_FIELD specified as event name 
ID: ID of element to watch for focus event 
Param1: (Optional) Any additional name/value pairs to pass down to the commuter module with 
the event notification (for example, “COMPANY=REVELATION&PRODUCT=OI”); these 
values can be retrieved using O4WGetValue 
Param2: N/A 
Param3: N/A 
Example: 
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O4WTextbox(“”, “”, “”, “CONTACTNO”, “CONTACTNO”) 
O4WQualifyEvent(“CONTACTNO”, “GOTFOCUS”) 
 
Event: LOSTFOCUS-CHANGED (synonyms: CHANGED) 
Description: Generates an event when the specified control has been modified.  Note that this 
event, unlike the CHANGE event, will only work with an explicit ID, and may not work 
properly with non-textbox controls 
Generates event in O4W commuter module: LOSTFOCUS-CHANGED event or CHANGED 
event 
ID: ID of element to watch for changed event 
Param1: (Optional) Any additional name/value pairs to pass down to the commuter module with 
the event notification (for example, “COMPANY=REVELATION&PRODUCT=OI”); these 
values can be retrieved using O4WGetValue 
Param2: N/A 
Param3: N/A 
Example: 
  
O4WTextbox(“”, “”, “”, “CONTACTNO”, “CONTACTNO”) 
O4WQualifyEvent(“CONTACTNO”, “CHANGED”) 
 
Validation Events 
Event: VALIDATE 
Description: Perform any validations (set through O4WVALIDATEOPTIONS) and generate a 
VALIDATE event to the commuter module 
Generates event in O4W commuter module: VALIDATE event 
ID: ID of button (or other control) to watch for the click event 
Param1: (Optional) Any additional name/value pairs to pass down to the commuter module with 
the event notification (for example, “COMPANY=REVELATION&PRODUCT=OI”); these 
values can be retrieved using O4WGetValue 
Param2: N/A 
Param3: N/A 
Example: 
  
O4WTextbox(“”, “”, “”, “CC_NO”, “CC_NO”, O4WValidateOptions(O4W_VALIDATE_CC$)) 
O4WButton(“Validate”, “BTN_VALIDATE”) 
O4WButton(“Reset Validations”, “BTN_RESET”) 
O4WQualifyEvent(“BTN_VALIDATE”, “VALIDATE”) 
O4WQualifyEvent(“BTN_RESET”, “RESET”) 
 
Event: RESET 
Description: Resets any failed validations (set through O4WVALIDATEOPTIONS) and 
generates a RESET event to the commuter module 
Generates event in O4W commuter module: RESET event 
ID: ID of button (or other control) to watch for the click event 
Param1: (Optional) Any additional name/value pairs to pass down to the commuter module with 
the event notification (for example, “COMPANY=REVELATION&PRODUCT=OI”); these 
values can be retrieved using O4WGetValue 
Param2: N/A 
Param3: N/A 
Example: 
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O4WTextbox(“”, “”, “”, “CC_NO”, “CC_NO”, O4WValidateOptions(O4W_VALIDATE_CC$)) 
O4WButton(“Validate”, “BTN_VALIDATE”) 
O4WButton(“Reset Validations”, “BTN_RESET”) 
O4WQualifyEvent(“BTN_VALIDATE”, “VALIDATE”) 
O4WQualifyEvent(“BTN_RESET”, “RESET”) 
 
Event: SUBMIT 
Description: Perform any validations (set through O4WVALIDATEOPTIONS) and SUBMIT 
all user input values to the commuter module (these values can all be retrieved with 
O4WGetValue). The SUBMIT event is normally the final event performed on a form; 
subsequent actions should take place after a new O4WForm() call 
Generates event in O4W commuter module: SUBMIT event 
ID: ID of button (or other control) to watch for the click event 
Param1: (Optional) Any additional name/value pairs to pass down to the commuter module with 
the event notification (for example, “COMPANY=REVELATION&PRODUCT=OI”); these 
values can be retrieved using O4WGetValue 
Param2: N/A 
Param3: N/A 
Example: 
  
O4WButton(“Submit”, “BTN_SUBMIT”) 
O4WQualifyEvent(“BTN_SUBMIT”, “SUBMIT”) 
 
Table Management Events 
Event: DELETEROW 
Description: Remove row of table when specified button is pressed (note: button must be inside 
the table row that is to be deleted) 
Generates event in O4W commuter module: No – client side only 
ID: ID of button (or other control) to watch for click event, or “.<classname>” to watch for any 
element of the specified class 
Param1: N/A 
Param2: N/A 
Param3: N/A 
Example: 
  
O4WTableStart(“sampleTable”) 
O4WSetCell(1,1) 
O4WButton(“Del”, “BTN_DEL_1”) 
O4WButton(“Ins”, “BTN_INS_1”) 
O4WSetCell() 
O4WTextbox(“”, “”, “”, “NAME”) 
O4WSetCell() 
O4WTextbox(“”,””,””,”CONTACT_NO”) 
O4WTableEnd(“sampleTable”) 
O4WQualifyEvent(“BTN_DEL_1”, “DELETEROW”) 
O4WQualifyEvent(“BTN_INS_1”, “INSERTROW”) 
 
Event: INSERTROW 
Description: Adds row to table when specified button is pressed (note: button must be inside the 
table row) – new row is inserted with all input controls blanked 
Generates event in O4W commuter module: No – client side only 
ID: ID of button (or other control) to watch for click event, or “.<classname>” to watch for any 
element of the specified class 
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Param1: N/A 
Param2: N/A 
Param3: N/A 
Example: 
  
O4WTableStart(“sampleTable”) 
O4WSetCell(1,1) 
O4WButton(“Del”, “BTN_DEL_1”) 
O4WButton(“Ins”, “BTN_INS_1”) 
O4WSetCell() 
O4WTextbox(“”, “”, “”, “NAME”) 
O4WSetCell() 
O4WTextbox(“”,””,””,”CONTACT_NO”) 
O4WTableEnd(“sampleTable”) 
O4WQualifyEvent(“BTN_DEL_1”, “DELETEROW”) 
O4WQualifyEvent(“BTN_INS_1”, “INSERTROW”) 
 
Event: COPYROW 
Description: Duplicates row of table when specified button is pressed (note: button must be 
inside the table row that is to be duplicated) – new row is inserted with all input control values 
copied from the current row 
Generates event in O4W commuter module: No – client side only 
ID: ID of button (or other control) to watch for click event, or “.<classname>” to watch for any 
element of the specified class 
Param1: N/A 
Param2: N/A 
Param3: N/A 
Example: 
  
O4WTableStart(“sampleTable”) 
O4WSetCell(1,1) 
O4WButton(“Dup”, “BTN_DUP_1”, “dupbutton”) 
O4WSetCell() 
O4WTextbox(“”, “”, “”, “NAME”) 
O4WSetCell() 
O4WTextbox(“”,””,””,”CONTACT_NO”) 
O4WTableEnd(“sampleTable”) 
O4WQualifyEvent(“.dupbutton”, “COPYROW”) 
 
Event: DELETECOL 
Description: Remove column of table when specified button is pressed (note: button must be 
inside the table column that is to be deleted) 
Generates event in O4W commuter module: No – client side only 
ID: ID of button (or other control) to watch for click event, or “.<classname>” to watch for any 
element of the specified class 
Param1: N/A 
Param2: N/A 
Param3: N/A 
Example: 
  
O4WTableStart(“sampleTable”) 
O4WSetCell(1,1) 
O4WButton(“Del”, “BTN_DEL_1”) 
O4WButton(“Ins”, “BTN_INS_1”) 
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O4WSetCell(2) 
O4WTextbox(“”, “”, “”, “NAME”) 
O4WSetCell(3) 
O4WTextbox(“”,””,””,”CONTACT_NO”) 
O4WTableEnd(“sampleTable”) 
O4WQualifyEvent(“BTN_DEL_1”, “DELETECOL) 
O4WQualifyEvent(“BTN_INS_1”, “INSERTCOL”) 
 
Event: INSERTCOL 
Description: Adds column to table when specified button is pressed (note: button must be inside 
the table column) – new column is inserted with all input controls blanked 
Generates event in O4W commuter module: No – client side only 
ID: ID of button (or other control) to watch for click event, or “.<classname>” to watch for any 
element of the specified class 
Param1: N/A 
Param2: N/A 
Param3: N/A 
Example: 
  
O4WTableStart(“sampleTable”) 
O4WSetCell(1,1) 
O4WButton(“Del”, “BTN_DEL_1”) 
O4WButton(“Ins”, “BTN_INS_1”) 
O4WSetCell(2,1) 
O4WTextbox(“”, “”, “”, “NAME”) 
O4WSetCell(3,1) 
O4WTextbox(“”,””,””,”CONTACT_NO”) 
O4WTableEnd(“sampleTable”) 
O4WQualifyEvent(“BTN_DEL_1”, “DELETECOL”) 
O4WQualifyEvent(“BTN_INS_1”, “INSERTCOL”) 
 
Event: COPYCOL 
Description: Duplicates column of table when specified button is pressed (note: button must be 
inside the table column that is to be duplicated) – new column is inserted with all input control 
values copied from the current column 
Generates event in O4W commuter module: No – client side only 
ID: ID of button (or other control) to watch for click event, or “.<classname>” to watch for any 
element of the specified class 
Param1: N/A 
Param2: N/A 
Param3: N/A 
Example: 
  
O4WTableStart(“sampleTable”) 
O4WSetCell(1,1) 
O4WButton(“Dup”, “BTN_DUP_1”, “dupbutton”) 
O4WSetCell(2,1) 
O4WTextbox(“”, “”, “”, “NAME”) 
O4WSetCell(3,1) 
O4WTextbox(“”,””,””,”CONTACT_NO”) 
O4WTableEnd(“sampleTable”) 
O4WQualifyEvent(“.dupbutton”, “COPYCOL”) 
 
Event: ADDTOTABLE 
Description: Add new row to table at the specified location 
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Generates event in O4W commuter module: No – client side only 
ID: ID of button (or other control) to watch for click event, or “.<classname>” to watch for any 
element of the specified class, or “” to trigger event as soon as the page is loaded 
Param1: ID of the table 
Param2: Location for the new row (0=top, -1=bottom) 
Param3: N/A 
Example: 
  
O4WButton(“Add”, “BTN_ADD”) 
O4WQualifyEvent(“BTN_ADD”, “ADDTOTABLE”, “sampleTable”) 
O4WTableStart(“sampleTable”) 
O4WTextbox(“”,””,””,”NAME”) 
O4WSetCell() 
O4WTextbox(“”,””,””,”CONTACT_NO”) 
O4WTableEnd(“sampleTable”) 
 
Event: DELETEFROMTABLE 
Description: Delete row from table at the specified location 
Generates event in O4W commuter module: No – client side only 
ID: ID of button (or other control) to watch for click event, or “.<classname>” to watch for any 
element of the specified class, or “” to trigger event as soon as the page is loaded 
Param1: ID of the table 
Param2: Location for the row to be deleted (0=top, -1=bottom) 
Param3: N/A 
Example: 
  
O4WButton(“DEL”, “BTN_DEL”) 
O4WQualifyEvent(“BTN_DEL”, “DELETEFROMTABLE”, “sampleTable”) 
O4WTableStart(“sampleTable”) 
O4WTextbox(“”,””,””,”NAME”) 
O4WSetCell() 
O4WTextbox(“”,””,””,”CONTACT_NO”) 
O4WTableEnd(“sampleTable”) 
 
Event: ADDTOTABLECOL 
Description: Add new column to table at the specified location 
Generates event in O4W commuter module: No – client side only 
ID: ID of button (or other control) to watch for click event, or “.<classname>” to watch for any 
element of the specified class, or “” to trigger event as soon as the page is loaded 
Param1: ID of the table 
Param2: Location for the new column (0=leftmost column, -1=rightmost column) 
Param3: N/A 
Example: 
  
O4WButton(“Add”, “BTN_ADD”) 
O4WQualifyEvent(“BTN_ADD”, “ADDTOTABLECOL”, “sampleTable”) 
O4WTableStart(“sampleTable”) 
O4WTextbox(“”,””,””,”NAME”) 
O4WSetCell(2) 
O4WTextbox(“”,””,””,”CONTACT_NO”) 
O4WTableEnd(“sampleTable”) 
 
Event: DELETEFROMTABLECOL 
Description: Delete column from table at the specified location 
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Generates event in O4W commuter module: No – client side only 
ID: ID of button (or other control) to watch for click event, or “.<classname>” to watch for any 
element of the specified class, or “” to trigger event as soon as the page is loaded 
Param1: ID of the table 
Param2: Location for the column to be deleted (0=leftmost column, -1=rightmost column) 
Param3: N/A 
Example:  
O4WButton(“DEL”, “BTN_DEL”) 
O4WQualifyEvent(“BTN_DEL”, “DELETEFROMTABLECOL”, “sampleTable”) 
O4WTableStart(“sampleTable”) 
O4WTextbox(“”,””,””,”NAME”) 
O4WSetCell(2) 
O4WTextbox(“”,””,””,”CONTACT_NO”) 
O4WTableEnd(“sampleTable”) 
 
Miscellaneous Events 
Event: REDIRECT 
Description: Redirect from the current page to the specified URL (similar to a link) 
Generates event in O4W commuter module:  No – client side only 
ID: ID of button (or other control) to watch for the click event, or “” to trigger event as soon as 
the page is loaded 
Param1: Destination (URL, or special codes “<<close>>” to close the window or “<<back>>” 
to go back 1 page, or “<<back>>n” to go back “n” pages) 
Param2: (Optional) Name of new tab/window to open 
Param3: N/A 
Example: 
  
O4WButton(“Return to Revelation”, “BTN_REV”) 
O4WQualifyEvent(“BTN_REV”, “REDIRECT”, “http://www.revelation.com”) 
 
Event: ENCRYPT 
Description: Encrypt the value in the specified control when it loses focus, using HMAC SHA1 
encryption 
Generates event in O4W commuter module: No – client side only 
ID: ID of source control (typically a textbox) 
Param1: ID of destination control (typically a hidden textbox)  
Param2: ID of element containing the first hashing value (typically a hidden textbox) 
Param3: (Optional) ID of element containing the second hashing value (typically a hidden 
textbox) 
Example: 
  
O4WPwdBox("", '', '', '', "enteredPWD") 
O4WStore("", "encryptPWD", "encryptPWD") 
O4WStore(ourSalt, "ourSalt", "ourSalt") 
O4WStore(DATE():'.':TIME(), "currTime", "currTime") 
O4WQualifyEvent("enteredPWD", "ENCRYPT", "encryptPWD", "ourSalt", "currTime") 
 
Event: CUSTOM_<userdefined> 
Description: The CUSTOM event allows developers to specify any other event that’s natively 
supported by jQuery or their browser.  Specify CUSTOM_ followed by the name of the event 
Generates event in O4W commuter module: Defaults to <userdefined>, but can be overridden 
by parameter 2 
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ID: ID of element to watch for the specified event 
Param1: (Optional) Any additional name/value pairs to pass down to the commuter module with 
the event notification (for example, “COMPANY=REVELATION&PRODUCT=OI”); these 
values can be retrieved using O4WGetValue 
Param2: (Optional) Name of event to return to O4W commuter module instead of 
<userdefined> value 
Param3: N/A 
Example: 
  
O4WQualifyEvent(“txtDummy”, “CUSTOM_blur”) 
 

O4WPLUGIN(<id>, <functionname>, <options>) 
   The web framework O4W uses allows "plugins" to be specified for client-side functions.  <ID> 
specifies the name of the O4W control (display element or input control) which should be 
"attached" to the plugin; <functionname> is the name of the plugin function to invoke.  
<Options> are any options that you wish to pass to the plugin.  Note that most plugins require an 
additional script to be added to your web page (see the O4WScript function), and possibly style 
sheets (see the O4WStyleSheet function). For example, to apply the jQuery "TableSorter" plugin 
to a table named RESULTS: 
 
   O4WScript("/weboi/O4W/jquery.tablesorter.min.js")                          
   O4WScript("/weboi/O4W/jquery.tablesorter.pager.js")                        
   O4WStyleSheet("/weboi/O4W/style.css")                                      
   O4WPlugIn("RESULTS", "tablesorter", "{widthFixed: true, widgets: ['zebra']}" ) 

O4WI_LOADPLUGINDATA(<id>) 
   This utility function will load the data associated with the specified plugin into the form.  This 
data may include stylesheet(s), javascript file(s), and explicit javascript command(s).  The 
control record for each plugin is stored in the O4WCODES table; currently defined control 
records include: 
 

- PLUGIN_COLORPICKER; 
- PLUGIN_COMBOBOX; 
- PLUGIN_DATEPICKER; 
- PLUGIN_HISTORY; 
- PLUGIN_HMENU; 
- PLUGIN_TABLESORTER; 
- PLUGIN_TIMEPICKER; 
- PLUGIN_TMENU 
- PLUGIN_VMENU 
-  

For example, to load in the required data for the jQuery “tablesorter” plugin: 
 
 O4WI_LoadPluginData(“PLUGIN_TABLESORTER”) 

O4WDIALOG(<id>, <title>, <buttonText>, <buttonID>, <options>, <clickIDS>, 
<className>) 
   Turns the specified element identified by <id> (normally a section) into a dialog.  <Title> is 
the title to show on the dialog and MUST be specified (calling O4WDialog with only <id> 
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specified is the way to make the dialog disappear).  If you wish to have any buttons on the 
dialog, specify them (@VM delimited) in <buttonText>; <buttonID> is an associated list of the 
IDs to return to commuter module when the appropriate button has been clicked.  <Options> 
contains other options that you may wish to apply to the jQuery dialog function.  If <clickIDs> is 
specified, it contains the ID of a button or link to click on to activate the dialog in field 1, and the 
ID of a button or link to click on to hide the dialog in field 2.  If <className> is specified, the 
named style class will be applied to the dialog. 

O4WUPDATE(<id>, <text>, <style>) 
   This routine will update the specific selected routine with the specified style and/or text.  Note 
that the element named <id> must already exist, and that O4WResponseOptions should be 
specified. 

O4WPopup(<title>, <popupType>, <popupSrc>, <popupArgs>, <targetID>, 
<triggerID>, <triggerEvent>, <styleInfo>) 
   This routine generates a "popup" dialog box.  The source of the popup (as identified by the 
<popupType>, <popupSrc>, and <popupArgs> parameters) will be invoked (as though from the 
browser URL line), and is expected to return a value (in the case of the user-defined procedure, 
via the O4WPopupReturn call).  The invoking O4W Commuter Module will be called when the 
popup return value is ready; the CtlEntId will be whatever was specified in the <targetID> 
parameter of this call, the event will be "RETURNVALUE", and the value returned by the popup 
will be returned in the "o4wValue" variable.  If desired, you can also call O4WGetValue to 
return the name of the control that invoked the popup (found in the 'o4wPopupCtl' variable). For 
example: 
 
 Case event _eqc "RETURNVALUE" 
  O4WResponse() 
  * get the return value 
  rtnValue = O4WGetValue('o4wValue') 
  * get the name of the control that invoked the popup 
  popupCtl = O4WGetValue('o4wPopupCtl') 
  * update the target with the returned value 
  O4WUpdate(ctlentid, rtnValue, O4WResponseOptions('1'))  
 
   <PopupType> specifies the type of source used for the popup - options include 
O4W_LINKTYPE_PROGRAM$ (for a user-defined O4W routine), 
O4W_LINKTYPE_REPORT$ (for an O4W_Report), O4W_LINKTYPE_POPUP$ (for an OI 
popup), or O4W_LINKTYPE_INDEXLOOKUP$ (for an OI IndexLookup).  If <PopupType> is 
O4W_LINKTYPE_PROGRAM$, <popupSrc> specifies the name of the routine to call, and 
<popupArgs> are passed as the value of the "o4wPopup" variable to the routine; if 
<PopupType> is O4W_LINKTYPE_REPORT$, <popupSrc> is the name of the O4W_REPORT 
to invoke, and <popupArgs> is the name of the field in the O4W_REPORT to use as the return 
value (if not specified, the @ID of any selected row is returned); if <popupType> is 
O4W_LINKTYPE_POPUP$, <popupSrc> is the name of the OI popup, and <popupArgs> is the 
"popup override" dynamic array.  If <popupType> is O4W_LINKTYPE_INDEXLOOKUP$, 
<popupSrc> is the (optional) name of the OI popup, and <popupArgs> contains 3 fields.  Field 1 
is the table name to apply the index lookup to; field 2 is the list of fields to search (@VM 
delimited); and field 3 is the (optional) list of fields to display (@VM delimited).  If <triggerID> 
is specified, the popup will appear when the specified <triggerEvent> ("CLICK" (default), or 
"GOTFOCUS" or "LOSTFOCUS") occurs; if no <triggerID> is specified, the popup will appear 
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when the form or response is sent back to the browser. <StyleInfo>, in all cases, identifies style 
properties that can be applied to the popup dialog (generally, the only applicable style is 
O4WSizeStyle).  For example: 
 
  O4WPopup('Test Popup', O4W_LINKTYPE_REPORT$, 'CUSTOMER', '@ID', 'targetTextBox', "", "", 
O4WSizeStyle('','600px','600px')) 
 
O4WPopupReturn(<value>) 
   Returns the value specified in <value>, when called from within a popup.  This makes the 
value available to the calling routine.  When called from a non-popup environment, this call has 
no effect. 
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VI. O4W Toolkit Utility functions 
 

O4WGOTOTAB(<tabSectionID>, <newTab>, <oldTab>) 
   Moves to the specified tab.  If <oldTab> is specified, it is disabled. 

O4WGOTOPAGE(<pageName>, <pageNumber>, <triggerID>, <addlParams>) 
   In mobile mode, moves to the mobile page specified in <pageName>; in desktop mode, 
“drops” the breadcrumb specified in <pageName>.  The value in <pageNumber> is passed back 
to the host in the PAGENO parameter (which can then be accessed via O4WGetValue). The 
<triggerID>, if specified, is the ID of the element whose “click” event we wish to emulate.  Any 
additional parameters (as specified in <addlParams>) are also passed back to the host.  

O4WFOCUS(<id>) 
   Sets focus to specified ID. 

O4WMenu(<menuName>, <errmsg>, <specificName>, <overrideType>, <styleInfo>) 
    
The O4WMenu API call creates or updates a menu on the HTML page.  The location and type of 
the menu is determined by the location of special “tags” in the template.  These tags should be 
placed in the template wherever the menu should be displayed, along with an optional orientation 
to specify which type of menu should be used.  The standard tags are %MENU-H% (for a 
horizontal menu), %MENU-V% (for a vertical menu), %MENU-T% (for a tree menu), or 
%MENU% (to use the orientation specified in the configuration record).  A special tag, 
%MENU-NONE%, is used to indicate that no menu should be displayed.  Users can also create 
additional “named” menu tags for specific menus; these are accessed by specifying which named 
menu to use in the specificName parameter.  Specific menu tags can be placed in the template by 
using the format “%MENU.<specificname>{-<orientation>}%” (for example, 
“%MENU.leftside%” or “%MENU.top-H%”), where <orientation> can be “H” (for Horizontal), 
“V” (for vertical), “T” (for a tree menu), or “NONE” to indicate the menu should NOT be 
displayed.  If <orientation> is omitted, the default orientation specified in the configuration 
record is used. 
 
If no menu tags are found for either the default or named menus, the menu is drawn at the current 
location in the “flow” of the web page output. 
 
The “menuName” parameter contains either the name of a menu, created via the menu wizard, or 
the contents of a menu record if one is created dynamically.  The Errmsg parameter will be set if 
any errors occur during menu creation.  The SpecificName parameter is used to place the menu 
in a “named” menu location.  The overrideType parameter can be set to “0” to force a vertical 
menu, “1” to force a horizontal menu, or “2” to force a tree menu, to be displayed regardless of 
the orientation found in the tag.  StyleInfo contains any style settings that you wish to apply to 
the menu. 
 

O4WDownload(<filename>, <contentType>, <content>, <suggestedFilename>, 
<newWindowName>, <keepFile>) 
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   Generates a file download with the contents contained in <content>, or (if not specified) from 
<filename>.  <filename> can be an os file, or an OI file (in the form <table>" "<itemID>).  
<suggestedFileName> is the name to show as the "Save as..." on the download; if not specified, 
it is <filename>.  If <contentType> is not specified, it is determined from 
<suggestedFilename>/<filename>, if possible. If <newWindowName> is specified, and this is 
generated during an O4W "response", then a new browser window will be opened for the 
response.  If <keepFile> is set to "1", the file (if any) is not removed after this call (by default, 
O4WDownload will remove the file after downloading). O4W toolkit applications should return 
after the O4WDownload call, as no other content can be returned.  If suggestedFileName 
parameter is null (“”), then the downloaded item will attempt to be opened in the current browser 
page, and not as an attachment. 

O4WRedirect(<url>, <windowName>) 
   Instructs the browser to "redirect" to the specified URL. If <windowName> is specified, the 
contents will be displayed in the specified window; if <windowName> is null, the content is 
displayed in the current window.  O4WToolkit applications should return after the O4WRedirect 
call, as no other content can be returned. 

O4WGetValue(<name>, <status>, <request>) 
   Looks through the specified string (using the passed-in query string if <request> is null) for the 
specified <name>.  If found, returns the value associated with the <name>, and sets <status> to 
1; if not found, returns null for the value, and sets <status> to 0.  Combines the functionality of 
inet_queryparam and cookie searching. 

O4WCookie(<id>,<value>,<expdate>,<exptime>,<path>,domain>,<httponly>,<secure
>) 
   Sets or gets the cookie named <id>. If only <id> is passed, will return the value (if any) of the 
cookie; if <value> (and optionally other parameters) are set, then the cookie will be set for the 
outgoing response.  Note that expdate and exptime (the expiration date and time for the cookie) 
should be passed in internal format.  Set the <httponly> parameter to “1” to instruct the browser 
that the cookie should only be available to the host, and not non-HTTP APIs (such as javascript).  
Set the <secure> parameter to “1” to instruct the browser this cookie should only be sent over 
secure (https://) protocol connections. 

O4WCACHE(<action>, <id>, <date>, <time>) 
   While O4W allows you to dynamically create your web output at the CREATE event, there are 
often times when a cached version of the web page might be sufficient.  O4WCache can retrieve 
a cached version of the web page if it is "current", allowing you to short-circuit the CREATE 
event.  <Action> should be "READ", and <id> should be the unique ID for this web page.  
<Date> and <Time> is the "last modified" date and time (in internal format); if the cached 
version is more recent than the last modified information, O4WCache returns 1 and sets the 
O4W output to the cached HTML (your application should return at this point).  If there is no 
cached version, or if the cached version is out of date, O4WCache returns 0, and (at the end of 
your O4W CREATE event) caches the currently-generated version.  For example: 
 
   If O4WCache("READ", "REPORT*1234", LastDate, LastTime) Then Return 

O4WCHECKSECURITY(<ReqdPermissions>) 
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   O4W security involves making user that users have "permissions" to run the desired O4W 
routines.  A users permission, and an applications required permissions, are numbers, where 
lower numbers indicate higher permissions.  Permission level "0" is the highest level; users with 
permission level 0 can run any O4W routine.  O4WCheckSecurity will validate the users 
permissions against the <reqdpermissions>, and return 1 if the user is authorised to run the 
routine; 0 if the user needs permissions but is not logged in; and -1 if the user is logged in, but 
has insufficient permissions to run the routine.  To allow all users to run a routine, without 
requiring them to log in, set the required permissions for the routine to "". 

O4WESCAPE(<value>,<type>) 
   O4W routine to 'encode' a string for a particular requirement.  Choices for the <type> 
parameter include O4W_ESCAPE_HTML$, O4W_ESCAPE_URL$, 
O4W_ESCAPE_URL_COMPONENT$, O4W_ESCAPE_ID$, and O4W_ESCAPE_JS$.  Note 
that O4W normally takes care of encoding strings as needed; however, it is up to the developer to 
use valid strings for "name" and "ID" parameters for the O4W calls, and calling O4WEscape 
with the O4W_ESCAPE_ID$ parameter is one way to ensure that a name or ID is valid. 

O4WERROR(<errorText> {,<dialogTitle> {,<redirectURL>}}) 
  O4WError displays a dialog box with the selected errorText.  If an optional dialogTitle is 
supplied, the dialog box uses the specified title; if no title is provided, “Alert” is used as the 
default title.   The O4WError dialog normally contains a single “OK” button which is used to 
dismiss the dialog; however, if the optional redirectURL is specified, then clicking on the “OK” 
button will redirect the user to the specified URL. 
 
Examples: 
 
O4WError(“You did not enter a valid user name”) 
 
and 
 
O4WError(“Please be sure to check your entries”, “Verify Information”) 
 
and 
 
O4WError(“Thank you for submitting your form!”, “Thank You”, “http://www.revelation.com”) 

O4WGENERATEID(<prefix>) 
   O4WGenerateID is a function that returns a guaranteed-unique identifier.  The “prefix” 
parameter is provided so that similar ids can be identified.  An advantage of using 
O4WGenerateID is that any records using the returned ID, if used in the O4W temporary work 
table (available through the named common variable O4WTempFile%), will automatically be 
“cleaned up” after two days. 

O4WRAW(<text>) 
   Attaches the <text> to the HTML that is generated by O4W at the current location. 

O4WBREADCRUMBS(<breadcrumbContainer>, <breadcrumbSections>, 
<breadcrumbNames>, <breadcrumbimages>, <breadcrumbflags>, <trackchanges>, 
<breadcrumbStyle>) 
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   Sets up a section to track "breadcrumbs" (links to previously-visited sections) in the section 
<breadcrumbContainer>.  Each section that will be tracked (specified as an @VM-delimited list 
in <breadcrumbSections>, with optional "friendly names" specified in the associated 
<breadcrumbNames> parameter) will initially be hidden.  When the breadcrumbs are displayed, 
the style specified in <breadcrumbStyle> (if any) will be applied to the <breadcrumbContainer> 
section. If you wish the user to be alerted if they attempt to move out of a section (either via 
breadcrumbs or via manually changing the URL on the browser line) after they have made 
changes to a form, set the corresponding value in <trackchanges> to '1'.  Specify “-1” for the 
<breadcrumbflags> value if you want the breadcrumb to send a BCLICK_NOTIFY message to 
the host routine when clicked. To move to a section, and put its value into the 'breadcrumb' list, 
call O4WSetBreadcrumb. 

O4WSETBREADCRUMB(<breadcrumbSection>) 
   Shows the section specified in <breadcrumbSection>, hides any other breadcrumb sections that 
were previously visited, and updates the <breadcrumbContainer> section to show the current 
location (and the path that was taken to get to that point). 
  
O4WSETHISTORY(<ID>, <extraValues>, <title>) 
   Sets the 'browser history' to the specified ID/values/title combination.  When the user 
bookmarks this page and then returns to this bookmark, or pages forward or backward to this 
page, the user's commuter module will be called with the "HISTORY" event, passing in the 
specified ID as the control (ctlentid), along with any other string specified in the "extraValues" 
parameter (note that these should be specified as URL "name=value" pairs).  The title value, if 
specified, will be suffixed to the current page title (for example, if the browser title was 
originally set to "Customer Inquiry", and the title parameter was "Re-entry Point", the browser 
title will be changed to "Customer Inquiry | Re-Entry Point") 

O4WNumberBox(origValue, size, maxlen, minValue, maxValue, stepValue, blsRange, 
name, ID, StyleInfo) 
   O4WNumberBox is an enhanced (HTML5) text box used for numeric input.  On HTML5 
enabled browsers (including many mobile browsers), it restricts input to valid entries (and may 
additionally provide other UI support for numeric input).  On non-HTML5 browsers, it will 
display and act as a normal textbox. 
 
<origValue> is the default value.  If <size> is specified, it defines the size (in characters) of the 
numberbox on the web page; if <maxlen> is specified, it defines the maximum number of 
characters the numberBox will accept.  Specify the minimum allowed value (minValue), the 
maximum allowed value (maxValue), the incrementing step (stepValue), and a “1” if this should 
be displayed as a range input control (bIsRange), if available. <Name> specifies the name of the 
numberBox, which is used when setting or querying it.  This numberBox can also be addressed 
through style sheets individually by <ID>; if <style> is specified, the style is applied to the 
numberBox that is generated.  Note that <style> can be either the name of a style (as created by 
one of the O4W style functions, or as defined in an included style sheet), or it can be the returned 
value from one of the O4W style functions. 
 
Example: 
 
 O4WNumberBox(“10”, “”, “”, “0”, “100”, “2”, “1”, “NUMVALUE”, “NUMVALUE”) 
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O4WInputBoxOptions(typeOption, minValue, maxValue, stepValue, placeholder, 
bRequiredFlag, bAutoFocusFlag) 
   O4WInputBoxOptions can be applied to an O4WTextBox, and adds support for enhanced 
(HTML5) input controls.  On HTML5 enabled browsers (including many mobile browsers), it 
restricts input to entries that are valid for the specific typeOption (and optional minValue and 
maxValue) (possibly including additional UI to make entry and selection easier), provides 
“placeholder” text (help text that is displayed inside the input control), marks a control as 
required (bRequiredFlag), and/or sets the focus to that control (bAutoFocusFlag).  On non-
HTML5 browsers, it will have no effect.  Note that O4WNumberBox is a combination of 
O4WTextBox and O4WInputBoxOptions(“number”), and may be used as a shortcut for numeric 
input. 
 
typeOption can be any valid HTML5 input type, currently including “email”, “url”, “number”, 
“range”, “search”, “date”, “month”, “week”, “time”, “datetime”, “datetime-local”, and “color”. 

O4WTextOptions(labelForID, labelForType,paragraphClass) 
   O4WTextOption can be applied to any O4WText, and indicates which input control this text is 
associated with, and whether this text should be treated as a paragraph; this information is used 
by the browser to help control layout or to provide additional “accessibility” support.  When 
using O4WText to generate a “label” for an input control, apply the O4WTextOptions, 
specifying the ID of the input control (labelForID) and the type of the input control 
(labelForType) – “textbox”, “radiobutton”, “checkbox”, or “listbox” (default is “textbox”).  The 
paragraphClass parameter is a flag that tells O4WText to display the text wrapped in “paragraph” 
(<p>) html tags (as opposed to its normal behavior of wrapping text in “span” (<span>) tags).  
Set this to “1” to have O4WText generate “<p>” instead of “<span>” output.  ParagraphClass 
can also be set to the name of a class you wish to assign to your paragraph; if a non-null, non-“1” 
value is specified, O4WText will generate a “<p>” tag with the specified class, in addition to a 
span (which will be nested inside the “<p>” tag).  
 
Example: 
 
O4WText(“Customer Name: “, “”,O4WTextOptions(“CNAME”, “TEXTBOX”)) 
O4WTextBox(“”, “”, “”, “CNAME”, “CNAME”) 
 
O4WText(“Now is the time for all good men to come to the aid of their country”, “”, O4WTextOptions(“”, “”, 
“main”));* this will treat this text as a paragraph, with the style class “main” applied to the generated html 

O4WDataStyle(ID, dataName, dataValue) 
   For advanced users.  Creates a "style" based on the attribute name and associated value (both 
<style> and <value> can be @FM delimited).  Returns the style information (to use immediately 
with a display element or input control), and (if <stylename> is not null) defines the style by the 
stylename for use with one or more elements and input controls.  Using this API, you can create 
your own HTML5 “data” attributes.  You can also specify values that are needed by pre-defined 
styles, such as those defined by jQuery.  The <id> is the identifier of the style.  The <dataName> 
is any HTML5 data attribute, for example data-name, data-location.  The <dataValue> is any 
allowed value for the specific data attribute. 

O4WSwitchMode(<source>) 
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   Call O4WSwitchMode from a stored procedure, or run it from the system monitor, to change 
where the O4W libraries are loaded from.  Specify “LOCAL” if you do not have access to the 
internet, or if you prefer to use the local copies stored in the O4W folders; specify “GOOGLE” if 
you have internet access. 
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O4W Mobile 
 
Applications developed for mobile devices, such as smartphones or tablets, must use different 
user interface elements that are easier to view and manipulate on the smaller screens of these 
devices.  O4W will automatically convert most user interface elements to more mobile-
appropriate ones when your application indicates that it is in “mobile mode” (through the use of 
the O4WSetMobile API).  However, there are additional design changes, and additional API 
calls, required in your O4W custom stored procedures to fully support the mobile interface. 
 
An example of O4W output that has been optimized for mobile devices might be: 
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The same output, with the O4W mobile optimizations disabled, would display as: 
 

 
 
Mobile Page Design 
 
When using O4W to generate desktop browser output, you normally organize your application 
using “sections” (defined inside the O4WSectionStart and O4WSectionEnd API calls).  
Similarly, when using O4W to generate mobile output, your program will rely heavily on 
sections; in addition, though, you must now indicate the “role” that each section will have.   
 
The output for the mobile device is divided into a series of sections, with each different page to 
be displayed generated by a section identified with the “page” role.  Inside the page section, you 
can define headers, footers, and toolbars, each identified by the appropriate role (header, footer, 
and toolbar).  By marking the sections with their appropriate role, O4W can “redesign” the 
output as appropriate for the mobile device. 
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You indicate the role of a section through the O4WMobileOptions() API call.  Other user 
elements as well (for example, links) can have their “role” set via O4WMobileOptions, and will 
thus appear more appropriately in the mobile output. 
 
For example, a simple mobile page could be generated with the following O4W code: 
 
  * turn our "we're a mobile app" flag 
  o4wSetMobile(1) 
  * use our blank template 
  o4wform("blank") 
   
  * start a "page" of content, using theme "b" 
  O4WSectionStart("MainMenu", O4WMobileOptions("page", "b")) 
   
   * set up a header section 
   O4WsectionStart("headerSection", O4WMobileOptions(O4W_ROLE_HEADER$)) 
    O4WSectionStart("headerInsideSection") 
     o4wimage("Revelation Logo", "../revmobile_images/revlogo.png", "", "", 
"", "", O4WPositionStyle("", "", "", "", "left")) 
     O4WHeader("Revelation Software":@vm:" Mobile", 3, "", 
O4WAlignStyle("","1")) 
    O4WSectionEnd("headerInsideSection") 
   O4WSectionEnd("headerSection") 
   
   * build a navbar section 
   O4WSectionStart("NavBar", O4WMobileOptions("navbar")) 
   * the navbar is a list of links, so start the list 
    O4WListStart("0", "navlist") 
     O4WListItem() 
     O4WLink("Works Login", O4W_LINKTYPE_NORMAL$, 
"http://www.revelation.com/revelation.nsf/byTitle/Registration+Entry?Open&Login") ;*, "", "", 
O4WMobileOptions("button")) 
     O4WListItem() 
     O4WLink("Revelation.com", O4W_LINKTYPE_NORMAL$, 
"http://www.revelation.com") ;*, "", "", O4WMobileOptions("button")) 
    O4WListEnd("navlist") 
    O4WBreak() 
   O4WSectionEnd("NavBar") 
   
   * the main body of this page 
   O4WSectionStart("main", O4WMobileOptions("content")) 
   
   * a list of links 
   O4WListStart("0", "MainLinks", O4WMobileOptions("listview")) 
    O4WListItem() 
    O4WLink("Newsletter", O4W_LINKTYPE_LOCAL$, 
"Newsletter","","",O4WMobileButtonOptions(O4WMOBILE_TRANSITION_SLIDEUP$)) 
    O4WListItem() 
    O4WLink("eStore", O4W_LINKTYPE_NORMAL$, 
"https://www.revsecure.com/estore","","",O4WMobileButtonOptions(O4WMOBILE_TRANSITION_SLIDEUP$)) 
    O4WListItem() 
    O4WLink("Conference", O4W_LINKTYPE_LOCAL$, 
"Conference","","",O4WMobileButtonOptions(O4WMOBILE_TRANSITION_SLIDEUP$)) 
    O4WListItem() 
    O4WLink("Facebook", O4W_LINKTYPE_NORMAL$, 
"http://m.facebook.com/home.php?refsrc=http%3A%2F","","",O4WMobileButtonOptions(O4WMOBILE_TRANSITION
_SLIDEUP$)) 
    O4WListEnd("MainLinks") 
    O4WBreak() 
   O4WSectionEnd("main") 
  O4WSectionEnd("MainMenu") 
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Notice the use of “normal” O4W API calls to generate the output, with the addition of various 
O4W Mobile API calls (O4WMobileOptions, O4WMobileButtonOptions) to enhance the output 
for the mobile device. 
 
Mobile Application Design 
 
Since mobile applications should try to minimize the amount of data sent to the mobile device, 
and at the same time perform as quickly, your mobile application should be designed to take 
advantage of the optimizations that O4W automatically applies to your output.  Towards this 
end, you can design your O4W custom stored procedure in one of two ways: 
 

1. In the code that responds to the “CREATE” event, you can generate all the pages that 
your application will require (each page in its own “page” section); the mobile device 
will then be able to run all of your pages without requesting additional data from the 
server; or 

2. Each page of your application can be generated by its own O4W custom stored procedure 
(inside each of these stored procedures, the code that responds to the “CREATE” event 
will generate only one “page”section) 

 
Design #1 is recommended; even if your application must dynamically change the contents of 
various pages (in response to user input, for example), you can still use O4WQualifyEvent and 
O4WResponse to interact and modify the pages on the fly.  Design #2 will require loading less 
data into the mobile device at start up, but is more vulnerable to delays during application use. 
 
An example of a multi-page stored procedure that uses the first design to return static pages 
might be: 
 
Subroutine O4W_M_REVELATION_COM(ctlentid, event, request) 
* 
 
/* 
*  This program is proprietary and is not to be used by or disclosed to others, nor is it to be copied without 
*  written permission from Revelation Technologies, Inc. 
! 
* 
*  VERSION    : 1.0 
* 
* 
*  AUTHOR     : Robert Catalano 
* 
*  CREATED    : May, 2011 
* 
* 
! 
* 
*  REVISION HISTORY           (Most CURRENT first) : 
* 
*    DATE       IMPLEMENTOR     FUNCTION 
*  --------     -----------     -------- 
* 
* 
*/ 
 
$Insert O4WCOMMON 
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$Insert O4WEQUATES 
* 
Declare Function Get_All_Types, Get_Repos_Types, Get_repos_entities, get_repos_classes 
 
Open '','REVMOBILE_CODES' To REVMOBILE_CODES.FL Else Return 0 
 
Begin Case 
 Case EVENT _EQC "CREATE" 
  * turn our "we're a mobile app" flag 
  o4wSetMobile(1) 
  * use our blank template 
  o4wform("blank") 
   
  * start a "page" of content, using theme "b" 
  O4WSectionStart("MainMenu", O4WMobileOptions("page", "b")) 
   
   * set up a header section 
   O4WsectionStart("headerSection", O4WMobileOptions(O4W_ROLE_HEADER$)) 
    O4WSectionStart("headerInsideSection") 
     o4wimage("Revelation Logo", "../revmobile_images/revlogo.png", "", "", 
"", "", O4WPositionStyle("", "", "", "", "left")) 
     O4WHeader("Revelation Software":@vm:" Mobile", 3, "", 
O4WAlignStyle("","1")) 
    O4WSectionEnd("headerInsideSection") 
   O4WSectionEnd("headerSection") 
   
   * build a navbar section 
   O4WSectionStart("NavBar", O4WMobileOptions("navbar")) 
   * the navbar is a list of links, so start the list 
    O4WListStart("0", "navlist") 
     O4WListItem() 
     O4WLink("Works Login", O4W_LINKTYPE_NORMAL$, 
"http://www.revelation.com/revelation.nsf/byTitle/Registration+Entry?Open&Login") ;*, "", "", 
O4WMobileOptions("button")) 
     O4WListItem() 
     O4WLink("Revelation.com", O4W_LINKTYPE_NORMAL$, 
"http://www.revelation.com") ;*, "", "", O4WMobileOptions("button")) 
    O4WListEnd("navlist") 
    O4WBreak() 
   O4WSectionEnd("NavBar") 
   
   * the main body of this page 
   O4WSectionStart("main", O4WMobileOptions("content")) 
   
   * a list of links 
   O4WListStart("0", "MainLinks", O4WMobileOptions("listview")) 
    O4WListItem() 
    O4WLink("Newsletter", O4W_LINKTYPE_LOCAL$, 
"Newsletter","","",O4WMobileButtonOptions(O4WMOBILE_TRANSITION_SLIDEUP$)) 
    O4WListItem() 
    O4WLink("eStore", O4W_LINKTYPE_NORMAL$, 
"https://www.revsecure.com/estore","","",O4WMobileButtonOptions(O4WMOBILE_TRANSITION_SLIDEUP$)) 
    O4WListItem() 
    O4WLink("Conference", O4W_LINKTYPE_LOCAL$, 
"Conference","","",O4WMobileButtonOptions(O4WMOBILE_TRANSITION_SLIDEUP$)) 
    O4WListItem() 
    O4WLink("Facebook", O4W_LINKTYPE_NORMAL$, 
"http://m.facebook.com/home.php?refsrc=http%3A%2F","","",O4WMobileButtonOptions(O4WMOBILE_TRANSITION
_SLIDEUP$)) 
    O4WListEnd("MainLinks") 
    O4WBreak() 
   O4WSectionEnd("main") 
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  O4WSectionEnd("MainMenu") 
   
  * the Newsletter "page" of content 
  * jQuery Mobile likes all the pages sent in a single call - it's faster for the user 
  O4WSectionStart("Newsletter", o4wmobileoptions("page", "b")) 
   * the header for the Newsletter page 
   * jquery mobile will automatically add the 'back' button 
   O4WSectionStart("newsletter1", o4wmobileoptions("header")) 
    O4WHeader("Newsletters", 3) 
   O4WSectionEnd("newsletter1") 
   * the main content for the Newsletter page 
   O4WSectionStart("NewsletterContent", o4wmobileoptions("content")) 
    O4WBreak() 
    Read Nrec From REVMOBILE_CODES.FL,'NEWSLETTER' Else Nrec='' 
    cnt=Dcount(NREC<1>,@vm) 
    * a list of Newsletter links 
    O4WListStart("0", "newsletterlinks", O4WMobileOptions("listview")) 
    For X = 1 To cnt 
     O4WListItem() 
     O4WLink(NREC<1,X>, O4W_LINKTYPE_NORMAL$, 
NREC<2,X>,"","",O4WMobileButtonOptions(O4WMOBILE_TRANSITION_SLIDEUP$)) 
    Next X 
    O4WListEnd("newsletterlinks") 
   O4WSectionEnd("NewsletterContent") 
  O4WSectionEnd("Newsletter") 
   
  O4WSectionStart("Conference", o4wmobileoptions("page", "b")) 
   * the header for the Conference page 
   * jquery mobile will automatically add the 'back' button 
   O4WSectionStart("conferencemain", o4wmobileoptions("header")) 
    O4WHeader("Conference", 3) 
   O4WSectionEnd("conferencemain") 
   * the main content for the Conference page 
   O4WSectionStart("ConferenceContent", o4wmobileoptions("content")) 
    O4WText("2011 Conference - Las Vegas") 
    O4WBreak() 
    O4WText("Knowledge is Power") 
    O4WBreak() 
   O4WSectionEnd("ConferenceContent") 
   O4WSectionStart("Conferencepage1", O4WMobileoptions("content")) 
    * a list of Conference links 
    O4WListStart("0", "conferencelinks", O4WMobileOptions("listview")) 
     O4WListItem() 
     O4WLink("Exhibitors", O4W_LINKTYPE_LOCAL$, 
"Exhibitors","","",O4WMobileButtonOptions(O4WMOBILE_TRANSITION_SLIDEUP$)) 
     O4WListItem() 
     O4WLink("Speakers", O4W_LINKTYPE_LOCAL$, 
"Speakers","","",O4WMobileButtonOptions(O4WMOBILE_TRANSITION_SLIDEUP$)) 
     O4WListItem() 
     O4WText("", "", O4WMobileOptions("list-divider")) 
     o4wlistitem() 
     O4WLink("Wednesday", O4W_LINKTYPE_LOCAL$, 
"Wednesday","","",O4WMobileButtonOptions(O4WMOBILE_TRANSITION_SLIDEUP$)) 
     O4WListItem() 
     O4WLink("Thursday", O4W_LINKTYPE_LOCAL$, 
"Thursday","","",O4WMobileButtonOptions(O4WMOBILE_TRANSITION_SLIDEUP$)) 
     O4WListItem() 
     O4WLink("Friday", O4W_LINKTYPE_LOCAL$, 
"Friday","","",O4WMobileButtonOptions(O4WMOBILE_TRANSITION_SLIDEUP$)) 
    O4WListEnd("conferencelinks") 
   O4WSectionEnd("Conferencepage1")      
  O4WSectionEnd("Conference") 
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        * the Exhibitor "page" of content 
  * jQuery Mobile likes all the pages sent in a single call - it's faster for the user 
  O4WSectionStart("Exhibitors", o4wmobileoptions("page", "b")) 
   * the header for the Exhibitor page 
   * jquery mobile will automatically add the 'back' button 
   O4WSectionStart("exhibitorsmain", o4wmobileoptions("header")) 
    O4WHeader("Exhibitors", 3) 
   O4WSectionEnd("exhibitorsmain") 
   * the main content for the Speakers page 
   O4WSectionStart("ExhibitorsContent", o4wmobileoptions("content")) 
    O4WText("2011 Conference - Las Vegas") 
    O4WBreak() 
    O4WText("Knowledge is Power") 
    O4WBreak() 
   O4WSectionEnd("ExhibitorsContent") 
   O4WSectionStart("ExhibitorsList", O4WMobileOptions("content")) 
    Read Nrec From REVMOBILE_CODES.FL,'EXHIBITORS' Else Nrec='' 
    cnt=Dcount(NREC<1>,@vm) 
    * a list of Exhibitor links 
    O4WListStart("0", "exhibitorlinks", O4WMobileOptions("listview")) 
     For X = 1 To cnt 
      O4WListItem() 
      O4WLink(NREC<1,X>, O4W_LINKTYPE_LOCAL$, 
"exhibitor_":X,"","",O4WMobileButtonOptions(O4WMOBILE_TRANSITION_SLIDEUP$)) 
     Next X 
    O4WListEnd("exhibitorlinks") 
   O4WSectionEnd("exhibitorsList") 
  O4WSectionEnd("Exhibitors") 
   
  * the Exhibitor Detail "page" of content 
  * jQuery Mobile likes all the pages sent in a single call - it's faster for the user 
  Read Nrec From REVMOBILE_CODES.FL,'EXHIBITORS' Else Nrec='' 
  cnt=Dcount(NREC<1>,@vm) 
  For X = 1 To cnt 
   O4WSectionStart("exhibitor_":X, o4wmobileoptions("page", "b")) 
    * the header for the Exhibitor detail page 
    * jquery mobile will automatically add the 'back' button 
    O4WSectionStart("exhibitorsmain_":X, o4wmobileoptions("header")) 
     O4WHeader(NREC<1,X>, 3) 
    O4WSectionEnd("exhibitorsmain_":X) 
    * the main content for the Speakers page 
    O4WSectionStart("ExhibitorsContent_":X, o4wmobileoptions("content")) 
     O4WText(NREC<2,X>) 
     O4WBreak() 
    O4WSectionEnd("ExhibitorsContent_":X) 
   O4WSectionEnd("exhibitor_":X) 
  Next X 
   
        * the Speaker "page" of content 
  * jQuery Mobile likes all the pages sent in a single call - it's faster for the user 
  O4WSectionStart("Speakers", o4wmobileoptions("page", "b")) 
   * the header for the Speakers page 
   * jquery mobile will automatically add the 'back' button 
   O4WSectionStart("speakersmain", o4wmobileoptions("header")) 
    O4WHeader("Speakers", 3) 
   O4WSectionEnd("speakersmain") 
   * the main content for the Speakers page 
   O4WSectionStart("SpeakersContent", o4wmobileoptions("content")) 
    O4WText("2011 Conference - Las Vegas") 
    O4WBreak() 
    O4WText("Knowledge is Power") 
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    O4WBreak() 
   O4WSectionEnd("SpeakersContent") 
   O4WSectionStart("SpeakersList", O4WMobileOptions("content")) 
    Read Nrec From REVMOBILE_CODES.FL,'SPEAKERS' Else Nrec='' 
    cnt=Dcount(NREC<1>,@vm) 
    * a list of Speaker links 
    O4WListStart("0", "speakerlinks", O4WMobileOptions("listview")) 
     For X = 1 To cnt 
      O4WListItem() 
      O4WLink(NREC<1,X>, O4W_LINKTYPE_LOCAL$, 
"speaker_":X,"","",O4WMobileButtonOptions(O4WMOBILE_TRANSITION_SLIDEUP$)) 
     Next X 
    O4WListEnd("speakerlinks") 
   O4WSectionEnd("SpeakersList") 
  O4WSectionEnd("Speakers") 
   
  * the Speaker Detail "page" of content 
  * jQuery Mobile likes all the pages sent in a single call - it's faster for the user 
  Read Nrec From REVMOBILE_CODES.FL,'SPEAKERS' Else Nrec='' 
  cnt=Dcount(NREC<1>,@vm) 
  For X = 1 To cnt 
   O4WSectionStart("speaker_":X, o4wmobileoptions("page", "b")) 
    * the header for the Speaker detail page 
    * jquery mobile will automatically add the 'back' button 
    O4WSectionStart("speakersmain_":X, o4wmobileoptions("header")) 
     O4WHeader(NREC<1,X>, 3) 
    O4WSectionEnd("speakersmain_":X) 
    * the main content for the Speakers page 
    O4WSectionStart("SpeakersContent_":X, o4wmobileoptions("content")) 
     o4wimage(NREC<1,X>, NREC<3,X>, "", "", "", "", O4WPositionStyle("", 
"", "", "", "left")) 
     O4WText(NREC<2,X>) 
     O4WBreak() 
    O4WSectionEnd("SpeakersContent_":X) 
   O4WSectionEnd("speaker_":X) 
  Next X 
   
        * the Wednesday "page" of content 
  * jQuery Mobile likes all the pages sent in a single call - it's faster for the user 
  O4WSectionStart("Wednesday", o4wmobileoptions("page", "b")) 
   * the header for the Speakers page 
   * jquery mobile will automatically add the 'back' button 
   O4WSectionStart("Wednesdaymain", o4wmobileoptions("header")) 
    O4WHeader("Wednesday", 3) 
   O4WSectionEnd("Wednesdaymain") 
   * the main content for the Speakers page 
   O4WSectionStart("WednesdayContent", o4wmobileoptions("content")) 
    O4WText("2011 Conference - Las Vegas") 
    O4WBreak() 
    O4WText("Knowledge is Power") 
    O4WBreak() 
   O4WSectionEnd("WednesdayContent") 
   O4WSectionStart("WednesdayList", O4WMobileOptions("content")) 
    * a list of Wednesday links 
    O4WListStart("0", "Wednesdaylinks", O4WMobileOptions("listview")) 
     O4WListItem() 
     O4WLink("8:00 AM", O4W_LINKTYPE_LOCAL$, 
"WED8","","",O4WMobileButtonOptions(O4WMOBILE_TRANSITION_SLIDEUP$)) 
     O4WListItem() 
     O4WLink("9:00 AM", O4W_LINKTYPE_LOCAL$, 
"WED9","","",O4WMobileButtonOptions(O4WMOBILE_TRANSITION_SLIDEUP$)) 
     O4WListItem() 
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     O4WLink("10:00 AM", O4W_LINKTYPE_LOCAL$, 
"WED10","","",O4WMobileButtonOptions(O4WMOBILE_TRANSITION_SLIDEUP$)) 
     O4WListItem() 
     O4WLink("11:15 AM", O4W_LINKTYPE_LOCAL$, 
"WED11","","",O4WMobileButtonOptions(O4WMOBILE_TRANSITION_SLIDEUP$)) 
     O4WListItem() 
     O4WLink("12:15 PM", O4W_LINKTYPE_LOCAL$, 
"WED12","","",O4WMobileButtonOptions(O4WMOBILE_TRANSITION_SLIDEUP$)) 
     O4WListItem() 
     O4WLink("1:15 PM", O4W_LINKTYPE_LOCAL$, 
"WED13","","",O4WMobileButtonOptions(O4WMOBILE_TRANSITION_SLIDEUP$)) 
     O4WListItem() 
     O4WLink("2:30 PM", O4W_LINKTYPE_LOCAL$, 
"WED14","","",O4WMobileButtonOptions(O4WMOBILE_TRANSITION_SLIDEUP$)) 
     O4WListItem() 
     O4WLink("3:45 PM", O4W_LINKTYPE_LOCAL$, 
"WED15","","",O4WMobileButtonOptions(O4WMOBILE_TRANSITION_SLIDEUP$)) 
     O4WListItem() 
     O4WLink("4:00 PM", O4W_LINKTYPE_LOCAL$, 
"WED16","","",O4WMobileButtonOptions(O4WMOBILE_TRANSITION_SLIDEUP$)) 
    O4WListEnd("Wednesdaylinks") 
   O4WSectionEnd("WednesdayList") 
  O4WSectionEnd("Wednesday") 
   
  For T=8 To 16 
   * the WedSpeaker "page" of content 
   * jQuery Mobile likes all the pages sent in a single call - it's faster for the user 
   O4WSectionStart("WED":T, o4wmobileoptions("page", "b")) 
    * the header for the Speakers page 
    * jquery mobile will automatically add the 'back' button 
    STIME='' 
    Begin Case 
     Case T=8 
      STIME='8:00 AM' 
     Case T=9 
      STIME='9:00 AM' 
     Case T=10 
      STIME='10:00 AM' 
     Case T=11 
      STIME='11:15 AM' 
     Case T=12 
      STIME='12:15 PM' 
     Case T=13 
      STIME='1:15 PM' 
     Case T=14 
      STIME='2:30 PM' 
     Case T=15 
      STIME='3:45 PM' 
     Case T=16 
      STIME='4:00 PM' 
    End Case  
    O4WSectionStart("Wedheader":T, o4wmobileoptions("header")) 
     O4WHeader(STIME, 3) 
    O4WSectionEnd("Wedheader":T) 
    * the main content for the Speakers page 
    O4WSectionStart("WedSpeakersContent":T, o4wmobileoptions("content")) 
      O4WText("2011 Conference - Las Vegas") 
      O4WBreak() 
      O4WText("Knowledge is Power") 
      O4WBreak() 
    O4WSectionEnd("WedSpeakersContent":T) 
    O4WSectionStart("WedSpeakersList":T, O4WMobileOptions("content")) 
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     Read Nrec From REVMOBILE_CODES.FL,'WED':T Else Nrec='' 
     cnt=Dcount(NREC<1>,@vm) 
     * a list of Speaker links 
     O4WListStart("0", "Wedspeakerlinks":T, O4WMobileOptions("listview")) 
      For X = 1 To cnt 
       O4WListItem() 
       O4WLink(NREC<1,X>:@vm:NREC<2,X>, 
O4W_LINKTYPE_LOCAL$, 
"Wedspeaker_":T:X,"","",O4WMobileButtonOptions(O4WMOBILE_TRANSITION_SLIDEUP$)) 
      Next X 
     O4WListEnd("Wedspeakerlinks":T) 
    O4WSectionEnd("WedSpeakersList":T) 
   O4WSectionEnd("WED":T) 
  Next T 
 
  For T=8 To 16 
   Read Nrec From REVMOBILE_CODES.FL,'WED':T Else Nrec='' 
   cnt=Dcount(NREC<1>,@vm) 
   For x=1 To cnt 
    * the WedSpeakerdetail "page" of content 
    * jQuery Mobile likes all the pages sent in a single call - it's faster for the user 
    O4WSectionStart("Wedspeaker_":T:X, o4wmobileoptions("page", "b")) 
     * the header for the Speakers page 
     * jquery mobile will automatically add the 'back' button 
     O4WSectionStart("Wedheader":T:X, o4wmobileoptions("header")) 
      O4WHeader(NREC<1,X>, 3) 
     O4WSectionEnd("Wedheader":T:X) 
     * the main content for the Speakers page 
     O4WSectionStart("WedSpeakersContent":T:X, 
o4wmobileoptions("content")) 
      O4WText(NREC<2,X>) 
      O4WBreak() 
      O4WBreak() 
      O4WText(NREC<3,X>) 
     O4WSectionEnd("WedSpeakersContent":T:X) 
    O4WSectionEnd("Wedspeaker_":T:X) 
   Next X 
  Next T 
   
        * the Thursday "page" of content 
  * jQuery Mobile likes all the pages sent in a single call - it's faster for the user 
  O4WSectionStart("Thursday", o4wmobileoptions("page", "b")) 
   * the header for the Speakers page 
   * jquery mobile will automatically add the 'back' button 
   O4WSectionStart("Thursdaymain", o4wmobileoptions("header")) 
    O4WHeader("Thursday", 3) 
   O4WSectionEnd("Thursdaymain") 
   * the main content for the Speakers page 
   O4WSectionStart("ThursdayContent", o4wmobileoptions("content")) 
    O4WText("2011 Conference - Las Vegas") 
    O4WBreak() 
    O4WText("Knowledge is Power") 
    O4WBreak() 
   O4WSectionEnd("ThursdayContent") 
   O4WSectionStart("ThursdayList", O4WMobileOptions("content")) 
    * a list of Thursday links 
    O4WListStart("0", "Thursdaylinks", O4WMobileOptions("listview")) 
     O4WListItem() 
     O4WLink("8:00 AM", O4W_LINKTYPE_LOCAL$, 
"THU8","","",O4WMobileButtonOptions(O4WMOBILE_TRANSITION_SLIDEUP$)) 
     O4WListItem() 
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     O4WLink("9:00 AM", O4W_LINKTYPE_LOCAL$, 
"THU9","","",O4WMobileButtonOptions(O4WMOBILE_TRANSITION_SLIDEUP$)) 
     O4WListItem() 
     O4WLink("10:00 AM", O4W_LINKTYPE_LOCAL$, 
"THU10","","",O4WMobileButtonOptions(O4WMOBILE_TRANSITION_SLIDEUP$)) 
     O4WListItem() 
     O4WLink("11:15 AM", O4W_LINKTYPE_LOCAL$, 
"THU11","","",O4WMobileButtonOptions(O4WMOBILE_TRANSITION_SLIDEUP$)) 
     O4WListItem() 
     O4WLink("12:15 PM", O4W_LINKTYPE_LOCAL$, 
"THU12","","",O4WMobileButtonOptions(O4WMOBILE_TRANSITION_SLIDEUP$)) 
     O4WListItem() 
     O4WLink("1:15 PM", O4W_LINKTYPE_LOCAL$, 
"THU13","","",O4WMobileButtonOptions(O4WMOBILE_TRANSITION_SLIDEUP$)) 
     O4WListItem() 
     O4WLink("2:30 PM", O4W_LINKTYPE_LOCAL$, 
"THU14","","",O4WMobileButtonOptions(O4WMOBILE_TRANSITION_SLIDEUP$)) 
     O4WListItem() 
     O4WLink("3:45 PM", O4W_LINKTYPE_LOCAL$, 
"THU15","","",O4WMobileButtonOptions(O4WMOBILE_TRANSITION_SLIDEUP$)) 
     O4WListItem() 
     O4WLink("4:00 PM", O4W_LINKTYPE_LOCAL$, 
"THU16","","",O4WMobileButtonOptions(O4WMOBILE_TRANSITION_SLIDEUP$)) 
    O4WListEnd("Thursdaylinks") 
   O4WSectionEnd("ThursdayList") 
  O4WSectionEnd("Thursday") 
   
  For T=8 To 16 
   * the ThuSpeaker "page" of content 
   * jQuery Mobile likes all the pages sent in a single call - it's faster for the user 
   O4WSectionStart("THU":T, o4wmobileoptions("page", "b")) 
    * the header for the Speakers page 
    * jquery mobile will automatically add the 'back' button 
    STIME='' 
    Begin Case 
     Case T=8 
      STIME='8:00 AM' 
     Case T=9 
      STIME='9:00 AM' 
     Case T=10 
      STIME='10:00 AM' 
     Case T=11 
      STIME='11:15 AM' 
     Case T=12 
      STIME='12:15 PM' 
     Case T=13 
      STIME='1:15 PM' 
     Case T=14 
      STIME='2:30 PM' 
     Case T=15 
      STIME='3:45 PM' 
     Case T=16 
      STIME='4:00 PM' 
    End Case  
    O4WSectionStart("Thuheader":T, o4wmobileoptions("header")) 
     O4WHeader(STIME, 3) 
    O4WSectionEnd("Thuheader":T) 
    * the main content for the Speakers page 
    O4WSectionStart("ThuSpeakersContent":T, o4wmobileoptions("content")) 
      O4WText("2011 Conference - Las Vegas") 
      O4WBreak() 
      O4WText("Knowledge is Power") 
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      O4WBreak() 
    O4WSectionEnd("ThuSpeakersContent":T) 
    O4WSectionStart("ThuSpeakersList":T, O4WMobileOptions("content")) 
     Read Nrec From REVMOBILE_CODES.FL,'THU':T Else Nrec='' 
     cnt=Dcount(NREC<1>,@vm) 
     * a list of Speaker links 
     O4WListStart("0", "Thuspeakerlinks":T, O4WMobileOptions("listview")) 
      For X = 1 To cnt 
       O4WListItem() 
       O4WLink(NREC<1,X>:@vm:NREC<2,X>, 
O4W_LINKTYPE_LOCAL$, "Thuspeaker_":T:X,"","",O4WMobileButtonOptions(O4WMOBILE_TRANSITION_SLIDEUP$)) 
      Next X 
     O4WListEnd("Thuspeakerlinks":T) 
    O4WSectionEnd("ThuSpeakersList":T) 
   O4WSectionEnd("THU":T) 
  Next T 
 
  For T=8 To 16 
   Read Nrec From REVMOBILE_CODES.FL,'THU':T Else Nrec='' 
   cnt=Dcount(NREC<1>,@vm) 
   For x=1 To cnt 
    * the ThuSpeakerdetail "page" of content 
    * jQuery Mobile likes all the pages sent in a single call - it's faster for the user 
    O4WSectionStart("Thuspeaker_":T:X, o4wmobileoptions("page", "b")) 
     * the header for the Speakers page 
     * jquery mobile will automatically add the 'back' button 
     O4WSectionStart("Thuheader":T:X, o4wmobileoptions("header")) 
      O4WHeader(NREC<1,X>, 3) 
     O4WSectionEnd("Thuheader":T:X) 
     * the main content for the Speakers page 
     O4WSectionStart("ThuSpeakersContent":T:X, 
o4wmobileoptions("content")) 
      O4WText(NREC<2,X>) 
      O4WBreak() 
      O4WBreak() 
      O4WText(NREC<3,X>) 
     O4WSectionEnd("ThuSpeakersContent":T:X) 
    O4WSectionEnd("Thuspeaker_":T:X) 
   Next X 
  Next T 
 
        * the Friday "page" of content 
  * jQuery Mobile likes all the pages sent in a single call - it's faster for the user 
  O4WSectionStart("Friday", o4wmobileoptions("page", "b")) 
   * the header for the Speakers page 
   * jquery mobile will automatically add the 'back' button 
   O4WSectionStart("Fridaymain", o4wmobileoptions("header")) 
    O4WHeader("Friday", 3) 
   O4WSectionEnd("Fridaymain") 
   * the main content for the Speakers page 
   O4WSectionStart("FridayContent", o4wmobileoptions("content")) 
    O4WText("2011 Conference - Las Vegas") 
    O4WBreak() 
    O4WText("Knowledge is Power") 
    O4WBreak() 
   O4WSectionEnd("FridayContent") 
   O4WSectionStart("FridayList", O4WMobileOptions("content")) 
    * a list of Friday links 
    O4WListStart("0", "Fridaylinks", O4WMobileOptions("listview")) 
     O4WListItem() 
     O4WLink("8:00 AM", O4W_LINKTYPE_LOCAL$, 
"FRI8","","",O4WMobileButtonOptions(O4WMOBILE_TRANSITION_SLIDEUP$)) 
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     O4WListItem() 
     O4WLink("9:00 AM", O4W_LINKTYPE_LOCAL$, 
"FRI9","","",O4WMobileButtonOptions(O4WMOBILE_TRANSITION_SLIDEUP$)) 
     O4WListItem() 
     O4WLink("10:00 AM", O4W_LINKTYPE_LOCAL$, 
"FRI10","","",O4WMobileButtonOptions(O4WMOBILE_TRANSITION_SLIDEUP$)) 
     O4WListItem() 
     O4WLink("11:00 AM", O4W_LINKTYPE_LOCAL$, 
"FRI11","","",O4WMobileButtonOptions(O4WMOBILE_TRANSITION_SLIDEUP$)) 
     O4WListItem() 
     O4WLink("12:00 PM", O4W_LINKTYPE_LOCAL$, 
"FRI12","","",O4WMobileButtonOptions(O4WMOBILE_TRANSITION_SLIDEUP$)) 
    O4WListEnd("Fridaylinks") 
   O4WSectionEnd("FridayList") 
  O4WSectionEnd("Friday") 
   
  For T=8 To 12 
   * the FriSpeaker "page" of content 
   * jQuery Mobile likes all the pages sent in a single call - it's faster for the user 
   O4WSectionStart("FRI":T, o4wmobileoptions("page", "b")) 
    * the header for the Speakers page 
    * jquery mobile will automatically add the 'back' button 
    STIME='' 
    Begin Case 
     Case T=8 
      STIME='8:00 AM' 
     Case T=9 
      STIME='9:00 AM' 
     Case T=10 
      STIME='10:00 AM' 
     Case T=11 
      STIME='11:00 AM' 
     Case T=12 
      STIME='12:00 PM' 
    End Case  
    O4WSectionStart("Friheader":T, o4wmobileoptions("header")) 
     O4WHeader(STIME, 3) 
    O4WSectionEnd("Friheader":T) 
    * the main content for the Speakers page 
    O4WSectionStart("FriSpeakersContent":T, o4wmobileoptions("content")) 
      O4WText("2011 Conference - Las Vegas") 
      O4WBreak() 
      O4WText("Knowledge is Power") 
      O4WBreak() 
    O4WSectionEnd("FriSpeakersContent":T) 
    O4WSectionStart("FriSpeakersList":T, O4WMobileOptions("content")) 
     Read Nrec From REVMOBILE_CODES.FL,'FRI':T Else Nrec='' 
     cnt=Dcount(NREC<1>,@vm) 
     * a list of Speaker links 
     O4WListStart("0", "Frispeakerlinks":T, O4WMobileOptions("listview")) 
      For X = 1 To cnt 
       O4WListItem() 
       O4WLink(NREC<1,X>:@vm:NREC<2,X>, 
O4W_LINKTYPE_LOCAL$, "Frispeaker_":T:X,"","",O4WMobileButtonOptions(O4WMOBILE_TRANSITION_SLIDEUP$)) 
      Next X 
     O4WListEnd("Frispeakerlinks":T) 
    O4WSectionEnd("FriSpeakersList":T) 
   O4WSectionEnd("FRI":T) 
  Next T 
 
  For T=8 To 12 
   Read Nrec From REVMOBILE_CODES.FL,'FRI':T Else Nrec='' 
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   cnt=Dcount(NREC<1>,@vm) 
   For x=1 To cnt 
    * the FriSpeakerdetail "page" of content 
    * jQuery Mobile likes all the pages sent in a single call - it's faster for the user 
    O4WSectionStart("Frispeaker_":T:X, o4wmobileoptions("page", "b")) 
     * the header for the Speakers page 
     * jquery mobile will automatically add the 'back' button 
     O4WSectionStart("Friheader":T:X, o4wmobileoptions("header")) 
      O4WHeader(NREC<1,X>, 3) 
     O4WSectionEnd("Friheader":T:X) 
     * the main content for the Speakers page 
     O4WSectionStart("FriSpeakersContent":T:X, 
o4wmobileoptions("content")) 
      O4WText(NREC<2,X>) 
      O4WBreak() 
      O4WBreak() 
      O4WText(NREC<3,X>) 
     O4WSectionEnd("FriSpeakersContent":T:X) 
    O4WSectionEnd("Frispeaker_":T:X) 
   Next X 
  Next T 
   
End Case 
Return 0 
 
Notice the extensive use of the O4WMobileOptions API call on various sections to define the 
“roles” those sections have in the output. 
 
An example of how you might generate dynamic content using the first design might be: 
 
Subroutine O4W_DESIGN_1(ctlentid, event, request) 
 
$Insert O4WCOMMON 
$Insert O4WEQUATES 
* 
 
pageOptions = o4wmobileoptions("page","b"):O4WDataStyle("", "data-add-back-btn", "true") 
triggerPageOptions = o4wmobilePageOptions('1','1') 
 
BEGIN CASE 
 CASE event _eqc "CREATE" 
   
  * turn our "we're a mobile app" flag 
  o4wsetmobile(1) 
  * use our blank template 
  o4wform("blank") 
   
  * define initial (dispatch) page 
  O4WSectionStart("menuSection", pageOptions) 
  O4WSectionStart("menuHeader", o4wmobileoptions("header")) 
  o4wheader("O4W Mobile Menu", 3) 
  o4wsectionend("menuHeader") 
  O4WSectionStart("menuBody", o4wmobileoptions("content")) 
  O4WListStart("0", "menuList", O4WMobileOptions("listview")) 
  * define links to 5 more pages 
  for each.item = 1 to 5 
   O4WListItem("", O4WMobileButtonOptions("fade","forward")) 
   O4WLink("Menu Option #":each.item, O4W_LINKTYPE_LOCAL$, 
"#mainSection0":each.item) 
  next each.item 
  O4WListEnd("menuList") 
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  O4WSectionEnd("menuBody") 
  O4WSECTIONEND("menuSection") 
   
  * define the (empty) rest of our pages 
   
  for each.main = 1 to 5 
   O4WSectionStart("mainSection0":each.main, pageOptions:triggerPageOptions) 
   O4WSectionEnd("mainSection0":each.main) 
  next each.main 
   
  * define a section for our popup 
   
  O4WSectionStart("popupSection", pageOptions:triggerPageOptions) 
  O4WSectionEnd("popupSection") 
   
   
 case event _eqc "pageinit" 
  * called when a page is linked to the FIRST TIME ONLY 
  o4wresponse() 
  begin case 
   case ctlentid[1,11] _eqc "mainsection" 
    whichSection = ctlentid[12, 2] 
    o4wsectionstart("mainSection":whichSection, 
O4WResponseOptions():o4wmobileoptions("page","b")) 
    o4wsectionstart("mainHeader":whichSection,  o4wmobileoptions("header")) 
    o4wheader("O4W Mobile Menu - linked page at ":timedate(), 3) 
    o4wsectionend("mainHeader":whichSection) 
    O4WSectionStart("mainBody":whichSection, o4wmobileoptions("content")) 
    O4WText("we got updated at ":timedate()) 
    o4wsectionstart("subBody":whichSection) 
    o4wsectionend("subBody":whichSection) 
    O4WLink("link to dialog", O4W_LINKTYPE_LOCAL$, "popupSection", "", 
"lnkPagePopup", O4WDataStyle("", "data-
rel","dialog"):O4WMobileOptions("button"):O4WMobileButtonOptions("","forward")) 
    O4WSectionEnd("mainBody":whichSection) 
    o4wSectionEnd("mainSection":whichSection) 
   case ctlentid _eqc "popupSection" 
    o4wsectionstart("popupSection", 
O4WResponseOptions():o4wmobileoptions("page","c")) 
    o4wsectionstart("popupHeader",  o4wmobileoptions("header")) 
    o4wheader("O4W Mobile Menu - Popup at ":timedate(), 3) 
    o4wsectionend("popupHeader") 
    O4WSectionStart("popupBody", o4wmobileoptions("content")) 
    O4WText("we got updated at ":timedate()) 
    O4WSectionStart("popupsubBody") 
    O4WSectionEnd("popupsubBody") 
    O4WSectionEnd("popupBody") 
    o4wSectionEnd("popupSection")    
  end case 
   
   
 case event _eqc "pageshow" 
  o4wresponse() 
  * called EVERY TIME the page is shown 
  begin case 
   case ctlentid[1,11] _eqc "mainsection" 
    whichSection = ctlentid[12, 2] 
    O4WSectionStart("subBody":whichSection, o4wresponseoptions()) 
    O4WText("we got updated at ":timedate()) 
    O4WButton("Open dialog", "BTN_OPEN":whichSection) 
    O4WQualifyEvent("BTN_OPEN":whichSection, "CLICK") 
    O4WSectionEnd("subBody":whichSection) 
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   case ctlentid _eqc "popupSection" 
    O4WSectionStart("popupsubBody", o4wresponseoptions()) 
    O4WText("we got updated at ":timedate()) 
    O4WButton("Close dialog", "BTN_CLOSE") 
    O4WQualifyEvent("BTN_CLOSE", "CLICK") 
    O4WSectionEnd("popupsubBody") 
  end case 
   
 case event _eqc "CLICK" 
  o4wresponse() 
  if ctlentid[1,8] _eqc "BTN_OPEN" then 
   O4WDialog("popupSection", "showme") 
  end else 
   O4WDialog("popupSection") 
  end 
   
end case 
 
Return 0 
 
Note the use of O4WQualifyEvent and O4WResponse with the buttons on the pages.  In 
addition, O4W Mobile allows you to specify that your stored procedure should be notified when 
a page is loaded for the first time, and/or whenever a page is displayed, with the 
O4WMobilePageOptions API call. 
 
Also note that the different pages are accessed by the user via O4WLink calls; you can also 
programmatically move to other pages via O4WRedirect, using the ID of the “page” section 
prefixed by “#” – for example: 
 
O4WRedirect(“#page4”) 
 
O4W Mobile APIs 

O4WSetMobile(bMobileFlag) 
   Used to inform O4W that this page will be generated for the mobile browser (if bMobileFlag 
parameter is “1”) or the desktop browser (if bMobileFlag parameter is “0”).  Make this call 
before O4WForm() to properly configure O4W. 

O4WGetMobile() 
   Returns “1” if the currently generating page has been set for the mobile browser, or “0” if the 
page is for the desktop browser.  This routine will check for the presence of the “mobile flag”; if 
a prior page was set to mobile mode, O4WGetMobile() will return “1”.  For example: 
 
* are we being called while in a mobile environment 
bIsMobile = O4WGetMobile() 
if bIsMobile = “1” then 
   * yes; generate this page in mobile mode as well 
   O4WSetMobile(“1”) 
End 
O4WForm() 

O4WMobileOptions(roleName, themeCode) 
   O4WMobileOptions defines the “role”  that an element (typically a section) plays in layout on 
the mobile browser page.  Available options for roleName include “page”, “header”, “footer”, 
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“navbar”, “content”, “listview” (when applied to O4WListStart),  and “fieldcontain”.  O4W will 
use the role information to determine appropriate layout and styling of the element and its 
children on the mobild browser.  Themecode may also be specified to designate which “theme 
swatch” colors should be applied to this element and its children; available codes are “a” through 
“z”. 
 
Example: 
 
O4WSectionStart(“ourPage”, O4WMobileOptions(“page”, “e”)) 
O4WSectionStart(“ourHeader”, O4WMobileOptions(“header”)) 
O4WHeader(“Sample Page”, 3) 
O4WSectionEnd(“ourHeader”) 
O4WSectionStart(“ourBody”, O4WMobileOptions(“content”)) 
O4WText(“Mobile content goes here!”) 
O4WSectionEnd(“ourBody”) 
O4WSectionEnd(“ourPage”) 

O4WMobilePageOptions(bDoInitEvent, bDoShowEvent, {mobilePageAndTheme}) 
   O4WMobilePageOptions is applied to the O4WSectionStart call when in O4W mobile mode 
and controls whether the mobile browser will send an event when this page section is first loaded 
(bDoInitEvent = “1”), and/or whenever this page section is displayed (bDoShowEvent = “1”). 
 
If the mobilePageAndTheme parameter is not null, this call will also set the 
O4WMobileOptions(“page”), passing in this parameter as the theme code (“a”  through “z”), 
thus eliminating the need to call O4WMobileOptions in addition to this call. 
 
Example: 
 
O4WSectionStart("Main page", O4WMobilePageOptions(“1”, “1”, “c”)) 

O4WMobileButtonOptions(transitionType, iconName, {mobileButtonAndTheme}) 
   O4WMobileButtonOptions is applied to O4WLink or O4WButton elements when in O4W 
mobile mode and controls what transition effect is used when the button is pressed, and what 
icon should be displayed with that button (note that O4W will automatically convert links into 
buttons when in mobile mode).  Available options for transitionType include “pop”, “slide”, 
“slideup”, “slidedown”, “flip”, and “fade”.  Available icons include “delete”, “arrow-l”, “arrow-
r”, “arrow-u”, “arrow-d”, “plus”, “minus”, “check”, “gear”, “refresh”, “forward”, “back”, “grid”, 
“star”, “alert”, “info”, “home”, and “search”. 
 
If the mobileButtonAndTheme parameter is not null, this call will also set the 
O4WMobileOptions(“button”), passing in this parameter as the theme code (“a”  through “z”), 
thus eliminating the need to call O4WMobileOptions in addition to this call. 
 
Example: 
 
O4WLink("Second page", O4W_LINKTYPE_LOCAL$, "subsection1", “”, “”, O4WMobileButtonOptions(“fade”, 
“forward”)) 
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Mobile Device Orientation 
 
O4W Mobile is also able to customize which styles get applied to different browser elements 
based on the orientation of your mobile device.  It does this by applying either the “landscape” or 
“portrait” style names to the generated page as appropriate.  You can build styles that are applied 
only in the right circumstance by using O4WMOBILE_STYLE_PORTRAIT$ and 
O4WMOBILE_STYLE_LANDSCAPE$ equates in your various O4WxxxSTYLE API calls.  
Simply include the proper equate instead of, or in addition to, the “style name” parameter, and 
that style definition will only apply in that instance. 
 
For example, to use a red background color when in portrait mode, but a yellow background 
color when in landscape mode, for a header, you could have the following code: 
 
O4WHeader(“This is the header”, 1, “”, O4WColorStyle(O4WMOBILE_STYLE_PORTRAIT$, 
“red”):O4WColorStyle(O4WMOBILE_STYLE_LANDSCAPE$, “yellow”)) 
 
Like all O4WxxxSTYLE calls, these can also be assigned to a variable and used repeatedly: 
 
portraitColor = O4WColorStyle(O4WMOBILE_STYLE_PORTRAIT$, “red”) 
landscapeColor = O4WColorStyle(O4WMOBILE_STYLE_LANDSCAPE$, “yellow”) 
O4WHeader(“This is the header”, 1, “”, portraitColor:landscapeColor) 
 
If you wish to use “named” styles, you can apply the O4WMOBILE_STYLE_PORTRAIT$ and 
O4WMOBILE_STYLE_LANDSCAPE$ equates as the “suffix”: 
 
O4WColorStyle(“headerColor”:O4WMOBILE_STYLE_PORTRAIT$, “red”) 
O4WColorStyle(“headerColor”:O4WMOBILE_STYLE_LANDSCAPE$, “yellow”) 
O4WHeader(“This is the header”, 1, “”, “headerColor”) 
 

Enhancing User Interface Elements 
 
O4W supports the same user interface elements in mobile mode as in normal desktop mode; 
however, for added functionality, you may need to apply some additional styles or options.  Note 
that there is no drawback to adding these styles and options to all your O4W routines – including 
any desktop O4W stored procedures; as newer browsers become available that support HTML5, 
these additional styles and options will enhance the user experience on the desktop as well. 
 
Grouping Elements Together 
 
Apply the “fieldcontain” role to a section (using the O4WMobileOptions API call) to style 
associated labels and input controls together.  O4W will attempt to draw the elements that are in 
that section side-by-side, rather than using a 100% width for the elements as it might otherwise 
do. 
 
Apply the “controlgroup” role to a section (using the O4WMobileOptions API call) to group 
related elements in your form.  For example, the radio buttons in a radio button set, the 
checkboxes in a checkbox set, or multiple buttons that should appear side-by-side can be 
grouped in a controlgroup. 
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Example: 
 
O4WSectionStart(“questionOneSection”, O4WMobileOptions(“fieldcontain”)) 
O4WText(“Enter your name”) 
O4WTextbox(“”, “”, “”, “name”, “q1name”) 
O4WSectionEnd(“questionOneSection”) 
O4WSectionStart(“buttonSection”, O4WMobileOptions(“controlgroup”)) 
O4WButton(“Cancel”, “BTN_CANCEL”) 
O4WButton(“OK”, “BTN_OK”) 
O4WSectionEnd(“buttonSection”) 
 
By default, buttons will be grouped vertically.  To group horizontally, apply the “horizontal” 
option to the “data-group” O4WDataStyle. 
 
Example: 
 
O4WSectionStart(“buttonSection”, O4WMobileOptions(“controlgroup”):O4WDataStyle(“”,”data-type”,”horizontal”)) 
O4WButton(“Cancel”, “BTN_CANCEL”) 
O4WButton(“OK”, “BTN_OK”) 
O4WSectionEnd(“buttonSection”) 
 
Accessibility Enhancement 
 
The O4WTextOptions allows you to associate a “label” with an input element, such as a textbox, 
radio button, etc.  This allows the browser to identify which input element is described by the 
label, and this information can be rendered more appropriately (for example, the label and input 
control can be kept together even on the smaller mobile screen) or in more accessible ways (for 
example, if a screen reader is speaking the page aloud). 
 
Example: 
 
O4WSectionStart(“questionOneSection”, O4WMobileOptions(“fieldcontain”)) 
O4WText(“Enter your name”, “”, O4WTextOptions(“q1name”)) 
O4WTextbox(“”, “”, “”, “name”, “q1name”) 
O4WSectionEnd(“questionOneSection”) 
 
When using a radio button set or checkbox set, the labels that describe each radio button or 
checkbox are automatically associated with each radio button or checkbox; to set the overall 
label for the set (rather than for an individual element), O4WFieldsetOptions must be applied to 
the section that contains the set. 
 
Example: 
 
O4WSectionStart(“questionTwoSection”,O4WMobileOptions(“fieldcontain”)) 
O4WSectionStart(“questionTwoSet”, O4WFieldsetOptions(“Agree to the terms”)) 
O4WCheckbox(“I agree”, “1”, “checkbox_1”,”checkbox_1”) 
O4WSectionEnd(“questionTwoSet”) 
O4WSectionEnd(“questionTwoSection”) 
 
You can apply the O4WfieldSetOptions to a section, in conjunction with the “controlgroup” role, 
to identify (for accessibility purposes) that these related elements are grouped together in your 
form.  For example, the radio buttons in a radio button set, the checkboxes in a checkbox set, or 
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multiple buttons that should appear side-by-side can be grouped in a fieldset with the 
controlgroup. 
 
Example: 
 
O4WSectionStart(“questionTwoSection”, O4WMobileOptions(“fieldcontain”)) 
O4WSectionStart(“qtwoFieldset”, O4WFieldsetOptions(“Agree to the terms”):O4WMobileOptions(“controlgroup”)) 
O4WCheckbox(“I agree”, “1”, “checkbox_1”,”checkbox_1”) 
O4WSectionEnd(“qtwoFieldset”) 
O4WSectionEnd(“questionTwoSection”) 
O4WSectionStart(“buttonSection”, O4WMobileOptions(“controlgroup”)) 
O4WButton(“Cancel”, “BTN_CANCEL”) 
O4WButton(“OK”, “BTN_OK”) 
O4WSectionEnd(“buttonSection”) 
 

Special Textbox Types 
 
HTML5 compliant browsers (including newer mobile browsers) can enhance a textbox - for 
example, to limit the types of characters that can be typed, or by displaying a custom keyboard 
for the specific type of input – if the type of input can be specified.  O4W provides some specific 
APIs that already change the “type” of the input (such as O4WPwdBox and O4WNumberBox); 
you can also use O4W’s O4WInputBoxOptions to specify any additional type of input (such as 
“email”, “tel”, “number”, “search”). 
 
Example: 
 
O4WSectionStart(“questionThreeSection”, O4WMobileOptions(“fieldcontain”)) 
O4WText(“Enter your email: “, “”, O4WTextOptions(“emailAdd”)) 
O4WTextbox(“”, “”, “”, “emailAdd”, “emailAdd”, O4WInputBoxOptions(“email”)) 
O4WSectionEnd(“questionThreeSection”) 
O4WSectionStart(“questionFourSection”, O4WMobileOptions(“fieldcontain”)) 
O4WText(“Enter your age: “, “”, O4WTextOptions(“age”)) 
O4WNumberBox(“”, “”, “”, “0”,”120”,””,”1”,”age”,”age”) 
O4WSectionEnd(“questionFourSection”) 
 

Enhanced Listboxes 
 
By applying the O4WMobileOptions API with “slider” specified, you can turn a listbox into a 
“slider”, which is much easier for users to select manually.  Note that a slider should contain 
ONLY two options. 
 
Example: 
 
O4WSectionStart(“sliderSection”, O4WMobileOptions(“fieldcontain”)) 
O4WText(“Flip switch”, “”, O4WTextOptions(“flipSelect”)) 
O4WListboxStart(“myslider”, “flipSelect”, O4WMobileOptions(“slider”)) 
O4WListbox(“No”, “N”, “myslider”, “”, “flipSelect_N”) 
O4WListbox(“Yes”, “Y”, “myslider”, “”, “flipSelect_Y”) 
O4WListboxEnd() 
O4WSectionEnd(“sliderSection”) 
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Enhanced Lists 
 
Use the O4WMobileOptions “listview” parameter to turn normal O4W lists (controlled by 
O4WListStart, O4WListItem, and O4WListEnd API calls) into mobile-friendly output; both 
numbered and unnumbered lists will be converted, and nested lists will be displayed 
appropriately as well.  By using additional mobile API call, it is possible to insert list dividers, 
counts, etc. into the list output. 
 
Use the O4WMobileOptions API call with the “list-divider” parameter to turn a list item into a 
divider. 
 
Example: 
 
O4WListStart(“0”, “myList”, O4WMobileOptions(“listview”)) 
O4WListItem(“”, O4WMobileOptions(“list-divider”)) 
O4WText(“A”) 
O4WListItem() 
O4WLink(“Adam”, O4W_LINKTYPE_LOCAL$, “#adam”) 
O4WListItem() 
O4WLink(“Alan”, O4W_LINKTYPE_LOCAL$, “#alan”) 
O4WListItem(“”, O4WMobileOptions(“list-divider”)) 
O4WText(“B”) 
O4WListItem() 
O4WLink(“Barry”, O4W_LINKTYPE_LOCAL$, “#barry”) 
O4WListItem() 
O4WLink(“Betty”, O4W_LINKTYPE_LOCAL$,”#betty”) 
O4WListEnd(“myList”) 
 
A list can be made “searchable” by using the O4WDataStyle API with the “data-filter” set to 
“true”; a textbox will then automatically be added to the start of the list. 
 
Example: 
 
O4WListStart(“0”, “myList”, O4WMobileOptions(“listview”):O4WDataStyle(“”,”data-filter”,”true”)) 
O4WListItem(“”, O4WMobileOptions(“list-divider”)) 
O4WText(“A”) 
O4WListItem() 
O4WLink(“Adam”, O4W_LINKTYPE_LOCAL$, “#adam”) 
O4WListItem() 
O4WLink(“Alan”, O4W_LINKTYPE_LOCAL$, “#alan”) 
O4WListItem(“”, O4WMobileOptions(“list-divider”)) 
O4WText(“B”) 
O4WListItem() 
O4WLink(“Barry”, O4W_LINKTYPE_LOCAL$, “#barry”) 
O4WListItem() 
O4WLink(“Betty”, O4W_LINKTYPE_LOCAL$,”#betty”) 
O4WListEnd(“myList”) 
 
To add a “count bubble” to the list item, you need to apply the “ui-li-count” class to the number 
you want displayed.  This is done via the O4WText call inside the list item. 
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Example: 
 
O4WListStart(“0”, “myList”, O4WMobileOptions(“listview”)) 
O4WListItem(“”, O4WMobileOptions(“list-divider”)) 
O4WText(“A”) 
O4WText(“2”, “”, “ui-li-count”) 
O4WListItem() 
O4WLink(“Adam”, O4W_LINKTYPE_LOCAL$, “#adam”) 
O4WListItem() 
O4WLink(“Alan”, O4W_LINKTYPE_LOCAL$, “#alan”) 
O4WListItem(“”, O4WMobileOptions(“list-divider”)) 
O4WText(“B”) 
O4WText(“3”, “”, “ui-li-count”) 
O4WListItem() 
O4WLink(“Barry”, O4W_LINKTYPE_LOCAL$, “#barry”) 
O4WListItem() 
O4WLink(“Betty”, O4W_LINKTYPE_LOCAL$,”#betty”) 
O4WListItem() 
O4WLink(“Bob”, O4W_LINKTYPE_LOCAL$,”#bob”) 
O4WListEnd(“myList”) 
 

Mobile Pizza Ordering Application 
 
Subroutine O4W_MMM_PIZZA(CTLENTID, EVENT, REQUEST) 
 
$Insert O4WCOMMON 
$Insert O4WEQUATES 
 
pageOptions = o4wmobileoptions("page","b"):O4WDataStyle("", "data-add-back-btn", "true") 
hdrOptions = o4wmobileoptions("header") 
contentOptions = o4wmobileoptions("content") 
dialogOptions = o4wmobileoptions("dialog","b") 
 
Begin Case 
 Case EVENT _EQC "CREATE" 
  O4WSetMobile(1) 
  O4WFORM() 
 
  * build first page of mobile application 
  O4WSectionStart("menuPage", pageOptions) 
  O4WSectionStart("menuHdr", hdrOptions) 
  O4WHeader("mmmPizza Menu", 3) 
  * build the navigation bar 
  Gosub makeNav 
  O4WSectionEnd("menuHdr") 
  O4WBreak() 
  O4WBreak() 
  O4WSectionStart("menuContent", O4WMarkedOptions('1'):contentOptions) 
  Gosub buildMenu 
  O4WButton("Submit Order", "BTN_SUBMIT", O4WMarkedOptions('1')) 
  O4WQualifyEvent("BTN_SUBMIT", "CLICK")   
  O4WSectionEnd("menuContent") 
  O4WSectionEnd("menuPage") 
   
  * build second page 
  O4WSectionStart("locPage", pageOptions) 
  O4WSectionStart("locHdr", hdrOptions) 
  O4WHeader("mmmPizza Locations", 3) 
  * use same menu bar 
  Gosub makeNav 
  O4WSectionEnd("locHdr") 
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  O4WBreak() 
  O4WBreak() 
  O4WSectionStart("locContent", O4WMarkedOptions('1'):contentOptions) 
  * use standard O4W API to build this output 
  O4WTableStart("locTable", o4wmobiletableoptions("1", "", "33")) 
  O4WSetCell(1, 1, '', o4wtablecelloptions("","","1")) ;* mark as a 'header' 
  O4WText("Location: ") 
  O4WSetCell(1, 2) 
  address = "99 Kinderkamack Rd":@VM:"First Floor":@VM:"Westwood, NJ 07675" 
  * O4WText(address) 
  g_address = Delete(address, 1, 2, 0) ;* remove the 2nd address line for google display 
  Convert @VM To "," In g_address 
  O4WText(address) 
  o4wsetcell(2,2) 
  O4WLink("Map", O4W_LINKTYPE_NORMAL$, "http://maps.google.com/maps?q=":g_address, 
'mapDisplayTab', '', O4WMobileButtonOptions('','','b')) 
 
  O4WTableEnd("locTable") 
  O4WSectionEnd("locContent") 
  O4WSectionEnd("locPage") 
   
  * build a section for any dialogs we want to pop up 
  o4wsectionstart("menuDialogPage", o4wmarkedoptions("0"):dialogOptions) 
  O4WText("Thanks for your order!  Your order number is pending...") 
  o4wsectionend("menuDialogPage") 
   
 
 Case event _eqc "CLICK" 
  O4WResponse() 
  * Load in the submitted order 
  BSTICKS = O4WGetValue("BSTICKS") 
  GBREAD = O4WGetValue("GBREAD") 
  WINGS = O4WGetValue("WINGS") 
  * Display an acknowledgement 
  o4wsectionstart("menuDialogPage", dialogOptions:o4wresponseoptions()) 
  O4WSectionStart("dlgHdr", hdrOptions) 
  O4WHeader("mmmPizza Order", 3) 
  O4WSectionEnd("dlgHdr") 
  O4WBreak() 
  O4WBreak() 
  O4WSectionStart("dlgContent", O4WMarkedOptions('0'):contentOptions) 
  * use standard O4W API to build this output 
  O4WText("Thanks for your order!  We're busy baking it right right...your order number is 
#":DATE():TIME()) 
  O4WSectionEnd("dlgContent") 
  o4wsectionend("menuDialogPage") 
  O4WDialog("menuDialogPage", "Order Received") 
   
   
End Case 
 
Return 0 
 
makeNav: 
  * create menu bar 
  o4wsectionstart("pizzaNavbar", O4WMobileOptions("navbar")) 
  o4wliststart(0) 
  o4wlistitem() 
  O4WLink("Menu", O4W_LINKTYPE_LOCAL$, "menuPage") 
  o4wlistitem() 
  O4WLink("Location", O4W_LINKTYPE_LOCAL$, "locPage") 
  o4wlistend() 
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  o4wsectionend("pizzaNavbar") 
Return 
 
buildMenu: 
 O4WSectionStart("menuGroups", o4wmobileoptions("collapsible-set"):o4wmarkedoptions("0")) 
 
 O4WSectionStart("appDetails", o4wmobileoptions("collapsible"):o4wmarkedoptions("0")) 
 o4wheader("Appetizers", 3) 
 O4WText("Bread Sticks", "", O4WTextOptions("BSTICKS")) 
 O4WRadioButton("No", "0", "BSTICKS", "BSTICKS_0", o4wmarkedoptions(1)) 
 O4WRadioButton("Yes", "1", "BSTICKS", "BSTICKS_1") 
 o4wbreak() 
 O4WText("Garlic Bread", "", O4WTextOptions("GBREAD")) 
 O4WRadioButton("No", "0", "GBREAD", "GBREAD_0", o4wmarkedoptions(1)) 
 O4WRadioButton("Yes", "1", "GBREAD", "GBREAD_1") 
 o4wbreak() 
 O4WText("Hot Wings", "", O4WTextOptions("WINGS")) 
 O4WListBox("None", "0", "WINGS", "", "WINGS_0", o4wmarkedoptions(1)) 
 O4WListBox("Half Dozen", "6", "WINGS", "", "WINGS_6") 
 O4WListBox("Dozen", "12", "WINGS", "", "WINGS_12") 
 O4WListBox("Jumbo", "24", "WINGS", "", "WINGS_24") 
 o4wbreak() 
 o4wsectionEnd("appDetails") 
  
 O4WSectionStart("entreeDetails", o4wmobileoptions("collapsible"):o4wmarkedoptions("0")) 
 o4wheader("Entrees", 3) 
 O4WText("Pizza", "", O4WTextOptions("PIZZA")) 
 O4WListBox("Personal", "1", "PIZZA", "", "PIZZA_1", o4wmarkedoptions(1)) 
 O4WListBox("Medium", "2", "PIZZA", "", "PIZZA_2") 
 O4WListBox("Large", "3", "PIZZA", "", "PIZZA_3") 
 o4wbreak() 
 o4wsectionstart("toppingsChoices", o4wmobileoptions("fieldcontain"):o4wmarkedoptions("0")) 
 opts = O4WFieldsetOptions("Toppings"):O4WMOBILEOPTIONS("controlgroup"):o4wmarkedoptions("0") 
 o4wsectionstart("toppingsFieldset", opts) 
 O4WCheckBox("Pepperoni", "P", "TOPPINGS", "TOPPINGS_P") 
 O4WCheckBox("Sausage", "S", "TOPPINGS", "TOPPINGS_S") 
 O4WCheckBox("Ham", "H", "TOPPINGS", "TOPPINGS_H") 
 O4WCheckBox("Meatball", "M", "TOPPINGS", "TOPPINGS_M") 
 O4WCheckBox("Chicken", "C", "TOPPINGS", "TOPPINGS_C") 
 o4wsectionend("toppingsFieldset") 
 o4wsectionstart("toppingsChoices") 
 o4wbreak() 
 O4WText("Sauce", "", O4WTextOptions("SAUCE")) 
 O4WRadioButton("Red", "0", "SAUCE", "SAUCE_0", o4wmarkedoptions(1)) 
 O4WRadioButton("White (Garlic)", "1", "SAUCE", "SAUCE_1") 
 o4wbreak() 
 o4wsectionEnd("entreeDetails") 
 
 O4WSectionStart("drinkDetails", o4wmobileoptions("collapsible"):o4wmarkedoptions("0")) 
 o4wheader("Drinks", 3) 
 o4wsectionstart("sodaChoices", o4wmobileoptions("fieldcontain"):o4wmarkedoptions("0")) 
 o4wsectionstart("sodaFieldset", 
O4WFieldsetOptions("Soda"):O4WMOBILEOPTIONS("controlgroup"):o4wmarkedoptions("0")) 
 O4WCheckBox("Coke", "C", "SODA", "SODA_C") 
 O4WCheckBox("Diet Coke", "D", "SODA", "SODA_D") 
 O4WCheckBox("Sprite", "S", "SODA", "SODA_S") 
 o4wsectionend("sodaFieldset") 
 o4wsectionend("sodaChoices") 
 o4wbreak() 
 o4wsectionstart("juiceChoices", o4wmobileoptions("fieldcontain"):o4wmarkedoptions("0")) 
 o4wsectionstart("juiceFieldset", 
O4WFieldsetOptions("Juices"):O4WMOBILEOPTIONS("controlgroup"):o4wmarkedoptions("0")) 
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 O4WCheckBox("Apple", "A", "JUICE", "JUICE_A") 
 O4WCheckBox("Orange", "O", "JUICE", "JUICE_O") 
 O4WCheckBox("Cranberry", "C", "JUICE", "JUICE_C") 
 o4wsectionend("juiceFieldset") 
 o4wsectionend("juiceChoices") 
 o4wbreak() 
 o4wsectionEnd("drinkDetails") 
 
 O4WSectionStart("dessertDetails", o4wmobileoptions("collapsible"):o4wmarkedoptions("0")) 
 o4wheader("Desserts", 3) 
 O4WText("Cheesecake", "", O4WTextOptions("CCAKE")) 
 O4WRadioButton("No", "0", "CCAKE", "CCAKE_0", o4wmarkedoptions(1)) 
 O4WRadioButton("Yes", "1", "CCAKE", "CCAKE_1") 
 o4wbreak() 
 O4WText("Italian Ice", "", O4WTextOptions("ICE")) 
 O4WListBox("None", "0", "ICE", "", "ICE_0", o4wmarkedoptions(1)) 
 O4WListBox("Cherry", "1", "ICE", "", "ICE_1") 
 O4WListBox("Lemon", "2", "ICE", "", "ICE_2") 
 o4wbreak() 
 o4wsectionEnd("dessertDetails") 
 
 O4WSectionEnd("menuGroups") 
return 
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Building Paginated tables 
 
The O4W table commands (O4WTableStart, O4WTableEnd, O4WSetCell, etc.) can be used to 
easily build a table that contains the equivalent of many pages worth of data.  For an optimum 
user experience, however, the table data should be paginated to present only a reasonable subset 
of that data at any one time.  In addition, other table enhancements - including the ability to re-
sort the data - enhances the usefulness of the table. 
 
When developing an O4W application, it is certainly possible to explicitly apply a "pagination" 
plugin to the O4W table you are generating, but O4W includes a standard pagination interface 
that allows the end user to choose their preferred paginator, and allows developers to create their 
own pagination routines which can be dynamically selected.  The O4W Report Designer, for 
example, allows the customer designing the report to choose from any pagination routine that 
complies with the O4W pagination interface.  Developers can therefore provide a more 
customizable application by using the O4WTablePagerStyle with their O4W tables, and 
designing their O4W stored procedures appropriately. 
 
To use the built-in table pagination routines, you must apply the O4WTablePager style to your 
table in the O4WTableStart call.  For example: 
 
O4WTableStart("myTable", O4WTablePagerStyle("", "-1", "20", "1":@vm:"2", "50", "1")) 
 
The API for the O4WTablePagerStyle call is O4WTablePagerStyle(ID, pagerLocn, rowsperpage, 
sortablecols, maxrows, currPage, Options, whichPager), where: 
ID is the optional name to use when referencing this style; 
pagerLocn is a flag indicating where the pagination section should be located (-1 = above the 
table, 1 = below the table); 
rowsperpage is the number of rows to display per page in the table; 
sortablecols is an @VM delimited list of which columns should be sorted; 
maxrows is the maximum number of rows in the table (if known); 
currPage is the current page of the table; 
options are any HTML "name/value pairs" you wish the pagination routine to provide to O4W; 
whichPager is an optional override to specify an explicit table pagination routine (if not 
specified, the default value from the configuration record is used) 
 
After starting the table definition process, your code should create the table column headers, and 
then finish the table with the O4WTableEnd call: 
 
O4WTableStart("myTable", O4WTablePagerStyle("", "-1", "20", "1":@vm:"2", "", "1")) 
O4WTableHeader("ID", 1) 
O4WTableHeader("Company", 2) 
O4WTableHeader("State", 3) 
O4WTableHeader("Phone", 4) 
O4WTableEnd("myTable") 
 
AT THIS POINT, YOU DO NOT NEED TO DEFINE THE DATA THAT COMPOSES THE 
TABLE (via O4WSetCell and any other O4W calls). You may, however, wish to generate the 
results that _will_ be returned when requested, and save this information in a table (for example, 
the O4WTempFile%) using a key you can associate with this table. 
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Since different pagination routines will require different amounts of data, you cannot determine 
how many rows to display initially.  Instead, your code must be prepared to recieve the 
TABLE_BUILD_PAGE event; passed with that event will be the details of how many rows to 
generate.  This style of programming is called "handling a callback".  Your code might look like 
this: 
 
... 
BEGIN CASE 
   CASE EVENT _EQC "CREATE" 
       * Handle initial creation of form 
       ... 
   CASE EVENT _EQC "TABLE_BUILD_PAGE" 
       * Respond to 'build page' request 
       whichTable = ctlEntId 
       stRow = O4WGetValue("O4WStartRow") 
       numRows = O4WGetValue("O4WNumRows") 
       rppg = O4WGetValue("O4WRowsPerPage") 
       initialCall = O4WGetValue("O4WTableInit") 
       if stRow = "-1" then 
          * special case - move to last page 
       end 
       if numRows = "-1" then 
          * special case - generate ALL the rows 
       end 
       currPage = int(stRow/rppg)+1 
 
 
Note that there are several values available to your routine in the TABLE_BUILD_PAGE 
callback.  These include: 
O4WTableInit - a flag (set to "1" if true) indicating that this is the initialization call from the 
pagination control; 
O4WStartRow - the row number in the list of results to start processing from.  If set to "-1", the 
pagination routine wants the "last page" of data; 
O4WNumRows - the number of rows to return from the list of results.  If set to "-1", the 
pagination routine wants all the results returned at one time; 
O4WRowsPerPage - the number of rows/page.  If this is an initialization call, your routine may 
choose to override this value with any default values you wish.  On non-initialization calls, this 
value may have been changed by the end-user on the browser, and thus should be respected 
 
Your code should generate a "response" for the table, calculated using these values, containing 
all the relevant rows, and including again the O4WTablePagerStyle (updated as appropriate).  
For example, assuming that the selected data from the CUSTOMERS table are stored in the 
O4WTempFile% with a record ID of O4WSessionID%:"*myTable", your code might now look 
like this: 
 
... 
BEGIN CASE 
   CASE EVENT _EQC "CREATE" 
       * Handle initial creation of form 
       ... 
   CASE EVENT _EQC "TABLE_BUILD_PAGE" 
buildPage: * Respond to 'build page' request 
       O4WResponse() 
       * which table are we building? 
       whichTable = ctlEntId 
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       * load in the previously-generated list of data 
       read rowInfo from O4WTempFile%, O4WSessionID%:"*":whichTable else rowInfo = "" 
       * how many rows are there in this data overall? 
       rowCount = DCount(rowInfo, @FM) 
       * pull in the various passed values from the pagination routine 
       stRow = O4WGetValue("O4WStartRow") 
       numRows = O4WGetValue("O4WNumRows") 
       rppg = O4WGetValue("O4WRowsPerPage") 
       initialCall = O4WGetValue("O4WTableInit") 
       if initialCall = "1" then rppg = 20 ;* default to 20 rows/page on the paginator 
       * was this a special case of the starting row? 
       if stRow = "-1" then 
          * special case - move to last page 
          lastPage = rowCount / rppg 
          if lastPage <> int(lastPage) then lastPage = int(lastPage)+1 
          stRow = (lastPage-1)*rppg+1 
       end 
       * was this a special case of the ending row? 
       if numRows = "-1" then 
          * special case - generate ALL the rows 
          stRow = 1 
          endRow = rowCount 
       end else 
          endRow = stRow + rppg 
       end 
       * sanity check 
       if endRow > rowCount then endRow = rowCount 
       * determine what our current page is 
       currPage = int(stRow/rppg)+1 
       * build the table with results 
       BEGIN CASE 
          CASE whichTable = "myTable" 
             * Note that the O4WTablePagerStyle parameters are changed to reflect the current values 
             O4WTableStart("myTable", O4WResponseStyle():O4WTablePagerStyle("", "-1", rppg, "1":@vm:"2", 
rowCount, currPage)) 
             For each.row = stRow to edRow 
                For each.col = 1 to 4 
                   O4WSetCell(each.row, each.col) 
                   O4WText(rowInfo<each.row, each.col>) 
                Next each.col 
             Next each.row 
             O4WTableEnd("myTable") 
       END CASE 
 
The TABLE_BUILD_PAGE event will be called as needed by the relevant pagination plugin to 
generate one or more pages of results.  If the selected paginator handles all sorting and display on 
the client browser, the TABLE_BUILD_PAGE event may be called only one time for all the 
results; if the selected paginator handles the sorting and pagination locally (in OpenInsight), the 
TABLE_BUILD_PAGE event may be called many times. 
 
Similarly, the paginator may generate the TABLE_SORT event when the user clicks on a 
column that has been marked as sortable.  Your code must be prepared to respond to this event 
also (if column sorting is enabled).  The TABLE_SORT event will have specific values passed to 
it from the paginator, in addition to the values that the TABLE_BUILD_PAGE event generates 
(in fact, you may choose to handle both events in the same block of code, or at least call a 
common routine to handle the page redisplay after the sorting event). 
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The TABLE_SORT event will include the following passed values (in addition to those 
described with the TABLE_BUILD_PAGE event): 
O4WSortCol - the column number to sort; 
O4WSortDir - A flag indicating ascending ('1') or descending ('0') sort 
 
Your code should be designed to re-sort the data based on the specified sort column and 
direction; this might be done via an RLIST SELECT statement, or basic+ SELECT/BY syntax, 
or handled internally, or via a call to V119.  For example, using the V119 routine: 
 
... 
Case event _eqc "TABLE_SORT" 
   * asked to resort the table 
   * which table are we building? 
   whichTable = ctlEntId 
   * load in the previously-generated list of data 
   read rowInfo from O4WTempFile%, O4WSessionID%:"*":whichTable else rowInfo = "" 
   * how many rows are there in this data overall? 
   rowCount = DCount(rowInfo, @FM) 
   * pull in the various passed values from the pagination routine 
   sortDir = O4WGetValue("O4WSortDir") 
   sortCol = O4WGetValue("O4WSortCol") 
   num.sort = dcount(sortCol, @vm) 
   * move desired sort field to the front 
   sortedRows = "" 
   For each.row = 1 To rowCount 
      this.row = rowInfo<each.row> 
      For each.sort = num.sort to 1 step -1 
         this.sortCol = sortCol<1, each.sort> 
         sortVal = this.row<1, this.sortcol> 
         this.row = sortVal:@FM:this.row 
      next each.sort 
      sortedRows := this.row:@RM 
   Next each.row 
   * pass this into V119 
   Bys = "" 
   Justs = "" 
   for each.sort = 1 to num.sort 
      this.sortDir = sortDir<1, each.sort> 
      If this.sortDir = "1" then 
         Bys := "A" 
      End Else 
         Bys := "D" 
      End 
      * determine whether this field should be r or l justified 
      ... 
      if whichJust = "R" then 
         Justs := "R" 
      End else 
         Justs := "L" 
      End 
   End 
   Call V119("S", "", Bys, Justs, sortedRows) 
   * rearrange back to normal 
   rowInfo = "" 
   For each.row = 1 To rowCount 
      this.row = Field(sortedRows, @RM, each.row) 
      for each.sort = 1 to num.sort 
         this.row = Delete(THIS.ROW, 1, 0, 0) 
      next each.sort 
      rowInfo<-1> = this.row 
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   Next each.row 
   Write rowinfo On O4WTempFile%, O4WSessionID%:"*":whichTable 
   * rows are now properly re-sorted; rebuild our page as normal 
   Goto buildPage 
 
 
The TABLE_SORT event will be called as needed by the relevant pagination plugin to sort (or 
re-sort) the results.  If the selected paginator handles all sorting and display on the client browser, 
the TABLE_SORT event may never be generated; if the selected paginator handles the sorting 
and pagination locally (in OpenInsight), the TABLE_SORT event may be called many times. 
 
Although coding in this fashion appears to be "extra work", by using the O4WTablePagerStyle 
in conjunction with your O4WTableStart call, and designing your application to respond to the 
TABLE_BUILD_PAGE and TABLE_SORT events, you will allow your application to take 
advantage of any future pagination/sorting plugins that may be developed and distributed for 
O4W. 
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O4W Sample Stored Procedures 
 
I. O4W_EXAMPLE0 
 
Subroutine O4W_EXAMPLE0(CtlEntId, Event, Request) 
* Example #0: A simple entry/collection form 
* 
* Always include our equates 
$Insert O4WEquates 
* 
* Determine how we were called, and what to do 
* 
Begin Case 
 Case event _eqc "CREATE" 
  * Creation event - called the first time through for each application 
  * Specify that this will generate a full web page   
  O4WForm() 
  * Put up the 'header' describing the page 
  O4WHeader("Revelation Software POS (Pizza Ordering System)", 4) 
  * "Space down" a few blank lines 
  O4WBreak() 
  O4WBreak() 
  * Use a table to align everything neatly 
  O4WTableStart("mainTable") 
  * Display a prompt in the first 'cell' of the table 
  O4WSetCell(1,1) 
  O4WText("Delivery Address: ") 
  * And put up a 'textbox' for the response in the next 'cell' 
  O4WSetCell(1,2) 
  O4WTextbox('', '', '', 'ADD1') 
  * Repeat for the other desired information 
  * Notice the shortcut: only specifying the 'row number' to O4WSetCell automatically puts you in the 
first column of that row 
  O4WSetCell(2) 
  O4WText("Address 2:") 
  * Notice the shortcut: if neither the row nor column is specified in O4WSetCell, it automatically 
puts you in the next column of the current row 
  O4WSetCell() 
  O4WTextbox('','','','ADD2') 
  O4WSetCell(3) 
  O4WText("City:") 
  O4WSetCell() 
  O4WTextBox('','','','CITY') 
  O4WSetCell(4) 
  O4WText("State:") 
  O4WSetCell() 
  O4WTextBox('','','','STATE') 
  O4WSetCell(5) 
  O4WText("Zip:") 
  O4WSetCell() 
  O4WTextBox('','','','ZIP') 
  O4WSetCell(6) 
  O4WText("Pizza Size:") 
  O4WSetCell() 
  * Display a list of choices as radio buttons (allowing only a single choice) 
  O4WRadioButton("Small", "S", "SIZE") 
  O4WRadioButton("Medium", "M", "SIZE") 
  O4WRadioButton("Large", "L", "SIZE") 
  O4WSetCell(7) 
  O4WText("Toppings:") 
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  O4WSetCell() 
  * Display a list of toppings as checkboxes (allowing multiple choices) 
  O4WCheckBox("Pepperoni", "P", "TOPPINGS") 
  O4WBreak() 
  O4WCheckBox("Sausage", "S", "TOPPINGS") 
  O4WBreak() 
  O4WCheckBox("Extra Cheese", "C", "TOPPINGS") 
  O4WBreak() 
  O4WCheckBox("Mushrooms", "M", "TOPPINGS") 
  * End the table 
  O4WTableEnd("mainTable") 
  O4WBreak() 
  * Display a button for them to submit the order 
  O4WButton("Order!", "BTNORDER") 
  * Tell O4W you wish to be notified when the user clicks on this button 
  O4WQualifyEvent("BTNORDER", "CLICK") 
 Case event _eqc "CLICK" 
  * Click event - called when the button is pressed 
  * Read in all the values 
  ADD1 = O4WGetValue("ADD1") 
  ADD2 = O4WGetValue("ADD2") 
  CITY = O4WGetValue("CITY") 
  STATE = O4WGetValue("STATE") 
  ZIP = O4WGetValue("ZIP") 
  * 'SIZE' will return the S/M/L code from the SIZE radio buttons 
  SIZE = O4WGetValue("SIZE") 
  * 'TOPPINGS' will return an @VM-delimited list of the selected toppings 
  TOPPING = O4WGetValue("TOPPINGS") 
  * Calculate the price from the toppings and size selected 
  cost = 0 
  Begin Case 
   Case SIZE = "S" 
    cost = 700 
   Case SIZE = "M" 
    cost = 1000 
   Case SIZE = "L" 
    cost = 1300 
   Case 1 
    * Not a valid size - return an error 
    O4WError("We're sorry, but the size '":size:"' doesn't appear to be valid!") 
    Return 
  End Case 
  * Now find each of the toppings 
  num.toppings = dcount(topping, @VM) 
  For each.topping = 1 To num.toppings 
   this.topping = topping<1,each.topping> 
   Begin Case 
    Case THIS.TOPPING = "P" 
     cost += 100 
    Case THIS.TOPPING = "S" 
     cost += 100 
    Case THIS.TOPPING = "C" 
     cost += 50 
    Case THIS.TOPPING = "M" 
     cost += 100 
    Case 1 
     * Not a valid topping?  Report an error 
     O4WError("We're sorry, but the topping '":this.topping:"' doesn't appear 
to be valid!") 
     Return 
   End Case 
  Next each.topping 
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  * In a 'real' application, you'd now write all the information we collected into a database 
somewhere 
  orderNum = DATE():"*":TIME() 
  * <WRITE INFORMATION HERE> 
  * Notify the customer that his order has been received, and give him/her the total 
      O4WError('Thank you for your order!  Your order number is ':orderNum:'.  Your total is ':OCONV(cost,'MD2,$'):'.', 
'Thank You') 
End Case 
* 
Return 0 
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II. O4W_EXAMPLE1 
 
Subroutine O4W_EXAMPLE1(CtlEntId, Event, Request) 
* Example #1: A simple entry/collection form 
* 
* example 1: establish some constants we'll use in the example 
Equ SizeList$ To "Small,Medium,Large" 
Equ SizeCode$ To "S,M,L" 
Equ SizeCost$ To "700,1000,1300" 
* 
Equ ToppingList$ To "Pepperoni,Sausage,Extra Cheese,Mushrooms" 
Equ ToppingCode$ To "P,S,C,M" 
Equ ToppingCost$ To "100,100,50,100" 
* 
* Always include our equates 
$Insert O4WEquates 
* 
* Determine how we were called, and what to do 
* 
Begin Case 
 Case event _eqc "CREATE" 
  * Creation event - called the first time through for each application 
  * Specify that this will generate a full web page   
  O4WForm() 
      * example 1: Define the section that the form will go in 
      O4WSectionStart('mainSection') 
  * Put up the 'header' describing the page 
  O4WHeader("Revelation Software POS (Pizza Ordering System)", 4) 
  * "Space down" a few blank lines 
  O4WBreak() 
  O4WBreak() 
  * Use a table to align everything neatly 
  O4WTableStart("mainTable") 
  * Display a prompt in the first 'cell' of the table 
  O4WSetCell(1,1) 
  O4WText("Delivery Address: ") 
  * And put up a 'textbox' for the response in the next 'cell' 
  O4WSetCell(1,2) 
  O4WTextbox('', '', '', 'ADD1') 
  * Repeat for the other desired information 
  * Notice the shortcut: only specifying the 'row number' to O4WSetCell automatically puts you in the 
first column of that row 
  O4WSetCell(2) 
  O4WText("Address 2:") 
  * Notice the shortcut: if neither the row nor column is specified in O4WSetCell, it automatically 
puts you in the next column of the current row 
  O4WSetCell() 
  O4WTextbox('','','','ADD2') 
  O4WSetCell(3) 
  O4WText("City:") 
  O4WSetCell() 
  O4WTextBox('','','','CITY') 
  O4WSetCell(4) 
  O4WText("State:") 
  O4WSetCell() 
  O4WTextBox('','','','STATE') 
  O4WSetCell(5) 
  O4WText("Zip:") 
  O4WSetCell() 
  O4WTextBox('','','','ZIP') 
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  O4WSetCell(6) 
  O4WText("Pizza Size:") 
  O4WSetCell() 
  * Display a list of choices as radio buttons (allowing only a single choice) 
  * example 1: Instead of hard-coding the choices... 
  /* 
  O4WRadioButton("Small", "S", "SIZE") 
  O4WRadioButton("Medium", "M", "SIZE") 
  O4WRadioButton("Large", "L", "SIZE") 
  */ 
  *...it's better to drive this from the constants we declared at the top (so we can change them 
without changing the program logic) 
  NUM.SIZES = DCount(SizeList$, ",") 
  For each.size = 1 To num.sizes 
   this.size = Field(SizeList$, ",", each.size) 
   this.code = Field(SizeCode$, ",", each.size) 
   O4WRadioButton(this.size, this.code, "SIZE") 
  Next each.size 
  O4WSetCell(7) 
  O4WText("Toppings:") 
  O4WSetCell() 
  * Display a list of toppings as checkboxes (allowing multiple choices) 
  * example 1: instead of hard-coding the choices... 
  /* 
  O4WCheckBox("Pepperoni", "P", "TOPPINGS") 
  O4WBreak() 
  O4WCheckBox("Sausage", "S", "TOPPINGS") 
  O4WBreak() 
  O4WCheckBox("Extra Cheese", "C", "TOPPINGS") 
  O4WBreak() 
  O4WCheckBox("Mushrooms", "M", "TOPPINGS") 
  */ 
  *...it's better to drive this from the constants we declared at the top (so we can change them 
without changing the program logic) 
  NUM.TOPPINGS = DCount(ToppingList$, ",") 
  For each.topping = 1 To num.toppings 
   this.topping = Field(ToppingList$, ",", each.topping) 
   this.code = Field(ToppingCode$, ",", each.topping) 
   O4WCheckBox(this.topping, this.code, "TOPPINGS") 
   O4WBreak() 
  Next each.topping 
  * End the table 
  O4WTableEnd("mainTable") 
  O4WBreak() 
  * Display a button for them to submit the order 
  O4WButton("Order!", "BTNORDER") 
  * Tell O4W you wish to be notified when the user clicks on this button 
  O4WQualifyEvent("BTNORDER", "CLICK") 
      * example 1: finish up the main section we defined 
      O4WSectionEnd('mainSection') 
      * example 1: create a special area for us to use when displaying some response to the user 
      * nothing goes in it now, but we may fill it in later 
      O4WSectionStart('responseArea') 
      O4WSectionEnd('responseArea') 
 Case event _eqc "CLICK" 
  * Click event - called when the button is pressed 
      * example 1: Tell O4W we'll be generating a response updating the current form (as opposed to making a whole 
new form) 
      O4WResponse() 
  * Read in all the values 
  ADD1 = O4WGetValue("ADD1") 
  ADD2 = O4WGetValue("ADD2") 
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  CITY = O4WGetValue("CITY") 
  STATE = O4WGetValue("STATE") 
  ZIP = O4WGetValue("ZIP") 
  * 'SIZE' will return the S/M/L code from the SIZE radio buttons 
  SIZE = O4WGetValue("SIZE") 
  * 'TOPPINGS' will return an @VM-delimited list of the selected toppings 
  TOPPING = O4WGetValue("TOPPINGS") 
  * example 1: calculate the price from the toppings and size selected, using the equated list 
  locate size In SizeCode$ Using "," Setting pos Then 
   cost = Field(SizeCost$,",",pos) 
  End Else 
   * Couldn't find the size in the list?  Report an error to the customer 
   O4WError("We're sorry, but the size '":size:"' doesn't appear to be valid!") 
   Return 
  End 
  * example 1: Now find each of the toppings in the equated list 
  num.toppings = dcount(topping, @VM) 
  For each.topping = 1 To num.toppings 
   this.topping = topping<1,each.topping> 
   Locate this.topping In ToppingCode$ Using "," Setting pos Then 
    cost += Field(ToppingCost$, ",", pos) 
   End Else 
    * Couldn't find the topping in the list?  Report an error 
    O4WError("We're sorry, but the topping '":this.topping:"' doesn't appear to be 
valid!") 
   End 
  Next each.topping 
  * In a 'real' application, you'd now write all the information we collected into a database 
somewhere 
  orderNum = DATE():"*":TIME() 
  * <WRITE INFORMATION HERE> 
  * Notify the customer that his order has been received, and give him/her the total 
      * example 1: We'll put this information into our 'responseArea' 
      * Note that we use a special style so that O4W knows we're updating the previously-defined area (and not 
asking to create a new one) 
      O4WSectionStart('responseArea', O4WResponseStyle()) 
      O4WHeader('Your order number is ':orderNum, 4) 
      O4WBreak() 
      O4WText('Thank you for your order!  Your order total is ':OCONV(cost,'MD2,$'):'.') 
      O4WBreak() 
      O4WText('Please press ') 
      * Build a 'link' to return to the home page 
      O4WLink('here', O4W_LINKTYPE_NORMAL$, 'www.revelation.com') 
      O4WText(' to return to the home page') 
      O4WSectionEnd('responseArea') 
      * Display this area as a 'dialog box' to the user 
      O4WDialog('responseArea', 'Thank You') 
End Case 
* 
Return 0 
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III. O4W_EXAMPLE2 
 
Subroutine O4W_EXAMPLE2(CtlEntId, Event, Request) 
* Example #2: A simple entry/collection form with some dynamic updates 
* 
* Establish some constants we'll use in the example 
Equ SizeList$ To "Small,Medium,Large" 
Equ SizeCode$ To "S,M,L" 
Equ SizeCost$ To "700,1000,1300" 
* 
Equ ToppingList$ To "Pepperoni,Sausage,Extra Cheese,Mushrooms" 
Equ ToppingCode$ To "P,S,C,M" 
Equ ToppingCost$ To "100,100,50,100" 
* 
* Always include our equates 
$Insert O4WEquates 
* 
* Determine how we were called, and what to do 
* 
Begin Case 
 Case event _eqc "CREATE" 
  * Creation event - called the first time through for each application 
  * Specify that this will generate a full web page   
  O4WForm() 
      * Define the section that the form will go in 
      O4WSectionStart('mainSection') 
  * Put up the 'header' describing the page 
  O4WHeader("Revelation Software POS (Pizza Ordering System)", 4) 
  * "Space down" a few blank lines 
  O4WBreak() 
  O4WBreak() 
  * Use a table to align everything neatly 
  O4WTableStart("mainTable") 
  * Display a prompt in the first 'cell' of the table 
  O4WSetCell(1,1) 
  O4WText("Delivery Address: ") 
  * And put up a 'textbox' for the response in the next 'cell' 
  O4WSetCell(1,2) 
  O4WTextbox('', '', '', 'ADD1') 
  * Repeat for the other desired information 
  * Notice the shortcut: only specifying the 'row number' to O4WSetCell automatically puts you in the 
first column of that row 
  O4WSetCell(2) 
  O4WText("Address 2:") 
  * Notice the shortcut: if neither the row nor column is specified in O4WSetCell, it automatically 
puts you in the next column of the current row 
  O4WSetCell() 
  O4WTextbox('','','','ADD2') 
  O4WSetCell(3) 
  O4WText("City:") 
  O4WSetCell() 
  O4WTextBox('','','','CITY') 
  O4WSetCell(4) 
  O4WText("State:") 
  O4WSetCell() 
  * O4WTextBox('','','','STATE') 
  * example 2: Use a combo box for the state 
  * O4W provides a standard 'states' code record in the standard "configuration" file 
  stateInfo = Xlate("O4WCODES", "CODES_STATES", "", "X") 
  num.states = dcount(stateInfo<1>, @VM) 
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  * Define a 'default' value to prompt the user 
  O4WListBox("Select...", "", "STATE") 
  For each.state = 1 To num.states 
   state.name = stateInfo<1,each.state> 
   state.code = stateInfo<2,each.state> 
   O4WListBox(state.name, state.code, "STATE") 
  Next each.state 
  O4WSetCell(5) 
  O4WText("Zip:") 
  O4WSetCell() 
  O4WTextBox('','','','ZIP') 
  O4WSetCell(6) 
  O4WText("Pizza Size:") 
  O4WSetCell() 
  * Display a list of choices as radio buttons (allowing only a single choice) 
  * If we wanted to 'hard code' the choices, we could do this: 
  /* 
  O4WRadioButton("Small", "S", "SIZE") 
  O4WRadioButton("Medium", "M", "SIZE") 
  O4WRadioButton("Large", "L", "SIZE") 
  */ 
  * But it's better to drive this from the constants we declared at the top (so we can change them 
without changing the program logic) 
  NUM.SIZES = DCount(SizeList$, ",") 
  For each.size = 1 To num.sizes 
   this.size = Field(SizeList$, ",", each.size) 
   this.code = Field(SizeCode$, ",", each.size) 
   *O4WRadioButton(this.size, this.code, "SIZE") 
   * example 2: identify each radio button with a unique name 
   O4WRadioButton(this.size, this.code, "SIZE", "SIZE_":this.code) 
  Next each.size 
  O4WSetCell(7) 
  O4WText("Toppings:") 
  O4WSetCell() 
  * Display a list of toppings as checkboxes (allowing multiple choices) 
  * If we wanted to 'hard code' the choices, we could do this: 
  /* 
  O4WCheckBox("Pepperoni", "Pepperoni", "TOPPINGS") 
  O4WBreak() 
  O4WCheckBox("Sausage", "Sausage", "TOPPINGS") 
  O4WBreak() 
  O4WCheckBox("Extra Cheese", "ExtraCheese", "TOPPINGS") 
  O4WBreak() 
  O4WCheckBox("Mushrooms", "Mushrooms", "TOPPINGS") 
  */ 
  * But it's better to drive this from the constants we declared at the top (so we can change them 
without changing the program logic) 
  NUM.TOPPINGS = DCount(ToppingList$, ",") 
  For each.topping = 1 To num.toppings 
   this.topping = Field(ToppingList$, ",", each.topping) 
   this.code = Field(ToppingCode$, ",", each.topping) 
   *O4WCheckBox(this.topping, this.code, "TOPPINGS") 
   * example 2: identify each checkbox with a unique name 
   O4WCheckBox(this.topping, this.code, "TOPPINGS", "TOPPINGS_":this.code) 
   O4WBreak() 
  Next each.topping 
  * End the table 
  O4WTableEnd("mainTable") 
  O4WBreak() 
  * example 2: define an area where the 'running total' can go 
  O4WSectionStart('runningTotal') 
  O4WSectionEnd('runningTotal') 
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  * Display a button for them to submit the order 
  O4WButton("Order!", "BTNORDER") 
  * Tell O4W you wish to be notified when the user clicks on this button 
  O4WQualifyEvent("BTNORDER", "CLICK") 
  * example 2: Tell O4W we want to be notified when the size or toppings change 
  O4WQualifyEvent("TOPPINGS", "CHANGE", "CHECKBOX") 
  O4WQualifyEvent("SIZE", "CHANGE", "RADIOBUTTON") 
      * finish up the main section we defined 
      O4WSectionEnd('mainSection') 
      * create a special area for us to use when displaying some response to the user 
      * nothing goes in it now, but we may fill it in later 
      O4WSectionStart('responseArea') 
      O4WSectionEnd('responseArea') 
 Case event _eqc "CLICK" 
  * Click event - called when the button is pressed 
      * Tell O4W we'll be generating a response updating the current form (as opposed to making a whole new form) 
      O4WResponse() 
  * Read in all the values 
  ADD1 = O4WGetValue("ADD1") 
  ADD2 = O4WGetValue("ADD2") 
  CITY = O4WGetValue("CITY") 
  STATE = O4WGetValue("STATE") 
  ZIP = O4WGetValue("ZIP") 
  * example 2: Make sure these values have something in them 
  If TRIM(ADD1) = "" Or TRIM(CITY) = "" Or TRIM(STATE) = "" Or TRIM(ZIP)="" Then 
   O4WError("Please be sure to enter complete address information before proceeding") 
   Return 
  End 
  * example 2: move the extraction of the size and topping values, and the calculation of the cost, to 
a subroutine so we can call it from the 'change' event too 
  /* 
  * 'SIZE' will return the S/M/L code from the SIZE radio buttons 
  SIZE = O4WGetValue("SIZE") 
  * 'TOPPINGS' will return an @VM-delimited list of the selected toppings 
  TOPPING = O4WGetValue("TOPPINGS") 
  * Calculate the price from the toppings and size selected 
  locate size In SizeCode$ Using "," Setting pos Then 
   cost = Field(SizeCost$,",",pos) 
  End Else 
   * Couldn't find the size in the list?  Report an error to the customer 
   O4WError("We're sorry, but the size '":size:"' doesn't appear to be valid!") 
   Return 
  End 
  * Now find each of the toppings 
  num.toppings = dcount(topping, @VM) 
  For each.topping = 1 To num.toppings 
   this.topping = topping<1,each.topping> 
   Locate this.topping In ToppingCode$ Using "," Setting pos Then 
    cost += Field(ToppingCost$, ",", pos) 
   End Else 
    * Couldn't find the topping in the list?  Report an error 
    O4WError("We're sorry, but the topping '":this.topping:"' doesn't appear to be 
valid!") 
   End 
  Next each.topping 
  */ 
  Gosub calcTotal 
  If error <> "" Then 
   O4WError(error) 
   Return 
  end 
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  * In a 'real' application, you'd now write all the information we collected into a database 
somewhere 
  orderNum = DATE():"*":TIME() 
  * <WRITE INFORMATION HERE> 
  * Notify the customer that his order has been received, and give him/her the total 
      * We'll put this information into our 'responseArea' 
      * Note that we use a special style so that O4W knows we're updating the previously-defined area (and not 
asking to create a new one) 
      O4WSectionStart('responseArea', O4WResponseStyle()) 
      O4WHeader('Your order number is ':orderNum, 4) 
      O4WBreak() 
      O4WText('Thank you for your order!  Your order total is ':OCONV(cost,'MD2,$'):'.') 
      O4WBreak() 
      O4WText('Please press ') 
      * Build a 'link' to return to the home page 
      O4WLink('here', 0, 'www.revelation.com') 
      O4WText(' to return to the home page') 
      O4WSectionEnd('responseArea') 
      * Display this area as a 'dialog box' to the user 
      O4WDialog('responseArea', 'Thank You') 
 Case event _eqc "CHANGE" 
  * example 2: the 'CHANGE' event is triggered when our toppings or size is changed 
  * Update our total cost 
  cost = 0 
  * Because of how we organized our form, all the values are passed to us when we get the CHANGE 
event 
  Gosub calcTotal 
  If error <> "" Then 
   * display any error message instead of our total 
   O4WError(error) 
   Return 
  end 
  * No error - display the total cost 
  * Tell O4W we're generating an update to the current form and not an entire new form 
  O4WResponse() 
      * We'll put this information into our 'runningTotal' 
      * Note that we use a special style so that O4W knows we're updating the previously-defined area (and not 
asking to create a new one) 
      O4WSectionStart('runningTotal', O4WResponseStyle()) 
  O4WText("Current Order Total: ":Oconv(cost, "MD2,$")) 
  O4WSectionEnd('runningTotal') 
End Case 
* 
Return 0 
* 
* 
* example 2: calcTotal subroutine will pull in the size and toppings info and calculate the cost 
* if any errors occur, the variable "error" will be returned with the error text 
calcTotal: 
error = "" 
* 'SIZE' will return the S/M/L code from the SIZE radio buttons 
SIZE = O4WGetValue("SIZE") 
* 'TOPPINGS' will return an @VM-delimited list of the selected toppings 
TOPPING = O4WGetValue("TOPPINGS") 
* Calculate the price from the toppings and size selected 
locate size In SizeCode$ Using "," Setting pos Then 
 cost = Field(SizeCost$,",",pos) 
End Else 
 * Couldn't find the size in the list?  Report an error to the customer 
 error = "We're sorry, but the size '":size:"' doesn't appear to be valid!" 
 Return 
End 
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* Now find each of the toppings 
num.toppings = dcount(topping, @VM) 
For each.topping = 1 To num.toppings 
 this.topping = topping<1,each.topping> 
 Locate this.topping In ToppingCode$ Using "," Setting pos Then 
  cost += Field(ToppingCost$, ",", pos) 
 End Else 
  * Couldn't find the topping in the list?  Report an error 
  error = "We're sorry, but the topping '":this.topping:"' doesn't appear to be valid!" 
  return 
 End 
Next each.topping 
Return 
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IV. O4W_EXAMPLE3 
 
Subroutine O4W_EXAMPLE3(CtlEntId, Event, Request) 
* Example #3: A simple entry/collection form with some dynamic updates, validation, and images 
* 
* Establish some constants we'll use in the example 
Equ SizeList$ To "Small,Medium,Large" 
Equ SizeCode$ To "S,M,L" 
Equ SizeCost$ To "700,1000,1300" 
* 
Equ ToppingList$ To "Pepperoni,Sausage,Extra Cheese,Mushrooms" 
Equ ToppingCode$ To "P,S,C,M" 
Equ ToppingCost$ To "100,100,50,100" 
* 
* example 3: include some images 
Equ imagePath To "../examples/images/pizza" 
 
* Always include our equates 
$Insert O4WEquates 
 
* example 3: define a 'validation' style that we can use 
requiredStyle = O4WValidateStyle('','required') 
 
* 
* Determine how we were called, and what to do 
* 
Begin Case 
 Case event _eqc "CREATE" 
  * Creation event - called the first time through for each application 
  * Specify that this will generate a full web page   
  O4WForm() 
      * Define the section that the form will go in 
      O4WSectionStart('mainSection') 
  * Put up the 'header' describing the page 
  O4WHeader("Revelation Software POS (Pizza Ordering System)", 4) 
  * "Space down" a few blank lines 
  O4WBreak() 
  O4WBreak() 
  * Use a table to align everything neatly 
  O4WTableStart("mainTable") 
  * Display a prompt in the first 'cell' of the table 
  O4WSetCell(1,1) 
  O4WText("Delivery Address: ") 
  * And put up a 'textbox' for the response in the next 'cell' 
  O4WSetCell(1,2) 
  * example 3: add in some validation (note that we now provide an "ID" for the textbox, in addition 
to the "Name") 
  O4WTextbox('', '', '', 'ADD1', "ADD1", requiredStyle) 
  * Repeat for the other desired information 
  * Notice the shortcut: only specifying the 'row number' to O4WSetCell automatically puts you in the 
first column of that row 
  O4WSetCell(2) 
  O4WText("Address 2:") 
  * Notice the shortcut: if neither the row nor column is specified in O4WSetCell, it automatically 
puts you in the next column of the current row 
  O4WSetCell() 
  O4WTextbox('','','','ADD2') 
  O4WSetCell(3) 
  O4WText("City:") 
  O4WSetCell() 
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  * example 3: add in some validation 
  O4WTextBox('','','','CITY', 'CITY', requiredStyle) 
  O4WSetCell(4) 
  O4WText("State:") 
  O4WSetCell() 
  * O4WTextBox('','','','STATE') 
  * Use a combo box for the state 
  * O4W provides a standard 'states' code record in the standard "configuration" file 
  stateInfo = Xlate("O4WCODES", "CODES_STATES", "", "X") 
  num.states = dcount(stateInfo<1>, @VM) 
  * Define a 'default' value to prompt the user 
  O4WListBox("Select...", "", "STATE") 
  For each.state = 1 To num.states 
   state.name = stateInfo<1,each.state> 
   state.code = stateInfo<2,each.state> 
   O4WListBox(state.name, state.code, "STATE") 
  Next each.state 
  O4WSetCell(5) 
  O4WText("Zip:") 
  O4WSetCell() 
  * example 3: add in another specific validation for zip codes 
  O4WTextBox('','','','ZIP', 'ZIP', O4WValidateStyle('','zip','1')) 
  O4WSetCell(6) 
  O4WText("Pizza Size:") 
  O4WSetCell() 
  * Display a list of choices as radio buttons (allowing only a single choice) 
  * If we wanted to 'hard code' the choices, we could do this: 
  /* 
  O4WRadioButton("Small", "S", "SIZE") 
  O4WRadioButton("Medium", "M", "SIZE") 
  O4WRadioButton("Large", "L", "SIZE") 
  */ 
  * But it's better to drive this from the constants we declared at the top (so we can change them 
without changing the program logic) 
  NUM.SIZES = DCount(SizeList$, ",") 
  For each.size = 1 To num.sizes 
   this.size = Field(SizeList$, ",", each.size) 
   this.code = Field(SizeCode$, ",", each.size) 
   *O4WRadioButton(this.size, this.code, "SIZE") 
   * identify each radio button with a unique name 
   O4WRadioButton(this.size, this.code, "SIZE", "SIZE_":this.code) 
  Next each.size 
  * example 3: add another cell to contain the image of the pizza 
  O4WSetCell() 
  * example 3: for now, put up the generic cheese image 
  O4WImage("Mmmm...pizza!", imagePath:"L_.jpg",'','','','imagePizza') 
  O4WSetCell(7) 
  O4WText("Toppings:") 
  O4WSetCell() 
  * Display a list of toppings as checkboxes (allowing multiple choices) 
  * If we wanted to 'hard code' the choices, we could do this: 
  /* 
  O4WCheckBox("Pepperoni", "Pepperoni", "TOPPINGS") 
  O4WBreak() 
  O4WCheckBox("Sausage", "Sausage", "TOPPINGS") 
  O4WBreak() 
  O4WCheckBox("Extra Cheese", "ExtraCheese", "TOPPINGS") 
  O4WBreak() 
  O4WCheckBox("Mushrooms", "Mushrooms", "TOPPINGS") 
  */ 
  * But it's better to drive this from the constants we declared at the top (so we can change them 
without changing the program logic) 
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  NUM.TOPPINGS = DCount(ToppingList$, ",") 
  For each.topping = 1 To num.toppings 
   this.topping = Field(ToppingList$, ",", each.topping) 
   this.code = Field(ToppingCode$, ",", each.topping) 
   *O4WCheckBox(this.topping, this.code, "TOPPINGS") 
   * identify each checkbox with a unique name 
   O4WCheckBox(this.topping, this.code, "TOPPINGS", "TOPPINGS_":this.code) 
   O4WBreak() 
  Next each.topping 
  * End the table 
  O4WTableEnd("mainTable") 
  O4WBreak() 
  * define an area where the 'running total' can go 
  O4WSectionStart('runningTotal') 
  O4WSectionEnd('runningTotal') 
  * Display a button for them to submit the order 
  O4WButton("Order!", "BTNORDER") 
  * Tell O4W you wish to be notified when the user clicks on this button 
  * example 3: we don't just want to click the button - we want to validate our validations too 
  *O4WQualifyEvent("BTNORDER", "CLICK") 
  O4WQualifyEvent("BTNORDER", "VALIDATE") 
  * Tell O4W we want to be notified when the size or toppings change 
  O4WQualifyEvent("TOPPINGS", "CHANGE", "CHECKBOX") 
  O4WQualifyEvent("SIZE", "CHANGE", "RADIOBUTTON") 
      * finish up the main section we defined 
      O4WSectionEnd('mainSection') 
      * create a special area for us to use when displaying some response to the user 
      * nothing goes in it now, but we may fill it in later 
      O4WSectionStart('responseArea') 
      O4WSectionEnd('responseArea') 
 Case event _eqc "CLICK" 
  * Click event - called when the button is pressed 
      * Tell O4W we'll be generating a response updating the current form (as opposed to making a whole new form) 
      O4WResponse() 
  * Read in all the values 
  ADD1 = O4WGetValue("ADD1") 
  ADD2 = O4WGetValue("ADD2") 
  CITY = O4WGetValue("CITY") 
  STATE = O4WGetValue("STATE") 
  ZIP = O4WGetValue("ZIP") 
  * Make sure these values have something in them 
  If TRIM(ADD1) = "" Or TRIM(CITY) = "" Or TRIM(STATE) = "" Or TRIM(ZIP)="" Then 
   O4WError("Please be sure to enter complete address information before proceeding") 
   Return 
  End 
  * move the extraction of the size and topping values, and the calculation of the cost, to a 
subroutine so we can call it from the 'change' event too 
  /* 
  * 'SIZE' will return the S/M/L code from the SIZE radio buttons 
  SIZE = O4WGetValue("SIZE") 
  * 'TOPPINGS' will return an @VM-delimited list of the selected toppings 
  TOPPING = O4WGetValue("TOPPINGS") 
  * Calculate the price from the toppings and size selected 
  locate size In SizeCode$ Using "," Setting pos Then 
   cost = Field(SizeCost$,",",pos) 
  End Else 
   * Couldn't find the size in the list?  Report an error to the customer 
   O4WError("We're sorry, but the size '":size:"' doesn't appear to be valid!") 
   Return 
  End 
  * Now find each of the toppings 
  num.toppings = dcount(topping, @VM) 
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  For each.topping = 1 To num.toppings 
   this.topping = topping<1,each.topping> 
   Locate this.topping In ToppingCode$ Using "," Setting pos Then 
    cost += Field(ToppingCost$, ",", pos) 
   End Else 
    * Couldn't find the topping in the list?  Report an error 
    O4WError("We're sorry, but the topping '":this.topping:"' doesn't appear to be 
valid!") 
   End 
  Next each.topping 
  */ 
  Gosub calcTotal 
  If error <> "" Then 
   O4WError(error) 
   Return 
  end 
  * In a 'real' application, you'd now write all the information we collected into a database 
somewhere 
  orderNum = DATE():"*":TIME() 
  * <WRITE INFORMATION HERE> 
  * Notify the customer that his order has been received, and give him/her the total 
      * We'll put this information into our 'responseArea' 
      * Note that we use a special style so that O4W knows we're updating the previously-defined area (and not 
asking to create a new one) 
      O4WSectionStart('responseArea', O4WResponseStyle()) 
      O4WHeader('Your order number is ':orderNum, 4) 
      O4WBreak() 
      O4WText('Thank you for your order!  Your order total is ':OCONV(cost,'MD2,$'):'.') 
      O4WBreak() 
      O4WText('Please press ') 
      * Build a 'link' to return to the home page 
      O4WLink('here', 0, 'www.revelation.com') 
      O4WText(' to return to the home page') 
      O4WSectionEnd('responseArea') 
      * Display this area as a 'dialog box' to the user 
      O4WDialog('responseArea', 'Thank You') 
 Case event _eqc "CHANGE" 
  * the 'CHANGE' event is triggered when our toppings or size is changed 
  * Update our total cost 
  cost = 0 
  * Because of how we organized our form, all the values are passed to us when we get the CHANGE 
event 
  Gosub calcTotal 
  If error <> "" Then 
   * display any error message instead of our total 
   O4WError(error) 
   Return 
  end 
  * No error - display the total cost 
  * Tell O4W we're generating an update to the current form and not an entire new form 
  O4WResponse() 
  * example 3: update the image with our current selections 
  O4WImage("Mmmm...pizza!", imagePath:imageType:".jpg",'','','','imagePizza', 
O4WResponseStyle('','','1'))   
      * We'll put this information into our 'runningTotal' 
      * Note that we use a special style so that O4W knows we're updating the previously-defined area (and not 
asking to create a new one) 
      O4WSectionStart('runningTotal', O4WResponseStyle()) 
  O4WText("Current Order Total: ":Oconv(cost, "MD2,$")) 
  O4WSectionEnd('runningTotal') 
End Case 
* 
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Return 0 
* 
* 
* calcTotal subroutine will pull in the size and toppings info and calculate the cost 
* if any errors occur, the variable "error" will be returned with the error text 
* example 3: also create imageType (with details about which picture to display) 
calcTotal: 
error = "" 
* 'SIZE' will return the S/M/L code from the SIZE radio buttons 
SIZE = O4WGetValue("SIZE") 
* example 3: make sure a size is selected 
If size = "" Then 
   error = "We're sorry, but you must select a size to continue" 
 Return 
End 
 
* 'TOPPINGS' will return an @VM-delimited list of the selected toppings 
TOPPING = O4WGetValue("TOPPINGS") 
* Calculate the price from the toppings and size selected 
locate size In SizeCode$ Using "," Setting pos Then 
 cost = Field(SizeCost$,",",pos) 
End Else 
 * Couldn't find the size in the list?  Report an error to the customer 
 error = "We're sorry, but the size '":size:"' doesn't appear to be valid!" 
 Return 
End 
* Now find each of the toppings 
num.toppings = dcount(topping, @VM) 
For each.topping = 1 To num.toppings 
 this.topping = topping<1,each.topping> 
 Locate this.topping In ToppingCode$ Using "," Setting pos Then 
  cost += Field(ToppingCost$, ",", pos) 
 End Else 
  * Couldn't find the topping in the list?  Report an error 
  error = "We're sorry, but the topping '":this.topping:"' doesn't appear to be valid!" 
  return 
 End 
Next each.topping 
* example 3 
* always show 'large' pizza 
* imageType = size:"_" 
imageType = "L_" 
* don't show anything special for 'extra cheese' 
* If Index(topping, "C", 1) Then imageType := "C" 
If Index(topping, "M", 1) Then imageType := "M" 
If Index(topping, "P", 1) Then imageType := "P" 
If Index(topping, "S", 1) Then imageType := "S" 
Return 
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V. O4W_REVSHOW 
 
 
Subroutine O4W_REVSHOW(CTLENTID, EVENT, REQUEST) 
* 
* Build an O4W Stored Procedure to make Penn & Teller reservations 
* 
* Demonstrated at Revelation Software User Conference 04/2010 
* NOTE: for this to work you will need (in addition to the standard O4W files): 
* 1. The "template" named tickets.html, and 
* 2. The "youtubin" plugin 
* 
* 
* Insert our required equates 
* 
$Insert O4WCOMMON 
$Insert O4WEQUATES 
* 
* Respond to the various events that our O4W form generates 
* 
Begin Case 
* Every form is called with the "create" event when it starts up 
 Case EVENT _EQC "CREATE" 
*  Specify the location of the "template" we want to use for this form   
  O4WForm("C:\TEMP\tickets.html") 
*  Add in the "js" (javascript) and "css" (style sheets) for any of our plugins 
  O4WScript("../plugins/Zebra_DatePicker/zebra_datepicker.js") 
  O4WStyleSheet("../plugins/Zebra_DatePicker/metallic.css") 
  O4WScript("../plugins/youtube/jquery.youtubin-1.js") 
*  What do we want to show at the top of our browser page?   
  O4WTitle("Penn & Teller Reservations") 
*  Convert our sections into tabs   
  O4WTabs("orderTabs", "showing":@VM:"reserve", "Select A Show":@VM:"Reservation Details") 
  O4WSectionStart("showing", O4WMarkedStyle('','0')) 
*  Put up a button to hide or show our on-line help 
  O4WButton("Show/Hide Instructions...", "BTN_HELP") 
*  Build the on-line help into a special section 
  O4WSectionStart("helpSection") 
  O4WText("You should put some help text here.  It would make everyone's life much easier!") 
  O4WSectionEnd("helpSection") 
*  When the form starts up, make sure the help section is hidden   
  O4WQualifyEvent("", "hide", "helpSection") 
*  Enable the pure client-side "toggling" of the help section when the help button is clicked   
  O4WQualifyEvent("BTN_HELP", "toggle", "helpSection", "1") 
*  Output a newline so things look nice 
  O4WBreak() 
*  Lay out our show information as a table so it looks nice as well   
  O4WTableStart("showInfo") 
  O4WSetCell(1,1) 
  O4WText("Show date:") 
  O4WSetCell(1,2) 
*  Build a textbox with the current date as the default value 
*  The textbox will be 10 characters wide, it will be named "DATE", and 
*  it will have a unique ID of "txtDATE" 
  O4WTextbox(Oconv(DATE(), "D4/"), 10, "", "DATE", "txtDATE") 
  O4WSetCell(2,1) 
  O4WText("Number of tickets:") 
  O4WSetCell(2,2) 
*  Build a textbox with "0" as the default value 
*  The textbox will be 5 characters wide, and will accept no more than 5 characters 
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*  It will be named "NUMTICKETS" and have the unique ID of "txtNUMBER" 
*  When the form is submitted, or validated, the textbox will be checked to make sure only numeric 
data 
*  is present - and that something is, indeed, present   
  O4WTextbox("0", "5", "5", "NUMTICKETS", "txtNUMBER", O4WValidateStyle('', 
O4W_VALIDATE_NUM$, "1")) 
  O4WSetCell(3,1) 
  O4WText("Total Cost":@VM:"($49.99/seat):") 
  O4WSetCell(3,2) 
  O4WText("$0.00", "lblCost") 
  O4WSetCell(3,3) 
*  We'll put up a button labeled "Update"... 
  O4WButton("Update", "BTN_UPDATE") 
*  ...that will generate a "click" event when pressed 
  O4WQualifyEvent("BTN_UPDATE", "CLICK") 
  O4WTableEnd("showInfo") 
  O4WSectionEnd("showing") 
*  In the next section let's collect the "demographic" data for the buyer   
  O4WSectionStart("reserve", O4WMarkedStyle('','0')) 
  O4WTableStart("demoInfo") 
  O4WSetCell(1,1) 
  O4WText("Name:") 
  O4WSetCell(1,2) 
  O4wTextbox("", "", "", "NAME") 
  O4WSetCell(2,1) 
  O4WText("Address 1:") 
  O4WSetCell(2,2) 
  O4WTextbox("", "", "", "ADD1") 
  O4WSetCell(3,1) 
  O4WText("Address 2:") 
  O4WSetCell(3,2) 
  O4WTextbox("", "", "", "ADD2") 
  O4WSetCell(4,1) 
  O4WText("City:") 
  O4WSetCell(4,2) 
  O4WTextbox("", "", "", "CITY") 
  O4WSetCell(4,3) 
  O4WText("State:") 
  O4WSetCell(4,4) 
*  Build a listbox with the state information: first, read the state names and codes...   
  states = Xlate("O4WCODES", "CODES_STATES", "", "X") 
*  ...and then pass them into a listbox named "ST"   
  O4WListbox(states<1>, states<2>, "ST") 
  O4WSetCell(5,3) 
  O4WText("ZIP:") 
  O4WSetCell(5,4) 
  O4WTextbox("", "", "", "ZIP") 
  O4WTableEnd("demoInfo") 
  O4WSectionEnd("reserve") 
  O4WSectionEnd("orderTabs") 
  O4WBreak() 
*  Outside of the tabs, display a "Make Your Reservation" button and a link to YouTube 
  o4wTableStart("displayTable", O4WMarkedStyle('','0')) 
  O4WButton("Make Your Reservation!", "BTN_RESERVE") 
  O4WSetCell(1,2) 
  url = "http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_qQX-jayixQ&NR=1" 
  O4WLink("Watch a clip!", O4W_LINKTYPE_NORMAL$, url, "", "lnkPT") 
  O4WTableEnd("displayTable") 
*  When the "BTN_RESERVE" is clicked, it will generate a "SUBMIT" event 
*  (which is like a CLICK event, but it also performs any validation) 
  O4WQualifyEvent("BTN_RESERVE", "SUBMIT") 
*  Turn our textbox (with the ID "txtDATE") into a "date picker" field by using 
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*  the "Zebra DatePicker" plugin 
  O4WPlugin("testDATE","Zebra_DatePicker", "{format: 'M d, Y'}") 
*  Turn our Penn & Teller link (with the ID "lnkPT") into an embedded video by 
*  using the "youtubin" plugin 
  O4WPlugin("lnkPT", "youtubin") 
* The CLICK event was generated by the BTN_UPDATE   
 Case EVENT _EQC "CLICK" 
*  Let O4W know we're building a response (and not a full page)  
  O4WResponse() 
*  Pull in the value of the NUMTICKETS field   
  numTickets = O4WGetValue("NUMTICKETS") 
  If Num(numTickets) And numTickets <> "" then 
*   Had a valid number; calculate the cost and update the lblCost control 
*   Note the use of the O4WResponseStyle to tell the control we're only 
*   updating its text portion 
   O4WUpdate("lblCost", Oconv(numTickets * 4999, "MD2,$"), O4WResponseStyle('','1')) 
  End Else 
*   Didn't have a valid number - show an error message   
   O4WError("You must enter a valid number to continue") 
  End 
* The SUBMIT event was generated by the BTN_RESERVE   
 Case EVENT _EQC "SUBMIT" 
*  After a SUBMIT, we do have to build a new page - so we'll call O4WForm with 
*  our template again  
  O4WForm("C:\TEMP\tickets.html") 
*  Load in the data from the form 
  numTickets = O4WGetValue("NUMTICKETS") 
  NAME = O4WGetValue("NAME") 
  amt = Oconv(numTickets * 4999, "MD2,$") 
  * Imagine that we get all the rest of the info from the form too... 
  * ...and write it out somewhere in the database 
* Now generate a thank you message 
  O4WText("Thanks, ":NAME:"! Please be sure to complete your purchase using PayPal and your 
tickets will be waiting for you at the 'All Call' box") 
* And call the PayPal site (with the O4WPayPal api) to do a "buy it now" transaction 
  O4WPaypal("BUY", "", "xxx@revelation.com", "Penn and Teller tickets", "pttickets", NUMTICKETS, 
"$49.99", "$0.00", "$0.00") 
End Case 
* 
Return 0 
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VI. Login Screen 
 
Below is code for a sample login screen for use with an O4W application.  This code will prompt 
for username and password, validate the user and launch an O4W menu. 
 
Subroutine O4W_CUSTLOGIN(CtlEntId, Event, Request) 
* 
* O4W Example code: login screen 
* 
$Insert O4WCommon 
$Insert O4WEquates 
* 
* 
Begin Case 
 Case EVENT _EQC "CREATE" 
  O4WForm() 
  * Have we already logged in? 
  loginCookie = O4WCookie("tempCookie") 
  If loginCookie <> "" Then 
   * we've already had our cookie set; we must have logged in already 
   * get the information stored in our temp file (referenced by the cookie) 
   Read userInfo From O4WTempFile%, loginCookie Then 
    * found the information from the successful login; go ahead and display the 
menu 
    userName = userInfo<1> 
    userPrivileges = userInfo<2> 
    * display the menu 
    O4WMenu("SAMPLE_MENU") 
    * and some welcome text 
    O4WHeader("Welcome, ":userName, 4) 
    O4WBreak() 
    O4WBreak() 
    O4WText("Please select an option from the menu to continue") 
    Return 0 
   End 
   * Couldn't read our user information record from the temp file? 
   * Must have been a false alarm; fall through to the login page 
  end 
  O4WHeader("O4W Customer Login":@VM:"Login Please", 4) 
  O4WTableStart("loginTable", O4WTableStyle("", "", "", "1")) 
  O4WText("User name: ") 
  O4WSetCell(1,2) 
  O4WTextBox("", '', '', '', "uname") 
  O4WSetCell(2,1) 
  O4WText("Password: ") 
  O4WSetCell(2,2) 
  O4WPwdBox("", '', '', '', "pwd") 
  O4WSetCell(3,2) 
  O4WButton("Login", "BTNLOGIN", O4WInputStyle('','','','',1)) 
  O4WTableEnd("loginTable") 
  O4WQualifyEvent("BTNLOGIN", "CLICK") 
  * Define an empty section for any messages we might have to issue 
  O4WSectionStart("msgArea", O4WMarkedStyle('','0')) 
  O4WSectionEnd("msgArea") 
 Case EVENT _EQC "CLICK" 
  Begin Case 
   Case CtlEntId _eqc "BTNLOGIN" 
    O4WResponse() 
    * evaluate what the user entered 
    userName = O4WGetValue("uname") 
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    passwd = O4WGetValue("pwd") 
    bIsBad = 1 
    userPrivileges = "" 
    * given the username and password, validate this user 
    * normally done by looking in a table and verifying that the passwords match 
    onfileInfo = Xlate("MYUSERTABLE", userName, "", "X") 
    If onFileInfo <> "" Then 
     If passwd = onFileInfo<1> And passwd <> "" Then 
      * this user is ok to proceed 
      bIsBad = 0 
      * record what "permissions level" they have as well (in case 
we need to allow different "levels" of users) 
      userPrivileges = onFileInfo<2> 
     End 
    end 
    If bIsBad then 
     * Bad - display error in the "msgArea" 
     O4WSectionStart("msgArea", 
O4WResponseStyle():O4WMarkedStyle('','0')) 
     O4WText("Invalid logon - please retry", '', O4WColors("","","red")) 
     O4WSectionEnd("msgArea") 
     RETURN 
    End 
    * Success! Record login status in our temp file so we can find this information 
later 
    * first, build a unique ID that we can use as our key to the temp table 
    tempKey = O4WGenerateID("LOGIN") 
    * and save it into our cookie 
    O4WCookie("tempCookie", tempKey) 
    * now save the user information into the temp table with this key 
    cfgInfo = "" 
    CFGINFO<1> = username 
    CFGINFO<2> = userPrivileges 
    Write CFGINFO On O4WTempFile%, tempKey 
    * force redisplay of this page to properly display the menu 
    O4WRedirect("O4W_CUSTLOGIN") 
  End case 
End CASE 
* 
Return 0 
 
This sample login routine must be registered and its required permissions must be set to “none”.  
 
The routine also assumes that you have created an O4W menu (in the sample code above it is 
called SAMPLE_MENU).  The permissions for this O4W menu must be set to “none”. 
 
This routine also assumes you have a table that contains user names, passwords and “permission 
levels” which can be customized as needed. 
 
For anything that needs to determine what user you are logged in as, and what permissions you 
have, you can use the following code snippet: 
 
tempKey = O4WCookie(“tempCookie”) 
userName = “” 
userPerms = “” 
if tempKey <> “” then 
   Read userInfo from O4WTempFile%, tempkey then 
      userName – userInfo<1> 
      userPerms = userInfo<2> 
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   End 
End 
 
For this login screen to be truly “integrated”, you must also change your O4W configuration so 
that you have a custom “O4W Permissions Authorization procedure”; this custom procedure will 
check the required permissions for any O4W Form, Report, Dashboard, or Procedure against the 
“permissions level” assigned to the logged-in user, and determine whether the user should be 
allowed to execute the Form, Report, Dashboard, or Procedure.  A sample Permissions 
Authorization procedure might look like the following: 
 
Function O4WCUSTOMPERMISSIONS(ReqdPerms, SessionInfo) 
$Insert O4WCommon 
$Insert O4WEquates 
tempKey = O4WCookie(“tempCookie”) 
userName = “” 
userPerms = “” 
if tempKey <> “” then 
   Read userInfo from O4WTempFile%, tempkey then 
      userName = userInfo<1> 
      userPerms = userInfo<2> 
   End 
End 
** For this simple example, assume being logged in is all that is required to proceed (so we do not compare 
“userPerms” with “ReqdPerms”) 
If userName <> “” then 
   Rslt = 1 
End Else 
   Rslt = -1; * not logged in – do not let them run this 
End 
Return Rslt 
 
VII. Invoice Form 
 
Subroutine O4W_INVOICE_REPORT(CTLENTID, EVENT, REQUEST) 
* 
* Demonstration routine 
* 
 
$Insert O4WCOMMON 
$Insert O4WEQUATES 
 
Declare Function ucase 
 
* Open our tables (otherwise we can't generate any report) 
Open 'INVOICES' To INV.FL Else 
 O4WError("Unable to open INVOICES table - cannot proceed!") 
 Return 0 
End 
Open 'DICT','INVOICES' To @DICT Else 
 O4WError("Unable to open DICT.INVOICES table - cannot proceed!") 
 Return 0 
End 
 
* Define some style variables that we'll use repeatedly 
* This creates some "temporary" unnamed styles that we can reuse 
rightAlignStyle = O4WTextOptions("", "","1"):O4WAlignStyle("", O4W_ALIGN_RIGHT$) 
greenbarStyle = o4wcolorstyle("", "lightgreen") 
* Alternatively, this creates a named style ("overallSection") that we can reuse 
O4WTableStyle("overallSection", "", "", O4W_ALIGN_CENTER$) 
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O4WSizeStyle("overallSection", "90%") 
* This creates some named styles ("invoiceSection", "headingOverride") with some explicit CSS commands 
* These could also go directly into our stylesheet 
O4WRawStyle("invoiceSection", "margin-left":@fm:"margin-right":@fm:"text-align", "0px":@FM:"0px":@FM:"left") 
O4WRawStyle("headingOverride", "padding", "8px 0px") 
 
Begin Case 
 Case EVENT _EQC "CREATE" 
  * Create event should always use O4WForm call (optionally specifying the template to use) 
  O4WFORM() 
  * Load in the stylesheet that will "dress up" our output 
  * CSS derived from editable invoice example at http://www.css-tricks.com (lots of good 
information there!) 
  O4WStyleSheet("../stylesheet/invoicereport.css") 
  O4WHeader("Invoice Report", 3) 
  O4WBreak() 
  O4WBreak() 
  * 
  * In the CREATE event, we will define a section for our prompt 
  * In the later pages, this section will be replaced with the invoice report output 
  * 
  * Only take up 90% of the page, and center this section 
  O4WSectionStart("invOutput", O4WMarkedOptions('1'):"overallSection") 
  * Allow for override in URL for the number of invoices per page 
  nppg = O4WGetValue("PPG") 
  If nppg = "" Or Not(Num(nppg)) Then nppg = 10 
  * Store this away so our later pages know how many should be shown 
  O4WStore(nppg, "inv_per_page", "inv_per_page") 
  O4WStore("1", "pageno", "pageno") 
  * Build a table to display the prompts 
  O4WTableStart("paramTable") 
  O4WText("Enter starting date: ") 
  O4WSetCell() 
  * As a further enhancement, this could be a 'datepicker' control 
  O4WTextbox(Oconv(DATE(), "D4/"), "", "", "STDATE") 
  O4WSetCell(2) 
  O4WText("Enter ending date: ") 
  O4WSetCell() 
  O4WTEXTBOX(Oconv(DATE(), "D4/"), "", "", "EDDATE") 
  O4WSetCell(3, 2) 
  * Display the button... 
  O4WButton("Go...", "BTN_GO") 
  * ... and associate it with the "CLICK" action 
  O4WQualifyEvent("BTN_GO", "CLICK") 
  O4WTableend("paramTable") 
  O4WSectionEnd("invOutput") 
 * 
 * CLICK event handler 
 * This may be invoked either when navigating back and forth, or when first submitting the report 
parameters 
 * 
 Case event _eqc "CLICK" 
  Begin Case 
   Case ctlentid _eqc "BTN_GO" 
    * Called after submitting the report parameters 
    * When responding to an event, we will almost always need the O4WResponse() 
call (comparable to the O4WForm() call on the CREATE event) 
    o4wresponse() 
    * determine which invoices fall in our date (if any) 
    STDATE = O4WGETVALUE("STDATE") 
    EDDATE = O4WGETVALUE("EDDATE") 
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    * As an enhancement, we chould check that these are valid, and if not, return an 
error... 
    * "normal" OpenInsight programming is used here 
    stmt = 'SELECT INVOICES BY INVOICE_DATE BY CUST_NAME' 
    DELIM = "" 
    If stdate <> "" Then 
     stmt := ' WITH INVOICE_DATE >= "':STDATE:'"' 
     DELIM = ' AND' 
    End 
    If eddate <> "" Then 
     stmt := DELIM:' WITH INVOICE_DATE <= "':EDDATE:'"' 
    End 
    * Get the unique ID that O4W has already generated for this page 
    * Use this as the key to store the selected IDs 
    UniqueID = ucase(o4wgetvalue("O4WUniqueID")) 
    LISTID = UniqueID:"*LIST" 
    Call Rlist(STMT, 4, LISTID, '', '') 
    * did we select anything? 
    * note: this only works if we don't span multiple records; in newer versions of 
OpenInsight, use RTI_LIST instead to read in the entire list 
    listinfo = Xlate("SYSLISTS", LISTID, "", "X") 
    If listinfo = "" Then 
     * Return an error 
     o4wError("No invoices selected; please retry") 
    End Else 
     * Preserve the list of IDs in the O4WTEMP table 
     listinfo = Delete(listinfo, 1, 0, 0) ;* First, remove the "list header" from 
field 1 
     Write listinfo On O4WTempFile%, LISTID 
     * Some browsers may have available the parameters from the URL 
even on our AJAX events 
     * O4W will make multiple occurences of the same parameter available 
as @VM delimited values 
     * Make sure, then, that if we have more than one hanging around, we 
operate on only one 
     invperpage = o4wgetvalue("inv_per_page")<1,1> 
     If invperpage = "" Or Not(Num(invperpage)) Then 
      invperpage = 10 
     End 
     pageno = o4wgetvalue("pageno")<1,1> 
     If pageno = "" Or Not(Num(pageno)) Then 
      pageno = 1 
     End 
     * The "buildInvoices" subroutine will generate the invoices for the 
current page 
     Gosub buildInvoices 
    End 
   Case ctlentid _eqc "BTN_NEXT" 
    * Called by the NEXT button 
    o4wresponse() 
    invperpage = o4wgetvalue("inv_per_page")<1,1> ;* make sure, if we have 
more than one hanging around, we only get one 
    If invperpage = "" Or Not(Num(invperpage)) Then 
     invperpage = 10 
    End 
    pageno = o4wgetvalue("pageno")<1,1> 
    If pageno = "" Or Not(Num(pageno)) Then 
     pageno = 1 
    End 
    * Increment the page number that we were on 
    pageno += 1 
    * Build the invoices for this page 
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    Gosub buildInvoices 
   Case ctlentid _eqc "BTN_PREV" 
    * Called by the PREV button 
    o4wresponse() 
    invperpage = o4wgetvalue("inv_per_page")<1,1> ;* make sure, if we have 
more than one hanging around, we only get one 
    If invperpage = "" Or Not(Num(invperpage)) Then 
     invperpage = 10 
    End 
    pageno = o4wgetvalue("pageno")<1,1> 
    If pageno = "" Or Not(Num(pageno)) Then 
     pageno = 1 
    End 
    * Decrement the page number that we were on 
    pageno -= 1 
    * Sanity check of the results 
    If pageno < 1 Then pageno = 1 
    * Build the invoices for this page 
    Gosub buildInvoices 
  End case 
End Case 
 
Return 0 
 
buildInvoices: 
* Tell O4W that we want to replace the "invOutput" section of the displayed browser page 
O4WSectionStart("invOutput", O4WResponseOptions():O4WMarkedOptions('1'):"overallSection") 
* Preserve the values we want to pass in on the "Next" or "Prev" button presses 
O4WStore(invperpage, "inv_per_page", "inv_per_page") 
O4WStore(pageno, "pageno", "pageno") 
* Retrieve the unique ID that O4W has generated for this form 
UniqueID = ucase(o4wgetvalue("O4WUniqueID")) 
LISTID = UniqueID:"*LIST" 
* Try to retrieve the list of selected invoices we generated previously 
Read listInfo From O4WTempFile%, ListID Else listInfo = "" 
* Is that list missing or empty?  => Error 
If listInfo = "" Then 
 O4WError("Error: No items selected, or list item lost") 
 Return 
End 
* Calculate how many invoices are in the list, and which ones in the list we should process for this page 
num.items = dcount(listInfo, @FM) 
stno = (pageno-1)*invperpage + 1 
edno = stno + invperpage - 1 
* Sanity check - are we beyond the end of the list? 
If stno > num.items Then 
 O4WError("Error: Invalid page number") 
 Return 
End 
* If the last page has fewer than our maximum to display, adjust ourselves accordingly 
If edno > num.items Then edno = num.items 
cntr = 0 
* 
* For each ID in our list, we will read the invoice record, pull out its information (and associated information from the 
CUSTOMERS table), and display it in appropriate sections 
* 
For each.invoice = stno To edno 
 @ID = listInfo<each.invoice> 
 Read @record From INV.FL, @ID Else 
  @RECORD = "Record ":@ID:" not found" 
 End 
 cntr += 1 
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 * get all the details 
 INV_DATE = {INVOICE_DATE} 
 CUST_NO = {CUST_NO} 
 CUST_NAME = {CUST_NAME} 
 ORD_DATE = {ORDER_DATE} 
 ORD_NUM = {ORDER_NUMBER} 
 DUE_DATE = {DUE_DATE} 
 PAID_DATE = {PAID_DATE} 
 QTYS = {QTYS} 
 DESCS = {DESCS} 
 ITEMS = {ITEMS} 
 PRICES = {PRICES} 
 EXTENDED = {EXT_COSTS} 
 AMOUNT = {AMOUNT} 
 * get address information 
 CUSTINFO = Xlate("CUSTOMERS", CUST_NO, "", "X") 
 ADD1 = CUSTINFO<3> 
 ADD2 = CUSTINFO<4> 
 CITY = CUSTINFO<5> 
 ST = CUSTINFO<6> 
 ZIP = CUSTINFO<7> 
 COUNTRY = CUSTINFO<8> 
 * Display this invoice in its own section 
 * "Green bar" the output for easier identification 
 invcolor = "" 
 If cntr/2 = int(cntr/2) Then 
  * change the background color of this section 
  invcolor = greenbarStyle 
 End 
 * Insert a few blank lines 
 O4WBreak() 
 O4WBreak() 
 O4WBreak() 
 * 
 * Each invoice will go into its own section 
 * Note the use of the CNTR variable - this makes sure that each element has a unique ID (as required) 
 * 
 o4wsectionstart("invoice_":cntr, "invoiceSection":@SVM:invcolor) 
 * Display the word "INVOICE", and assign it to the "hdr" style 
 * We also assign it to the "headerOverride" style (dynamically created at the top of this report) to override 
the padding setting in our template's css 
 o4wtext("INVOICE", "", "headingOverride":@SVM:O4WTextOptions("","","1"):"hdr") 
 O4WBreak() 
 O4WBreak() 
 * Create a section to hold who we are, assigning it to the "identity" class 
 O4WSectionStart("identity_":cntr, "identity") 
 * Create a section for the address itself, assigning it to the "address" class 
 O4WsectionStart("address_":cntr, "address") 
 * ...and output our address information 
 O4WText("Revelation Software") 
 o4wbreak() 
 O4WText("99 Kinderkamack Rd.") 
 O4WBreak() 
 O4WText("First Floor") 
 O4WBreak() 
 O4WText("Westwood, NJ 07675") 
 O4WSectionEnd("address_":cntr) 
 * Display a logo with the "logo" class 
 O4WSectionStart("logo_":cntr, "logo") 
 o4wimage("logo", "../images/logo.gif") 
 O4WSectionEnd("logo_":cntr) 
 O4WSectionEnd("identity_":cntr) 
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 * Some css to make things align properly 
 o4wsectionstart("clearing_":cntr, O4WPositionStyle("","","","","","both"));o4wsectionend("clearing_":cntr) 
 * Create the customer section using the "customer" class 
 O4WSectionStart("customer_":cntr, "customer") 
 * Output the customer information, assigned to the "customer-title" class 
 * O4W will automatically make each value its own line in the display 
 * Let's put this all together 
 custOutput = "" 
 custOutput<1,-1> = CUST_NAME 
 custOutput<1,-1> = TRIM(ADD1) 
 If trim(ADD2) <> "" Then custOutput<1,-1> = TRIM(ADD2) 
 custOutput<1,-1> = CITY:", ":ST:"  ":ZIP 
 If COUNTRY _eqc "US" or COUNTRY _eqc "USA" Then 
  country = "" 
 End 
 If trim(COUNTRY) <> "" Then custOutput<1,-1> = COUNTRY 
 O4WText(custOutput, "", "customer-title") 
 * Display a table of overall information about this invoice 
 O4WTableStart("meta_":cntr, "meta") 
 * Move to cell (1,1), and assign that cell to the "meta-head" class 
 O4WSetCell(1,1,"","meta-head") 
 O4WText("Invoice #") 
 * Shorthand to move to the next cell - (1,2) in this case 
 O4WSetCell() 
 O4WText(@ID) 
 O4WSetCell(2, 1, "", "meta-head") 
 O4WText("Date") 
 O4WSetCell() 
 O4WText(Oconv(INV_DATE, "D")) 
 O4WSetCell(3, 1, "", "meta-head") 
 O4WText("Amount Due") 
 O4WSetCell() 
 O4WText(Oconv(AMOUNT, "MD2,$")) 
 O4WTableEnd("meta_":cntr) 
 O4WSectionEnd("customer_":cntr) 
 * Create a table to display the line items, and the subtotals/totals 
 O4WTableStart("items_":cntr, "items") 
 * Display the column headings 
 O4WTableHeader("Item") 
 O4WTableHeader("Description") 
 O4WTableHeader("Unit Price") 
 O4WTableHeader("Quantity") 
 O4WTableHeader("Ext") 
 num.lines = dcount(items, @VM) 
 total = 0 
 For each.item = 1 To num.lines 
  O4WSetCell(each.item, 1, "", "item-name") 
  o4wtext(items<1,each.item>) 
  O4WSetCell(each.item, 2, "", "description") 
  O4WText(descs<1,each.item>) 
  O4WSetCell(each.item, 3, "", "cost") 
  O4WText(Oconv(PRICEs<1,EACH.ITEM>, "MD2,$"), "", rightAlignStyle) 
  O4WSetCell(each.item, 4, "", "qty") 
  O4WText(qtys<1,each.item>, "", rightAlignStyle) 
  O4WSetCell(each.item, 5, "", "price") 
  O4WText(Oconv(extended<1,each.item>, "MD2,$"), "", rightAlignStyle) 
  total += extended<1,each.item> 
 Next each.item 
 * Move to the next row, first column, and use "column spanning" to consume 2 columns; also, mark this as 
the "blank" style 
 O4WSetCell(num.items+1, 1, "", O4WTableCellOptions(2):"blank") 
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 * Move to the 3rd column, and use column spanning to consume 2 more columnes; mark this as the "total-
line" style 
 O4WSetCell("", 3, "", O4WTableCellOptions(2):"total-line") 
 O4WText("Subtotal") 
 O4WSetCell("", 5, "", "total-value") 
 O4WText(Oconv(total, "MD2,$"), "", rightAlignStyle) 
 O4WSetCell(num.items+2, 1, "", O4WTableCellOptions(2):"blank") 
 O4WSetCell("", 3, "", O4WTableCellOptions(2):"total-line") 
 O4WText("Total") 
 O4WSetCell("", 5, "", "total-value") 
 O4WText(Oconv(total, "MD2,$"), "", rightAlignStyle) 
 O4WTableEnd("items_":cntr) 
 * Done with the line items and subtotals/totals 
 * Start the terms section, assigning it to the "terms" style 
 O4WSectionStart("terms_":cntr, "terms") 
 O4WHeader("Terms", 5) 
 O4WText("NET 30 days. Finance charges of 1.5% will be made on unpaid balances after 30 days") 
 O4WSectionEnd("terms_":cntr) 
 o4wsectionend("invoice_":cntr) 
 O4WBreak() 
 O4WBreak() 
 * Finally, display a line using the "dashes" style 
 O4WDivider("", "dashes") 
Next each.invoice 
* 
* Display our forward/back buttons 
* Only enable them, though, if appropriate 
If stno > 1 Then 
 * Create the button, and make sure it's enabled 
 O4WButton("< Back", "BTN_PREV", O4WInputStyle("","1", "0")) 
 O4WQualifyEvent("BTN_PREV", "CLICK") 
End Else 
 * Create the button, but make it disabled and read-only 
 O4WButton("< Back", "BTN_PREV", O4WInputStyle("", "0","1")) 
End 
o4wspace(5) 
If edno < num.items Then 
 O4WButton("Next >", "BTN_NEXT", O4WInputStyle("","1","0")) 
 O4WQualifyEvent("BTN_NEXT", "CLICK") 
End Else 
 O4WButton("Next >", "BTN_NEXT", O4WInputStyle("", "0","1")) 
End 
* 
O4WSectionEnd("invOutput") 
Return 
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VIII. Order Entry 
 
Subroutine O4W_ORDER_ENTRY(ctlentid, event, request) 
* 
* O4W coding example 
* 
* Create, edit, or delete records in the ORDERS table 
* URL: http://.../oecgi4.exe/O4W_ORDER_ENTRY 
* 
* Prompt the user for the order number: allow for lookup, manual entry, or left blank => new order 
* 
* Main Program flow: CREATE event (to draw form initially) 
* 
*                    RETURNVALUE event/ONUM if order search button pressed or 
*                    LOSTFOCUS event/ONUM if order number entered explicitly 
*                     handleOrderNumber {may optionally display dialog if existing record has been changed, and then 
CLICK\BTN_READ or CLICK\BTN_READ_CANCEL} => loadRecord => retrieveRecord => displayHeader => 
displayDetails 
* 
*                    RETURNVALUE event/OCUST if customer search button pressed 
*      CHANGE event/OCUST to update the customer name 
*       markAsChanged 
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* 
*      CLICK event/BTN_SEARCH_PROD_<line#> if product search button 
pressed to ask which type of search 
*      RETURNVALUE event/ITEM after product search completed 
*         CHANGE event/ITEM, QTY, or PRICE to update the order details 
*      displayDetails => markAsChanged 
* 
*      CLICK event/BTN_SAVE to save the record 
*      lockrecord => saverecord => resetpages 
*      CLICK event/BTN_DELETE to confirm deletion of record => CLICK 
event/BTN_DELETE2 to delete the record 
*      lockrecord => deleterecord => resetpages 
*      CLICK event/BTN_CANCEL to reload the original order record 
*      retrieveRecord => displayHeader => displayDetails => 
markAsFresh 
 
 
* Insert required equates and commons 
$Insert O4WCOMMON 
$Insert O4WEQUATES 
* Since we're going to check the configuration record, include this equate as well 
$Insert O4WConfigEquates 
 
Declare Function Repository 
 
* Open our data and dictionary tables, otherwise we have an error 
Open "ORDERS" To ORDER.TBL Else 
 O4WError("Unable to access ORDERS table") 
 Return 0 
End 
Open "DICT","ORDERS" To @DICT Else 
 O4WError("Unable to access DICT.ORDERS table") 
 Return 0 
End 
 
* define some O4W "styles" 
selectedStyle = O4WMarkedOptions("1") 
deselectedStyle = O4WMarkedOptions("0") 
textReplace = O4WResponseOptions("1") 
textReplaceTrigger = O4WResponseOptions("1", "", "1") 
borderStyle = O4WTableStyle("", "1", "1") 
roStyle = O4WInputOptions("0","1"):O4WColorStyle("", "lightblue") 
size10pct = O4WSizeStyle("", "10%") 
size50pct = O4WSizeStyle("", "50%") 
rtJustn = O4WAlignStyle("", "2") 
 
* retrieve (if set) our unique id 
uniqueID = O4WGetValue("O4WUniqueID") 
 
* read the configuration record (using the appropriate repository method) 
configRec = Repository("ACCESS", @APPID<1>:"*CONFIG*O4W*CFG_O4W") 
Call Set_Status(0) 
* determine the "lock procedure" that has been specified in the configuration record 
LOCK_PROC = configRec<O4WCONFIG_LOCK_PROC$> 
If LOCK_PROC = "" Then LOCK_PROC = "O4WI_LOCKHANDLER" 
 
 
Begin Case 
 Case EVENT _EQC "CREATE" 
  * Generate the base form 
  * Since no template has been explicitly specified, use the default template 
  O4WForm() 
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  * Save this variable in the web page 
  O4WStore("", "activeRecord", "activeRecord") 
  * After the O4WForm call, the unique ID has been created - load it in 
  uniqueID = O4WGetValue("O4WUniqueID") 
   
  * Display a header 
  O4WHeader("Order Entry/Inquiry", 3) 
  * Establish the tabs 
  O4WTabs("orderForm", "orderHeader":@VM:"orderDetails", "Header":@VM:"Details") 
   
  * Create the header section 
  O4WSectionStart("orderHeader", deselectedStyle) 
  * and a table to contain the order header information 
  O4WTableStart("tableHeader") 
  O4WSetCell(1,1) 
  O4WText("Order Number: ") 
  O4WSetCell() 
  O4WButton("?", "BTN_SEARCH_ORDERS") 
  * Associate a popup with this button 
  O4WPopup("Order Search", O4W_LINKTYPE_POPUP$, "ORDER_POPUPS", "", "orderpopup", 
"BTN_SEARCH_ORDERS") 
  O4WTextbox("", "", "", "ONUM","ONUM") 
  * Tell O4W we want to be notified when the ONUM textbox has lost focus 
  o4wqualifyevent("ONUM", "LOSTFOCUS")   
  O4WSetCell(4, 1) 
  O4WText("Customer Number: ") 
  O4WSetCell() 
  O4WButton("?", "BTN_SEARCH_CUST") 
  * Associate a popup with this button too 
  O4WPopup("Customer Search", O4W_LINKTYPE_POPUP$, "CUSTOMER_ID_POPUP", "", 
"custpopup", "BTN_SEARCH_CUST") 
  O4WTextbox("", "", "", "OCUST", "OCUST") 
  * Tell O4W we want to be notified when the OCUST textbox has changed 
  o4wqualifyevent("OCUST", "CHANGE", "textbox")   
  O4WSetCell() 
  O4WSetCell(5, 2, "", O4WTableCellOptions(2)) 
  * Display a textbox, but mark it as "read only" and style it so that it looks different 
  O4WTextbox("", "40", "", "OCUSTNAME", "OCUSTNAME", roStyle) 
  O4WSetCell(6,1) 
  O4WText("Order Date: ") 
  O4WSetCell() 
  O4WDatePicker("","12","1","","ODATE", "ODATE") 
  O4WTableEnd("tableHeader") 
  O4WSectionEnd("orderHeader") 
   
  O4WSectionStart("orderDetails", deselectedStyle) 
  * Can't fill in the order details yet (without an order being selected), but set up this section as a 
placeholder 
  O4WText("Please select an existing or new order...") 
  O4WSectionEnd("orderDetails") 
 
  O4WSectionEnd("orderForm") 
   
  * Define this section for our special dialogs 
  O4WSectionStart("specialDialog", deselectedStyle) 
  O4WSectionEnd("specialDialog") 
   
  * Define the buttoms 
  O4WButton("Save", "BTN_SAVE") 
  O4WButton("Delete", "BTN_DELETE") 
  O4WButton("Cancel", "BTN_CANCEL") 
  * And set them so they generate the 'click' event 
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  O4WQualifyEvent("BTN_SAVE", "CLICK") 
  O4WQualifyEvent("BTN_DELETE", "CLICK") 
  O4WQualifyEvent("BTN_CANCEL", "CLICK") 
  
 Case event _eqc "LOSTFOCUS" 
  * Generated when a control loses focus (if the appropriate O4WQualifyEvent on that control has 
been set) 
  Begin Case 
   Case ctlentid _eqc "ONUM" 
    O4WResponse() 
    @ID = O4WGetValue("ONUM") 
    * Load in the value of the ONUM textbox, and call handleOrderNumber to 
retrieve that record (if appropriate) 
    Gosub handleOrderNumber 
   End case 
   
 Case event _eqc "CHANGE" 
  * Generated when a control's value changes (if the appropriate O4WQualifyEvnet on that control 
has been set) 
  * Note that O4W provides 2 additional values: O4WChangeID (the ID of the control that made the 
change), and O4WChangeValue (the value it's been changed to) 
  Begin Case 
   Case ctlentid _eqc "OCUST" 
    * Customer # has changed - update our customer name display 
    O4WResponse() 
    @RECORD = "" 
    @ID = O4WGetValue("ONUM") 
    {CUST_NO} = O4WGetValue("O4WChangeValue") 
    O4WUpdate("OCUSTNAME", {CUSTOMER_NAME}, textReplace) 
    * make sure we know that something's changed, so we can't just navigate away 
from this without being prompted to save our changes 
    Gosub markAsChanged 
     
   Case ctlentid _eqc "ITEM" Or ctlentid _eqc "QTY" Or ctlentid _eqc "PRICE" 
    * One of our detail lines has been added or changed 
    O4WResponse() 
    * who changed?  which line, which control?  This way, we can determine who to 
set the focus to... 
    whichOne = O4WGetValue("O4WChangeID") 
    * Our controls are defined as "ITEM_1", "ITEM_2", etc.  However, if a new line 
has been added, it will have a more complex (auto-generated) ID, such as ITEM_3_o4wid_2 
    If Count(whichOne, "_") > 1 Then 
     * More than one "_" in the ID? This must be a newly-added line 
     changeLine = -1 
    End Else 
     changeLine = Field(whichOne, "_", 2) 
    End 
    * Load in the current contents of all our fields 
    Gosub retrieveCurrentRecord 
    * fill in any defaults, and determine where to set the focus to 
    items = {ITEM} 
    qtys = {QTY} 
    cost = {PRICE} 
    num.items = dcount(items, @VM) 
    For each.item = num.items To 1 step -1 
     * default the quantity and price if they're not set 
     If qtys<1,each.item> = "" Then 
      qtys<1,each.item> = 1 
     End 
     If cost<1,each.item> = "" then 
      cost<1,each.item> = Xlate('PRODUCTS',  items<1,each.item>, 
"PRICE",  "") 
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     end 
    Next each.item 
    {ITEM} = items 
    {QTY} = qtys 
    {PRICE} = cost 
    * Update the "order details" section 
    Gosub displayDetails 
    * now set the focus as appropriate 
    If changeLine = -1 Then 
     * this was a newly-added line, so it's the last value 
     changeLine = dcount(items,@VM) 
    end 
    Begin Case 
     Case ctlentid _eqc "ITEM" 
      O4WFocus("PRICE_":changeLine) 
     Case ctlentid _eqc "PRICE" 
      O4WFocus("QTY_":changeLine) 
     Case ctlentid _eqc "QTY" 
      O4WFocus("ITEM_":(changeLine+1)) 
    End Case 
    * Remember to mark us as having been changed, so we can't navigate away and 
lose our changes without a verification prompt 
    Gosub markAsChanged 
  End Case 
   
 Case event _eqc "CLICK" 
  * Generated when a button is pressed 
  Begin Case 
   Case ctlentid _eqc "BTN_CANCEL" 
    * Throw away any changes, and reload the original contents of the record? 
    O4WResponse() 
    * Get the ID 
    @ID = O4WGetValue("ONUM") 
    * see if there are any changes, and if there are prompt before reloading 
    Gosub handleOrderNumber 
     
   Case CTLENTID _EQC "BTN_SAVE" 
    * called when the 'save' button is pressed 
    * make sure we can lock the record, and it hasn't been changed by anyone else 
since we originally read it in 
    Gosub lockRecord 
    If error = "" Then 
     * No problems - write it out 
     Gosub saveRecord 
     * Display our "update successful" response 
     O4WError("Order '":@ID:"' updated", "Save Order") 
     * blank the fields, mark us as unchanged, and return to first tab 
     Gosub resetPages 
    End 
   Case ctlentid _eqc "BTN_DELETE" 
    * called to delete the record 
    * put up a dialog box to verify the deletion first 
    O4WResponse() 
    * retrieve the item id 
    @ID = O4WGetValue("ONUM") 
    * build our dialog to verify the deletion 
    O4WSectionStart('specialDialog', selectedStyle:O4WResponseStyle()) 
    * save the order ID in the dialog 
    O4WStore(@ID, "ONUM", "ONUM") 
    O4WText("Please verify deletion of order '":@ID:"'") 
    O4WBreak() 
    O4WButton("Delete", "BTN_DELETE2", selectedStyle) 
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    O4WButton("Cancel", "BTN_DIALOG_CANCEL") 
    * Notify us when these buttons are pressed 
    O4WQualifyEvent("BTN_DELETE2", "CLICK") 
    O4WQualifyEvent("BTN_DIALOG_CANCEL", "CLICK") 
    O4WSectionEnd('specialDialog') 
    * and then show the dialog 
    O4WDialog('specialDialog', 'Confirm Deletion', '', '', 'width:350') 
   Case ctlentid _eqc "BTN_DELETE2" 
    * called after confirming the delete request 
    * first, make sure we can lock the record and no one else has changed it since 
we read it 
    Gosub lockRecord 
    If error = "" Then 
     * no problems - proceed with the deletion 
     Gosub deleteRecord 
     * display our 'deletion successful' message 
     O4WError("Order '":@ID:"' deleted", "Delete Order") 
     * blank the fields, mark us as unchanged, and return to first tab 
     Gosub resetPages 
    End 
 
   * the following 2 controls are displayed on the "record has changed - do you want to 
discard these changes" dialog box 
   Case ctlentid _eqc "BTN_READ" 
    * yes, the user wants to discard any changes and load in the new record 
    O4WResponse() 
    * dismiss the dialog box 
    O4WDialog("specialDialog") 
    * retrieve their new ID 
    @ID = O4WGetValue("ONUM") 
    * load in the record 
    Gosub loadRecord 
   Case ctlentid _eqc "BTN_CANCEL_READ" 
    * no, the user does _not_ want to throw away their changes to the current 
record 
    O4WResponse() 
    * retrieve the original ID 
    origID = O4WGetValue("ID") 
    * dismiss the dialog box 
    O4WDialog("specialDialog") 
    * and just reset the value in the order number textbox 
    O4WUpdate("ONUM", origID, textReplace) 
 
   * this is generated when the 'search' button is pressed in one of the order detail lines 
   * the user is given a choice of search methods 
   Case ctlentid[1,16] _eqc "BTN_SEARCH_PROD_" 
    O4WResponse() 
    * determine which line the user was on (each button is identified with its line 
number) 
    whichOne = ctlentid[17, Len(ctlentid)] 
    * build a dialog box to ask what type of search to perform 
    O4WSectionStart("specialDialog", O4WResponseOptions()) 
    * Note the button contains the line number (so we'll know what to update after 
the user makes their choice) 
    O4WButton("Search for product by text", "BTN_SEARCH3_PROD_":whichOne) 
    * associate an index lookup popup with this button 
    O4WPopup("Product Search", O4W_LINKTYPE_INDEXLOOKUP$, "", 
"PRODUCTS":@FM:"DESCRIPTION_XREF":@fm:"ID":@VM:"DESCRIPTION", "prodpopup2", 
"BTN_SEARCH3_PROD_":whichOne) 
    O4WText(" or ") 
    O4WButton("List all products", "BTN_SEARCH2_PROD_":whichOne) 
    * associate a regular popup with this button 
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    O4WPopup("Product Search", O4W_LINKTYPE_POPUP$, "PRODUCT_POPUP", "", 
"prodpopup1", "BTN_SEARCH2_PROD_":whichOne) 
    * Provide a 'cancel' button to dismiss the dialog 
    O4WBreak() 
    O4WBreak() 
    O4WButton("Cancel", "BTN_DIALOG_CANCEL") 
    * Generate the 'click' event when it's pressed 
    O4WQualifyEvent("BTN_DIALOG_CANCEL", "CLICK") 
    O4WSectionEnd("specialDialog") 
    O4WDialog("specialDialog", "Product Search", '', '', 'width:550') 
     
   Case ctlentid _eqc "BTN_DIALOG_CANCEL" 
    O4WResponse() 
    * dismiss the dialog box 
    O4WDialog("specialDialog") 
     
  End Case 
   
 Case event _eqc "RETURNVALUE" 
  * The user has selected a value from a popup 
  O4WResponse() 
  * determine which control had the popup, and what the user selected 
  callingCtl = O4WGetValue('o4wPopupCtl') 
  popupValue = O4WGetValue('o4wValue')   
  Begin Case 
   Case callingCtl _eqc "BTN_SEARCH_ORDERS" 
    * this was the order search popup 
    * update the order number with the selected value 
    O4WUpdate("ONUM", popupValue, textReplace) 
    @ID = popupValue 
    * Fill in the rest of the form based on this record ID 
    * If "automatic lose focus" is not desired, disable the following line: 
    Gosub handleOrderNumber 
   Case callingCtl _eqc "BTN_SEARCH_CUST" 
    * this was the customer search popup 
    * update the customer number textbox with the selected value 
    * note the use of the "textReplaceTrigger" style - this not only replaces the text, 
but also triggers the "change" event 
    * the change event (previously defined) will derive the customer name from this 
value 
    O4WUpdate("OCUST", popupValue, textReplaceTrigger) 
   Case callingCtl[1,17] _eqc "BTN_SEARCH2_PROD_" Or callingCtl[1,17] _eqc 
"BTN_SEARCH3_PROD_" 
    * this was either of the 2 different product search popups (regular or index 
lookup) 
    * first, dismiss the dialog box that asked which type of search to use 
    O4WDialog("specialDialog") 
    * determine which line item in the order details called the popup 
    whichLine = callingCtl[18, Len(callingCtl)] 
    * update the product on that line of the order details, and trigger the "change" 
event for that item 
    O4WUpdate("ITEM_":whichLine, popupValue, textReplaceTrigger) 
  End case 
   
End Case 
Return 0 
 
retrieveRecord: 
* call the lockhandler routine to read the original record 
Call @LOCK_PROC(O4W_LOCKHANDLER_ACTION_READ$, order.tbl, @ID, @RECORD,  
UniqueID:"*ORDERS*":@id:"*ORIG") 
Return 
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lockRecord: 
* call the lockhandler routine to lock (if possible) the original record 
* this will verify that the underlying record is unchanged, And we can lock it 
error = "" ;* assume success 
* load in the current ID and record contents from the browser form 
Gosub retrieveCurrentRecord 
* call the lockhandler to see if the record is able to be locked, and is unchanged from its original state 
stat = Function(@lock_proc(O4W_LOCKHANDLER_ACTION_CHECK$, order.tbl, @id, curr.record, 
UniqueID:"*ORDERS*":@ID:"*ORIG", O4W_LOCKHANDLER_OPTION_LOCK$)) 
* check for results from the 'check' call 
If stat = O4W_LOCKHANDLER_NO_LOCK$ Then 
 * couldn't get the lock on this item - let the user choose another ID 
 error = "Unable to lock order '":@ID:"'" 
 O4WError(error) 
 Return 
End 
If stat = O4W_LOCKHANDLER_ITEM_CHANGED$ Then 
 * someone else changed the record while we worked on it - let the user choose another ID 
 error = "Order '":@ID:"' has been changed by another user" 
 * remember to unlock our current record, though 
 Call @LOCK_PROC(O4W_LOCKHANDLER_ACTION_UNLOCK$, order.tbl, @ID) 
 O4WError(ERROR) 
 Return 
End 
Return 
 
saveRecord: 
* call the lockhandler routine to save the modified record 
Call @LOCK_PROC(O4W_LOCKHANDLER_ACTION_WRITE$, ORDER.TBL, @ID, @RECORD, 
UniqueID:"*ORDERS*":@ID:"*ORIG") 
Return 
 
deleteRecord: 
* delete the record from the orders table, and release any lock 
Delete order.tbl, @ID 
* release the record lock 
Call @LOCK_PROC(O4W_LOCKHANDLER_ACTION_UNLOCK$, ORDER.TBL, @ID) 
Delete O4WTempFile%, UniqueID:"*ORDERS*":@ID:"*ORIG" 
return 
 
retrieveCurrentRecord: 
@ID = O4WGetValue("ONUM") 
@RECORD = "" 
{CUST_NO} = O4WGetValue("OCUST") 
odate = O4WGetValue("ODATE") 
* if no date filled in, use todays date 
If odate = "" Then 
 odate = date() 
End Else 
 odate = Iconv(odate,"D") 
end 
{ORDER_DATE} = odate 
items = O4WGetValue("ITEM") 
qtys = O4WGetValue("QTY") 
prices = O4WGetValue("PRICE") 
* trim off any blank lines 
num.items = dcount(items, @VM) 
For each.item = num.items To 1 step -1 
 If items<1,each.item> = "" Then 
  items = Delete(items, 1, each.item, 0) 
  qtys = Delete(qtys, 1, each.item, 0) 
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  prices = Delete(prices, 1, each.item, 0) 
 End 
Next each.item 
{ITEM} = items 
{QTY} = qtys 
{PRICE} = Iconv(prices, "MD2") 
Return 
 
resetPages: 
* blank out the order number 
O4WUpdate("ONUM", "", textReplace) 
@RECORD = "" 
Gosub displayHeader 
* mark as unchanged (as of now) 
Gosub markAsFresh 
* go to the first tab 
O4WGoToTab("orderForm", 1) 
return 
 
handleOrderNumber: 
* do we currently have an 'active' (changed) record in process? 
isActive = O4WGetValue("activeRecord") 
If isActive <> "" Then 
 * yes; build our dialog to verify the change of record 
 O4WSectionStart('specialDialog', selectedStyle:O4WResponseStyle()) 
 * save the newly-entered order ID in the dialog 
 O4WStore(@ID, "ONUM", "ONUM") 
 * save the original item ID in the dialog, too 
 O4WStore(isActive, "ID", "ID") 
 O4WText("Discard any changes to existing record?") 
 O4WBreak() 
 O4WButton("Yes, Discard and Load New Record", "BTN_READ", selectedStyle) 
 O4WButton("No, Cancel and Keep Current Record", "BTN_CANCEL_READ") 
 * Notify us when these buttons are pressed with the 'click' event 
 O4WQualifyEvent("BTN_READ", "CLICK") 
 O4WQualifyEvent("BTN_CANCEL_READ", "CLICK") 
 O4WSectionEnd('specialDialog') 
 * and then show the dialog 
 O4WDialog('specialDialog', 'Confirm Discard of Any Changes', '', '', 'width:650') 
 return 
End 
* no, no currently active record - just load in the record for this @ID 
Gosub loadRecord 
Return 
 
loadRecord: 
If @ID = "" Then 
 * new order - get next sequential number 
 Lock @DICT, "%SK%" Else 
  O4WError("Unable to lock sequential counter record") 
  Return 
 END 
 Read NEXT.NUM From @DICT, "%SK%" Else NEXT.NUM = 1000 
 @ID = NEXT.NUM 
 Write NEXT.NUM +1 On @DICT, "%SK%" 
 Unlock @DICT, "%SK%" 
 * Update the text box with this order number 
 O4WUpdate("ONUM", @ID, textReplace) 
End 
* read in the record for this @ID 
Gosub RetrieveRecord  
* display the header and details 
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Gosub displayHeader 
* Mark this record as unchanged (for now) 
Gosub markAsFresh 
* make sure we're on the first tab 
O4WGoToTab("orderForm", 1) 
Return 
 
markAsFresh: 
* turn off the browser page warning 
O4WPlugin("$", "o4wsetConfirmUnload", "false") 
* and clear out our own flag that indicates the record has changed 
o4wUpdate("activeRecord", "", textReplace) 
Return 
 
markAsChanged: 
* tell the browser that we need the "don't navigate away!" warning message 
O4WPlugin("$", "o4wsetConfirmUnload", "true") 
* remember what our current record ID is in case someone tries to change it 
o4wUpdate("activeRecord", @ID, textReplace) 
Return 
 
displayHeader: 
* load up the header fields 
O4WUpdate("OCUST", {CUST_NO}, textReplace) 
O4WUpdate("OCUSTNAME", {CUSTOMER_NAME}, textReplace) 
O4WUpdate("ODATE", Oconv({ORDER_DATE}, "D"), textReplace) 
* and fall through to update the details... 
 
displayDetails: 
* rebuild the section containing our order details 
o4wSectionStart("orderDetails", O4WResponseStyle():deselectedStyle) 
* build a table for our order lines 
O4WTableStart("tableDetails", borderStyle:O4WSizeStyle("","100%")) 
O4WTableHeader("Item", "2", "", size10pct) 
O4WTableHeader("Description", "", "", size50pct) 
O4WTableHeader("Cost", "", "", size10pct) 
O4WTableHeader("Qty", "", "", size10pct) 
O4WTableHeader("Ext Cost") 
num.items = dcount({ITEM}, @vm) +1 ;* always have one blank row at the end 
For each.item = 1 To num.items 
 O4WSetCell(each.item, 1, '', borderStyle) 
 O4WButton("?", "BTN_SEARCH_PROD_":each.item) 
 * display some choices as to what type of popup should be run when this button is pressed 
 O4WQualifyEvent("BTN_SEARCH_PROD_":each.item, "CLICK")  
 O4WSetCell('', '', '', borderStyle) 
 * mark these with the 'o4wClearDuplicateVal' and 'o4wClearDuplicateText' styles so that the "Add" button 
clears out these fields when a new row is added 
 O4WTextBox({ITEM}<1,EACH.ITEM>, "", "", "ITEM", "ITEM_":each.item, "o4wClearDuplicateVal") 
 O4WSetCell('','','',borderStyle) 
 O4WText({DESCRIPTION}<1,EACH.ITEM>, "DESC_":each.item, "o4wClearDuplicateText") 
 O4WSetCell('','','',borderStyle) 
 O4WTextBox(Oconv({PRICE}<1,EACH.ITEM>, "MD2,$"), "", "", "PRICE", "PRICE_":each.item, 
rtJustn:"o4wClearDuplicateVal") 
 O4WSetCell('','','',borderStyle) 
 O4WTextBox({QTY}<1,EACH.ITEM>, "", "", "QTY", "QTY_":each.item, rtJustn:"o4wClearDuplicateVal") 
 O4WSetCell("", "", "", rtJustn:borderStyle) 
 O4WText(Oconv({EXT_COST}<1,EACH.ITEM>, "MD2,$"), "EXT_":each.item, "o4wClearDuplicateText") 
Next each.item 
O4WTableEnd("tableDetails") 
* build another table to display the sub total 
O4WTableStart("tableSummary", O4WSizeStyle("","100%")) 
O4WSetCell(1,1,'', O4WSizeStyle("","90%")) 
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O4WSpace(5) 
O4WSetCell(1,2, '', rtJustn:borderStyle) 
O4WText(Oconv({SUB_TOTAL}, "MD2,$")) 
O4WTableEnd("tableSummary") 
O4WButton("Add Row", "BTN_ADD") 
O4WButton("Delete Row", "BTN_DEL") 
* Automatically add or remove the last row when these buttons are pressed 
O4WQualifyEvent("BTN_ADD", "ADDTOTABLE", "tableDetails", "-1") 
O4WQualifyEvent("BTN_DEL", "DELETEFROMTABLE", "tableDetails", "-1") 
* Notify us when any of the ITEM, QTY, or PRICE field values are changed 
O4WQualifyEvent("ITEM", "CHANGE", "textbox") 
O4WQualifyEvent("PRICE","CHANGE", "textbox") 
O4WQualifyEvent("QTY",  "CHANGE", "textbox") 
o4wSectionEnd("orderDetails") 
Return 
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IX. Generic Edit Record Routine 
 
 
Subroutine O4W_EDIT_RECORD(CtlEntId, Event, Request) 
* 
* O4W coding example 
* 
* Create, edit, or delete records in any table 
* URL: http://.../oecgi4.exe/O4W_EDIT_RECORD 
* or : http://.../oecgi4.exe/O4W_EDIT_RECORD?TABLE=<tablename> 
* or : http://.../oecgi4.exe/O4W_EDIT_RECORD?TABLE=<tablename>&ITEM=<itemid> 
* 
* Prompt the user for the table name, and (after it's selected) the item ID, or allow for entry of a new item ID, or 
* Prompt the user for the item ID, or allow for entry of a new item ID, when a table name is passed in 
* After the table and item name have been specified, determine which fields in the dictionary we can use, and build 
*       editable fields for each allowed dictionary item 
* 
* Main Program flow: CREATE event (which may call getID) 
*                    CHANGE event (if table not specified in URL), which then calls getID 
*                    CLICK event/BTNEDIT which then calls DisplaySection 
* 
*                    CLICK event/BTNCANCEL which then calls DisplaySection, or 
*                    CLICK event/BTNSAVE which calls LockIT (may then call ChooseAnother), or 
*                    CLICK event/BTNDELETE which calls LockIT (may then call ChooseAnother) 
*                 
 
* 
* Insert required equates and commons 
$Insert O4WCommon 
$Insert O4WEquates 
* Since we're going to check the configuration record, include this equate as well 
$Insert O4WConfigEquates 
 
Declare Function Repository 
 
* define some O4W "styles" 
textReplace = O4WResponseStyle('','1','') 
styleReplace = O4WResponseStyle('','','1') 
selectMe = O4WMarkedStyle('','1') 
deSelectMe = O4WMarkedStyle('','0') 
enableMe = O4WInputStyle('','1') 
disableMe = O4WInputStyle('','0') 
promptColor = O4WColorStyle("", "lightblue") 
* retrieve (if set) our unique id 
uniqueID = O4WGetValue("O4WUniqueID") 
 
* read the configuration record (using the appropriate repository method) 
configRec = Repository("ACCESS", @APPID<1>:"*CONFIG*O4W*CFG_O4W") 
Call Set_Status(0) 
* determine the "filter procedure" that has been specified in the configuration record 
FILTER_PROC = configRec<O4WCONFIG_FILTER_PROC$> 
If FILTER_PROC = "" Then FILTER_PROC = "O4WI_FILTER" 
 
Begin Case 
 Case Event _eqc "CREATE" 
  * Initial form creation 
  O4WForm() 
  * get our unique ID (set by o4wform) 
  uniqueID = O4WGetValue("O4WUniqueID") 
  O4WHeader("OpenInsight for Web: Create/Edit Records", 3) 
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  O4WBreak() 
  O4WBreak() 
  * define the area for our 'breadcrumbs' 
  O4WSectionStart("breadcrumb", deSelectMe) 
  O4WSectionEnd("breadcrumb") 
  *...and define the breadcrumbs themselves 
  O4WBreadCrumbs("breadcrumb", "SELECTION":@VM:"EDITSECTION", 
O4WI_FORMATMSG(O4W_MESSAGE_BREADCRUMB_SELECT$):@VM:"Edit") 
  O4WBreak() 
  O4WBreak() 
   
  * this is the 'selection' page - allow the user to specify the table and item to edit 
  O4WSectionStart("SELECTION", selectMe) 
  * Might we be called with a table and item already specified?   
  TABLE = O4WGetValue("TABLE") 
  ID = O4WGetValue("ITEM") 
  bHaveBoth = 1 
  O4WTableStart("promptTable") 
  If table = "" Then 
   bHaveBoth = 0 
   * build the prompt for the table name 
   O4WSetCell(1,1) 
   O4WText("Please select the table: ") 
   * use the shorthand to move to the next cell in the current row 
   O4WSetCell() 
   * call the filter procedure to retrieve what table(s) we are allowed to work on 
   TLIST = Function(@FILTER_PROC("O4W_EDIT_RECORD", O4WSessionInfo%)) 
   * build the list of tables into a listbox - and select 'none' to start 
   O4WListBox("Please select...", "<none>", "TABLE", "", "tblNONE", selectMe) 
   O4WListbox(tlist, tlist, "TABLE", '', tlist) 
   * mark the table name input so we know when one has been selected 
   O4WQualifyEvent("TABLE", "CHANGE", "LISTBOX") 
   * define a section for getting the ID once the table is selected 
   * of course, we can't actually fill this in yet - these are "placeholders" until the table has 
been chosen 
   O4WSetCell(2,1) 
   O4WText("Please select the record ID: ") 
   O4WSetCell(2,2) 
   O4WSectionStart("idSection") 
   O4WText("<Please select a table...>") 
   O4WSectionEnd("idSection") 
   O4WSetCell(3,1) 
   O4WText("Or enter the name of a record to create: ") 
   O4WSetCell(3,2) 
   O4WSectionStart("newidSection") 
   O4WText("<Please select a table...>") 
   O4WSectionEnd("newidSection") 
  End Else 
   * have table specified; what about item? 
   If ID = "" Then 
    * No, the item ID has not been passed in - build the list of available item ids 
    bHaveBoth = 0 
    O4WSetCell(1,1) 
    O4WText("Please select the ":TABLE:" record ID: ") 
    O4WSetCell() 
    Gosub getID 
    O4WSetCell(2,1) 
    O4WText("Or enter the name of a record to create: ") 
    O4WSetCell(2,2) 
    O4WTextbox("", "", "", "NEWITEM") 
   End 
  End 
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  If bHaveBoth = 0 Then 
   * since we don't have both, put up the button to proceed when they _do_ have both 
specified 
   * use "+1" to increment the row (whatever it currently is) 
   O4WSetCell("+1", 2) 
   O4WButton("Edit", "BTNEDIT", selectMe) 
   * Qualify our "click" event 
   O4WQualifyEvent("BTNEDIT", "CLICK") 
  End 
  * finish up our table for the prompts 
  O4WTableEnd("promptTable") 
  * finish up the section (page) for the prompts 
  O4WSectionEnd("SELECTION") 
   
  * define the section (page) for the actual editing 
  O4WSectionStart("EDITSECTION", selectMe) 
  If id = "" Or table = "" Then 
   * don't have all the required pieces - just leave us on the selection page 
   O4WSetBreadcrumb("SELECTION") 
  End Else 
   * have both table and item id - move directly to the editing 
   O4WSetBreadcrumb("EDITSECTION") 
   Open TABLE To CODE.FL Else 
    O4WError("Unable to open table '":TABLE:"'") 
    Return 
   End 
   * call the lockhandler routine to read the original record 
   Call o4wi_lockhandler(O4W_LOCKHANDLER_ACTION_READ$, code.fl, id, info, 
UniqueID:"*":table:"*":id:"*ORIG") 
   Gosub displaySection ;* re-entry point to redisplay 
  end 
  o4wsectionEnd("EDITSECTION") 
   
  * preserve a section for our special messages 
  O4WSectionStart("specialDialog", selectMe) 
  O4WSectionEnd("specialDialog") 
 
 Case event _eqc "CHANGE" 
  * table to operate on has changed 
  O4WResponse() 
  * what table have they selected? 
  TABLE = O4WGetValue("O4WChangeID") 
  * rebuild the "placeholders" with the prompts for the id 
  O4WSectionStart("idSection", o4wresponsestyle()) 
  Gosub getID 
  O4WSectionEnd("idSection") 
  *...and the prompt for a "new item" 
  O4WSectionStart("newidSection", o4wresponsestyle()) 
  O4WTextbox("", "", "", "NEWITEM") 
  O4WSectionEnd("newidSection") 
   
 Case event _eqc "CLICK" 
  Begin Case 
   Case CTLENTID _EQC "BTNCANCEL" 
    * Throw away any changes, and refresh the page with a current copy of the 
record 
    O4WResponse() 
    TABLE = O4WGetValue("TABLE")<1,1> 
    ID = O4WGetValue("ID")<1,1> 
    If ID = "" Or TABLE = "" Then 
     * don't know what we were working on? That's a problem 
     O4WError("Unable to retrieve record") 
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     Return 
    End 
    Open TABLE To CODE.FL Else 
     * Can't open the table we think we're working on? That's a problem 
     O4WError("Unable to open table '":table:"'") 
     Return 
    End 
    * re-read the record 
    Call o4wi_lockhandler(O4W_LOCKHANDLER_ACTION_READ$, code.fl, ID, info, 
UniqueID:"*":TABLE:"*":ID:"*ORIG") 
    * recreate the section containing the editable fields 
    O4WSectionStart("EDITSECTION", O4WResponseOptions():selectMe) 
    Gosub displaySection ;* redisplay this record 
    O4WSectionEnd("EDITSECTION") 
   Case CTLENTID _EQC "BTNSAVE" Or ctlentid _eqc "BTNSAVE2" 
    * called either on the original 'save' button press, or after selecting a new item 
ID 
    * make sure we can lock the record, and it hasn't been changed by anyone else 
since we originally read it in 
    Action = "Save" 
    Actionbtn = "BTNSAVE" 
    Gosub lockIT 
    If error = "" Then 
     * No problems - write it out 
     Call O4WI_Lockhandler(O4W_LOCKHANDLER_ACTION_WRITE$, 
code.fl, ID, INFO, UniqueID:"*":TABLE:"*":ID:"*ORIG") 
     * Display our "update successful" response 
     O4WError("Record '":ID:"' updated", "Save Record") 
    End 
   Case ctlentid _eqc "BTNCANCEL2" 
    * Called when cancelling the save/delete dialog 
    * Just dismiss the dialog 
    O4WDialog("specialDialog") 
   Case ctlentid _eqc "BTNDELETE" 
    * called to delete the record 
    * verify the deletion first 
    O4WResponse() 
    * retrieve the table and item id 
    ID = O4WGetValue("ID")<1,1> 
    TABLE = O4WGetValue("TABLE")<1,1> 
    * build our dialog to verify the deletion 
    O4WSectionStart('specialDialog', SelectMe:O4WResponseStyle()) 
    * save the table and Item ID in the dialog 
    O4WStore(ID, "ID", "ID") 
    O4WStore(TABLE, "TABLE", "TABLE") 
    O4WText("Please verify deletion of record '":ID:"' in table '":table:"'") 
    O4WBreak() 
    O4WButton("Delete", "BTNDELETE2", selectMe) 
    O4WButton("Cancel", "BTNCANCEL2") 
    O4WQualifyEvent("BTNDELETE2", "CLICK") 
    O4WQualifyEvent("BTNCANCEL2", "CLICK") 
    O4WSectionEnd('specialDialog') 
    * and then show the dialog 
    O4WDialog('specialDialog', 'Confirm Deletion') 
   Case ctlentid _eqc "BTNDELETE2" 
    * called after confirmation of deletion action 
    * first, make sure we can lock the record and no one else has changed it since 
we read it 
    Action = "Delete" 
    Actionbtn = "BTNDELETE" 
    Gosub lockIT 
    If error = "" Then 
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     * no problems - proceed with the deletion 
     * Check to see if this record already existed (ie, it wasn't a new record 
request) 
     Open table To code.fl Else 
      O4WError("Unable to open table '":TABLE:"'") 
      Return 
     End 
     Readv tstExist From code.fl, ID, 1 Else tstExist = "" 
     * do the actual deletion 
     Delete code.fl, ID 
     * release the record lock 
     Call O4WI_Lockhandler(O4W_LOCKHANDLER_ACTION_UNLOCK$, 
code.fl, ID) 
     Delete O4WTempFile%, UniqueID:"*":TABLE:"*":ID:"*ORIG" 
     * display our 'deletion successful' message 
     O4WError("Record '":ID:"' deleted", "Delete Record") 
     * If the record existed, remove it from our list of records on the 
selection page 
     If tstExist <> "" And bIsNew = 0 then 
      * refresh our list of available records 
      O4WScript('','o4wMoveValue("ITEM","","1");') 
     End 
     *...and move back to that selection page 
     O4WSetBreadcrumb("SELECTION") 
    End 
   Case CTLENTID _EQC "BTNEDIT" 
    * Called when the "Edit" button is pressed 
    O4WResponse() 
    * determine which table the user entered 
    table = O4WGetValue("TABLE")<1,1> 
    If table = "<none>" Then table = "" 
    * determine whether the user selected a record name from the list, or entered a 
new one 
    existingItem = O4WGetValue("ITEM") 
    If existingItem = "<none>" Then existingItem = "" 
    newItem = O4WGetValue("NEWITEM") 
    * make sure we have all the information we need, and it's valid 
    If existingItem = "" And newItem = "" Then 
     O4WError("You must specify a record to edit or create.") 
     Return 
    End 
    If table = "" Then 
     O4WError("You must specify which table to use") 
     Return 
    End 
    Open table To code.fl Else 
     o4werror("Unable to open table '":table:"'") 
     Return 
    end 
    If existingItem <> "" Then 
     * try to read the record 
     Call o4wi_lockhandler(O4W_LOCKHANDLER_ACTION_READ$, code.fl, 
existingItem, info, UniqueID:"*":table:"*":existingItem:"*ORIG") 
     * didn't read anything? That's not right... 
     If info = "" then 
      O4WError("Record '":existingItem:"' not on file in table 
'":TABLE:"'") 
      Return 
     End 
     ID = existingItem 
    End Else 
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     * even if they keyed in the item id explicitly, still try to read it (maybe it 
_does_ exist) 
     Call o4wi_lockhandler(O4W_LOCKHANDLER_ACTION_READ$, code.fl, 
newItem, info, UniqueID:"*":table:"*":newItem:"*ORIG") 
     ID = newItem 
    End 
    * rebuild the section where the editable fields are displayed 
    O4WSectionStart("EDITSECTION", selectMe:O4WResponseStyle()) 
    Gosub displaySection 
    O4WSectionEnd("EDITSECTION") 
    * set our breadcrumb so we display the editable section 
    O4WSetBreadcrumb("EDITSECTION") 
  End case 
End Case 
* 
* 
Return 0 
* 
* 
* 
lockIT: * verify underlying record is unchanged, And we can Lock it 
error = "" ;* assume success 
O4WDialog('specialDialog') ;* Dismiss dialog (if it's up) 
TABLE = O4WGetValue("TABLE")<1,1> 
Open TABLE To code.fl Else 
 error = "Table '":TABLE:"' could not be opened" 
 O4WError(error) 
 Return 
End 
* This may be a new record (potentially), or an existing record 
bIsNew = 0 
ID = O4WGetValue("NEWID") 
If ID <> "" Then 
 bIsNew = 1 
End else 
 ID = O4WGetValue("ID")<1,1> 
End 
If ID = "" Then 
 * couldn't retrieve the item ID 
 error = "Unable to access record ID" 
 O4WError(error) 
 Return 
End 
* call the lockhandler to see if the record is able to be locked, and is unchanged from its original state 
stat = O4WI_LOCKHANDLER(O4W_LOCKHANDLER_ACTION_CHECK$, code.fl, id, curr.info, 
UniqueID:"*":table:"*":ID:"*ORIG", O4W_LOCKHANDLER_OPTION_LOCK$) 
* the "check" method of the lockhandler will also retrieve the current contents of the record 
* load in any changes made by the user into this current record 
info = curr.info ;* we start with the original record, because in this routine we may not modify all fields 
MAXFIELDS = O4WGetValue("MAXFIELDS") 
For each.field = 1 To MAXFIELDS 
 * get the value (if any) for this field 
 * note that, since we may not have an entry for each field, we have to see if there was a field present for 
this field number 
 this.value = o4wgetvalue("FIELD_":EACH.FIELD, bStatus) 
 If bStatus Then 
  * yes, this field was present - continue processing 
  * if this value contained @VM or @SVM originally, and it wasn't marked as a multivalued field, we 
recorded that information 
  maybeConvert = o4wgetvalue("FIELD_":EACH.FIELD:"_TYPE") 
  If maybeConvert <> "" Then 
   * we had VM or SVM in the original - but not "M" in the dict 
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   * we converted (for display) to a text area - that means each line is @TM delimited 
   * convert back to VM or SVM as appropriate 
   If maybeConvert = "0" Then 
    * we had @SVM in the original 
    Convert @TM To @SVM In this.value 
   End Else 
    * we had @VM in the original 
    Convert @TM To @VM In this.value 
   End 
  End 
  * record this information in the record 
  info<each.field> = this.value 
 end 
Next each.field 
* finally, check for results from the 'check' call 
If stat = O4W_LOCKHANDLER_NO_LOCK$ Then 
 * couldn't get the lock on this item - let the user choose another ID 
 error = "Unable to lock record '":ID:"' in table '":table:"'" 
 Gosub chooseAnother 
 Return 
End 
If stat = O4W_LOCKHANDLER_ITEM_CHANGED$ Then 
 * someone else changed the record while we worked on it - let the user choose another ID 
 error = "Record '":ID:"' in table '":TABLE:"' has been changed by another user" 
 * remember to unlock our current record, though 
 Call o4wi_lockhandler(O4W_LOCKHANDLER_ACTION_UNLOCK$, table, ID) 
 Gosub chooseAnother 
 Return 
End 
If bIsNew Then 
 * this is supposed to be a new record - is it? 
 Read tst From code.fl, id Else tst = "" 
 If tst <> "" Then 
  * some contents for this record already exists - we can't overwrite it - let the user choose another 
ID 
  error = "Record '":ID:"' already on file" 
  Gosub chooseAnother 
  return 
 end 
 O4WUpdate("ID", ID, textReplace) 
end 
Return 
* 
* 
* 
chooseAnother: * Give users option To rename record 
* Use our special dialog for the entry prompts 
O4WSectionStart('specialDialog', selectMe:O4WResponseStyle()) 
* save the loaded-in contents from the browser 
O4WStore(INFO, "INFO", "INFO") 
O4WText(Error) 
O4WBreak() 
O4WText("Enter a new name for this record (if desired): ") 
O4WTextBox("", "", "", '',"NEWID") 
O4WBreak() 
O4WBreak() 
O4WButton(ACTION, ACTIONBTN:"2", selectMe) 
O4WQualifyEvent(ACTIONBTN:"2", "CLICK") 
O4WSectionEnd('specialDialog') 
* show the dialog 
O4WDialog('specialDialog', 'Error During ':ACTION) 
Return 
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* 
* 
displaySection: * show the editable record 
O4WHeader("Table: ":TABLE:"; Record: ":ID, 3) 
* Determine which fields to display, and how to display them... 
* call the filter procedure to retrieve the list of valid dictionary items for us 
DICT.IDS = Function(@FILTER_PROC("O4W_EDIT_RECORD", O4WSessionInfo%, TABLE)) 
* for each of the dictionaries, determine which one is the 'master' for each field 
num.ids = dcount(DICT.IDS, @VM) 
attinfo = "" 
For each.id = 1 To num.ids 
 thisID = dict.ids<1,each.id> 
 dictInfo = Xlate("DICT.":table, thisID, "", "X") 
 If dictInfo <> "" Then 
  If dictInfo<1> = "F" And dictInfo<28> = "1" Then 
   fno = dictInfo<2> 
   If fno <> "0" Then 
    * determine the various pieces of information about this dictionary that we care 
about 
    isMV = dictInfo<4> 
    justn = dictInfo<9> 
    Locate justn In "L,R,C,T" Using "," Setting justPosn Then 
     * convert into O4W alignment code 
     justn = Field("0,2,1,-1", ",", justPosn) 
    end 
    colwidth = dictInfo<10> 
    Locate fno In attInfo<1> by "AR" Using @VM Setting posn Else 
     * store this relevant information away in the attInfo array for each field 
we'll work on 
     attInfo = Insert(attInfo, 1, posn, 0, fno) 
     attInfo = Insert(attInfo, 2, posn, 0, thisID) 
     attInfo = Insert(attInfo, 3, posn, 0, isMV) 
     attInfo = Insert(attInfo, 4, posn, 0, justn) 
     attInfo = Insert(attInfo, 5, posn, 0, colwidth) 
    End 
   end 
  end 
 end 
Next each.id 
* Start the table that will contain all the fields to display/edit 
O4WTableStart('bigEdit') 
num.atts = dcount(attInfo<1>, @VM) 
For each.att = 1 To num.atts 
 * retrieve the relevant formatting,etc. information from the attInfo array we built 
 fno = attInfo<1,each.att> 
 fname = attInfo<2,each.att> 
 isMV = attInfo<3,each.att> 
 justn = attInfo<4, each.att> 
 colwidth = attInfo<5,each.att> 
 * set our cell to column one on each row, and set our color for this cell 
 O4WSetCell(each.att, 1, '', promptColor) 
 * display the field number and the field name 
 O4WText(fmt(fno, "R#3"):". ":fname) 
 * move to column 2 
 O4WSetCell() 
 * get the current value 
 thisField = info<fno> 
 If isMV = "M" Then 
  * display the multivalues in a 'growing/shrinking' table with a fixed maximum size 
  O4WSectionStart("mvfield_":fno, O4WSizeStyle("", "", "300")) 
  num.val = dcount(thisField, @VM) 
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  If num.val = 0 Then num.val = 1 ;* always allow at least one value so we draw at least one 
textbox 
  O4WTableStart("subtable_":fno) 
  * display some table headers to look nice 
  o4wtableheader("Action") 
  O4WTableHeader("Value") 
  For each.val = 1 To num.val 
   * get the current value 
   thisVal = thisField<1,each.val> 
   * move to the next row, column 1 
   O4WSetCell("+1", 1) 
   * add in our insert and delete buttons 
   * note the use of a "named style" for each button - either "insbutton" or "delbutton" 
   O4WButton("Ins", "BTN_INS_":fno:"_":EACH.VAL, "insbutton") 
   O4WButton("Del", "BTN_DEL_":fno:"_":EACH.VAL, "delbutton") 
   * move to column 2 
   O4WSetCell() 
   * display the contents, using the width and alignment from the dictionary 
   * we mark this with the "o4wClearDuplicateVal" named style, so that O4W knows to clear 
this out when it's duplicated with the "insert" button 
   O4WTextbox(thisVal, colwidth, '', "FIELD_":fno, "", O4WTextStyle("", "", "", "", 
justn):"o4wClearDuplicateVal") 
  Next each.val 
  O4WTableEnd("subtable_":fno) 
  * add an additional "add" and "delete" set of buttons to add and delete the last row 
  O4WButton("Add Value", "BTN_ADD_":fno) 
  O4WButton("Delete Value", "BTN_DEL_":fno) 
  * qualify the add and delete buttons 
  O4WQualifyEvent("BTN_ADD_":fno, "ADDTOTABLE", "subtable_":fno, "-1") 
  O4WQualifyEvent("BTN_DEL_":fno, "DELETEFROMTABLE", "subtable_":fno, "-1") 
  O4WSectionEnd("mvfield_":fno) 
  * use a plugin so that, if the number of multivalues exceeds our fixed size, we'll have a scroll bar 
  O4WPlugin("$", "o4wScrollTable", "'subtable_":fno:"','mvfield_":fno:"','0'") 
 End Else 
  * _should_ be single valued display here 
  HAVE.VM = Count(thisField, @VM) 
  HAVE.SVM = Count(thisField, @SVM) 
  If HAVE.VM+HAVE.SVM Then 
   * what do we do about multivalue data here? Treat this as a text area... 
   Convert @VM:@SVM To @tm:@tm In thisField 
   O4WTextArea(thisField, colwidth, 5, "0", "FIELD_":fno) 
   * remember whether we had any @VM - if we did, that's what we'll use when we read the 
data back in 
   O4WStore(HAVE.VM, "", "FIELD_":fno:"_TYPE") 
  End Else 
   * actual single valued data, as expected 
   * display in a text box, justified and sized as specified in the dictionary 
   O4WTextbox(thisField, colwidth, '', "FIELD_":fno, "", O4WTextStyle("", "", "", "", justn)) 
  end 
 end 
Next each.att 
O4WTableEnd('bigEdit') 
* use our "named style" for the insert and delete buttons to send a single qualify event for _all_ those buttons 
* note the use of "." before the style name - this tells the qualify event that this applies to an entire named style, and 
not a specific O4W control 
O4WQualifyEvent(".delbutton", "deleterow") 
O4WQualifyEvent(".insbutton", "insertrow") 
* save the ID and table name 
O4WStore(ID, "", "ID") 
O4WStore(TABLE, "", "TABLE") 
* save the number of fields we operated on (so we know how many to retrieve) 
O4WStore(NUM.ATTS, "", "MAXFIELDS") 
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O4WBreak() 
* display our buttons 
O4WButton("Save", "BTNSAVE") 
O4WSpace(5) 
O4WButton("Cancel", "BTNCANCEL") 
O4WSpace(5) 
O4WButton("Delete", "BTNDELETE") 
* and qualify our buttons 
O4WQualifyEvent("BTNSAVE", "CLICK") 
O4WQualifyEvent("BTNCANCEL", "CLICK") 
O4WQualifyEvent("BTNDELETE", "CLICK") 
Return 
* 
* 
getID: * build section For entry of ID 
Call Set_Status(0) 
Call Rlist("SELECT ":TABLE:" BY @ID", '5') 
DONE = 0 
ids = "" 
Loop 
 Readnext thisid Else DONE = 1 
Until DONE Do 
 ids<1,-1> = thisid 
Repeat 
If ids <> "" Then 
 O4WListBox('Select...', '<none>', 'ITEM', '', 'itmNONE') 
 O4WListBox(ids,  ids, 'ITEM') 
End Else 
 O4WText("<No records found>") 
end 
return 
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X. Creating a subroutine to populate an O4W Listbox 
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XI. Creating a subroutine to populate an O4W Type ahead Listbox 
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Calling Forms, Reports, Dashboards and Procedures 
 
I. Calling an O4W Form 
 

http://localhost/examples/oecgi4.exe/O4W_RUN_FORM?INQID=FORM_NAME 
 
II. Calling an O4W Report 
 

http://localhost/examples/oecgi4.exe/O4W_RUN_REPORT?REPORTID=REPORT_NAME 
 

III. Calling an O4W Dashboard 
 
http://localhost/examples/oecgi4.exe/O4W_RUN_DASHBOARD?GRAPHID=DASHBOARD_NAME 
 

IV. Calling an O4W Procedure 
 
      http://localhost/examples/oecgi4.exe/O4W_PROCEDURENAME 
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Building a dynamic table for multivalue handling in an O4W Form 

Creating a dynamic table (that can grow or shrink as new values are added or removed, in effect 
emulating an OpenInsight edit table) using the O4W APIs is relatively straightforward, though 
there are some additional issues to be aware of. 

The table itself is constructed using the standard O4W table APIs - O4WTableStart, 
O4WTableEnd, O4WSetCell, and optionally O4WTableHeader - along with normal input 
elements like O4WTextbox.  For example, given a dynamic array (named myData) of 3 fields, 
each field containing 2 values, we can build this into a table with 2 rows and 3 columns (note 
that typically each _value_ normally becomes its own _row_): 

O4WTableStart("ExampleDynamicTable") 
O4WTableHeader("Date") 
O4WTableHeader("Time") 
O4WTableHeader("Location") 
Num.values = dcount(myData<1>, @VM) 
For each.value = 1 to num.values 
    this.date = myData<1, each.value> 
    this.time = myData<2, each.value> 
    this.loc = myData<3, each.value> 
    O4WSetCell(each.value, 1) 
    O4WTextbox(this.date, "", "", "DATES", "DATE_":EACH.VALUE) 
    O4WSetCell() 
    O4WTextbox(this.time, "", "", "TIMES", "TIME_":EACH.VALUE) 
    O4WSetCell() 
    O4WTextbox(this.loc, "", "", "LOCS", "LOC_":EACH.VALUE) 
Next each.value 
O4WTableEnd("ExampleDynamicTable") 

We programmatically determine the number of values, and then build the table (one row per 
value) in a loop to accommodate all the values. 

While this table represents the current data, it does not yet include the ability to insert or delete 
new data.  O4W provides events that can be attached to buttons to allow for insertion, deletion, 
and addition of rows to a table without requiring any additional O4W basic+ programming (that 
is, the insertion, deletion, and addition all occur on the browser client).  To add this functionality, 
we must create buttons to trigger these functions, and then use O4WQualifyEvent to attach the 
events to these buttons.  Adding these to the existing example, the code now looks like this: 

O4WTableStart("ExampleDynamicTable") 
O4WTableHeader("Date") 
O4WTableHeader("Time") 
O4WTableHeader("Location") 
Num.values = dcount(myData<1>, @VM) 
For each.value = 1 to num.values 
    this.date = myData<1, each.value> 
    this.time = myData<2, each.value> 
    this.loc = myData<3, each.value> 
    O4WSetCell(each.value, 1) 
    O4WTextbox(this.date, "", "", "DATES", "DATE_":EACH.VALUE) 
    O4WSetCell() 
    O4WTextbox(this.time, "", "", "TIMES", "TIME_":EACH.VALUE) 
    O4WSetCell() 
    O4WTextbox(this.loc, "", "", "LOCS", "LOC_":EACH.VALUE) 
    O4WSetCell() 
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    O4WButton("Ins", "BTN_INS_":EACH.VALUE) 
    O4WButton("Del", "BTN_DEL_":EACH.VALUE) 
    O4WQualifyEvent("BTN_INS_":EACH.VALUE, "INSERTROW") 
    O4WQualifyEvent("BTN_DEL_":EACH.VALUE, "DELETEROW") 
Next each.value 
O4WTableEnd("ExampleDynamicTable") 
O4WButton("Add", "BTN_ADD") 
O4WQualifyEvent("BTN_ADD", "ADDTOTABLE", "ExampleDyanmicTable", "-1") 

In the above code, each row has its own Ins (Insert) and Del (Delete) button, and 
O4WQualifyEvent is called to bind each button to either the INSERTROW or DELETEROW 
action.  There is also an additional button after the table to add a new row, and it uses the 
ADDTOTABLE event (for which you must also specify the name of the table and where the new 
row should be added - use "-1" for bottom and "0" for top of the table). 

When one of the rows is inserted or added, the previous row is duplicated entirely and used as 
the "source" for the new row (though O4W will generate new IDs for each element that has an 
ID in the duplicated row).  This means that any existing text in the O4WTextbox is also 
duplicated.  If this behavior is not desired, you must tell O4W that the information in the textbox 
should be cleared out when itâ€™s duplicated.  This is done by specifying a particular 
predefined style name on the textbox - "o4wClearDuplicateVal".  Modifying our code to include 
this we end up with the following: 

O4WTableStart("ExampleDynamicTable") 
O4WTableHeader("Date") 
O4WTableHeader("Time") 
O4WTableHeader("Location") 
Num.values = dcount(myData<1>, @VM) 
For each.value = 1 to num.values 
    this.date = myData<1, each.value> 
    this.time = myData<2, each.value> 
    this.loc = myData<3, each.value> 
    O4WSetCell(each.value, 1) 
    O4WTextbox(this.date, "", "", "DATES", "DATE_":EACH.VALUE, "o4wClearDuplicateVal") 
    O4WSetCell() 
    O4WTextbox(this.time, "", "", "TIMES", "TIME_":EACH.VALUE, "o4wClearDuplicateVal") 
    O4WSetCell() 
    O4WTextbox(this.loc, "", "", "LOCS", "LOC_":EACH.VALUE, "o4wClearDuplicateVal") 
    O4WSetCell() 
    O4WButton("Ins", "BTN_INS_":EACH.VALUE) 
    O4WButton("Del", "BTN_DEL_":EACH.VALUE) 
    O4WQualifyEvent("BTN_INS_":EACH.VALUE, "INSERTROW") 
    O4WQualifyEvent("BTN_DEL_":EACH.VALUE, "DELETEROW") 
Next each.value 
O4WTableEnd("ExampleDynamicTable") 
O4WButton("Add", "BTN_ADD") 
O4WQualifyEvent("BTN_ADD", "ADDTOTABLE", "ExampleDyanmicTable", "-1") 

(There are comparable style names to clear out any plain text in the cell 
("o4wClearDuplicateText"), any selected value in a radio button set 
("o4wClearDuplicateRadio"), any selected values in a checkbox set 
("o4wClearDuplicateCheckbox"), and any selected element in a listbox 
("o4wClearDuplicateCombo")). 

When this table is submitted to the host (for example, on a CLICK event), all the rows (both 
those originally created and those dynamically added) will be returned and accessible via the 
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normal O4WGetValue calls. As usual in O4W, all the input elements with the same name will be 
returned via a single call to O4WGetValue, with each row of data turned into a separate value in 
the returned response.  For example, the following code: 

DATES = O4WGetValue("DATES") 

Will return all the values from all the DATES textboxes, @VM delimited.  Returning data in this 
format makes it easier to put the data back into a dynamic array that matches the original input 
format: 

DATES = O4WGetValue("DATES") 
TIMES = O4WGetValue("TIMES") 
LOCS = O4WGetValue("LOCS") 
myData<1> = DATES 
myData<2> = TIMES 
myData<3> = LOCS 

It is critical to remember that while the O4W API call O4WGetValue will get all the values from 
an input element by using the elementâ€™s name, you must use the ID of the element if you 
wish to update an elementâ€™s value using O4WUpdate; updating an elementâ€™s value 
requires that you specifically address the individual element, using the ID which uniquely 
identifies that particular element (multiple elements can share the same name, but must have 
different IDs).  The API calls that need to address elements by ID (rather than name) will need to 
be handled differently due to the dynamic nature of the table. 

When O4W inserts a row for you, it automatically renames all the elements that have an ID so 
that they have a unique ID (because the ID _has_ to be unique for correct browser behavior).  It 
builds the unique ID for each element by appending  a string to the end of the current ID - a 
string that starts "_o4wid_".  So given the above example, if a row is inserted between 1 and 2, 
the new ID of the first element is actually DATE_1_o4wid_0; if a new row is added, the new ID 
is DATE_3_o4wid_1, etc., etc. 

Normally, when the information is sent into the host, any element that has "_o4wid_" in it has 
that part stripped off, and so only the "normal" ID is returned .  If, however, you wish to have the 
full ID (including any "_o4wid_xxx" suffixes) returned, you must tell O4WQualifyEvent that 
this is a dynamic table and it should leave on the programmatically created extra string.  In 
general, developers can add  "_DYNAMIC" on the end of the name of the event to indicate that 
this is an operation on a dynamic table.  So to add a button in the table that sent info to the host 
on a CLICK event, developers can specify the CLICK_DYNAMIC event instead of just CLICK; 
to be notified when somethingâ€™s changed in the table, use the CHANGE_DYNAMIC event 
instead of just CHANGE; etc.  The CLICK, CHANGE, CHANGED, LOSTFOCUS, 
GOTFOCUS, PRE_FIELD, TAB, and VALIDATE events all support the _DYNAMIC suffix. 

For example, to add an additional button that sends an event to the host on each row, the above 
code could be modified as follows: 

O4WTableStart("ExampleDynamicTable") 
O4WTableHeader("Date") 
O4WTableHeader("Time") 
O4WTableHeader("Location") 
O4WTableHeader("Lookup?") 
Num.values = dcount(myData<1>, @VM) 
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For each.value = 1 to num.values 
    this.date = myData<1, each.value> 
    this.time = myData<2, each.value> 
    this.loc = myData<3, each.value> 
    O4WSetCell(each.value, 1) 
    O4WTextbox(this.date, "", "", "DATES", "DATE_":EACH.VALUE, "o4wClearDuplicateVal") 
    O4WSetCell() 
    O4WTextbox(this.time, "", "", "TIMES", "TIME_":EACH.VALUE, "o4wClearDuplicateVal") 
    O4WSetCell() 
    O4WTextbox(this.loc, "", "", "LOCS", "LOC_":EACH.VALUE, "o4wClearDuplicateVal") 
    O4WSetCell() 
    O4WButton("Lookup", "BTN_LOOKUP_":EACH.VALUE) 
    O4WQualifyEvent("BTN_LOOKUP_":EACH.VALUE, "CLICK_DYNAMIC") 
    O4WSetCell() 
    O4WButton("Ins", "BTN_INS_":EACH.VALUE) 
    O4WButton("Del", "BTN_DEL_":EACH.VALUE) 
    O4WQualifyEvent("BTN_INS_":EACH.VALUE, "INSERTROW") 
    O4WQualifyEvent("BTN_DEL_":EACH.VALUE, "DELETEROW") 
Next each.value 
O4WTableEnd("ExampleDynamicTable") 
O4WButton("Add", "BTN_ADD") 
O4WQualifyEvent("BTN_ADD", "ADDTOTABLE", "ExampleDyanmicTable", "-1") 

By using the CLICK_DYNAMIC event on each BTN_LOOKUP, the full ID of the button will 
be passed in on the CLICK event; this ID may include a suffix that begins "_o4wid_" if this is an 
event on a row thatâ€™s been added or inserted.  You can then use this returned ID to directly 
address the specific element via O4WUpdate; in addition, if you need to update the other 
elements in the same row, you can extract the suffix (everything from "_o4wid_" through the end 
of the passed-in ID) and append that suffix to the other IDs in the same row to directly update 
them as well.  For example, in the handler for the CLICK event, you may have code similar to 
the following: 

CASE CTLENTID[1,10] _eqc "BTN_LOOKUP" 
   * By checking for just the first 10 characters, this case will catch all the various BTN_LOOKUP controls 
   O4WResponse() 
   * Determine our row number 
   ROWNUM = FIELD(CTLENTID, "_", 3) ;* this will be "1", "2", etc. depending on what our button ID is 
   * determine which suffix applies to us 
   SUFFIX = CTLENTID[COL2(), LEN(CTLENTID)] ;* on rows that were originally created, this will just be "", but on 
dynamically added rows, this will be "_o4wid_xxx", etc. 
   LOC_ID = "LOC_":ROWNUM:SUFFIX ;* this will give us the ID of the LOC element on the same row - either 
"LOC_1", "LOC_2", or "LOC_1_o4wid_xxx", etc. 
   O4WUPDATE(LOC_ID, "YOU CLICKED ME", O4WResponseOptions("1")) 

In addition to passing in the full ID, events on a dynamic table will also include the additional 
values "o4wDynamicTable", "o4wDynamicCol", and "o4wDynamicRow" to help identify the 
current row and column.  The "o4wDynamicTable" (if present) indicates that this is a dynamic 
table that is being operated upon, and o4wDynamicCol and o4wDynamicRow are the 0-based 
column and row of the element that is generating the event. 
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O4W PayPal Integration 
 
Integrating with Paypal, the online payment provider, is extremely easy with O4W.  By 
integrating with Paypal, your website can immediately accept payment (via credit card or check) 
without the administrative (or capital) requirements of establishing a merchant account.  In 
addition, since Paypal handles the entire payment transaction, any issues relating to payment 
security are removed from your site. 
 
In order to accept Paypal payments, you must sign up for a "business" account; go to 
http://www.paypal.com for more information.  Note that once your business account is 
established, you can specify a number of convenient defaults for order processing (including 
whether your customers must be Paypal customers themselves, or whether the processing should 
be "Paypal optional"; whether you want shipping costs calculated automatically, or passed in 
with each transaction; and many others). 
 
Once you have established your Paypal business account, you will be issued a Paypal business 
ID; you can use either this value, or the email address you specified for your Paypal account, 
with the O4W Paypal APIs. 
 

I. Using PayPal “Buy Now” 
 
Using the Paypal "Buy Now" feature, your customer can immediately purchase a single product 
from your website.  Once the customer has selected to "Buy Now" (either via a link or button on 
your web page), your O4W stored procedure will use the O4WPayPal call to redirect the browser 
to PayPal's on-line payment site, where the transaction can be completed. 
 
For example, in the CREATE section of your O4W stored procedure, you might have the 
following code: 
 
BEGIN CASE 
   CASE EVENT _EQC "CREATE" 
      O4WForm() 
      O4WText("Thanks for visiting my site!  Want to buy my product?  Just click here...") 
      O4WImageButton("Buy Me!", "https://www.paypal.com/en_US/i/btn/btn_buynow_SM.gif", "BTNBUY") 
      O4WQualifyEvent("BTNBUY", "CLICK") 
 
This will create a button using the Paypal "Buy Now" image.  You might choose instead to have 
your own button, or a 'fancier' image button, or a link, generate the event. 
 
Once the "CLICK" event has been generated (by the customer clicking on the button or link), 
your O4W stored procedure can call the O4WPayPal API to actually process the purchase.  For 
example, in the CLICK section: 
 
   CASE EVENT _EQC "CLICK" 
      O4WResponse() 
      rslt = O4WPaypal("buy", "page1", "sample@revelation.com", "sample product", "prod101", "", "15.99", "7.8", 
"2.99") 
       
This will submit a "buy now" request for product "sample product" (internal product ID 
"prod101"), with an amount of $15.99, shipping $2.99, and a tax rate of 7.8%, for the business 
account associated with the email "sample@revelation.com".  After the purchase has been 
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completed, a "return to merchant" option should be presented to the user; if they click it, O4W 
will be called with the event "PAYPAL_BUY" and the ctlentid "page1", and your program can 
then proceed as appropriate.  Note that your program should handle the PAYPAL_BUY event 
with an O4WForm() call and not an O4WResponse() call, as the entire browser page must be 
rebuilt. 
 
The parameters of the O4WPayPal "Buy Now" call are: 
 
result = O4WPaypal("BUY", returnID, business, itemName, itemNumber, qty, amount, tax, 
shipping, itemType, extraFieldNames, extraFieldValues, testFlag) 
 
where: 
action (required): "BUY" for the "Buy Now" functionality; 
returnID (optional): the ctlentid to pass back in to your routine if "return to merchant" has been 
selected (if null "", then itemNumber is used); 
business (required): either your Paypal business id or the email you have associated with Paypal; 
itemName (required): the name of the item you are selling; 
itemNumber (required): the internal product number you are selling; 
qty (optional): the item quantity (or null "" for the default of 1); 
amount (required): the dollar amount of the sale (without any leading currency indicator); 
tax (optional): the tax RATE (without any trailing "%" indicator); 
shipping (optional): the dollar amount of the shipping (without any leading currency 
indicator)(or null "" if not required); 
itemType (optional): the type of item (product, service, subscription, etc., or null "" for the 
default "product"); 
extraFieldnames (optional): an @FM delimited list of the names of other Paypal specific fields 
you wish to provide; 
extraFieldValues (optional): an @FM delimited list of the associated values for the other Paypal 
specific fields you wish to provide; 
TestFlag (optional): if set to “1”, instructs O4WPayPal to use PayPal’s “sandbox” URL for 
testing/debugging purposes 
 
By default, the PayPal window will open in the same browser window your form is currently 
using; if you wish to have PayPal open in a different window, specify “target” as one of the 
extraFieldnames, and the name of the browser window you wish to create as the associated value 
in extraFieldValues. 
 
 
The return value from the O4WPaypal call ("result") will be null ("") if there are no errors, or a 
message indicating the cause of the error (for example, "invalid request: no itemName 
specified"). 
 

II. Using PayPal “Add to Cart” 
 
Using the Paypal "Add To Cart" feature, your customer can add one or more products to the 
PayPal "shopping cart".  Once the customer has selected a product to "Add To Cart" (either via a 
link or button on your web page), your O4W stored procedure will use the O4WPayPal call to 
redirect the browser to PayPal's on-line payment site, where the shopping cart can be reviewed.  
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At that point, the customer can choose to return to your site for additional items, or can proceed 
to "checkout" on the Paypal site so the transaction can be completed. 
 
For example, in the CREATE section of your O4W stored procedure, you might have the 
following code: 
 
BEGIN CASE 
   CASE EVENT _EQC "CREATE" 
      O4WForm() 
      O4WText("Thanks for visiting my site!  Want to buy some of my products?  Just click here...") 
      O4WBreak() 
      O4WText("Product #1 - Something special! ") 
      O4WImageButton("Add to cart", "https://www.paypal.com/en_US/i/btn/btn_cart_SM.gif", "BTNADD_1") 
      O4WQualifyEvent("BTNADD_1", "CLICK") 
      O4WBreak() 
      O4WText("Product #2 - Even better! ") 
      O4WImageButton("Add to cart", "https://www.paypal.com/en_US/i/btn/btn_cart_SM.gif", "BTNADD_2") 
      O4WQualifyEvent("BTNADD_2", "CLICK") 
      O4WBreak() 
      O4WText("Product #3 - The best! ") 
      O4WImageButton("Add to cart", "https://www.paypal.com/en_US/i/btn/btn_cart_SM.gif", "BTNADD_3") 
      O4WQualifyEvent("BTNADD_3", "CLICK") 
      O4WBreak() 
 
This will create several buttons using the Paypal "Add To Cart" image.  You might choose 
instead to have your own buttons, or 'fancier' image buttons, or links, generate the events. 
 
Once the "CLICK" event has been generated (by the customer clicking on a button or link), your 
O4W stored procedure can call the O4WPayPal API to actually process the purchase.  For 
example, in the CLICK section: 
 
   CASE EVENT _EQC "CLICK" 
      O4WResponse() 
      whichProduct = field(CTLENTID, "_", 2) ;* determine which button the user clicked 
      * A real system would read this information from their database... 
      productName = "Product #":whichProduct 
      prodID = "prod10":whichProduct 
      amount = 10.50 * whichProduct 
      rslt = O4WPaypal("add", "page3", "sample@revelation.com", productName, prodID, "", amount, "7.8", "2.99") 
       
This will submit an "Add To Cart" request for whichever product the user selected ("Product 
#1", "Product #2", or "Product #3"), with the appropriate internal product ID and a calculated 
sale amount, fixed shipping of $2.99, and a tax rate of 7.8%, for the business account associated 
with the email "sample@revelation.com".  The browser would take the customer to the PayPal 
site where they could review their shopping cart at this time, make changes to their order, 
continue shopping, or check out.  If the user chooses the "continue shopping" button, O4W will 
be called with the event "PAYPAL_ADD" and the ctlentid "page3", and your program can then 
proceed as appropriate.  Note that your program should handle the PAYPAL_ADD event with an 
O4WForm() call and not an O4WResponse() call, as the entire browser page must be rebuilt. 
 
The parameters of the O4WPayPal "Add To Cart" call are: 
 
result = O4WPaypal("ADD", returnID, business, itemName, itemNumber, qty, amount, tax, 
shipping, itemType, extraFieldNames, extraFieldValues, TestFlag) 
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where: 
action (required): "ADD" for the "Add To Cart" functionality; 
returnID (optional): the ctlentid to pass back in to your routine if "continue shopping" has been 
selected (if null "", then itemNumber is used); 
business (required): either your Paypal business id or the email you have associated with Paypal; 
itemName (required): the name of the item you are selling; 
itemNumber (required): the internal product number you are selling; 
qty (optional): the item quantity (or null "" for the default of 1); 
amount (required): the dollar amount of the sale (without any leading currency indicator); 
tax (optional): the tax RATE (without any trailing "%" indicator); 
shipping (optional): the dollar amount of the shipping (without any leading currency 
indicator)(or null "" if not required); 
itemType (optional): the type of item (product, service, subscription, etc., or null "" for the 
default "product"); 
extraFieldnames (optional): an @FM delimited list of the names of other Paypal specific fields 
you wish to provide; 
extraFieldValues (optional): an @FM delimited list of the associated values for the other Paypal 
specific fields you wish to provide; 
TestFlag (optional): if set to “1”, instructs O4WPayPal to use PayPal’s “sandbox” URL for 
testing/debugging purposes 
 
By default, the PayPal window will open in the same browser window your form is currently 
using; if you wish to have PayPal open in a different window, specify “target” as one of the 
extraFieldnames, and the name of the browser window you wish to create as the associated value 
in extraFieldValues. 
 
The return value from the O4WPaypal call ("result") will be null ("") if there are no errors, or a 
message indicating the cause of the error (for example, "invalid request: no itemName 
specified"). 
 

III. Using PayPal “View Cart” 
 
Using the Paypal "View Cart" feature, your customer can review which products they have put in 
their PayPal "shopping cart", modify their selections, or begin the PayPal checkout process. 
 
For example, in the CREATE section of your O4W stored procedure, you might have the 
following code (note the marked addition): 
 
BEGIN CASE 
   CASE EVENT _EQC "CREATE" 
      O4WForm() 
      O4WText("Thanks for visiting my site!  Want to buy some of my products?  Just click here...") 
      O4WBreak() 
      O4WText("Product #1 - Something special! ") 
      O4WImageButton("Add to cart", "https://www.paypal.com/en_US/i/btn/btn_cart_SM.gif", "BTNADD_1") 
      O4WQualifyEvent("BTNADD_1", "CLICK") 
      O4WBreak() 
      O4WText("Product #2 - Even better! ") 
      O4WImageButton("Add to cart", "https://www.paypal.com/en_US/i/btn/btn_cart_SM.gif", "BTNADD_2") 
      O4WQualifyEvent("BTNADD_2", "CLICK") 
      O4WBreak() 
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      O4WText("Product #3 - The best! ") 
      O4WImageButton("Add to cart", "https://www.paypal.com/en_US/i/btn/btn_cart_SM.gif", "BTNADD_3") 
      O4WQualifyEvent("BTNADD_3", "CLICK") 
      O4WBreak() 
*** ADDED FOR "VIEW CART" FUNCTIONALITY 
      O4WBreak() 
      O4WText("Ready to review your selections? Click ") 
      O4WLink("here", O4W_LINKTYPE_LOCAL, "view", "", "LINKVIEW") 
      O4WQualifyEvent("LINKVIEW", "CLICK") 
*** END OF ADDED SECTION 
 
This will create several buttons using the Paypal "Add To Cart" image (as before), followed by a 
link that the user can press to view their cart.  You might choose instead to have your own 
button, or a 'fancier' image button, or the PayPal-provided "View Cart" button, generate the 
event.  Note that to use the PayPal "View Cart" button, your code might instead be: 
 
      O4WBreak() 
      O4WText("Ready to review your selections?  Click here...") 
      O4WImageButton("View Cart", "https://www.paypal.com/en_US/i/btn/btn_viewcart_SM.gif", "LINKVIEW") 
      O4WQualifyEvent("LINKVIEW", "CLICK") 
 
 
Once the "CLICK" event has been generated (by the customer clicking on the button or link), 
your O4W stored procedure can call the O4WPayPal API to display the cart.  For example, in the 
CLICK section: 
 
   CASE EVENT _EQC "CLICK" 
      BEGIN CASE 
         CASE CTLENTID = "LINKVIEW" 
            * The 'view cart' button or link 
            O4WResponse() 
            rslt = O4WPaypal("cart", 'linkview', "sample@revelation.com") 
         CASE 1 
            * The 'add to cart' buttons 
            O4WResponse() 
            whichProduct = field(CTLENTID, "_", 2) ;* determine which button the user clicked 
            * A real system would read this information from their database... 
            productName = "Product #":whichProduct 
            prodID = "prod10":whichProduct 
            amount = 10.50 * whichProduct 
            rslt = O4WPaypal("add", "", "sample@revelation.com", productName, prodID, "", amount, "7.8", "2.99") 
      END CASE 
 
This will submit a "View Cart" request for the business account associated with the email 
"sample@revelation.com".  The browser would take the customer to the PayPal site where they 
could review their shopping cart at this time, make changes to their order, continue shopping, or 
check out.  If the user chooses the "continue shopping" button, O4W will be called with the 
event "PAYPAL_CART" and the ctlentid "linkview", and your program can then proceed as 
appropriate.  Note that your program should handle the PAYPAL_CART event with an 
O4WForm() call and not an O4WResponse() call, as the entire browser page must be rebuilt. 
 
The parameters of the O4WPayPal "View Cart" call are: 
 
result = O4WPaypal("CART", returnID, business, "", "", "", "", "", "", "", extraFieldNames, 
extraFieldValues, TestFlag) 
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where: 
action (required): "CART" for the "View Cart" functionality; 
returnID (optional): the ctlentid to pass back in to your routine if "continue shopping" has been 
selected (if null "", then the literal "cart" is used); 
business (required): either your Paypal business id or the email you have associated with Paypal; 
extraFieldnames (optional): an @FM delimited list of the names of other Paypal specific fields 
you wish to provide; 
extraFieldValues (optional): an @FM delimited list of the associated values for the other Paypal 
specific fields you wish to provide; 
TestFlag (optional): if set to “1”, instructs O4WPayPal to use PayPal’s “sandbox” URL for 
testing/debugging purposes 
 
By default, the PayPal window will open in the same browser window your form is currently 
using; if you wish to have PayPal open in a different window, specify “target” as one of the 
extraFieldnames, and the name of the browser window you wish to create as the associated value 
in extraFieldValues. 
 
The return value from the O4WPaypal call ("result") will be null ("") if there are no errors, or a 
message indicating the cause of the error (for example, "invalid request: no itemName 
specified"). 
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O4W and RSS 
 
RSS (“Really Simple Syndication”) is a method for “publishing” information on the web, usually 
of frequently-updated data.  O4W allows you to create one or more RSS 2.0 “feeds” (also called 
“channels”) which you can update; visitors to your web page can choose to subscribe to one or 
more of these feeds, and then software on their computer (called an “RSS feed reader”) will 
update them whenever the data in the feed has been updated. 
 
To display a link or an image (or both) that allows the user to subscribe to your feed, you can use 
the O4WRSSPublish API.  This will both display the subscription link and allow you to define, 
inside O4W, the parameters of the feed.  For example, on your main page you might have the 
following code: 
 
                * put up the 'publish' link 
                O4WRSSPublish("bugtrack", "Subscribe to the bug tracker", "", "Revelation Software 
Bug Tracker", "Openinsight Bug tracker", "http://www.revelation.com") 
 
This will display a link and the default RSS image at the current location, and (if not already 
defined) store the overall information for the “bugtrack” feed.  The parameters for the 
O4WRSSPublish API call are: 
 
Subroutine O4WRSSPublish(FeedName, subsText, imgURL, FeedParams, title, desc, url, 
subrName,  maxcnt, boverwriteflag) 
 
Where FeedName is the name of the feed you want to allow users to subscribe to.  For the 
display of the RSS subscription link, subsText is the optional text to show in a link, imgURL is 
the optional url to show in a link, and feedParams is the optional additional information you wish 
to provide to the link that is used for retrieving the RSS data.    Note that the feedParams value 
can be anything desired to uniquely identify the feed; for example, feedParams might contain an 
encoded value to indicate which user has requested the feed, or it might contain the type of 
information that should be retrieve (such as “FORM” or “REPORT”).  You must specify at least 
one of the subsText, imgURL, or feedParams parameters for the link to be displayed. 
 
For the definition of the feed, title is the title text that describes this feed, desc is the description 
of the feed, url is the overall url to your site that generates this feed, subrname is the optional 
name of a stored procedure to call to build and/or “filter” the feed the results, and  maxcnt is the 
maximum number of data items to display in the feed (default is 15).  The definition of the feed 
will only be written the first time the O4WRSSPublish call is made for a particular feedname; if 
you wish to change the values of the feed definition, you can set the bOverwriteFlag to “1”.  If 
you only wish to define the feed, and not actually display the link, leave the subsText, imgURL, 
and feedParams values empty. 
 
To completely delete a feed definition, call O4WRSSPublish with just the feedname: 
 
O4WRSSPublish(“bugtrack”) 
 
Once the feed has been defined, you can call O4WRSSPublish on all pages where you want to 
display the RSS feed link; alternatively, you can manually embed the link in the HTML template 
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that you use on multiple pages of your site.  Where you wish the RSS feed link to go, add in the 
following HTML: 
 
<a href=”O4W_RSS?feedName=feedname&feedParams=params”>Subscription_text</a> 
 
Where feedName is the name of the feed, params is the optional feedParams value (which can be 
omitted if no feedParams are required), and subscription_text is whatever text you want to 
display for the RSS feed link; for example, 
 
<a href=”O4W_RSS?feedName=bugtrack”>Subscribe to the bug tracker</a> 
 
 
To update the feed data, you can call O4WRSSData; for example: 
 
                * also update the 'contents' of our RSS feed 
                O4WRSSData("bugtrack", “Issue ":issueNum, "Bug issue number ”:issueNum:” 
updated”, 
"http://www.revelation.com/o4w/oecgi4.exe/O4W_BUGTRACK?ISSUE=”:issueNum") 
 
This will add the specified information to the list of items that the “bugtrack” feed will list.  
When users look at their “feed reader” for the “bugtrack” feed, they will see this item and they 
can click on the link to bring them to the specific URL.  The API for O4WRSSData is: 
 
Subroutine O4WRSSData(FeedName, title, description, url, changeDate, GUID, 
extraFieldNames, extraFieldValues) 
 
Where feedName is the name of the previously-defined feed, title is the title of this particular 
feed item, description is a description of this particular feed item, url is the url to click to in order 
to get to this particular feed item, changeDate is an optional internal date to record when this 
feed item was created, GUID is an optional unique identifier that RSS readers can use to identify 
when a feed item is unique, and extraFieldNames and extraFieldValues are @SVM-associated 
fields containing other optional RSS data fields and values that you might wish to provide. 
 
When a user clicks on the “subscribe” link, or an RSS feed reader refreshes its list of data items 
from your feed, the O4W provided routine O4W_RSS will be invoked.  This routine will obtain 
the feed name and additional feed parameters from the browser or feed reader and generate the 
list of data items available for that feed.  Because O4W dynamically generates the required XML 
list of data in the O4W_RSS procedure, you can actually dynamically create or modify the list of 
data items returned by asking O4W to call a user-defined stored procedure (the name of the 
stored procedure to use was specified when the feed was first defined).  The user-defined 
procedure must have 3 parameters, for example: 
 
SUBROUTINE FILTERMYFEED(FEEDNAME, FEEDPARAMS, CURRENTLIST) 
 
The name of the feed, the “feedparams” defined in the feed, and the current list (built through 
calls to O4WRSSData) will be passed to the subroutine; the subroutine may add, remove, or 
otherwise change the third parameter (“CURRENTLIST”).  When the stored procedure returns, 
O4W_RSS will use the modified contents of that third parameter to build the list of data; thus it 
is even possible to dynamically build the list of feed data from scratch, and skip the use of 
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O4WRSSData, entirely.  Note that the “feedparams” value can be anything desired to uniquely 
identify the feed; for example, the feedparams might contain an encoded value to indicate which 
user has requested the feed, so that the stored procedure can filter results based on that user, or it 
might contain the type of information that should be retrieve (such as “FORM” or “REPORT”) 
so that the stored procedure can limit the results to just that type of data. 
 
The fields of the currentList record that are used by O4W_RSS (and thus which the user-defined 
stored procedure may modify, delete, or add to) to create the list of data are: 

1.       Overall title for this feed 
2.       Description for this feed 
3.       URL for the web page for the overall feed 
 
5.  Maximum number of data items to return 
 
10. Changed date (in internal format)             ] 
11. Title of this particular data item                  ] 
12. Description of this data item                        ] 
13. URL for retrieving this item                           ] 
14. GUID for this item                                            ] 
15. Add’l RSS field names                     \              ] 
16. Add’l RSS field data                          \              ] 

 
Where fields 10-16 are @VM delimited multivalue fields associated together, and fields 15 and 
16 are @SVM delimited and associated together. 
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O4W Password Encryption 
 
Overall concept: 
 

-          Storing “clear text” passwords is bad practice.  If your OpenInsight system is ever 
compromised, your clear text passwords can be seen (and, perhaps, used on other web 
sites, as most people use the same password or passwords across multiple systems); 

-          Transmitting “clear text” passwords is worse.  Especially on non-secure connections, 
sending the actual password back and forth to the browser is dangerous; 

-          O4W developers should still have ways to “opt out” of the encryption process, and/or 
customize it to their specific needs; 

-          The solution: 
o   When passwords are defined, store them in an “encrypted” fashion (rather than 

clear text); 
o   When passwords are entered into the browser, encrypt them in some fashion 

_on_the_browser_ and then only send the encrypted value 
 

Upgrading to 1.1: 
 

-          Since O4W systems are already “in the wild” with clear-text passwords stored in the 
O4WPERMS table, the 1.0->1.1 O4WUpgrade process will: 

o   Generate a system-specific “seed” that is used in the encryption process; 
o   Go through the O4WPERMS table and encrypt all the passwords using the 

system-specific “seed” 
o   [Note: if a developer wishes to keep the passwords in clear text, they should create 

a record in DICT O4WPERMS named “SALT”, with an “X” in field 1 and 
nothing else in the record.  The O4WUPGRADE process will only do the one-
time encryption if it also creates the SALT record] 

 
User Maintenance in O4W: 
 

-          The user maintenance screen has been modified to comply with the ideas above: 
o   The existing password is never sent back to the browser when an existing user’s 

record is modified; 
o   If no “SEED” value is found (for example, on a new O4W installation), the 

“SEED” value is generated; 
o   When a password is entered in the browser, it is encrypted before being sent back 

to the host; 
o   The encrypted value is stored in the O4WPERMS record 
o   [Note: if a developer wishes to keep the passwords in clear text, they should create 

a record in DICT O4WPERMS named “SALT”, with an “X” in field 1 and 
nothing else in the record.  The user maintenance screen will _not_ create the 
“SALT” record if one already exists, and will _not_ do the encryption on the 
password field if there is no actual seed value in field 2] 

 
O4W Login screen: 
 

-          The O4W Login process has been modified to comply with the ideas above: 
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o   When the password is entered in the browser, it is encrypted before being sent 
back to the host; 

o   If we are operating in this “encrypted” fashion, the current time is also sent to the 
browser – if the user does not submit the login form within 5 minutes of its 
creation, the logon will be invalidated; 

o   When the password is encrypted, it is encrypted using both the “seed” and the 
current time that was sent when the form was created.  This will generate a unique 
“hash value” that can’t be reused by someone trying to “hack” the system who 
(somehow) intercepts the hashed value; 

o   [Note: if a developer wishes to use clear-text passwords, they should EITHER 
create the empty SEED record as described above, or specify a custom 
authorization routine (see below)] 

 
Login authorization: 
 

-          The default login authorization routine (O4WI_AUTHORIZE) has been modified to 
accept _3_ parameters: the username, the hashed value sent by the browser, and the 
current time value; 

-          O4WI_AUTHORIZE will now: 
o   Retrieve the password for the specified user from the O4WPERMS table; 
o   “hash” that value with the current time value; 
o   Compare the results with the hashed value sent by the brower 

-          If the two values match, the user is authorized to proceed; 
-          Developers who specify their own custom authorization routines (via the 

O4WCONFIG record) will continue to be passed 2 parameters (the username and the 
UNENCRYPTED password); 

-          Developers who wish to use the encryption routines to make their systems secure, but 
who still wish to have a custom authorization routine, may do so by creating an 
authorization routine whose name ends in “ENCRYPT” (ie, 
“MYCUSTOMPROC_ENCRYPT”).  If the authorization routine’s name ends in 
“ENCRYPT”, O4W’s login process will instruct the browser to encrypt the password, 
and send that authorization routine the same 3 parameters as O4WI_AUTHORIZE. 

 
New utility function: O4WI_ENCRYPT 

-          The O4WI_ENCRYPT routine takes up to 3 parameters; the first 2 are mandatory, the 
last one is optional: 

o   FUNCTION O4WI_ENCRYPT(param1, param2 {, param3}) 
-          It performs a “hash” on the first two parameters, and then (optionally) hashes that 

value with the third parameter; 
-          This function is used by the O4WI_AUTHORIZE and O4WUPGRADE routines to 

generate and validate the hashed value, and could be used by a developer’s custom 
authorization routine that also used encrypted values; 

-          This function relies on an updated RTI_MD5 to perform an “hmac sha1” hash 
 
New O4WQUALIFYEVENT event: ENCRYPT 

-          The O4WQUALIFYEVENT function has been enhanced to support a new ‘event’, 
“ENCRYPT”: 

o   O4WQUALIFYEVENT(“<sourceID>”, “ENCRYPT”, “<targetID>”, 
“<hash_param1>” {, “<hash_param2>”}) 
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-          <sourceID> and <targetID> are the O4W IDs of the field to encrypt and destination 
for the hash, respectively; 

-          <hash_param1> is the O4W ID or literal string (enclosed in quotes) to use when 
hashing the <sourceID> 

-          <hash_param2>, if specified, is the O4W ID or literal string (enclosed in quotes) to 
use when hashing the hash generated in the previous step 

-          Specifying this event will generate a script that, when the contents of the <sourceID> 
control have been modified, and the control has “lost focus”, will hash the value stored in 
the <sourceID> control against the one or two other values, and store the result in the 
<targetID> control. In addition, it will change the value in the <sourceID> control to a 
known value, not related to its original value, so that the original entered value is never 
transmitted to the host 

-          Example: 
 

o   CASE EVENT _EQC ‘CREATE’ 
§  * … initial code …. 
§  O4WStore(“”, “myHash”, “myHash”) ;* the control where we’ll store the hashed result 
§  O4WPassword(“”, “”, “”, “ourPWD”, “ourPWD”) ;* the control where the user will type in the 

password 
§  O4WQualifyEvent(‘ourPWD’, ‘ENCRYPT’, ‘myHash’, ‘”b8291af880217262cc82965”’) ;* hash 

the value that’s been entered into ourPWD against the literal string and put the hashed 
value into myHash 

§  * … more code … 
o   CASE EVENT _EQC “CLICK” 

§  pwdHash = O4WGetValue(“myHash”) ;* hashed password value 
§  dummyPwd = O4WGetValue(“ourPWD”) ;* not used - always return “eNcRyPtEd” as the 

text 
§  * … validation code … 

 
-          In practice, the <hash_param1> will usually be the “seed” value stored in the DICT 

O4WPERMS “SALT” record, field 2 
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O4W Child Form 
 
The O4W_CHILD_FORM is designed to be invoked within an MDI frame.  Like the 
CTO_CHILD_FORM and AREV64_CHILD_FORM, it has parameters passed in to it during the 
form creation event.  These parameters are combined with the information found in the 
configuration record CFG_O4W (or CFG_O4W*<appid>*<username>, 
CFG_O4W**<username>, or CFG_O4W*<appid>, as appropriate) in order to determine what 
will be displayed. 
 
The layout of the CFG_O4W form is: 
 
* 1. Default URL (URL to use if no “create params” specified) 
* 2. {Default width ] Default height} (optional size to use if no “create params” specified) 
* 3. SiteName ] 
* 4. URL for site ] 
* {5. Title] } 
* {6. ProgType] } 
* {7. ProgDetail] } 
* {8. Width] } 
* {9. Height] } 
* {10. Secure flag] } 
 
Where field 1 is the full URL to open if the O4W_CHILD_FORM is executed without any other 
“create params” to specify where to initially navigate to, field 2 is an optional height and width 
(@vm delimited) to use when opening the child form when no “create params” are specified, 
field 3 is an @VM delimited list of names to use when referring to different O4W web sites, 
field 4 is an associated @VM delimited list of the URLs to those different web sites, and fields 
5-8 are optional modifiers.  Field 5 contains the associated @VM delimited list of titles to use 
when connecting to the web site, field 6 contains the @VM delimited type of routine to run by 
default when connecting to the web site, field 7 contains the @VM delimited specific routine to 
run by default when connecting to the web site, field 8 contains the @VM delimited optional 
height and width (@SVM separated) to use when opening the child form, field 9 contains the 
@VM delimited optional height to use when opening the child form, and field 10 contains the 
@VM delimited optional “secure flag” (which, when set to “1”, indicates that the control should 
be created with the “View Page Source”, “History”, and “Save Page” options disabled and with 
the status line hidden). 
 
In its simplest form, then, the SYSENV CFG_O4W record might look like this: 
 
ID: CFG_O4W 

1. http://www.mysitename.com/o4w/start.htm 
2.  
3.   O4W 
4.   http://www.mysitename.com/o4w/oecgi3.exe 

 
This defines a single “site”, named O4W, and specifies the url that is needed when building an 
O4W request to that site.  If no ‘create params’ are specified when the O4W child form is 
invoked, then the default URL in field 1 is used when opening the form.  A slightly more 
complex record, which supports 2 different O4W servers, might look like this: 
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ID: CFG_O4W 
1. http://www.mysitename.com/o4w/start.htm 
2. 
3.   O4W]EXAMPLES 
4.   http://www.mysitename.com/o4w/oecgi4.exe]http://www.mysitename.com/examples/oec

gi4.exe 
 
When the O4W_CHILD_FORM is invoked, its “creation parameter” defines exactly what site 
should be used, what type of routine should be invoked, what routine details are required, and 
optionally the title and size to use for the form; these parameters are “|” (pipe) delimited when 
passed in from the form designer, or may be @FM delimited when passed in via a stored 
procedure call.  The definition of the creation parameter is: 
 
<sitename>|<routinetype>|<routinedetails>|{<title>}|{<width>}|{<height>}|{<secureFlag>} 
 
Where <sitename> is the name of the site found in field 2 of the CFG_O4W record that this 
request should be routed to; <routinetype> is the type of routine 
(“FORM”,”REPORT”,”MENU”,”DASHBOARD”) that you wish to invoke; <routinedetails> is 
the name of the form, report, menu, or dashboard to invoke; title is the optional title to display on 
the O4W_CHILD_FORM, and <width> and <height> are the optional height and width used to 
create the O4W_CHILD_FORM, and <secureFlag> is 0/1 to indicate whether the form should 
enable, or disable, the “view source”, “save”, and “history” options. 
 
For example, using the CFG_O4W shown above, a valid “creation parameter” might be: 
 
O4W|FORM|CUSTOMER_ENTRY|Customer Entry Form 
 
This will open up the O4W_CHILD_FORM and set its title to “Customer Entry Form” and its 
url to: 
  
“http://www.mysitename.com/o4w/oecgi4.exe/O4W_RUN_FORM?INQID=CUSTOMER_ENT
RY” 
 
 (The O4W_CHILD_FORM has been programmed so that it automatically generates the correct 
URL pieces based on the <routinetype> value). 
 
If desired, it is also possible to embed the new browser control in other forms without the use of 
the O4W_CHILD_FORM.  To do so, see Browser Control for OpenInsight below. 
 
 

Browser Control for OpenInsight 
 
OpenInsight 10 introduces a new "browser" control that can be used to display any HTML 
content, either from the internet, from an intranet, or produced directly in OpenInsight.  This 
control "wraps" the Chromium Embedded Framework object, most commonly seen in the 
Google Chrome browser. 
 
This control forms the basis for the O4W_CHILD_FORM (see more information about the 
O4W_CHILD_FORM ), but can also be used separately in your own form. 
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To use the new browser control, you must create an OLE object on your form, and set the "Text" 
property of that control to ChromeOI.CEFBrowser.  You can then set the properties below, or 
invoke the methods below, to control the display. 
 
Note that there is also a "helper utility", RTI_CEF_OLE_EVENTS, that can be called to properly 
process the OLE events.  To use RTI_CEF_OLE_EVENTS, be sure to register your stored 
procedure to handle OLE events, and when they occur, you can use the following code: 
 
CALL RTI_CEF_OLE_EVENTS(param1, param2, winID$, statusLine$) 
 
Where "param1" and "param2" are the first two parameters passed into your commuter module 
after the control entity ID and the "method" arguments, winID$ is the name of the window, and 
statusLine$ is the name of the status line control (if any) that should be updated with status 
information. 
 
Methods: 
 
Back: Navigates backwards through the browser history 
Copy: copies the currently-selected text into the clipboard 
Cut: cuts the currently-selected text into the clipboard 
Forward: Navigates forwards through the browser history 
Navigate2: pass in a URL to have the browser load the specified page 
Paste: pastes the contents of the clipboard into the browser at the current cursor position 
Reload: Reloads (refreshes) the current page 
Save: pass in the full path and file name where the html of the current page should be saved 
setHTML: pass in the html, and the "base file URL" (the URL that you want to "pretend" this 
page came from, so that things like images, etc. can be loaded from that location) 
ShutdownOK: returns "1" if it's ok for the browser to shut down (ie, it's not in a busy state) 
Shutdown: tells the browser control to shut down 
StopLoad:  stops loading the current page 
Zoom: pass in an increment (for example, "+.1" or "-.1") to increase/decrease the text size 
 
Properties: 
 
CanGoBack: (read only) Returns 0/1 if the browser cannot/can go 'back' in history 
CanGoForward: (read only) Returns 0/1 if the browser cannot/can go 'forwards' through history 
Debug: Set to 0/1 to disable/enable additional debug output 
DefaultURL: Set to the URL you wish the control to display at startup 
HTML: (read only) Returns the current page's HTML 
History: (read only) Returns a list of the URLs that the browser control has visited 
ShowContextMenu: pass in 0/1 to disable/enable the browsers own context menu 
 
 
OLE Events (in "param1", with details in "param2"): 
 
BrowserDownload: details are "file name":@TM:"file type":@TM:"binary flag":@TM:"content" 
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BrowserEvent: details are "event type":@TM:"event details".  Event types are "title", 
"navigating", "navigated", "validating", "validated", "DocumentCompleted", "status", "tooltip", 
"message" and "windowClosed" 
BrowserNewWindow: details are "destination":@TM:"window name" 
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Configuring O4W to run in debug mode 
 

I. Setting up the registry 
 
Using regedit go into the registry and for the registry settings that your O4W is using 
set the StartupFlags to “1” and the ShutdownFlags to “1”.  This change to the registry 
settings means that the engineserver will create ‘visible’ engines on your desktop, 
instead of invisible engines that have no desktop interaction). 

 
II. Running the engineserver in manual debug mode 

 
If you are running the engineserver as a service, stop the service.  From the command 
prompt locally on the system that you are testing/developing on (of course this also 
means that this has to be the system where OpenInsight is installed), manually start 
the engineserver: java –jar oesocketserver.jar –d 3 
 
Now, if a ‘debug’ statement is encountered, or any error occurs that would invoke the 
debugger, the debugger will start up in a ‘visible’ mode. 
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O4W Configuration 
 

I. SYSENV Configuration 
 
O4W is built upon OpenInsight's OECGI processing, and thus the OpenInsight OECGI 
configuration settings may need to be modified to allow O4W requests.  Please see the “Server 
Configuration” section in the OECGI4.EXE Quick Start Guide for more information. 
 
 

II. O4WCONFIG Configuration 
 
The CFG_O4W record in the O4WCONFIG table contains configuration settings for O4W.  This 
record is maintained by the repository functions; therefore, it can be customized on a per-
application basis, and an application specific configuration record will have a key of 
<appname>*CFG_O4W (for example, “EXAMPLES*CFG_O4W”).  While the O4W 
Configuration Maintenance routine is designed to allow you to customize the settings in this 
record, there are some advanced configuration settings that are not available through the web 
interface for the current release.  If required, these settings can be manually maintained via the 
OpenInsight editor. 
 
These advanced customized fields include: 
 
Field 10: You can modify your jQuery Themes by changing the theme name on this field.  O4W 
comes configured with the flick theme.  You can change this theme to a jQuery theme such as 
smoothness or ui-darkness. 
 

 
 
Field 21: The path and name of the template to use by default when a mobile device is accessing 
O4W (Note that the mobile device must still access an O4W page that sets a cookie named 
“o4wMobile” to 1 so that O4W can identifier a mobile request); 
 
Field 38: The name of an existing O4W Form to use as the “template” during dynamic O4W 
Form generation (If field 35 is set to ‘1’, then both dynamic reports and dynamic forms can be 
generated by O4W.  For a dynamic report, users can specify the name of an existing OpenInsight 
form, and O4W will convert the form “on the fly” into an O4W Form.  The O4W Form named in 
this field will be used to define the layout and various settings of the dynamically-generated 
form); 
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Field 40: An @VM-delimited list of browser identifiers 
 
Field 41: An associated @VM-delimited list of names for each browser identifier 
 
Field 42: An associated @VM-delimited list of the minimum supported version for each browser 
 
Field 43: The text of any message to display on any browser that is below the minimum 
supported version 
 
Field 44: The type of message to display (0=banner at top of browser, 1=popup window, 2 = 
both) 
 
Field 45: A configuration-generated script that can be embedded in the O4W results to display 
the message 
 
Field 50: The time (in milliseconds) to delay before setting the focus to a control 
programmatically 
 
Field 55: The maximum number of engines to use when constructing an O4W form for display 
(If set to a number greater than 0, when an O4W Form is generated, only the first tab is 
generated initially; additional ‘background’ requests are issued to populate any additional tabs.  
Up to the specified number of engines will be used to populate these tabs.  This provides the 
appearance of more responsive forms.  Note that it is also possible to specify “-1” for this value; 
in this case, a new tab will be populated ONLY when it is clicked on by the user) 
 
 

III. O4W and https 
 
Users may also find that they wish to create their own version of INET_FINALIZE, the 'wrapup' 
routine, to perform any post-processing on the HTML responses.  One common use for an 
INET_FINALIZE routine is to ensure that, for any secure requests (those that begin with 
"https://"), any returned html contains only https:// references (mixing http:// and https:// 
references in the returned document may generate a warning or error on the browser).  One 
solution when working in an "https://" environment is to ensure that any references in O4W 
templates or code properly use "https://" as well; another approach is to have a customized 
INET_FINALIZE with the following code: 
 
* make sure we're HTTPS compliant 
if request<HTTP_REFERER$>[1,8] _eqc "HTTPS://" then  
  swap "http://" with "https://" in html 
  Swap ":433/" With "/" In html 
End  
 
(Note that it is suggested that you always create a custom, differently-named routine - perhaps 
initially copied from the provided INET_FINALIZE routine - and replace the INET_FINALIZE 
entry in the CFG_INET record with the name of the new routine, rather than just changing the 
provided INET_FINALIZE routine, to avoid the possibility of your custom code being 
overwritten by updated system routines) 
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The Background Processor 
 

I. The Background Processor 
 
In OpenInsight version 9.2 and above, there is now the ability to send requests from within 
OpenInsight to a "background processor" which can execute these requests, leaving the current 
OpenInsight instance available for additional processing.  This functionality can be used either 
when running in the normal "GUI" OpenInsight front end, or when running through one of the 
non-GUI interfaces (including CTO, O4W, OECGI4, etc.).  When running from a non-GUI 
interface, this functionality is especially useful, as it allows the non-GUI OEngine to execute 
tasks that require a Windows interface (for example, generating a PDF). 
 
The Background Processor can be run in either of two ways: 
1. Invoked on an "ad hoc" basis, generating a new OpenInsight instance for each request; 
2. Managed via a "queue manager" 
 

II. Configuring the Background Processor 
 
In order to use these functions, OpenInsight must be configured to allow background processing.  
This is done by creating and configuring a record in the SYSENV table called 
CFG_AUTOEXEC.  The CFG_AUTOEXEC record must exist, and should have 2 fields.  Field 
one contains the name of the routine to call when this OpenInsight instance has been invoked to 
handle a background task; this should be set to RTI_TASKMANAGER.  Field 2 contains the 
maximum number of OpenInsight instances that can be "spawned" to handle the background 
requests. 
 
Note that the CFG_AUTOEXEC record can be configured on a per-application, per-user, and/or 
per-application-and-user basis.  OpenInsight will first look for an entry named 
CFG_AUTOEXEC*<app>*<user>, where <app> and <user> is the application name and user 
name, respectively, of the current application and user.  If not found, the system then looks for an 
entry named CFG_AUTOEXEC**<user>; if this is not found, then the system looks for an entry 
named CFG_AUTOEXEC*<app>; if this is not found, the system-wide CFG_AUTOEXEC is 
read and used. 
 

III. Invoking the Background Processor On An Ad-Hoc Basis 
 
To have the background process request executed immediately, without running a queue 
manager, a stored procedure can call the RTI_TASK_SUBMIT function: 
 
DECLARE FUNCTION RTI_TASK_SUBMIT 
taskID = RTI_TASK_SUBMIT("", PROC_NAME, PARAM1, PARAM2, PARAM3...) 
 
The first parameter specifies the type of call; if set to null, this is an "immediate" request 
(without requiring a queue manager).  The second parameter is the name of the function you 
wish the background process to invoke.  The third and additional parameters are any parameters 
you wish to pass into the function that the background process will invoke. 
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RTI_TASK_SUBMIT will return a unique "task id" that your routine can use to check the status, 
and retrieve the results, of background processing.  This value should be greater than 0; a 0 or 
negative number indicates an error in your request, or in processing. 
 
To check the status of the request, a stored procedure can invoke the RTI_TASK_STATUS 
function: 
 
DECLARE FUNCTION RTI_TASK_STATUS 
status = RTI_TASK_STATUS(taskID, results) 
 
The first parameter of the RTI_TASK_STATUS call should be the "task id" returned by the 
RTI_TASK_SUBMIT function.  RTI_TASK_STATUS will return a status code, and - if the 
submitted task has been completed - will fill the "results" parameter with any results returned by 
the submitted task.  Values for the status parameter include 'COMPLETED', 'ERROR', 
'PROCESSING', 'SUBMITTED', and 'IMMEDIATE' (though only the values COMPLETED and 
ERROR should be checked). 
 
When the task returns COMPLETED or ERROR, it is removed from the background processing 
system, so no additional cleanup is required.  Note that a task may be deleted from the system 
two days after it has completed, even if its results are not checked and retrieved with 
RTI_TASK_STATUS. 
 

IV. Invoking the Background Processor Via A Queue Manager 
 
For a more "managed" background process, a queue manager can be started up; this queue 
manager can then dispatch requests to some defined number of other OpenInsight instances (as 
opposed to an 'ad hoc' invocation, where any number of OpenInsight instances may be created to 
handle the requests). 
 
The queue manager can be started via the RTI_TASK_STARTUP command: 
 
DECLARE SUBROUTINE RTI_TASK_STARTUP 
RTI_TASK_STARTUP() 
 
This command creates an OpenInsight instance and instructs it to operate as the Queue Manager; 
it then waits for background requests to be submitted.  Note that if the maximum number of 
queues (as defined in the CFG_AUTOEXEC record) is non-zero, the queue manager will create 
up to that number of OpenInsight instances to handle the requests; if the maximum number of 
queues parameter is 0, then the queue manager will execute each request itself, without 
"spawning" any additional OpenInsight instances. 
 
Submitting a background task is similar to the 'ad-hoc' method: 
 
DECLARE FUNCTION RTI_TASK_SUBMIT 
taskID = RTI_TASK_SUBMIT("0", PROC_NAME, PARAM1, PARAM2, PARAM3...) 
 
Note that the first parameter is now set to "0"; this instructs the system to place this in the 
background queue for processing. 
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It is also possible to call RTI_TASK_SUBMIT and have _it_ start up the queue manager, if 
needed; specify a "1" as the first parameter to RTI_TASK_SUBMIT to combine these two 
functions. 
 
Checking for results is the same as when working in the "ad-hoc" system; call 
RTI_TASK_STATUS with the specific "task id" to examine the status of your request. 
 
If you wish to shut down the queue manager, simply invoke the RTI_TASK_SHUTDOWN 
command: 
 
DECLARE SUBROUTINE RTI_TASK_SHUTDOWN 
RTI_TASK_SHUTDOWN() 
 
This will instruct the queue manager to terminate, leaving any pending items in the queue for 
later processing. 
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Resetting Engines from the Browser 
 
 The routine to invoke to reset engines created by the OEngineServer over the web is called 
O4W_MANAGEENGINES. 
 
If this routine is invoked with the “LIST=1” parameter (which is the default setting), it will 
display a list of OEngines.  The call can be made as follows: 
 
http://www.mywebsite.com/virtual_directory/oecgi4.exe/O4W_MANAGEENGINES 
 
To invoke ‘reset’ behaviors password parameters must be passed. 
 
A ‘soft’ reset can be invoked with the following call: 
 
http://www.mywebsite.com/virtual_directory/oecgi4.exe/O4W_MANAGEENGINES?PWD=<e
ngineserverpassword> 
 
The default password is REVSOFT.  This password can be modified in the eServer.cfg file found 
in your OpenInsight directory. 
 
A ‘hard’ reset (which will even try to reset the OEngine that is currently running your request) 
can be invoked with the following call: 
 
http://www.mywebsite.com/virtual_directory/oecgi4.exe/O4W_MANAGEENGINES?PWD=<e
ngineserverpassword>&FORCE=1 
 
If your O4W (or INET) basic+ routine needs to shut down its _own_ engine in the EngineServer, 
it can call the new RTI_KILLCURRENTOENGINE stored procedure.  Simply pass in the 
engine server password (for example, CALL RTI_KILLCURRENTOENGINE(“REVSOFT”)) 
and the current OEngine will be discarded after processing rather than re-queued for further use.
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OECGI4P.PHP 
 

I. OECGI4P.PHP 
 
OECGI4P.PHP has all the features of ‘regular’ OECGI4.EXE, including the failover/multiple 
machine support, “SysDownPage” functionality, ability to upload and download files and forms, 
etc., etc.  It can read the same registry settings as OECGI4.EXE, or read its settings from an ini 
file (on Linux).  In order to use OECGI4P.PHP, you must download and install PHP for your 
web server, and specify “oecgi4p.php” wherever you previously specified “oecgi4.exe”.  Note 
that you can use the static “startp.html” as the start page for OECGI4P.PHP.  For more 
information on these settings please refer to the OECGI4.EXE Installation and Configuration 
Quick Start Guide. 
 
Installing PHP on IIS 7 is especially easy, since FastCGI is included in IIS7, and the installer for 
the PHP module for win32 systems can automatically configure PHP extensions and FastCGI to 
work together.  To download the installer, go to: 
 
http://windows.php.net/download/ 
 
(choose the “VC9 non-thread safe” installer version for the most convenient installation) 
 
For an explanation of setting up IIS 7 with FastCGI and PHP, see here: 
 
http://learn.iis.net/page.aspx/246/using-fastcgi-to-host-php-applications-on-iis-7/ 
 
And to set up IIS 6, see here: 
 
http://learn.iis.net/page.aspx/247/using-fastcgi-to-host-php-applications-on-iis-60/ 
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Apache configuration file 

 
I. http.conf 

 
# 
# This is the main Apache HTTP server configuration file.  It contains the 
# configuration directives that give the server its instructions. 
# See <URL:http://httpd.apache.org/docs/2.2> for detailed information. 
# In particular, see  
# <URL:http://httpd.apache.org/docs/2.2/mod/directives.html> 
# for a discussion of each configuration directive. 
# 
# Do NOT simply read the instructions in here without understanding 
# what they do.  They're here only as hints or reminders.  If you are unsure 
# consult the online docs. You have been warned.   
# 
# Configuration and logfile names: If the filenames you specify for many 
# of the server's control files begin with "/" (or "drive:/" for Win32), the 
# server will use that explicit path.  If the filenames do *not* begin 
# with "/", the value of ServerRoot is prepended -- so "logs/foo.log" 
# with ServerRoot set to "C:/Program Files (x86)/Apache Software Foundation/Apache2.2" will be 
interpreted by the 
# server as "C:/Program Files (x86)/Apache Software Foundation/Apache2.2/logs/foo.log". 
# 
# NOTE: Where filenames are specified, you must use forward slashes 
# instead of backslashes (e.g., "c:/apache" instead of "c:\apache"). 
# If a drive letter is omitted, the drive on which httpd.exe is located 
# will be used by default.  It is recommended that you always supply 
# an explicit drive letter in absolute paths to avoid confusion. 
 
# 
# ServerRoot: The top of the directory tree under which the server's 
# configuration, error, and log files are kept. 
# 
# Do not add a slash at the end of the directory path.  If you point 
# ServerRoot at a non-local disk, be sure to point the LockFile directive 
# at a local disk.  If you wish to share the same ServerRoot for multiple 
# httpd daemons, you will need to change at least LockFile and PidFile. 
# 
ServerRoot "C:/Program Files (x86)/Apache Software Foundation/Apache2.2" 
 
# 
# Listen: Allows you to bind Apache to specific IP addresses and/or 
# ports, instead of the default. See also the <VirtualHost> 
# directive. 
# 
# Change this to Listen on specific IP addresses as shown below to  
# prevent Apache from glomming onto all bound IP addresses. 
# 
#Listen 12.34.56.78:80 
Listen 80 
 
# 
# Dynamic Shared Object (DSO) Support 
# 
# To be able to use the functionality of a module which was built as a DSO you 
# have to place corresponding `LoadModule' lines at this location so the 
# directives contained in it are actually available _before_ they are used. 
# Statically compiled modules (those listed by `httpd -l') do not need 
# to be loaded here. 
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# 
# Example: 
# LoadModule foo_module modules/mod_foo.so 
# 
LoadModule actions_module modules/mod_actions.so 
LoadModule alias_module modules/mod_alias.so 
LoadModule asis_module modules/mod_asis.so 
LoadModule auth_basic_module modules/mod_auth_basic.so 
#LoadModule auth_digest_module modules/mod_auth_digest.so 
#LoadModule authn_alias_module modules/mod_authn_alias.so 
#LoadModule authn_anon_module modules/mod_authn_anon.so 
#LoadModule authn_dbd_module modules/mod_authn_dbd.so 
#LoadModule authn_dbm_module modules/mod_authn_dbm.so 
LoadModule authn_default_module modules/mod_authn_default.so 
LoadModule authn_file_module modules/mod_authn_file.so 
#LoadModule authnz_ldap_module modules/mod_authnz_ldap.so 
#LoadModule authz_dbm_module modules/mod_authz_dbm.so 
LoadModule authz_default_module modules/mod_authz_default.so 
LoadModule authz_groupfile_module modules/mod_authz_groupfile.so 
LoadModule authz_host_module modules/mod_authz_host.so 
#LoadModule authz_owner_module modules/mod_authz_owner.so 
LoadModule authz_user_module modules/mod_authz_user.so 
LoadModule autoindex_module modules/mod_autoindex.so 
#LoadModule cache_module modules/mod_cache.so 
#LoadModule cern_meta_module modules/mod_cern_meta.so 
LoadModule cgi_module modules/mod_cgi.so 
#LoadModule charset_lite_module modules/mod_charset_lite.so 
#LoadModule dav_module modules/mod_dav.so 
#LoadModule dav_fs_module modules/mod_dav_fs.so 
#LoadModule dav_lock_module modules/mod_dav_lock.so 
#LoadModule dbd_module modules/mod_dbd.so 
#LoadModule deflate_module modules/mod_deflate.so 
LoadModule dir_module modules/mod_dir.so 
#LoadModule disk_cache_module modules/mod_disk_cache.so 
#LoadModule dumpio_module modules/mod_dumpio.so 
LoadModule env_module modules/mod_env.so 
#LoadModule expires_module modules/mod_expires.so 
#LoadModule ext_filter_module modules/mod_ext_filter.so 
#LoadModule file_cache_module modules/mod_file_cache.so 
#LoadModule filter_module modules/mod_filter.so 
#LoadModule headers_module modules/mod_headers.so 
#LoadModule ident_module modules/mod_ident.so 
#LoadModule imagemap_module modules/mod_imagemap.so 
LoadModule include_module modules/mod_include.so 
#LoadModule info_module modules/mod_info.so 
LoadModule isapi_module modules/mod_isapi.so 
#LoadModule ldap_module modules/mod_ldap.so 
#LoadModule logio_module modules/mod_logio.so 
LoadModule log_config_module modules/mod_log_config.so 
#LoadModule log_forensic_module modules/mod_log_forensic.so 
#LoadModule mem_cache_module modules/mod_mem_cache.so 
LoadModule mime_module modules/mod_mime.so 
#LoadModule mime_magic_module modules/mod_mime_magic.so 
LoadModule negotiation_module modules/mod_negotiation.so 
#LoadModule proxy_module modules/mod_proxy.so 
#LoadModule proxy_ajp_module modules/mod_proxy_ajp.so 
#LoadModule proxy_balancer_module modules/mod_proxy_balancer.so 
#LoadModule proxy_connect_module modules/mod_proxy_connect.so 
#LoadModule proxy_ftp_module modules/mod_proxy_ftp.so 
#LoadModule proxy_http_module modules/mod_proxy_http.so 
#LoadModule rewrite_module modules/mod_rewrite.so 
LoadModule setenvif_module modules/mod_setenvif.so 
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#LoadModule speling_module modules/mod_speling.so 
#LoadModule ssl_module modules/mod_ssl.so 
#LoadModule status_module modules/mod_status.so 
#LoadModule substitute_module modules/mod_substitute.so 
#LoadModule unique_id_module modules/mod_unique_id.so 
#LoadModule userdir_module modules/mod_userdir.so 
#LoadModule usertrack_module modules/mod_usertrack.so 
#LoadModule version_module modules/mod_version.so 
#LoadModule vhost_alias_module modules/mod_vhost_alias.so 
 
<IfModule !mpm_netware_module> 
<IfModule !mpm_winnt_module> 
# 
# If you wish httpd to run as a different user or group, you must run 
# httpd as root initially and it will switch.   
# 
# User/Group: The name (or #number) of the user/group to run httpd as. 
# It is usually good practice to create a dedicated user and group for 
# running httpd, as with most system services. 
# 
User daemon 
Group daemon 
 
</IfModule> 
</IfModule> 
 
# 'Main' server configuration 
# 
# The directives in this section set up the values used by the 'main' 
# server, which responds to any requests that aren't handled by a 
# <VirtualHost> definition.  These values also provide defaults for 
# any <VirtualHost> containers you may define later in the file. 
# 
# All of these directives may appear inside <VirtualHost> containers, 
# in which case these default settings will be overridden for the 
# virtual host being defined. 
# 
 
# 
# ServerAdmin: Your address, where problems with the server should be 
# e-mailed.  This address appears on some server-generated pages, such 
# as error documents.  e.g. admin@your-domain.com 
# 
ServerAdmin admin@winwinsol.int 
 
# 
# ServerName gives the name and port that the server uses to identify itself. 
# This can often be determined automatically, but we recommend you specify 
# it explicitly to prevent problems during startup. 
# 
# If your host doesn't have a registered DNS name, enter its IP address here. 
# 
#ServerName bobcart.winwinsol.int:80 
 
# 
# DocumentRoot: The directory out of which you will serve your 
# documents. By default, all requests are taken from this directory, but 
# symbolic links and aliases may be used to point to other locations. 
# 
DocumentRoot "C:/Program Files (x86)/Apache Software Foundation/Apache2.2/htdocs" 
 
# 
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# Each directory to which Apache has access can be configured with respect 
# to which services and features are allowed and/or disabled in that 
# directory (and its subdirectories).  
# 
# First, we configure the "default" to be a very restrictive set of  
# features.   
# 
<Directory /> 
    Options FollowSymLinks 
    AllowOverride None 
    Order deny,allow 
    Deny from all 
</Directory> 
 
# 
# Note that from this point forward you must specifically allow 
# particular features to be enabled - so if something's not working as 
# you might expect, make sure that you have specifically enabled it 
# below. 
# 
 
# 
# This should be changed to whatever you set DocumentRoot to. 
# 
<Directory "C:/Program Files (x86)/Apache Software Foundation/Apache2.2/htdocs"> 
    # 
    # Possible values for the Options directive are "None", "All", 
    # or any combination of: 
    #   Indexes Includes FollowSymLinks SymLinksifOwnerMatch ExecCGI MultiViews 
    # 
    # Note that "MultiViews" must be named *explicitly* --- "Options All" 
    # doesn't give it to you. 
    # 
    # The Options directive is both complicated and important.  Please see 
    # http://httpd.apache.org/docs/2.2/mod/core.html#options 
    # for more information. 
    # 
    Options Indexes FollowSymLinks 
 
    # 
    # AllowOverride controls what directives may be placed in .htaccess files. 
    # It can be "All", "None", or any combination of the keywords: 
    #   Options FileInfo AuthConfig Limit 
    # 
    AllowOverride None 
 
    # 
    # Controls who can get stuff from this server. 
    # 
    Order allow,deny 
    Allow from all 
 
</Directory> 
 
# 
# DirectoryIndex: sets the file that Apache will serve if a directory 
# is requested. 
# 
<IfModule dir_module> 
    DirectoryIndex index.html 
</IfModule> 
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# 
# The following lines prevent .htaccess and .htpasswd files from being  
# viewed by Web clients.  
# 
<FilesMatch "^\.ht"> 
    Order allow,deny 
    Deny from all 
    Satisfy All 
</FilesMatch> 
 
# 
# ErrorLog: The location of the error log file. 
# If you do not specify an ErrorLog directive within a <VirtualHost> 
# container, error messages relating to that virtual host will be 
# logged here.  If you *do* define an error logfile for a <VirtualHost> 
# container, that host's errors will be logged there and not here. 
# 
ErrorLog "logs/error.log" 
 
# 
# LogLevel: Control the number of messages logged to the error_log. 
# Possible values include: debug, info, notice, warn, error, crit, 
# alert, emerg. 
# 
LogLevel warn 
 
<IfModule log_config_module> 
    # 
    # The following directives define some format nicknames for use with 
    # a CustomLog directive (see below). 
    # 
    LogFormat "%h %l %u %t \"%r\" %>s %b \"%{Referer}i\" \"%{User-Agent}i\"" combined 
    LogFormat "%h %l %u %t \"%r\" %>s %b" common 
 
    <IfModule logio_module> 
      # You need to enable mod_logio.c to use %I and %O 
      LogFormat "%h %l %u %t \"%r\" %>s %b \"%{Referer}i\" \"%{User-Agent}i\" %I %O" 
combinedio 
    </IfModule> 
 
    # 
    # The location and format of the access logfile (Common Logfile Format). 
    # If you do not define any access logfiles within a <VirtualHost> 
    # container, they will be logged here.  Contrariwise, if you *do* 
    # define per-<VirtualHost> access logfiles, transactions will be 
    # logged therein and *not* in this file. 
    # 
    CustomLog "logs/access.log" common 
 
    # 
    # If you prefer a logfile with access, agent, and referer information 
    # (Combined Logfile Format) you can use the following directive. 
    # 
    #CustomLog "logs/access.log" combined 
</IfModule> 
 
<IfModule alias_module> 
    # 
    # Redirect: Allows you to tell clients about documents that used to  
    # exist in your server's namespace, but do not anymore. The client  
    # will make a new request for the document at its new location. 
    # Example: 
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    # Redirect permanent /foo http://bobcart.winwinsol.int/bar 
 
    # 
    # Alias: Maps web paths into filesystem paths and is used to 
    # access content that does not live under the DocumentRoot. 
    # Example: 
    # Alias /webpath /full/filesystem/path 
     
    # make sure you match slashes, note use of Unix style slash 
    Alias /examples/ c:/revsoft/OInsight/o4w/ 
     
    # 
    # If you include a trailing / on /webpath then the server will 
    # require it to be present in the URL.  You will also likely 
    # need to provide a <Directory> section to allow access to 
    # the filesystem path. 
 
    # 
    # ScriptAlias: This controls which directories contain server scripts.  
    # ScriptAliases are essentially the same as Aliases, except that 
    # documents in the target directory are treated as applications and 
    # run by the server when requested rather than as documents sent to the 
    # client.  The same rules about trailing "/" apply to ScriptAlias 
    # directives as to Alias. 
    # 
    ScriptAlias /cgi-bin/ "C:/Program Files (x86)/Apache Software 
Foundation/Apache2.2/cgi-bin/" 
 
</IfModule> 
 
<IfModule cgid_module> 
    # 
    # ScriptSock: On threaded servers, designate the path to the UNIX 
    # socket used to communicate with the CGI daemon of mod_cgid. 
    # 
    #Scriptsock logs/cgisock 
</IfModule> 
 
# 
# "C:/Program Files (x86)/Apache Software Foundation/Apache2.2/cgi-bin" should be changed to 
whatever your ScriptAliased 
# CGI directory exists, if you have that configured. 
# 
<Directory "C:/Program Files (x86)/Apache Software Foundation/Apache2.2/cgi-bin"> 
    AllowOverride None 
    Options None 
    Order allow,deny 
    Allow from all 
</Directory> 
 
# Allow everyone access to the o4w folder 
<Directory "c:/revsoft/OInsight/o4w"> 
    AllowOverride None 
    Options Indexes FollowSymLinks MultiViews +ExecCGI  
    AddHandler cgi-script .exe 
    Order allow,deny 
    Allow from all 
</Directory> 
 
# 
# DefaultType: the default MIME type the server will use for a document 
# if it cannot otherwise determine one, such as from filename extensions. 
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# If your server contains mostly text or HTML documents, "text/plain" is 
# a good value.  If most of your content is binary, such as applications 
# or images, you may want to use "application/octet-stream" instead to 
# keep browsers from trying to display binary files as though they are 
# text. 
# 
DefaultType text/plain 
 
<IfModule mime_module> 
    # 
    # TypesConfig points to the file containing the list of mappings from 
    # filename extension to MIME-type. 
    # 
    TypesConfig conf/mime.types 
 
    # 
    # AddType allows you to add to or override the MIME configuration 
    # file specified in TypesConfig for specific file types. 
    # 
    #AddType application/x-gzip .tgz 
    # 
    # AddEncoding allows you to have certain browsers uncompress 
    # information on the fly. Note: Not all browsers support this. 
    # 
    #AddEncoding x-compress .Z 
    #AddEncoding x-gzip .gz .tgz 
    # 
    # If the AddEncoding directives above are commented-out, then you 
    # probably should define those extensions to indicate media types: 
    # 
    AddType application/x-compress .Z 
    AddType application/x-gzip .gz .tgz 
 
    # 
    # AddHandler allows you to map certain file extensions to "handlers": 
    # actions unrelated to filetype. These can be either built into the server 
    # or added with the Action directive (see below) 
    # 
    # To use CGI scripts outside of ScriptAliased directories: 
    # (You will also need to add "ExecCGI" to the "Options" directive.) 
    # 
    #AddHandler cgi-script .cgi 
 
    # For type maps (negotiated resources): 
    #AddHandler type-map var 
 
    # 
    # Filters allow you to process content before it is sent to the client. 
    # 
    # To parse .shtml files for server-side includes (SSI): 
    # (You will also need to add "Includes" to the "Options" directive.) 
    # 
    #AddType text/html .shtml 
    #AddOutputFilter INCLUDES .shtml 
</IfModule> 
 
# 
# The mod_mime_magic module allows the server to use various hints from the 
# contents of the file itself to determine its type.  The MIMEMagicFile 
# directive tells the module where the hint definitions are located. 
# 
#MIMEMagicFile conf/magic 
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# 
# Customizable error responses come in three flavors: 
# 1) plain text 2) local redirects 3) external redirects 
# 
# Some examples: 
#ErrorDocument 500 "The server made a boo boo." 
#ErrorDocument 404 /missing.html 
#ErrorDocument 404 "/cgi-bin/missing_handler.pl" 
#ErrorDocument 402 http://bobcart.winwinsol.int/subscription_info.html 
# 
 
# 
# EnableMMAP and EnableSendfile: On systems that support it,  
# memory-mapping or the sendfile syscall is used to deliver 
# files.  This usually improves server performance, but must 
# be turned off when serving from networked-mounted  
# filesystems or if support for these functions is otherwise 
# broken on your system. 
# 
#EnableMMAP off 
#EnableSendfile off 
 
# Supplemental configuration 
# 
# The configuration files in the conf/extra/ directory can be  
# included to add extra features or to modify the default configuration of  
# the server, or you may simply copy their contents here and change as  
# necessary. 
 
# Server-pool management (MPM specific) 
#Include conf/extra/httpd-mpm.conf 
 
# Multi-language error messages 
#Include conf/extra/httpd-multilang-errordoc.conf 
 
# Fancy directory listings 
#Include conf/extra/httpd-autoindex.conf 
 
# Language settings 
#Include conf/extra/httpd-languages.conf 
 
# User home directories 
#Include conf/extra/httpd-userdir.conf 
 
# Real-time info on requests and configuration 
#Include conf/extra/httpd-info.conf 
 
# Virtual hosts 
#Include conf/extra/httpd-vhosts.conf 
 
# Local access to the Apache HTTP Server Manual 
#Include conf/extra/httpd-manual.conf 
 
# Distributed authoring and versioning (WebDAV) 
#Include conf/extra/httpd-dav.conf 
 
# Various default settings 
#Include conf/extra/httpd-default.conf 
 
# Secure (SSL/TLS) connections 
#Include conf/extra/httpd-ssl.conf 
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# 
# Note: The following must must be present to support 
#       starting without SSL on platforms with no /dev/random equivalent 
#       but a statically compiled-in mod_ssl. 
# 
<IfModule ssl_module> 
SSLRandomSeed startup builtin 
SSLRandomSeed connect builtin 
</IfModule> 
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